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attractions like Agra Fort, Itmad-ud-daula's tomb, Bharatpur Sanctuary,
Sikandara, Fatehpur Sikri, etc, which have equal historical and
architectural significance but tourists are not aware of about all these
places and monuments. The focus of this paper is on the economic benefits
accruing to the state byway of tourist's arrivals to Agra. Though Agra
receives maximum number of tourists but except Taj Mahal they are not
aware about other monuments. This study will evaluate the reasons of
lacking in economic benefits from tourism and also analyse the tourist‟
problems facing at Agra.
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describe situation and history of the PWCs (JET SKI) in Mazandaran and
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major ecotourism hub in Iran. This paper provides a strategy framework
for both Iranian Governmental and private sectors to develop the marine
tourism in the region. Then it Determination of appropriate Jet Ski
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The purpose of this paper is to employ basic social psychological concepts
in the interrelated fields of recreation, leisure, and tourism in an effort to
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examine if the medical tourism segment of assisted-suicide tourism is in
fact a valid form of tourism. The comparative analysis reveals that
although possessing an intrinsic motivation and an element of perceived
freedom, travel for assisted-suicide is detached from the rewarding
outcomes one normally receives from recreation, leisure, and tourism.
Moreover, the consumption of tourism products is imparting an impression
of actual tourism, whilst in reality the assisted-suicide experience is very
much uninvolved in the true recreational and leisure aspects of tourism.
The results of this paper are valuable for medical tourism and the tourism
industry by helping both to avoid sectors that do not theoretically fit under
their designations.
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study used in-depth and focus group interviews to identify and analyse the
internal and external driving forces that influence rural tourism
development in The Gambia. Rural tourism development in The Gambia
will require a clear value position, operational excellence and strong
customer relations to gain a market leadership that offers the nation a
competitive advantage. The results can be used to help rural tourism
stakeholders with locals at the core, to collaborate and manage this
development proactively and retain revenue generated from tourism within
rural communities. One suggestion made from the results of this study is to
encourage locals to stage events that will lead to establish unique rural
tourism experience which could in turn lead to securing a brand identity in
the rural tourism marketplace.
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that tourist perception is positive and their experiences are beyond
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visiting Angkor can be generally categorized as cultural tourists.
Their motives and experiences are intertwined. Although tourists
are satisfied with their visit, there are some concerns especially the
issues of environmental pollution, sanitation and cleanliness, local
poverty, and language barriers, which lead to lack of
communication between tourists and local people.
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survey applied to visitors of the area to determine motivations which
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motivational factor identified; Quality of taste, authentic experience, rural
development, health concern and knowledge. Quality of taste was chosen
as a primary motivational factor by visitors to consume local food during
their holiday.
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In this work we will be dealing with the figure of the D.I.Y. Tourist
originated from the local development processes based on the “cottage
tourist industry” concept. We will be doing this by using part of the results
obtained through a research started more than three years ago, by which
we are studying what happens in the territorial contexts where tourism
develops mostly on a spontaneous basis, that is in the presence of a
widespread and pervasive undetected tourism practiced through private
accommodation and mostly self-managed.
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sustainability, an important role have voluntary/market instruments. That
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phenomenon, the potentialities of the EMS are huge and they can
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EDITORIAL1
This is the twelfth issue of TOURISMOS, finishing its sixth year of
publication. In the previous eleven issues, our multidisciplinary journal
aimed at providing a platform that supports the transmission of new
scholarly discoveries in the fields of tourism and hospitality, and we have
been excited about offering a platform that supports scholars in building
upon intellectual treasures and advancing our understanding about various
fields of research in novel and meaningful ways. Capitalising on this effort,
we now focus on furthering our scope and consolidating our position in both
conceptual developments and practical applications in tourism, travel,
leisure and hospitality.
In this context, the present issue is significantly larger than previous ones, and
it contains sixteen research papers, six case studies and two research notes
with an international flavour.
The research papers address a number of topics namely the impact of tourism
activity on local business and economic conditions in local economies in
Britain, the effect of wellness brand awareness on expected and perceived
service quality, macroeconomic country-specific factors on international
expansion of hotel chains, the impact of legislation on carbon discharge on the
income of future tourism industries, the controversial notion of assistedsuicide tourism, factors that influence the job tenure of general managers of
private clubs, challenges for tour-guiding in Egypt, the effects of destination
positioning on hotels' performance in Milan, jet ski development strategies at
Caspian sea, tourism development and politics in the Philippines, rural tourism
offer and local community participation in Gambia, Angkor heritage tourism
and tourist perceptions, sustainable tourism development in developing
countries of South Pacific, motivations that influence tourists’ local food
consumption, and the concept of the D.I.Y. tourist.
With respect to the case studies, various interesting topics are examined, such
as medical tourism in Egypt, alternative types of tourism and ICT strategy in
Lesvos island, economic impacts of cultural festivals in Nigeria, movies as a
tool of tourism marketing, the development of cultural tourism in the United
Kingdom, and the role of the Environmental Management Systems in tourism.
Last, two interesting research notes are presented, namely an analysis of the
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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sustainability of tourism supply chain through a case study research, and
casino Vs historical tourism in Laos.
Based on the previous analysis, we trust that you will enjoy reading the
present issue, and we look forward to presenting you our next in spring 2012!
Paris Tsartas
Editor-in-Chief
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WHO WILL STAY AND WHO WILL GO: PREDICTING
CLUB GENERAL MANAGER TURNOVER
1

Bharath M. Josiam
University of North Texas
Joan Marie Clay
University of North Texas
Scott Graff
University of Wisconsin-Stout
This paper identifies factors that influence the job tenure of general managers of
private clubs in Illinois, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Descriptive statistics,
correlations, analysis of variance, and regression analysis were used for
statistical analysis. Fifteen items correlated positively to predict top management
tenure in private clubs. Level of conflict between the club general manager and
general membership was identified as the one statistically significant negative
correlation. Number of years in the club industry, clearly defined job
responsibility, satisfaction with compensation, sense of loyalty, and Certified Club
Manager certification all had significant relationships with job tenure. Private
clubs have been much less researched than other segments of the hospitality
industry. The cost of finding, training, and keeping new managers is tremendous.
No previous study did a quantitative study of job tenure of general managers. This
study focuses on factors influencing the job tenure of general managers in private
clubs.
Keywords: Club managers, job tenure, private clubs, turnover

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to examine factors that influence the
job tenure of general managers at private clubs in Illinois, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin.
The study was structured to identify demographic
information on club managers, organizational club information, and
participant responses to study questions. The focus was to determine
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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organizational and personal factors that contribute to job tenure. Given
the costs and complexity associated with turnover in the top managerial
positions in private clubs, a critical question to determine is “who will
stay and who will go?”
Turnover
The private club industry is a business best known for its turnover
(Sibbald, 1998). The turnover rate of private club managers is higher than
any other managerial segment (Hume, 1981). Miller (1998) predicted that
one out of three club managers would not even be in the club field in five
years and stated that annual turnover in club management ranges from 2023% annually. The hospitality industry reports some of the highest
turnover rates in U.S. business with annual findings sometimes exceeding
100 to 200% (Bidir, 2002; Cho et al., 2006; Fortino and Nimeneier, 1996;
Moncarz et al., 2009; Woods and Macaulay, 1989; Woods et al., 1998).
Gustafson found a mean turnover rate of 75% in the private club industry
with ranges from 0 to 600% (2002). Excessive employee turnover
negatively impacts many functions of the business and impacts the
bottom line with its adjacent expenses (Dalton, et al., 1999; Waters,
2003). Employee turnover is impacted by the work environment,
inadequate compensation, poor direction, and poor supervision
(Gustafson, 2002; Hinkin and Tracey, 2008). Low pay levels, poor quality
of life, and extensive working hours are recognized in the hospitality
industry as leading contributors to turnover and job dissatisfaction
(Pavesic and Brymer, 1990). The need to understand turnover and factors
which influence the decision of managers to leave a business are
increasingly being recognized as an issue important to the success of
hospitality businesses.
Turnover Costs
The cost of turnover in the US is estimated to be more than $11
billion annually with the average cost per job at 10 to 20 times the
position’s weekly wage rate (Jaffe et al., 1994). Some basic models of
turnover costs only look at the annual salary plus benefits, with benefits at
roughly 25% of the annual salary (Ettorre, 1997). Most turnover cost
models, however, include the costs associated with separation,
replacement, training, and loss of productivity as well (Cascio, 2000;
Hinkin and Tracey, 2000). These include costs associated with the
following: unused sick or vacation pay, exit interview, administrative
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costs, advertising and screening of applicants, interviewing, reference and
background checks, pre-employment tests, training, co-worker tension,
and customer dissatisfaction (Davidson et al., 2010; McKinney et al.,
2007).
Job Satisfaction
Early researchers identified factors that affect people working on
their jobs (Herzberg, 1966; Hackman et al., 1975). A large number of
studies and theories have assessed job satisfaction and employee
productivity, job satisfaction and absenteeism, job satisfaction and
turnover (Brayfield and Crockett, 1955; Fournet et al., 1966; Herzberg et
al., 1957; Vroom, 1964). In the hospitality industry many studies have
focused on factors leading to job satisfaction and turnover (Barrows,
1990; Bidir, 2002; Hughes and Rog, 2008; Karatepe et al., 2007; Li and
Tse, 1998; Murphy and Williams, 2004; Salazar, et al., 2006). Fewer
studies have focused specifically on private clubs.
Private Club Research
In 1994, Barrows found private clubs were much less researched than
other segments of the hospitality industry. In his study, academic journals
from 1983 to 1993 were reviewed and 11 research articles focusing on the
management of private clubs were found. One article examined factors
that cause managers to leave their jobs (McBeth and Mondy, 1985). They
found 32 items statistically significant between the “shorter tenure” and
“longer tenure” groups. Items related to turnover were levels of
satisfaction, stress, autonomy, challenge, and skill use, as well as, salary
and benefits.
In 2010, Barrows and Ridout found that private club research
increased dramatically in the period from 1994-2005 when 45 peerreviewed journal articles were published. Seven articles specifically
examined club managers related to leadership, competencies, and
performance criteria (Cichy and Singerling, 1997; Cichy, et.al., 2004;
Icenogle, et al., 1998; Perdue, et al., 2000; Perdue, et al., 2000/2001;
Perdue, et al., 2001; Perdue, et al., 2002). One study surveyed private
club financial managers and identified three attributes related to job
satisfaction (Schmidgall and DeFranco, 2004). Job security, feeling of
self-esteem, and working conditions were the three most important
attributes contributing to job satisfaction. Gustafson (2002) examined
employee turnover rates in private club and reported that club managers
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cited compensation, number of hours worked, and conflict with
supervisor as three issues directly linked with increased turnover.
These studies show an increased interest in private club research and
yet there is a continuing lack in research examining factors that
specifically influence the job tenure of top managers in private clubs.
METHODOLOGY
The population for this study was the membership of the Club
Managers Association of America (CMAA). The current 7,000 members
represent over 3,000 private clubs (CMAA, (2010a). The sample was the
top manager of each of the 217 private clubs in the states of Illinois,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin. The top manager at each club held the title of
general manager, chief operating officer, or clubhouse manager.
The pilot tested survey was mailed to each top manager. Subject
participation was voluntary. Individual participant responses were
anonymous and confidential. One hundred thirty seven usable responses
were received for a response rate of 63.1 %.
The survey included demographic data, descriptive data about each
club, and participant opinions on factors that contribute to job satisfaction
and job tenure of private club upper managers. The data was statistically
analyzed using SPSS. Descriptive statistics, correlations, crosstabs,
analysis of variance, and regression analysis were used.
Personal demographic information included each manager’s gender,
age, level of education, number of children, designation as Certified Club
Manager through CMAA, number of years in current position, number of
clubs managed, total number of years in the club industry, employment
based on contract, frequency of contract renewal. Descriptive data about
each individual club included type of club, ownership status, number of
members, number of committees, and tax status.
Participants were asked to provide responses in the following areas:
sense of loyalty to the club, would recommend working here to others,
satisfaction with job, enjoy coming to work, plan to look for job outside
this club in the near future, would accept a similar job outside this club if
offered, work is as important as salary, desire to look for ways to do the
job better, willingness to upset some people in order to satisfy others at
work, difficult to satisfy everyone at the same time, clear job
expectations, responsibilities are clearly defined, enough time to complete
tasks at work, enough time to complete all work well, work is too
stressful, sense of feeling burned out at work, satisfaction with current
salary, satisfaction with current prospects for job advancement, good
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working relationship with the board of directors, good working
relationship with membership, good working relationship with
department heads, good working relationship with employees, sense of
appreciation at my job, commitment to the job, job requires use all of
personal talents, job is challenging, sense of job autonomy, opportunity to
discuss personal performance with the club president, specific club
members seek preferential treatment, changing jobs frequently improves
individual career path, level of conflict with board members, level of
conflict with general membership, level of compensation compared to
effort, level of compensation compared to qualifications, level of
compensation compared to impact on club effectiveness, and housing or
housing allowance provisions.
RESULTS
This study was conducted to examine factors that influence the job
satisfaction and job tenure of top managers at private clubs in Illinois,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin, In this section, findings regarding the
demographics and study questions will be presented and discussed.
Respondent demographics
Of the 137 managers who participated in this study, 86% were male
and 14% were female. Seventy-six percent were between the ages of 36
and 55 with the highest percentage (21%) between the ages of 41 and 45.
Eighty-one percent of the managers had children with the highest
percentage (39%) having two children. Forty-seven percent had earned a
bachelor’s degree, 34% had completed some college work, 15% had done
graduate work, and 4% had completed high school only. This finding
mirrors the results from Icenogle , Perdue, and Rue (1998) that club
managers are increasingly earning college degrees.
The Certified Club Manager (CCM) designation is known as the
hallmark of professionalism in club management. This valuable and
widely respected mark of a manager’s commitment to professional
development is earned through satisfying CMAA requirements and
testing (CMAA 2010b). Of the respondents, 35% had obtained the CCM
designation.
Nearly half (48%) of the respondents had held their current positions
for less than four years; whereas, 37% had held their current positions for
six or more years. Thirty-eight percent were in their first job as top
manager of a club, 27% had held this position in two clubs, 20% in three
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clubs, and 15% in four or more clubs. Longevity in the club industry was
reflected in the results that 42% had worked in clubs for 16 years or
longer, 42% had worked in clubs between 7-15 years, and only 17% had
worked six years or less.
Forty-five percent of respondents were working under employment
contracts. Forty percent had their contracts renewed on an annual basis,
15% on a semiannual basis, and 45% had contracts that lasted more than
two years.
Club Information
Respondents provided information about their clubs. Sixty-two
percent managed country clubs, 16% golf clubs, and 13% city or athletic
clubs. Club ownership status was 91% member owned, 5% developer
owned, and 4% other.
The overwhelming majority (70%) had
membership ranging from 201-600 members. These club findings closely
reflect CMAA club facts and figures (CMAA 2010a). Fifty percent of the
clubs had five to eight governing committees and 74% were tax-exempt
private clubs.
Study Questions
Study participants were asked to respond to factors that could
influence private club managers’ job satisfaction and job tenure using a
Likert-like scale. The scale used was strongly disagree (S.D.), disagree
(D.), neutral (N.), agree (A.), and strongly agree (S.A.). The following
table (Table 1) lists the study questions and percentage responses.
Table 1 Study Questions and Categorized Responses
Study Question
I feel a sense of loyalty to this club.
I would recommend working here to others.
I am satisfied with my job.
I enjoy coming to work.
I plan on looking for work elsewhere in the near future.
If offered a similar job outside this club, I would take it.
My work is as important to me as the money I earn.
I look for ways to do my job better.
To satisfy some people on my job, I have to upset others.
I find it hard to satisfy everyone at the same time.
I know what is expected of me at my job.
My job responsibilities are clearly defined.
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S.D.
%
0
0
0.7
2.2
34.3
24.1
0.7
0
0.7
4.0
0.7
0.7

D.
%
2.9
0.7
4.4
0.7
23.4
30.7
2.2
0
2.2
10.0
2.2
8.8

N.
%
2.9
7.4
5.8
5.1
23.4
32.8
17.0
1.5
17.0
18.0
8.8
22.1

A.
%
35.8
39.0
53.3
49.3
11.7
5.1
45.2
45.3
45.2
49.0
49.6
37.5

S.A.
%
58.4
52.9
35.8
42.6
7.3
5.1
34.8
53.3
34.8
19.0
38.7
30.9
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I have enough time to get everything done on my job.
I have too much work to do everything well on my job.
My work is too stressful.
I feel burned out at work.
I am satisfied with my current salary.
I am satisfied with my prospects for job advancement.
I have a good relationship with the board of directors.
I have a good working relationship with the membership.
I have a good relationship with the department heads.
I have a good working relationship with the employees.
I feel appreciated at my job
I am committed to my job.
My job requires me to use all my talents.
I fine my job challenging.
I have a great deal of job autonomy.
I can discuss my performance with the club president.
Several members seek preferential treatment.
Frequent moves in upper management at different clubs
improves one’s career.

7.3
8.8
7.0
18.0
4.4
1.5
0
0
0
0
0.7
0.7
1.5
0
0.7
2.0
1.5
18.0

24.8
43.1
34.0
42.0
22.6
7.3
1.5
0.7
0
0
1.5
1.5
5.8
3.7
2.9
8.0
5.8
32.0

21.2
25.5
44.0
28.0
20.4
32.1
8.1
5.9
4.4
5.1
3.6
3.6
6.6
8.1
12.4
9.0
6.6
38.0

37.2
19.7
15.0
10.0
40.1
45.3
47.1
55.1
53.7
54.4
45.3
45.3
50.4
52.2
48.2
50.0
50.4
8.0

9.5
2.2
0
2.0
11.7
10.9
43.4
38.2
41.9
40.4
48.9
48.9
35.8
36.0
35.8
30.0
35.8
4.0

When asked “How much conflict do you encounter with board
members?” 46.7 said Very Little, 28.9% said Between Very Little and
Some, 20% said Some, 2.2% said Between Some and a Great Deal, and
2.2% said A Great Deal. Respondents were asked “How much conflict do
you encounter with the general membership?” 39.4% said Very Little,
36.5% said Between Very Little and Some, 21.2% said Some, 2.2% said
Between Some and a Great Deal, and .7% said A Great Deal. When asked
“How do you feel about your level of compensation as compared to the
effort you put into your job,” 34.3% said they were Under Compensated,
55.5% were Adequately Compensated, 10.7% said Over Compensated. In
response to “How do you feel about your level of compensation as
compared to your qualifications?” 34% were Under Compensated, 55%
Adequately Compensated, and 10.2% Over Compensated. In response to
“How do you feel about your level of compensation as compared to your
impact on the effectiveness of the club?” 53.3% said Under Compensated,
41.6% Adequately Compensated, and 5.1% Over Compensated.
Correlations
Table 2 displays the statistically significant correlations using the
respondent demographic, club information and study question data. The
fifteen items which correlate positively can be used to predict longtenured top management in the private clubs of Illinois, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin. The statistically significant negative correlation identified is
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the level of conflict a club manager has with the general membership.
Short-tenured top management experience statistically significant levels
of conflict with their general membership as compared to long-tenured
top management.
Table 2 Correlations between Years in Current Position and
Relevant Variables
Number of years in current position
Age range
Number of years in club industry
My job responsibilities are clearly defined
I am satisfied with my current salary
I have a sense of loyalty to this club
I know what is expected of me at my job
I have a good relationship with department
heads
I have a good relationship with the membership
I have a great deal of job autonomy
I would recommend working here to others
Are you a CCM (Certified Club Manager)
Feel about your compensation compared to
effort
Feel about compensation compared to
qualifications
Conflict you encounter with the membership
How many children do you have
Feel about your compensation compared to
your impact
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

Mean

SD

N

4.74
5.31
4.42
3.89
3.32
4.50
4.23
4.38
4.31
4.15
4.44
1.35
2.72
2.69
1.88
2.84
2.40

2.09
1.70
1.66
0.97
1.09
0.70
0.76
0.57
0.61
0.80
0.66
0.48
0.72
0.77
0.87
1.18
0.79

137
136
137
136
136
137
137
136
136
137
136
137
137
137
137
137
137

r
Values
1.000
.336**
.440**
.313**
.300**
.249**
.237**
.229**
.216*
.194*
.195*
.186*
.181*
.179*
-.179*
.174*
.169*

Sig.
.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.003
.005
.007
.012
.023
.023
.030
.034
.036
.036
.043
.048

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
ANOVA was used to identify factors related to long-tenured club
managers and factors related to short-tenured club managers. The job
tenure variable identified short-tenure as 48 months or less and longtenure as more than 48 months. Forty-eight percent of respondents were
classified as short-tenured and 52 % as long-tenured club managers.
Table 3 displays the 17 statistically significant factors. The observed
differences among the mean values of the 17 factors identified in Table 3
are statistically significant using ANOVA.
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Table 3 ANOVA Analysis of Significant Differences between ShortTenured and Long-Tenured Managers
Age Range
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
Number of years in club industry
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
My job responsibilities are clearly defined
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
I am satisfied with my current salary
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
I have a sense of loyalty to this club
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
Are you a CCM (Certified Club Manager)
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
Feel about your compensation compared to the
effort you put into your job
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
I know what is expected of me at my job
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
I plan on looking for work outside this club in
the near future
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
I would recommend working here to others
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
On my job, I find it hard to satisfy
everyone at the same time
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
Feel about your compensation compared to
your qualifications
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
I have a good working relationship with the
Department heads
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
I have a great deal of job autonomy
Short Tenured
Long Tenured

N

Mean

S.D.

F

Sig.

Range

65
71

4.77
5.80

1.74
1.51

13.77
0

.00
0

1 to 9

66
71

3.74
5.04

1.73
1.32

24.57
3

.00
0

1 to 6

65
71

3.57
4.18

1.00
0.85

14.95
8

.00
0

1 to 5

66
70

2.95
3.67

1.00
1.06

16.43
9

.00
0

1 to 5

66
71

4.29
4.69

0.82
0.50

12.30
7

.00
1

1 to 5

66
71

1.23
1.46

0.42
0.50

8.905

.00
3

1 to 2

66
71

2.55
2.89

0.75
0.67

8.000

.00
5

66
71

4.05
4.41

0.75
0.73

8.220

.00
5

66
71

2.65
2.06

1.18
1.27

7.988

.00
5

65
71

4.28
4.59

0.67
0.62

8.013

.00
5

66
71

3.92
3.48

0.92
1.05

6.921

.01
0

66
71

2.53
2.85

0.85
0.67

5.885

.01
7

66
70

4.26
4.49

0.59
0.53

5.627

.01
9

66
71

4.00
4.30

0.88
0.70

4.764

.03
1

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5
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My job requires me to use all of my talents
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
To satisfy some people at my job, I have to
upset others
Short Tenured
Long Tenured
I have a good working relationship with
the membership
Short Tenured
Long Tenured

66
71

3.97
4.28

0.98
0.76

4.393

.03
8

65
71

3.55
3.15

1.00
1.20

4.376

.03
8

66
70

4.20
4.41

0.68
0.52

4.350

.03
9

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5

Regression Analysis
To identify the key attributes that predict job tenure of club
managers, multiple regression analysis was used with tenure in current
job as the dependent variable and all of this study’s factors as the
independent variables. Each one of the demographic information on club
managers, organizational club information, and participant responses to
study questions were initially entered into the regression equation. An
iterative process was utilized to identify the most powerful predictors,
taking into consideration issues of multicolinearity (Table 4).
Interestingly, job satisfaction and compensation dropped out as significant
variables in this analysis which corresponds to Herzberg’s (1966) satisfier
and nonsatisfier factors that affect people working on their jobs.
The regression analysis was found to be significant with relatively
high predictive power. The variables in the equation were able to predict
26.6% of the variance. The most powerful and significant predictors of
job tenure of club managers were the number of years in the club
industry, the sense of loyalty to the club, and job responsibilities are
clearly defined.
The number of years in the club industry shows that the club
managers in this study understand the club industry and its specific
nuances and chose this specific section of the hospitality industry as
opposed to restaurants or hotels. The sense of loyalty is driven by the
atmosphere at the club. The managers are loyal because they are made to
feel welcome and secure by members, employees, and committees.
Having a clearly defined set of job responsibilities enables the club
manager to work with a clear cut set of standards and guidelines. These
three are critical factors that determine how long a club manager stays at
their position.
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Table 4 Regression Analysis to Determine Predictors of Job
Tenure
Predictor Variables
Number of years in club industry
Sense of loyalty to the club
My job responsibilities are clearly defined
I have the opportunity to discuss my
performance with the club president
Model Statistics
Degrees of Freedom
F-Value
Adjusted R Square
Note: ***p<.001; **p<.01; *p<.05

Beta Values
.374***
.237**
.227*
-.252**

134
13.170***
.266

Discussion
Long-tenured managers were found to be older, be CCM certified,
have more children, be more satisfied with their salary as compared to
their effort and qualifications, have more job autonomy, be less likely to
be looking for employment in other clubs, have a greater sense of loyalty
toward their club, have more experience in the club industry, be more
likely to recommend working at their clubs to others, feel that their job
requires them to use more of their talents, have clearly defined job
responsibilities, have an easier time satisfying everyone at their job, be
more satisfied with their current salary, have a better relationship with the
membership and department heads, and have a better understanding of
their job expectations.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
High industry turnover is costly financially, in employee morale and
satisfaction, in productivity, and ultimately in club membership
satisfaction (Davidson, Nimo, and Yang, 2010; Hinkin and Tracey, 2000;
Hinkin and Tracey, 2008). The purpose of this study was to identify
factors that contribute to job tenure in the private club industry.
Statistically significant factors were identified.
Given the costs and complexity associated with turnover in the top
managerial positions in private clubs, a critical question to determine is
“who will stay and who will go?”
The opportunity now prevails for private clubs to utilize the
significant findings of this study to impact the job tenure of their top
management. Satisfaction with compensation as compared to effort,
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qualifications, and impact on effectiveness were all shown to be
significant. Even in today’s tight economy, ignoring the opportunity to
adequately compensate top management may result in unnecessary and
unwanted employee losses. Study respondents also were found to value
clearly defined job responsibilities, job expectations, and job autonomy.
Mindful structuring of the top management job to include these
characteristics may result in increased management satisfaction as well as
job tenure. The working relationship between top management and
department heads and the general membership is also significant. When
the continuing working relationship is positive and good, management
feels rewarded and satisfied leading to job tenure. Club leadership has the
ability to impact the working relationship with the general membership on
that daily and long-term basis. Conflict with the club board was also
correlated with short job tenure. Another significant factor found to be
related to job tenure was the CCM certification. This certification has
been identified as having a profound effect on the level of professionalism
in the private club industry. What an opportunity private clubs have to
encourage and support their top management’s pursuit of this industry
credential.
This study identified demographic characteristics of top private club
managers which were significantly correlated to job tenure. Statistically
significant factors impacting job tenure were also identified. Future
research can be conducted to see if the findings of this limited study are
shown to hold in other populations. Top management job tenure longevity
impacts the continuing success of U.S. private clubs.
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While our understanding of the issues surrounding foreign direct investment
(FDI) in tourism is limited (Endo, 2006), even less is known about the role of FDI
and other macroeconomic variables in the lodging segment of the tourism
industry. This research fills this gap by examining the population of U.S. hotels
with international operations with respect to FDI, Market Interconnectedness and
Tourist Flows in foreign countries. Additional examination is performed
separately on high-income and middle-income countries. Study findings suggest
that Market Interconnectedness is highly significantly and positively correlated
with presence of U.S. hotel firms abroad, while FDI and Tourist Flows are not.
However, results somewhat differ with respect to high-income and middle-income
countries.
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INTRODUCTION
Establishing a network of foreign operations and increasing brand
familiarity abroad is an important part of a firm‟s global strategy. Firms
go abroad for a variety of reasons, as explained by the different theories
of the multinational firm (Dunning, 1988). Multinationality, which refers
to the extent to which firms operate abroad, not only builds the image of
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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the firm but also enables the firm to reap the benefits of economies of
scale and scope (Hitt et al., 1997).
While most of the studies dealing with the topic of multinationality
are focused on the industrial manufacturing sector, the service sector has
grown rapidly in the last two decades. Most high-income countries
depend on this sector for a major contribution to their GDP (Botti et al.,
2007; Brida et al., 2010; Claveria & Datzira, 2009; Curtis & Kokotos,
2009). Service industries from these countries constitute an increasing
percentage of foreign direct investment (FDI) abroad (Boddewyn et al.,
1986; Yilmaz & Altintas, 2008). The globalization trend is particularly
significant in the hotel sector. The hospitality industry is one of the
service industries that have been involved in exporting services beyond
national boundaries (Miller, 1989). With high rates of expansion and
growth mainly through the use of non-equity modes (Erramilli, 1996;
Erramilli et al. 2002, 1997, 1995, 1993), such as franchising and
management service contracts (MSCs), lodging companies are
increasingly entering the markets of middle-income countries. The growth
of the Internet and e-commerce has given further impetus to the
development of this industry. Yet, despite these developments, there is a
paucity of research involving FDI in tourism (Endo, 2006).
Many factors influence the investment decisions of U.S.
multinational firms abroad. According to Erramilli et al. (1997) “U.S.
firms derive ownership advantages from their size, experience, and
technological and marketing superiority. Perhaps having operated in the
most-developed and sophisticated home market, many U.S. firms
generate unique skills that give them absolute advantage over firms in
almost all foreign host locations” (p. 735). These have been referred to as
firm-specific factors and have been used to explain FDI behavior of U.S.
firms (Dunning, 1980) and, more recently, to rationalize the FDI behavior
of Spanish hotel firms (Rodriguez, 2002). Other factors that are outside
the control of the firm also influence investment patterns. These are
termed location-specific factors (Erramilli et al., 1997).
The importance of the environmental forces on decision-making
(Burns & Stalker, 1961) has been studied by several strategic
management researchers. The practice of environmental „scanning‟ is
important for identification of trends that may have organization- and
industry-wide significance (Teare & Olsen, 1992). The main focus of this
study is to highlight the macroeconomic country-specific factors that are
significant to scanning the international environment. We use prior
literature and theories to draw out these various factors that affect hotel
firms‟ FDI decisions.
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A distinguishing feature of services (as opposed to manufactured
products) is their simultaneous production and consumption. Therefore,
we restrict our study to the service sector and the assumptions of this
study may not necessarily be generalizable to the manufacturing sector.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; we introduce the
distinctiveness of the U.S. hotel sector and a literature review of the
studies that have been conducted and the theoretical underpinnings of the
study. Then we develop hypotheses and empirically analyze them.
Finally, we discuss the results and the implications of this study.
OVERVIEW OF THE U.S. HOTEL INDUSTRY
The U.S. hotel market is a mature industry as compared to that of
other countries. In addition, there is ample evidence which indicates that
culture has a significant influence on management practices and entry
modes. In order to control for these effects for multinational firms hailing
from different cultures, we focus on U.S. hotel firms, which are also most
likely to have substantial investments abroad. Despite the large number of
lodging companies (over 100), the U.S. lodging market is dominated by
roughly ten multi-brand hotel chains operating in different market
segments. These top-level hotel firms (some U.S.-based and others
foreign-based) have between 380 and 6,630 hotel units, and between
92,000 and 554,000 rooms (Hotels‟ Corporate 300 Ranking, 2006).
Although the growth in the hotel sector initially began with equity
forms of ownership, the last two decades have seen growth primarily
through non-equity modes such as franchising and MSCs. Also, recent
years have witnessed increased FDI as a means of expansion. Hence, the
largest 7-8 U.S.-based hotel chains are now „global hotel chains‟. In this
study, a global hotel chain is described as having presence abroad either
via equity participation, franchising or MSC (Contractor & Kundu, 1998).
The primary motivations for international expansion of hotel firms,
as illustrated by Teare and Olsen (1992), are saturation of the domestic
markets and thus the need to increase levels of growth and profits,
development of brand loyalty, and protection from fluctuating economies.
LITERATURE REVIEW
There have been studies that have focused solely on the service
sector. Previous researchers have applied different theories to explain
international expansion in the service industries. Some of the commonly
used theories are transaction-cost theory or transaction-cost economics
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(TCE; Erramilli et al., 1998), market entry studies (Buckley & Casson,
1988), and the organizational capability perspective (Erramilli, 2002).
Within services, the main focus of TCE is on one transaction (one
market entry) at a time. The choice of organizational mode is that which
minimizes transaction costs, thus improving the organizational
performance. For the world as a whole, over 65% (Contractor & Kundu,
1998) of all foreign hotel properties are under non-equity modes of
operation (28.4 % franchised, 37% MSCs). Within the TCE framework,
entrepreneurs are likely to enter foreign markets somewhere between the
pure market and hierarchy (FDI) endpoints of the TCE continuum. The
pure market entry strategy implies that the entrepreneur directly contacts
foreign buyers and conducts the transaction based upon the prevailing
market price. Although such a method minimizes costs and the threat of
opportunism, it also assumes that the entrepreneur possesses the requisite
expertise to maneuver through foreign government regulations (Bilkey,
1978).
In the analysis of strategic modes of entry, Contractor and Kundu
(1998) suggest that in entering foreign markets, both environmental (i.e.
market or country-specific) and firm-specific (i.e. overall long-term
strategy) variables affect the choice of organizational mode. In addition,
companies with longer international experience and geographic reach
prefer higher equity and control modes of expansion (Erramilli, 1991). In
risky countries, however, companies prefer non-equity modes –
franchising and MSC – where royalties and fees provide a more certain
return then dividends (Contractor & Kundu, 1998). In contrast, the nontraditional view suggests that the greater international experience a firm
has, the better it will be at assessing its local partner‟s behavior, and will
thus realize the advantage of using a different entry mode (FladmoeLindquist & Jacques, 1995). Similarly, in the case of high uncertainty,
companies achieve greater operational efficiency when their activities are
highly integrated by way of avoiding negotiation costs and the
supervision of a local agent (Williamson, 1985).
In discussion of organizational capabilities, Erramilli and D‟Souza
(1995) suggest that in entering foreign markets, organizations face
internal and external uncertainty. While internal uncertainty is caused
primarily by the firm‟s lack of knowledge (experience) of host markets,
the external uncertainty is caused by the host market volatility (Anderson
& Gatignon, 1986). Miller (1992) further supports this internal-external
dichotomy within the broader strategic management perspective,
suggesting that uncertainty can arise from inadequacy of information on
certain variables or from the unpredictability of the environment. As a
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way of coping with foreign market uncertainty, firms limit their resource
commitments, particularly fixed investments, thus reducing the loss of
financial assets when unpredictable events affect firms adversely (Hill et
al., 1990). Consequently, as suggested by Erramilli and D‟Souza (1995),
service organizations characterized by production-consumption
inseparability render themselves to non-equity modes despite the fact that
the only non-FDI option available to them is the contractual method (as
opposed to the export method).
THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
While a host of theories have been used to explain the international
expansion behavior of global hotel chains, no significant study has
examined the international expansion trends of the U.S. hotel industry
using the FDI theory. Earlier studies that used the FDI theory examined
location-specific factors that represent the special advantages accruing to
manufacturing (as opposed to service) firms operating at a particular
location. FDI theories suggest that firms will invest more and/or select
higher-equity modes in those countries which provide greater locationspecific advantages. (Erramilli et al., 1997). Surprisingly, very little is
known about location-specific advantages for service firms (see for
instance Erramilli et al., 1997).
Building on FDI theory, this paper fills the gap in prior research by
investigating the expansion trends of U.S.-based global hotel chains that
determine a firm‟s foreign strategy. Some of the hypotheses this paper
puts forth may be peculiar to the U.S. hotel industry, but may also apply
to the service industry on the whole.
HYPOTHESES
As explained by Miller and Parkhe (1998) with respect to operations
of U.S. banks abroad, banks often „follow-the-client‟ in their bid to
effectively meet the needs of their global clients. Similarly, hotel chains
would also tend to respond to the demands of their patrons who frequent
foreign locations and thus expand to follow their clients. Highly mobile
consumers who travel extensively look for same brands and services
wherever they are (Douglas & Craig, 1996). The situation in a foreign
market brings about opportunities and threats for a firm investing in that
country. The key foreign market characteristics that affect the decision to
enter a particular country include demand potential, cultural similarity to
home market, brand familiarity, etc. (Cavusgil & Zou, 1994).
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Thus, while foreign market characteristics may or may not be a
conscious cognitive consideration of the hotel chain, they are still a major
influence on the decision to enter a particular country. Some hotels have
also started offering funds transfer and other high-tech services to serve
their customers better. With a steady increase in international trade and
investment, a tactic employed by firms is to follow their clients to
international destinations (Teare & Olsen, 1992). The amount of FDI in a
particular country or location is often a solid indication of the presence of
foreign nationals or expatriates in that country. This leads us to the
following hypothesis (Figure 1):
H1: The presence of U.S. hotel chains in a foreign country will be
positively associated with U.S. FDI in that country.
Most countries of the world actively trade goods and services with
other countries. The amount of trade with another country begins to
capture one aspect of economic interconnectedness (Douglas & Craig,
1996). Bilateral trade indicators are useful for assessing the
interconnectedness at the country level. However, since the relative size
of economies is almost never the same, this relationship is not
symmetrical. For example, when calculating the market interdependency
score (shown in the methodology section), it can be seen that the Asian
countries have greater interdependence with each other than with the
European countries. This is not surprising since firms tend to invest in
countries that are geographically close or in which investors have
experience or cultural ties (Davidson, 1980). On the other hand, there is
much trade between U.S. and Japan and China, despite the significant
geographical distance. Thus, the relationship between geographic location
and market interconnectedness is inconclusive due to several moderating
factors that confound the effect. Yet, the greater the market
interconnectedness, the greater the likelihood of higher demand for
familiar brands. In other words, if the decision-makers perceive a
particular foreign market as interconnected with the home market, they
are likely to envision similar demand in that market. Hence, while earlier
studies have discussed some of the environmental determinants of
foreign-market entry modes, they have not examined the impact of market
linkages and market similarities on the presence of hotel chains in a
particular country. We fill that gap by testing the following hypothesis
(Figure 1):
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H2: The presence of U.S. hotel chains in a foreign country will be
positively associated with the market interconnectedness score of that
country.
Figure 1 The hypothesized effect of macroeconomic countryspecific factors on presence of US hotel chains abroad
US FDI
to country X

US market interconnectedness
with country X

+

H2

Presence of US
hotel chain in
country X

Tourist f lows f rom US
to country X

In conjunction with the earlier notion that service-providing
companies follow their clients abroad, it equally follows that travelers
will look for familiar service-providers when going abroad. As argued by
Kabir (1998) in the analysis of growth strategy by U.S. restaurant
franchisors, consumers are likely to select restaurants with national brand
names over local ones in an unknown geographical terrain. Similarly,
firms with established brands in the domestic market inculcate brand
loyalty from patrons who look for familiar, standardized service when
abroad. Thus, hotel companies that follow their clients abroad have
competitive advantage in the form of a known brand and access to
necessary resources – such as capital and technology – which enables
them to provide superior services to their clients (Frauendorfer &
Gantenbein, 2002). Hence, one would expect that U.S. customers in a
foreign country would look for familiar home-country brands. As a
determinant of selecting different markets to evaluate for entry, one
would expect the flow of tourists to have an impact on the choice of
country where U.S. hotel chains are located.
By locating in countries frequented by U.S. tourists, global hotel
chains attempt to develop and leverage brand loyalty through familiarity,
consistent service, and international reservation systems. The foreign
operations of global hotel chains serve as an image enhancer (Teare &
Olsen, 1992), which increases name recognition, thereby strengthening
the firms‟ market position for U.S. travelers. Hence, there are companies
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present in the U.S. market that are compelled to expand abroad as more
Americans travel abroad (Bell, 1989). This brings us to the following
hypothesis (Figure 1):
H3: The presence of U.S. hotel chains in a foreign country will be
positively associated with U.S. tourist flows to that country.
METHODOLOGY
Sample
This study examined the determinants of international expansion of
U.S.-based global hotel chains in 54 countries. Our dataset was developed
based on the presence of U.S. hotel chains in a particular country for the
5-year period from 2001 to 2005 – because this is the most recent fiveyear time period in which data for all variables and countries are
accessible. Our resulting sample of 54 countries is made up of 29 highincome (akin to developed)1 and 25 middle-income (akin to developing)2
countries, as identified by the World Bank in 2010.
We used Edgar, Marketwatch, and Mergent databases to generate a
list of U.S. public companies whose primary activity in the 2001-2005
period is the provision of travel and tourism services as represented by
SIC and NAICS industry classification codes 7011 and 7211,
respectively. We then filtered the list for firms with multi-country
operations. The resulting population consisted of 17 U.S. firms3. Thus, the
U.S.-based hotel chains used to select our country sample make up the
entire population of hotel firms (1) that are SIC / NAICS classified, and
(2) that have operations abroad.
Measurement
The independent variables used in the study have been summated and
averaged over a 5-year period (2001-2005), and operationalized as below.
All the sources used to draw our data are hosted by the U.S. government
or related agencies.
Presence of U.S.-based hotel chains (Total) – This variable is the
only dependent variable used in the study. It represents the total number
of U.S. hotels in a particular country ending in December of 2005. Data
were obtained from individual websites of U.S. hotels companies that are
SIC / NAICS classified and that have operations abroad.
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U.S. FDI abroad (FDI) – This variable measures the amount of FDI
by U.S.-based hotel firms abroad in a particular country from 2001 to
2005. Data were obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis,
International Accounts Data, reported in millions US$.
Market interconnectedness score (Mrkt) – Mutual trade reflects the
degree of interconnectedness at the country level (Douglas & Craig,
2000). One measure for market interconnectedness between any two
countries is by way of trade indicators, namely exports and imports with
another country as a percentage of the total exports and imports for the
U.S. We compute the score using the following formula based on the
Douglas and Craig‟s (2000) study on the uses of secondary data:
Exports to X + Imports from X
U.S. with country X =

Total exports from the U.S.
+
Total imports to the U.S.

Export and import data were obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau
Foreign Trade Statistics for the 2001-2005 and reported in millions US$.
Tourist Flows (TFlows) – This variable has been measured as the
number (in thousands) of U.S. residents who traveled to a particular
country between 2001 and 2005. The data were obtained from the U.S.
International Trade Administration‟ Office of Travel and Tourism
Industries.
Statistical analysis
The analysis called for two forms of analyses. We used correlations
to determine whether there was a relationship between the dependent and
independent variables. We also conducted an additional multiple
regression analysis to check for causality between the dependent and
independent variables.
RESULTS
All countries
We first examined a matrix scatter plot of the raw data, which
suggested a need for log transformation. A scatter plot of the log
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transformed data showed a clear pattern and we conducted further
analyses using the log transformed data.
We used Spearman‟s correlation analysis for the independent as well
as dependent variables. These results show that the presence of U.S. hotel
chains in foreign markets is strongly positively related to FDI, Mrkt and
TFlows, as indicated by the significance flagged in all of the variables
(Table 1). Moreover, there is a strong and a significant correlation among
the independent variables. The results of a multiple regression analysis
(Table 2) indicate that 49% of the variance in Total can be predicted by a
combination
of
the
three
independent
variables.
Market
Interconnectedness had a positive and a very significant effect on Total
showing a t value of 4 and a p value of .000. Average FDI and Tourist
Flows did not have a significant effect on the presence of U.S. hotel
chains abroad. The combined findings from correlation and regression
analyses provide support for H2, while H1 and H3 are not supported.
Table 1 Correlation between Total and independent variables
(Spearman’s Rank)
Variable
FDI
Mrkt
TFlows

Total
.541**
.610**
.421**

FDI

Mrkt

.686**
.466**

.518**

N
54
54
54

**Significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)

Table 2 Multiple regression of independent variables on Total
Variable
FDI
Mrkt
TFlows
R2 = .49

Unstandardized
B
.045
.556
.182

t
.359
4.072
1.115

p
.721
.000**
.270

**Significant at the .01 level

High-income vs. middle-income countries
We also ran a separate set of analyses for high-income and middleincome countries. For high-income countries, Spearman‟s correlation
analysis (Table 3) revealed a very significant positive correlation between
the dependent variable and Mrkt and TFlows, whereas the correlation
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between Total and FDI was marginally significant and positive.
Moreover, there is a strong and a significant correlation among the
independent variables. The results of a multiple regression analysis (Table
4) indicate that 52% of the variance in Total can be predicted by a
combination of the three independent variables. Mrkt had a positive and a
moderately significant effect on Total showing a t value of 2 and a p value
of .049. FDI and TFlows did not have a significant effect on Total. Thus,
for high-income countries, the combined findings from correlation and
regression analyses provide support for H2, while H1 and H3 are not
supported.
Table 3 Correlation between Total and independent variables
(Spearman’s Rank) for high-income countries
Variable
FDI
Mrkt
TFlows

Total
.425*
.620**
.490**

FDI

Mrkt

.735**
.620**

.649**

N
54
54
54

*Significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)
**Significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)

Table 4 Multiple regression of independent variables on Total for
high-income countries
Variable
FDI
Mrkt
TFlows
R2 = .52

Unstandardized
B
-.033
.416
.465

t
-.241
2.074
1.743

p
.811
.049*
.094

*Significant at the .05 level

Our sample of middle-income showed a very significant positive
Spearman‟s correlation between Total and FDI and Mrkt, while the
correlation between Total and TFlows was not significant (Table 5).
Moreover, there is a strong and a significant correlation between FDI and
Mrkt, while TFlows is not correlated with other independent variables.
The results of a multiple regression analysis (Table 6) indicate FDI, Mrkt,
and TFlows did not have a significant effect on Total. This shows that in
case of middle-income countries, the presence of U.S. hotel chains is not
associated with the U.S. FDI to these countries, the level of market
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similarity, and the presence of U.S. hotel chains‟ patrons who visit these
countries. Thus, for middle-income countries, the combined findings from
correlation and regression analyses suggest that H1, H2, and H3 are not
supported.
Table 5 Correlation between Total and independent variables
(Spearman’s Rank) for middle-income countries
Variable
FDI
Mrkt
TFlows

Total
.625**
.591**
.317

FDI

Mrkt

.640**
.143

.299

N
54
54
54

**Significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)

Table 6 Multiple regression of independent variables on Total for
middle-income countries
Variable
FDI
Mrkt
TFlows
R2 = .57

Unstandardized
B
1.092
.408
-.225

t

p

1.948
1.856
-1.161

.065
.078
.259

**Significant at the .01 level

Comparing high-income to middle-income countries, the results here
suggest that the level of market interconnectedness between the U.S. and
other high-income countries does have some influence on the presence of
U.S. hotel chains in those countries. Stated differently, the amount of
trade between the U.S. and a particular high-income country moderately
drives the presence of U.S. hotel chains in that country. On the other
hand, the flow of both U.S. FDI and U.S. tourists does not appear to exert
much influence on the presence of U.S. hotel chains in either high-income
or middle-income countries. This lack of influence, especially in regards
to the flow of U.S. tourists to middle-income countries, comes somewhat
as a surprise, since one would expect business in middle-income countries
to be more exposed to political and environmental risk and uncertainty,
and thus more reliant on follow-the-client model for entering these
countries.
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DISCUSSION
This study examined the effect of macro-economic factors such as
U.S. FDI, economic market interconnectedness, and tourist flows on the
presence of U.S. hotel chains in a particular country. Specifically, we
investigated differences in patterns of entry by hotel chains in general and
separately for high-income and middle-income countries.
Market interconnectedness was the only significant variable for its
effect on the presence of U.S. hotel chains abroad. It is a score for the
level of bilateral trade and economic relatedness between two countries.
Our analysis further revealed that U.S. FDI in a particular country does
not induce hotel chains to set up operations in that country. This result is
in contrast to other findings (e.g. Parkhe, 1998), whereby following other
multi-country firms to a given country is believed to represent a location
advantage, that is, it is supposed to provide growth opportunities through
expansion abroad.
Making the distinction between high-income and middle-income
countries, market interconnectedness moderately influences the presence
of U.S. hotels in high-income countries, while FDI and tourist flows do
not. In case of middle-income economies, none of the three investigated
variables are related to the presence of U.S. hotel chains abroad. Since
hotel chains belong to the hospitality industry, their main focus and most
important stakeholder is not merely an American traveler, but more
importantly the global customer or the international tourist. Thus, U.S.
hotel chains may start operations in a country where international
investors and tourists are most likely to visit and look for familiar brands.
This trend is revealed by the presence of U.S. hotels in countries where
presence of American tourists is traditionally low. This lends support for
the follow-the-global-client practice, as opposed to the follow-the-homeclient strategy. Many international hotel patrons are loyal to a particular
brand and prefer to stick to their favorites even when traveling abroad.
Hence, hotel firms correctly follow their international customers in order
to maintain their account even globally. This is especially true in case of
the presence of hotel chains in middle-income countries. As exemplified
by Rodriguez (2002), the Spanish hotel industry (1) has a very strong
presence in Latin America where it caters mainly to the European „sun
and sea‟ market, and (2) serves as a launch-pad for European investments
in Latin America‟s tourism.
In terms of a significant link between the presence of U.S. hotels and
market interconnectedness, this suggests that U.S. hotel internationals pay
little attention to greater cultural distance between the U.S. and middle45
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income countries, thus failing to confirm that cultural distance is a major
determinant of entry into certain country (Erramilli et al., 1997). In
general, our findings show no relationship between FDI, Market
Interconnectedness, and Tourist Flows on one hand and the presence of
U.S hotels abroad in middle-income countries. For all countries taken
together, Market Interconnectedness influenced the presence of U.S.
hotels abroad.
IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
This study included theoretically important variables that have not
been considered in any significant study on the hotel industry. The lack of
significance of FDI and tourist flows as predictors of hotel chains‟
expansion shows that different industries give disparate weights to
various macro-economic factors while making a decision on foreign
expansion.
As far as the application of these findings, hotel corporate decisionmakers or “strategists” can apply them in their forthcoming globalexpansion plans. Specifically, top-level decision-makers can look for
countries that are taking concrete steps to increase the amount of bilateral
trade with the U.S. Accordingly, if a political environment in a given
country is expected to undergo change due to various pressures, this may
bring about changes in legal and economic environment, such as fostering
trade and investments from the U.S. If companies (other than hotel firms)
from other countries, especially the U.S., are expected to invest in a given
country‟s soon-to-be-changed environment, the specific hotel company‟s
decision-makers may want to enter this „promising‟ country, thus gaining
the first-mover advantage.
Given the findings in this study, their generalizability must be put in
perspective. Keeping in mind the methodology used in the study, the
findings pertain not only to U.S. global hotel firms, but might also be
relevant to global hotel firms from other countries, as well as other
service organizations in the U.S. and other countries. Many national and
regional hotel firms without international presence, as well as other travel
industry „players‟ (i.e. restaurants, cruises) and „soft-service‟ firms (i.e.
banks), have brands known to the global market. Consequently, these
firms can offer recognizable and familiar services in countries that trade
heavily with the U.S.
In addition to the presented findings, this study also offers clues as to
the possible avenues for further research. Namely, what is the relationship
between Market Interconnectedness and U.S. travelers‟ perceptions of
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different countries? Does high level of Market Interconnectedness equal
positive perceptions of U.S. travelers towards given country?
Furthermore, the notorious chicken-and-egg dilemma could be examined
in terms of FDI and hotel firms‟ presence in foreign markets. Do hotel
firms enter foreign markets before any major U.S. FDI, do they follow it
or do they occur rather simultaneously? As suggested by Sanford and
Dong (2000), increasing tourism in a given country can improve that
country‟s attractiveness to foreign investors. They reason that first-hand
observations by foreign investors and their colleagues while on vacation
in a foreign country provide a better understanding of the costs associated
with doing business in a new environment – different regulations (e.g.,
labor laws), different customers, new competitors, new suppliers, and new
infrastructure. While estimating these costs into the future adds to the
existing uncertainty, exclusive reliance on traditional sources of
information – such as census bureaus, industry associations, or published
reports – is inadequate (Sanford & Dong, 2000). In this sense, they
advocate the role of inbound tourism as a proxy for much of the needed
information that can later serve as a catalyst for new FDI.
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THE IMPACT OF CARBON DISCHARGE
LEGISLATION ON FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
MARITIME TOURISM AND CRUISING
1

Anders Steene
University of Södertörn
In 2008 the U.N. International Maritime Organisation set up new rules for
sulphurous content in maritime fuel. That decision will also have consequences
for shipping and trade in, inter alias, the Baltic Sea. From the 1st of July 2010,
ships sailing in the Baltic Sea are allowed to have only 1, 5 % sulphurous content
in the fuel of the ships and only 0, 1 % in 2015-01-01. Is this a threat to the
tourism industry? Will there be fewer cruising ships in the Baltic Sea? Will the
ferry traffic between the harbours in the Baltic Sea decrease due to higher fuel
price, because of less sulphurous content in the fuel?

Keywords: cruising, emission, tourists, less income.
JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Travelling around the globe will affect the environment, causing
severe problems for the humanity in the future. What to do with the
carbon emission from different transport means, the tourists‟
unwillingness to pay a climate offset, how will today‟s tour operators,
destinations and long haul destinations be affected?
At the Climate Summit in Copenhagen, December 2009, it was
discussed how to protect the environment from the carbon emission and
how to reduce the greenhouse effect globally.
From a touristic point of view one has to ask oneself how the tourist
industry will in general deal with the environmental problems. What kind
of costs will be related to their work in improving the environment? Will
there be higher costs for the tourists and are they willing to pay the higher
price for their holiday? In the worst case it will be a decrease of incoming
tourists to tourist destinations located at remote areas and how will they
handle a substantial decrease of incoming tourists in the future. Now,
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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looking back to what happened in Copenhagen it is realistic to say it was
a failure and a step backwards globally. For the tourism industry, as well,
there was no decision taxation on carbon emission. The industry will not
have any support from governments, worldwide, to charge tourists on a
fee for CO2 emissions.
As Richins and Scarinci (2009) writes in a case study and confirm the
above is that one of the key industries that may be affected by global
warming and climate change is the tourism industry.
World tourism is the fastest growing source of discharge to air
pollution and the greenhouse effects, mainly via carbon dioxide. The
discharge is estimated to increase with more than 150 percentages until
the year of 2035. If the trend with increased air transportation does not
change for the better, tourism until 2060 will cause a bigger deterioration
in the climate than all other industry sectors in a global perspective
predict the researchers Gössling, Upham, Dubois and Hall (2009).
In between 2001 and 2009, the greenhouse effects on the globe have
been discussed by the EU, the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, UNIPCC, as well as by the World Bank in order to find different
solutions, but very little or nothing have happened so far.
CARBON DISCHARGE FROM THE TOURISM INDUSTRY
At the moment the tourism industry produces 5 % of the world‟s total
carbon discharge. Half of the discharge comes from aircrafts flying on
high altitude, which affects the climate, much more than short distance
flights on lower altitudes.
According to the tourism industry‟s own calculations, international
travelling will be doubled until 2020, and the destinations will be much
more far away. The travellers will stay for shorter times than before and
they will stay at high standard establishments. All this will consume a
tremendous amount of energy.
In 2008 the U.N. International Maritime Organisation made up new
rules for sulphurous content in maritime fuel. That decision will also have
consequences for shipping and trade in the Baltic Sea. In 2010, the
Swedish Transport Agency took a decision that from the 1st of July 2010,
for ships sailing in the Baltic Sea. The allowed sulphurous content in the
fuel of the ships will be reduced from 1, 5 % at 2010-07-01 to 0, and 1 %
at 2015-01-01. This reduction will be taken stepwise over the time period.
The rules will be somewhat different for vessels sailing the North Sea
comparing to the Baltic Sea. A higher percentage of the sulphurous
content will be allowed for the North Sea vessels.
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So one can probably expect a higher oil price due to cleaner oil, and
it is not a too bold guess that the cruising passengers have to pay a higher
price due to the higher oil price!
According to Michael Castanius, Branch Manager Ports of Sweden,
the shipping costs might increase by up to 45 percent in; inter alia, the
Baltic Sea. This is an increase as the rest of world not will have (Dagens
Industri 2011).
In a speech at the United Nations Climate Change Conference 7-18
of December 2009, Copenhagen it was said;
“International shipping emits 870 million tons of CO2 each year.
That‟s more than total emissions from countries like the UK or Canada.
Shipping emissions have grown by more than 85% since 1990, the base
year of the Kyoto Protocol. Aviation contributes 4.9% to climate change
and emits over 730 million tonnes of CO2 every year. The lion‟s share is
from international aviation, which emits more than France or Australia.
These emissions have grown by well over 45% since 1990. Left
unmitigated, emissions from aviation and shipping will double or triple by
2050, forming by then a very significant proportion of a global carbon
budget consistent with keeping warming below 2° C”. (Ulla Rasmussen,
2009).
Probably, all countries around the Baltic Sea will come to the same
decision as the Swedish government in this issue. Therefore, it will be of
great interest for the tourist industry all around the Baltic Sea to find out
what the consequences of that decision will be. Will there still be a
cruising industry in the Baltic? Will there be fewer cruising ships in the
Baltic Sea? Will the ferry traffic between the harbours in the Baltic Sea
decrease due to higher fuel price, because of less sulphurous content in
the fuel. If so, both the tourism industry and state revenues will be
affected by less income from the tourists.
Will the stronger rules about sulphurous content for the Baltic Sea
comparing to the North Sea have a negative affect for the Baltic region in
the competition to attract cruising ships into the Baltic Sea?
Probably James Leigh (2011) is right when he writes;
Mass international tourism has thrived on the abundant and cheap
supply of energy, and this may about to change as the world moves
towards `Peak Oil`. The resultant scarcity and high price of all energy
fuels will produce changes in human activities across the board, and
specifically in tourism.
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TOURISM AND ECONOMY
Just to give us an idea how the cruising ships arrivals in Stockholm
have increased the last ten years the Webb site of Stockholm harbour,
www.stockholmshamn.se, shows the following statistics from 2009:
Table 1 Statistical figures concerning ports of Stockholm 2009


Statistical box: Ports of Stockholm 2009



447 000 cruising passengers came to Stockholm comparing to 363 000,
last year.
These travellers spend between SEK 450 and SEK 500 million in the city;
approximately SEK 1 100 per person.
293 cruising ships arrived comparing to 262, last year.
85 000 turnaround-passengers went on and off the ships comparing to
40 000 the last year.
Ferry passengers spend a total of approximately SEK 5.1 thousand
million annually when they visit Stockholm – which equates to
employment for 4200 people annually.
Approximately 12 million passengers travelled via ports of Stockholm
during 2009.
30 million people travelled to/from Sweden by ferry in 2008. This is in
comparison to approximately 20 million people who travelled using
international flights.









The above figures show how important cruising ships as well as ferry
lines are for a port like Stockholm, and the tables below show how the
importance has increased over time.
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Table 2 Cruising ships arrivals in Stockholm during 2000-2009

Table 3 Cruising-passengers arrivals in Stockholm during 20002009, in -000s

As the tables show, cruising ships and their passengers are of
increasing importance to Stockholm as a tourist destination. When a
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cruising ship goes into the Baltic Sea they also visit other harbours before
they are heading to the North Sea again.
Table 4 Vessel calls to different ports in the Baltic Sea
Port
Copenhagen
St. Petersburg
Helsinki
Tallinn
Gdynia
Stockholm

Calls 2009
331
323
263
305
96
293

Calls 2008
300
318
270
298
89
265

Calls 2007
291
274
238
268
87
252

Source: Cruise Euro, Port Statistics, 2010. www.cruiseeurope.com

Table 5 Passengers to different ports in the Baltic Sea
Port
Copenhagen
St. Petersburg
Helsinki
Tallinn
Gdynia
Stockholm

Passengers
2009
675 000
428 550
360 000
415 575
134 884
447 000

2008

2007

560 119
394 644
360 000
375 578
123 521
363 276

502 000
299 288
260 000
292 158
89 088
281 000

Source: Cruise Euro, Port Statistics, 2010. www.cruiseeurope.com

The increasing arrivals of cruising ships have a huge importance of
the tourism industry on the destination. Especially if we assume that the
cruising passengers spend, more or less, the same amount as they are
doing in Stockholm – 1100SEK per person or 120€ per person per day.
The cruising industry has a considerable effect on the local economy
for all harbours and cities, when ships with cruising tourists are arriving.
Furthermore, we also have to take into account the ferry traffic between
the Nordic countries. A huge amount of the passengers are using the
ferries as an excursion trip, and they just take a ferry trip for recreation
and relaxation and spend a lot of money during their trip.
So it obvious that tourism generates important economic activity
globally and is a major source of foreign exchange income in many
countries (Simpson et al., 2008).
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From a case study by Mustafa Akal (2010) the above is supported,
that international tourism contributes to the economic growth and
development of Turkey, as well as in many other countries too.
In many ways tourists want to have their holidays and can accept
some modest rise in price, as long as they have the feeling that they can
afford the higher price.
Let us take an example from the airline industry. The airline
passengers are to a great extent people on tours and vacation, travelling to
remote destinations. During the 1990s we have seen remarkable „timespace compression‟ as people across the globe have been brought closer
through various technologies. Many places, far away, are being put into
play due to the increasingly global character of this contemporary
mobility (Sheller & Urry, 2004). People want to see as much as possible
during their free time or holiday and therefore use fast transportation
means like air crafts.
At the same time very few persons who are flying pay some kind of
climate fee, most of them are not making any climate compensation at all.
As tourists, they want to visit and discover these „newly discovered
parts of the globe‟ and do things they are not able to do in their ordinary
life. People on package tours want to have flexibility, like more free time,
more shopping and more opportunities to explore sites on their own.
Today‟s tourists are demanding persons who know what they want
and are looking for operators who can fulfil their demands, as mentioned
above. But at the same time the tourists are not willing to pay for
something they cannot see the benefit of for themselves, like paying for
carbon emission when flying to long haul destinations.
FEWER TOURISTS LESS INCOME FOR THE TOURISM
INDUSTRY
Too high prices, for a holiday trip, will probably cause that fewer
tourists can afford to go for holidays as they have done before. They will
very likely look for other options and cheaper ones, which will affect the
destinations in some ways.
Below in Table 6 is an example from a report the author made 6
months ago concerning incoming tourists to the Canary Islands, which are
almost exclusively dependent on tourist coming with air lines. According
to statistics from Eurostat the year 2008 the numbers of arrivals to the
Canaries were approximately 8 million tourists. On package tours for one
week, each tourist generates 7 guest nights resulting in an average of 56
million guest nights per year. What happens if the influx of tourists will
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decrease, with – due to tax on air fuel - in the worst case, 25 per cent, or
in figures 14 million guest nights less, or in the best case a decrease
around 7 million guest nights? How many of the local tourism industry
suppliers will survive that kind of decline? How to survive as business
during these conditions?
Let‟s exercise an arithmetical problem with figures from Steene
(2009, 1991), saying that one holiday maker spends on an average 270 €
during a holiday week or 38, 6 € per day. The figures are adjusted
upwards due to inflation and increase in prices in general.
So, at the moment, from above figures, 56 million guest nights
multiplied with 39 € gives 2, 1 billions € a year, spent by the tourists in
the Canaries tourism industry.
A decrease of incoming tourists with 7 million, gives 49 million
guest nights multiplied with 39 € which gives 1, 9 billion € to the
Canaries tourism industry.
Or in the worst case, 14 million less incoming tourists will cause the
Canaries tourism industry a loss of 546 million € and only gives the
tourism industry 1, 7 billion € from the tourists. Compared with today‟s
figure of 2, 1 billions € a year. To this, we have to add what the tourist
pay for the accommodation via the tour operator, which is around 50 % of
the total price of the package tour, according to the Swedish Tourist
Delegation and WTO. That means that the calculation is very modest.
Table 6 Summary of “Incoming tourists to the Gran Canaries and
their spending”

2008 1
Figures
Taxes on
air fuel
with
aprox.
10%
billion
€will
cause
less
Tourist
arrivals2
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Tourist
arrivals

Average
stays

8
millions

7 days

6, 4 – 6
millions

7 days

Guest
nights
per year
56
millions

45 – 50
millions

Average
spending per
week or day

Tourists
spending
per year

270€

39€

2.1 billion €

270€

39€

1.7 – 1.9
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From the above table some economic consequences can be drawn
like what Baros and David (2007) mention about economic elements of
sustainable development within tourism.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Destinations which are depending, mostly, on air traffic or cruising
ships and ferry traffic will face a future problem, because of coming
regulations of CO2 and environmental pollution.
Once again, will there be fewer tourists coming with cruising ships
and ferries, due to the regulations about less sulphurous content in the
maritime fuel for ships sailing in the Baltic Sea and North Sea,? How will
that influence the tourist industries in the future? Will other transportation
means – trains, buses etc – be developed as new products? Will the same
questions rise within a near future for the air traffic as well?
As a consequence of the above, cruising and ferry companies and
their tourists will probably have to adapt a new kind of holiday and travel
habits. The question is if all parts are aware of the consequences, like
more expensive travels and higher costs for accommodation, shortage of
and expensive transport means etc.
Bouzon and Devillard (2011) claim that new tourist products enters
into an uncertainty and it concerns the product development and its later
use.
What kind of sustainable strategies will be seen in the future to
handle these new threats?
Who will adopt to these new trends first and how will they act to
make the best out of it?
The above will be questions to think about for the tourism industry as
well as for governments around the Baltic Sea, and last but not least
researchers in the field of tourism.
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TOUR GUIDING: INTERPRETING THE
CHALLENGES
1
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Intrigued by the difference in enrolment for tour guide training programme this
paper tries to identify concerns that are important to trainee tour guides from
northern and eastern regions. Paper is based on response from a sample of
trainees who attended RLGTP programme. Study identified 6 broad factors of
concerns to individuals who are considering becoming tour guides and 16
variables with significant difference.
Keywords:

Tour guides, challenges, RLGTP, India

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Ministry of Tourism, Government of India launched Regional Level
Guide Training Programme (RLGTP) scheme under which the entire
country was divided into five regions- north, south, east, west and
northeast. The scheme envisaged a highest level of tourist guide with a
license for interstate guiding. The scheme provided for training of 100
guides in each of the regions. Candidates for this training were to be
recruited through a call followed by a written aptitude test. 100 shortlisted candidates from each region were to be given training by Indian
Institute of Tourism and Travel Management (IITTM).
In response to the advertisement for RLGTP there were a total of
3404 applicants out of which there were 2954 from northern region, 253
from western region, 74 from south 70 from east and only 53 from north© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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eastern region2. This was an unexpected distribution that merited
investigation into the reasons for much less than expected response form
four regions. A research question that emerged is why are lesser number
of people interested in becoming tour guides in these four regions? Is
there a difference in motivation? Is there a perceived difficulty in this
profession? This paper delves with the second issue and tries to identify
apprehensions that trainee tourist guides have. Having identified these
apprehension policy makers may bring in necessary interventions so that
perceived risks of entering the profession are lowered and more of
talented individuals are attracted. Clearly there is more competition in
northern region as compared to other regions.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Tour guides may be the most maligned people in the world of travel.
They are blamed for the problems of travel, such as bad weather and
traffic jams (Ang, 1990). Being present in person before a tourist they are
expected to solve all problems of tourist- within or outside of their
control. Failure to do so is considered as a poor performance. This is
unjust as well as challenging. Ang (1990) therefore points out that tour
guides are „buffers‟ between the tourist and the site visited.
There are very few studies about the professional status and issues
faced by tour guiding profession that have been reported in the Englishbased literature (Holloway, 1981; Ap and Wong, 2001). Zhang and Chow
(2004) have also reported that there have been very few research studies
on tour guides (Almagor 1985; Cohen 1982, 1985; Fine and Speer, 1985;
Katz, 1985; Pearce 1984; El-Sharkawy, 2007; Skanavis and Giannoulis,
2010). However, there have been comments and observations by a few
researchers but not exactly while studying challenges faced by tour
guides.
Cheong and Miller (2000), assert that travel agents, hoteliers, tour
guides, and vendors constrain tourists‟ movements, behaviours, and even
thoughts. The structures described here so not just constrain but enable
and make tourism possible. While these structures are provided to
tourists, tourist adapts them to their own use (Brown, 2007). Thus all
these service-provides contribute to customers‟ satisfaction or
dissatisfaction, whereas tour guides often face the brunt.
Summarising their study on tour guiding in Hong Kong, Ap and
Wong (2001), have identified that there was no training course for new
2

Source: IITTM‟s internal data.
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entrants and there was a lack of training opportunities which resulted in to
variable levels of professionalism, lack of recognition and a poor image of
profession. Other challenges include potential problems resulting from
unhealthy industry practices; need for a certification, registration or
licensing system; absence of any monitoring of tour guide performance;
and more active and visible role to be taken by the local tour guiding
association.
Tour guides must address multiple stake holders simultaneously.
Visitors expect that their safety and health will take a high priority, but at
the same time expect an enjoyable and rewarding travel experience. Some
have special needs and expectations associated with their particular
cultural background, their physical and intellectual capabilities, and their
passions and interests in particular subject matters (Weiler and Ham,
2002). Employers expect the guide to provide high-quality service to
visitors in order to meet these expectations, as well as to manage the
group, the itinerary and other logistical aspects of the experience to
maximise not only visitor satisfaction but also profit margins (Cohen,
1985: Pond, 1993).
Tour guides face challenges both from within and from their
operating context. Guides may have personal limitations of skills,
competences, etc. Externally, they must also subscribe to rules and
regulations of their areas of operations, their employers and their clients.
The guides are often pressed for time, caught between their obligation to
please their employers and the tourists, and subject to government
regulations (Dahles, 2002; Dritsas, 2006).
Governments at all levels have realised the importance of tourism as
an intervention for achieving socio-economic-political goals.
Governments, therefore, have gotten interested in controlling tourism to
fall in line with their agenda. In reference to tourism, this percolates down
to controlling and modifying tour-guides‟ working and behaviour to meet
its interests (like creating a positive image of destination, positive image
of the government, etc.). However, there is an inherent dissonance
between, intentions of governments and DMOs, interest of employers
(tour companies), motivations of tour guides and expectations of tourists.
However, a trend is visible. At destinations in „growing‟ phase there
appears to be more government control which gets reduced as competition
at destination matures with significant participation of private players.
Interaction between the control regime and demand –supply equation
of trained manpower also affects the working of tour guides. For example
in India, the demand-supply equation is very different for different
regions. In northern regions the supply of tour guides appears to exceed
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the demand; whereas in other regions demand far exceeds the supply.
Therefore, in northern region, guiding without a proper license is
generally perceived as a threat to the state‟s carefully crafted image of
tamed cultural diversity, professionalism promised uniformity, and central
control- an observation also reported by Adam (1997) about early days of
state control of tour guide licensing in Yogyakarta region of Indonesia.
Here government regulations are considered as instrument for
protectionism in the established industry. While it reduces opportunities
for unlicensed guides to acquire professional status, it also provides for
stricter control of the practices of licensed guides. On the other hand, in
other tourism regions of India, tour guide training and licensing is
considered an upgrading intervention that is perceived as an opportunity
for practicing unlicensed guides as well as those who are new entrants to
trade. This is as reported by Bras (2000) in case of Lombok.
Opinion on social status of tour guides is divided. Most of the
reported work is drawn from developed countries‟ context. It might not be
applicable in cases of developing countries. While Elkan (1975) reported
that tourism employment in such areas (Africa) is thought by some to be
low status and therefore degrading and demeaning. Cukier (1998) held a
differing view. According to her, opportunities for work in the tourism
sector in developing countries are often accorded a relatively high status
by the local population. Reasons include the relatively high salary of
tourism occupations (even those within the informal sector), the relative
physical ease of many tourism occupations when compared to traditional
primary sector occupations (e.g. agricultural labours). She also noted that
in Southeast Asia in particular, local cultures place high value on „service‟
towards others, a situation reflected in relatively high status accorded to
tourism occupations. Cuckier also cited Pongsapich (1982) who noted
that in Thailand, young people who are fluent in English or other foreign
languages often became guides, apposition that was considered to be a
good job in terms of both pay and status. According to her „guiding‟, an
informal job, ranked higher in status than many other formal tourism
occupations such as business tables, washing dishes, or working as a
janitor.
RESEARCH
Research attempted a comparison of challenges as perceived by tour
guides in northern and eastern regions of India. In the first phase of
research it was decided to free list the perceived challenges. Researchers
posed a question to potential candidates who wanted to become tour
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guides a single question: “What do you think would be the challenges in
your initial days as a tour guide?” A free list of 53 motivations was
developed. Interestingly the list included both individual and external
factors. Individual factors are those related to the guide, whereas the
external factors are those related to his/ her work environment. This list
was presented to a panel of experts who eliminated redundancy and
reduced this list to 31(See Table 1).
Table 1 Perceived challenges tour guides may face
Challenge
Description
C1
Limited knowledge about tourism product/ destination
C2
Inability to meet expectations of a demanding tourist
C3
There are no fixed salaries to take home
C4
Dependence on travel agents
C5
Competition with established senior guides
C6
(Unfair)competition from unauthorized guides
C7
Will have to develop connections to tap tourists
C8
There are many unscrupulous elements in the trade
C9
Can do little to ensure security of my tourist
C10
People do not trust tour guides
C11
Travel agents ask for commissions
C12
My area of activity is less known to tourists
C13
There are few good quality accommodation for
tourists
C14
Poor connectivity with other areas with tourism
potential
C15
Local public/ anti social elements do not treat tourists
properly
C16
Tourists are apprehensive of entering improperly
maintained monuments
C17
Dearth of civic facilities including toilets and fresh
rooms for tourists
C18
Guiding alone insufficient to maintain a family
C19
Staffs at monuments do not treat guides respectfully
C20
Even guides have to purchase tickets at monuments
C21
There are no incentives for doing a good guiding job
C22
Not conversant with foreign language

Label
NKNOW
NEXPECT
NVARSLRY
NTRVLAGT
NCOMPT
NAUTHO
NNETWORK
NANTISOCIAL
NSECURE
NTRUST
NCOMM
NINFO
NACCOMO
NCONNECT
NTREAT
NMONUMENT
NCIVIC
NINCOME
NSTAFF
NTICKET
NINCENT
NLANG
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C23
C24
C25
C26
C27
C28
C29
C30
C31

There is little support from government
Not confident how to express my knowledge
Not confident of my presentation skills
The trains and surface transport are often late
Young guides get poor payments for their jobs
At times false criminal allegations are levelled against
guides
There are pressures to do work which may not be
legal
Tourist show little respect for the guides
It is difficult to help out the tourists at the time of
crisis

NSUPP
NCONFKNOW
NCONPRSNT
NTRANSPORT
NPAY
NALLEG
NLEGAL
NRESPECT
NHELP

Two sets of bilingual instruments were developed with these 31 items
to ascertain validity. For northern region instrument was in English and
Hindi, whereas for eastern region it was in English and the vernacular.
Respondents were asked to mark their choices on a five point Likert-type
scale. The instruments were administered to samples of tourist guide
trainees in two regions (65 in northern region and 65 in eastern region).
60 responses in northern region and 45 in eastern region were received.
Of these 56 from northern region and 44 from eastern region (total 100)
were usable.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
One of the important outcomes was the descriptive statistics about
the apprehensions that tourguides had. The mean varied between 2.08 to
3.59 on a five-point (1-5) scale with „1‟ indicating strong disagreement
and „5‟ indicating strong agreement with the statement. So larger the
value of rating on the scale more does respondent agree with the
statement. Since these were apprehensions the mean was not close to 5
even for the top five perceived challenges. However, it may be noted that
all variables (had slightly higher standard deviation between 1.1031 and
1.247. This indicates that these are apprehensions and display variability
as expected (See Table 2).
As indicated in the beginning of the paper there is more competition
in the northern region. This is especially on the „golden triangle3‟ circuit.
Tourism is gradually picking up in the eastern region and is gradually
3

Golden triangle refers to the popular tourist circuit- Delhi-Jaipur-Agra in the northern region.
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becoming more professional. This is also reflected in apprehensions that
tour guides, who are one of the important service providers, have. In
eastern region they are more concerned with personal competencies
which they must soon develop as tourism gets competitive in the east.
Concerns include lack of confidence as far as presentation skills and
knowledge of tourism is concerned. They are also concerned about their
inability to meet the expectations of tourist. They are also uneasy about
their ability to ensure security of their tourist. However in north, business
related issues are part of their concern.
Table 2 Top five apprehensions (combined)
Challenge
Description
C25 Not confident of my presentation skills
C24 Not confident how to express my knowledge
C30 Tourist show little respect for the guide
C20 Even guides have to purchase tickets at the
monuments
C31 It is difficult to help out the tourists at the time
of crisis

Rank
1
2
3
4

Mean
3.59
3.57
3.51
3.39

S.D.
1.12
1.19
1.14
1.22

5

3.35

1.14

Respondents from north are particularly unhappy about the fact that
even recognized tour guides have to buy tickets at certain monuments.
Unavailability of good quality accommodation for their tourists is a cause
of worry for them. Northern India has some of the best hotels in the
world. Accommodation sector is very competitive here but tourism in
India is on rise and a large share of tourist visit north and so the supply,
both quantitatively and qualitatively, fall short of demand. Because of this
heavy tourist traffic on certain circuits in north a lot of unauthorized,
untrained and unrecognized players have come in. They are offering poor
services and some unscrupulous elements are even engaged in illegal
activities. Thus there is a lost of trust and respect for tour guides in this
region. These are also of concern to respondents from north. Respondents
are also unhappy about their inability to help tourist when in crisis.
Table 3 Top five apprehension of tour guides(region-wise)
North
Rank
Apprehension
1
Even guides have to purchase
tickets at the monuments (C20)
2
There are few good quality

East
Rank
Apprehension
1
Not confident of my
presentation skills (C25)
2
Not confident how to express
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3
4
4
5

accommodations for the tourists
(C13)
It is difficult to help out the
tourists at the time of crisis (C31)
People do not trust guides (C10)
Tourist show little respect for the
guides (C30)
Not confident of my presentation
skills (C25)

my knowledge (C24)
3
4
5
6

Tourist show little respect for
the guides (C30)
Inability to meet expectations of
a demanding tourist (C2)
Can do little to ensure security
of my tourist (C9)
There are pressures to do work
which may not be legal (C29)

Independent sample t-test was conducted for difference of means for
all 31 variables between the responses from north and east. There was
significant difference (at 5%) in responses for 16 variables. In 8 cases
respondents from north were more concerned and in other 8 cases
respondents from east were more concerned (see table 4).
Table 4 Significant difference in responses
Variable

North

East

μ

σ

μ

Σ

Variables where respondents from north are more concerned
C20

Even guides have to purchase tickets at
monuments

3.71

1.25

2.66

1.06

C13

There are few good quality accommodation for
tourists

3.48

1.26

2.91

1.22

C10
C21

People do not trust tour guides
There are no incentives for doing a good guiding
job

3.40
3.15

1.27
1.23

2.86
2.57

1.15
1.28

C18

Guiding alone insufficient to maintain a family

2.98

1.31

2.32

1.12

C15

Local public/ anti social elements do not treat
tourists properly

2.85

1.26

2.23

1.00

C14

Poor connectivity with other areas with tourism
potential

2.73

1.38

2.00

1.01

C17

Dearth of civic facilities including toilets and
fresh rooms for tourists

2.55

1.31

1.95

0.81

Variables where respondents from east are more concerned
C24

Not confident how to express my knowledge

3.28

1.28

4.07

0.93

C25

Not confident of my presentation skills

3.36

1.16

3.84

1.16

C2

Inability to meet expectations of a demanding
tourist

2.86

1.27

3.43

1.02

C11

Travel agents ask for commissions

2.20

1.10

2.91

1.15

C1

Limited knowledge about tourism product/

2.09

1.00

2.57

1.23
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destination
C22

Not conversant with foreign language

1.96

1.18

2.48

1.30

C5
C3

Competition with established senior guides
There are no fixed salaries to take home

1.95
1.80

1.17
0.92

2.45
2.30

1.23
1.28

Analysis of factors
The range of means values of variables was relatively small and the
dispersion for many variables was close to 1 or more. To understand the
variability and reduce the number of variables, factor analysis using the
principal component method of extraction was used. To establish the
suitability of data for factor analysis Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of
Sampling Adequacy (MSA) and Barlett‟s test of sphericity were carried
out. Value of KMO-MSA statistic for the data was 0.571 which was
higher than 0.500. Though the MSA is not very good still factors would
suitable explain variance in variables. Significance level of 0.000 in
Barlett‟s test of sphericity indicates that there are probably significant
relationships among the variables.
Anti-image correlation matrix was analysed along the diagonal for
MSA of individual items. Values less than „0.5‟ may indicate variables
that do not seem to fit with the structure of the other variables. It was
decided to drop variables with MSA less than 0.5 from Factor Analysis.
Five variables had MSA less than 0.5- „Inability to meet expectations of a
demanding tourist‟, „Dependence on travel agents‟, „Tourists are
apprehensive of entering improperly maintained monuments‟, „There is
little support from government‟, and‟ Not confident how to express my
knowledge‟.
Factor analysis for 26 variables using principal component method
was used to extract Eigenvalues greater than 1 allowing up to 50 iterations
for convergence (see Table 5).
Table 5 Variance explained by factors
Initial Eigenvalues4

4

Factors

Total

1
2
3

5.146
2.755
1.842

% of
Variance
19.791
10.596
7.084

Cum. %
19.791
30.387
37.471

(first 9 components with Eigen values greater than 1)
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1.829
1.629
1.280
1.264
1.172
1.145
.860
.856

7.034
6.265
4.922
4.862
4.509
4.405
3.309
3.293

44.505
50.770
55.692
60.555
65.064
69.469
72.778
76.071

Cases were excluded list-wise to take account for missing values.
Correlation matrix for 26 items did not return any coefficient more than
0.5, so all the 26 items were included in the factor analysis. A 9-factor
solution explaining 69.47% of total variance appeared most interpretable.
The factors based on component matrix were not readily interpretable. 14
variables were grouped under one factor where as at least 2 factors did not
have any variables. One variable (NSECURE) was loaded equally on two
factors. However, rotated component matrix gave a more interpretable
solution. However, the solution did not appear to be logical or
convincing. Therefore, a panel of experts was asked to group variables in
to seemingly logical factors. Panel suggested a 6 factor solution (see table
6). These factors include: Unattractiveness of job (UNATRCT) which
includes pre induction apprehensions of trainee tour guides; Skill deficit
(SKLDFCT) that reflects a potential tour guides‟ apprehensions about his/
her capabilities to be tour guides; Perceived occupational challenges
(OCCUCHAL) that includes apparent challenges that a tour guide may
have to face- these included business/ profession related direct challenges;
Quality of Job (JOBQUAL) issues that they might have to face while
working as tourguides- more related with respect and dignity of a tour
guide; Tourism Infrastructure (TOURINFR) factor reflects discomfort of
respondents with tourism infrastructure which they perceive as a
challenge that would affect their business/ performance adversely; and,
External threats (EXTNTHRT) which includes factors that respondents
consider as external and beyond the normal control of an individual.
Weighted averages were computed for the six factors (See table 7 and
figure 1). Most factors are less than 3 on a 5 point scale that shows
respondents are not really concerned about the challenges. The disposition
in general is positive.
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Table 6 Suggested 6-factor solution
Factor 1: Un-attractive job
C3
There are no fixed salaries to take home
C18
Guiding alone is insufficient to maintain a family
C21
There are no incentives for doing a good job
C27
Young guides get poor payments for there jobs
Factor 2: Skill deficit
C1
Limited knowledge about tourism products/ destination
C22
Not conversant with foreign language
C24
Not confident how to express my knowledge
C25
Not confident of my presentation skills
Factor 3: Perceived occupational challenges
C2
Inability to meet expectations of a demanding tourists
C5
Competition with established senior guides
C6
(Unfair) competition from authorized guides
C7
We will have to develop connections to tap tourists
C8
There are many unscrupulous elements in the trade
C11
Travel agents ask for commissions
C20
Even guides have to purchase tickets at the monuments
Factor 4: Quality of job
C10
People do not trust tour guides
C15
Local public/ anti social elements do not treat tourists respectfully
C19
Staffs at monuments do not treat guides respectfully
C29
There are pressures to do work which may not be legal
C30
Tourist show little respect for the guide
Factor 5: Tourism infrastructure
C13
There are few good quality accommodations for tourists
C14
Poor connectivity with other areas with tourism potential
C16
Tourists are apprehensive of entering improperly maintained monuments
C17
Dearth of civic facilities, including toilets and fresh rooms for tourists
C26
The trains and surface transport are often late
Factor 6: External threats
C4
Dependence on travel agents
C9
Can do little to ensure security of my tourist
C12
My area of activity is lesser know to tourists
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C23
C28
C31

There is little support from government
At times criminal allegations are levelled against guides
It is difficult to help out tourists at the time of crisis

Figure 1: Percieved Challenges
EXTNTHRT
TOURINFR
JOBQUAL
OCCUCHAL
SKLDFCT
UNATRCT
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

5 point scale
North

East

However, skill deficit, quality of job and external threats appears to
be of some concerns to the respondents. Skill deficit is the most important
concern. Further, t-test suggests that there is a significant difference
between the responses from eastern and northern regions. Respondents
from eastern region feel that they lack necessary skills to be tour guides.
Close to this factor, challenges of trade are the other factor where
respondents from east are more concerned as compared to respondent
from north. For all other factors respondents from north are more
concerned. This is perhaps because of excessive competition in the
northern region. Competition, which is largely in the unorganized sector,
poses challenges that are difficult for the potential tour guide to handle as
an individual. Survival based on tour guiding alone is difficult. Moreover,
tourism is seasonal, restricted to 6 months and could be stretched by
another 2 months. Because of popular tourist circuits in north a lot of
tourism operators largely in the unorganized sector have been providing
services to tourists. A lot of unauthorized guides have come-up and
operate mainly for commissions they get from other sellers that
accompanying tourists patronize. These un-authorized guides are
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available for lower wages and they create a chaos on supply side- tourists
do not know who to accompany. On many occasions smaller travel agents
and tour operators use unauthorized guides or offer lowers wages to cut
their costs.
Similarly, tourism infrastructure is stressed because of heavy tourist
traffic in northern region where as demand for tourism infrastructure is
less than the supply in other regions. Tourists in north often face
difficulties because of this. However, respondents from east appear to be
more anxious about „Poor connectivity with other areas with tourism
potential (C14)‟ and „Dearth of civic facilities including toilets and fresh
rooms for tourists (C17)‟.
Table 7 Perceived challenges faced by trainee tour guides (region-wise)
Overall

North

East

μ

σ

μ

σ

μ

Σ

Quality of job (JOBQUAL)

3.11

0.70

3.11

0.78

2.93

0.70

Skill deficit (SKLDFCT)

2.94

0.74

2.66

0.74

3.24

0.59

External threats (EXTNTHRT)

2.77

0.57

2.77

0.55

2.65

0.67

Perceived occupational challenges
(OCCUCHAL)

2.70

0.56

2.51

0.58

2.79

0.60

Unattractive job (UNATRCT)

2.51

0.71

2.57

0.71

2.30

0.77

Tourism infrastructure
(TOURINFR)

2.51

0.70

2.65

0.72

2.24

0.62

In case of quality of job, respondents from north appear to be more
expectant. They expect a better quality of job. However, none of the
JOBQUAL variables (C10, C15, C19, C29 and C30) are among the top
five apprehensions for either of the respondent groups.
CONCLUSIONS
There are a number of unattended concerns of potential candidates
who would like to pursue tour-guiding as a profession. These may also be
scaring away other potential candidates from entering this profession. The
reasons for these concerns are largely due to the tourism context.
Northern and eastern regions have different contexts and are in different
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stages of tourism growth; and therefore, the potential tour guides have
different concerns. This study has identified six important factors (in
order) of concern, especially for tour guides in India- quality of job,
deficiency in skills, problems of general working environment, challenges
from within the immediate tourism context, perceived attractiveness of
the (tour guide) job, and quality of tourism infrastructure. Potential
candidates for tour guiding evaluate their chances of becoming tour
guides against these factors. While skill deficit and perceived challenges
from within the immediate tourism context are primary trepidation in east,
candidates from north are apprehensive about quality of job and external
environment. These are the important issues that must be addressed when
tourism authorities plan human resource development in these regions.
Else, it would be difficult to attract motivated and capable individuals for
the sector. While there are certain issues that merit positive action, there
are many other issues that are mere perceptions.
Further analyses of the individual variables return useful insights.
Potential tour guides from east are largely concerned with competencies
those are necessary for the profession. Their confidence is rather shaky.
Among the most important concerns those are significantly different from
starters in north are- „Not confident how to express my knowledge‟, „Not
confident of my presentation skills‟, „Inability to meet expectations of a
demanding tourist‟, „Limited knowledge about tourism product/
destination‟ and „Not conversant with foreign language‟. Training
programmes for guides must address these concerns. Besides these
starters form east are also anxious about trade links and relationships, viz.,
„Travel agents ask for commissions‟ and „Competition with established
senior guides‟. In east where the tourism business is not as competitive,
the rapport between service providers is not as good. Government,
tourism authorities and trade bodies may play an important role here.
Training programmes could be an important occasions where trade
supplier and buyers may be invited to interact with trainees. Training
would also increase their confidence and prepare them to face
competition. Monetary returns are also not perceived as sufficient. „There
are no fixed salaries to take home‟- is a significant issue in east as
compared to north.
For northerners, survival does not appear to be an issue. Tour guiding
is also not seen as menial job with low returns though they observe that
„There are no incentives for doing a good guiding job‟ and „Guiding alone
insufficient to maintain a family‟. However they are motivated by a larger
return in the profession due to deeper networked operations that allows
for commissions. Large tourist traffic and associated commissions is a
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major attraction to be in this profession. Issues in north are therefore
bigger than these (monetary survival). They appear to be concerned with
what is going to affect their business prospects including factors that are
of importance to their customers- the tourists. These include „There are
few good quality accommodation for tourists‟, „Local public/ anti-social
elements do not treat tourists properly‟, „Poor connectivity with other
areas with tourism potential‟ and „Dearth of civic facilities including
toilets and fresh rooms for tourists‟. Other issues of significance for them
include „Even guides have to purchase tickets at monuments‟ and „People
do not trust tour guides‟.
It is must be understood that there cannot be common issues for all.
Given a context‟s dynamics, different issue pose threats and discourage
people from becoming tour guides. One of the important aspects of a
DMOs responsibility is to inspire capable individuals to be apart of
profession. To do so they must be able to address perceived threats and
concerns.
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This study examines the impact of tourism activity on local business and economic
conditions in local economies in Britain. The empirical investigation focuses on
whether or not tourism activity is beneficial to local rural and urban economies
and informs policy makers aiming to maximise their tourism potential. The
analysis differentiates local authority areas into two distinct groups according to
the intensity of tourism employment (below and above average). Whilst the
empirical evidence suggests that tourism exerts positive benefits to local
economies in the form of entrepreneurship, these benefits may not accrue to the
tourism sector itself because in the act of “moving on” the labour force takes its
improved human capital with it. This means that the promotion of tourism alone
as a policy for regeneration may not be as successful as some policymakers might
perceive. It is clear that a “one size fits all” prescription is inappropriate.
Keywords: Britain, Entrepreneurship, Local Economies, Regeneration

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, the British government has started to press
towards the need to develop a strong and vibrant tourism sector (SEEDA
1999; 2005). The underlying objective is the belief that the tourism sector
could act as a catalyst to propel economic growth. That is because tourism
is an economic sector, with multiple linkages to other parts of economic
activity in national and regional economies. Efforts to evaluate the role of
tourism activity on regional economic development date back to the
beginning of the 1980s (Travis 1980, Clarke 1981). Also, the effort to
quantify the role of tourism activity on regional economics development
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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stems across a broad range of contexts. Inter alia, the literature considers
the role of tourism activity in both developed (Clarke 1981, Xie 2006, and
Jackson and Murphy 2006) and developing (Travis 1980, Ludger and
Guillermo 2002, and Briedenhann and Wickens 2004) countries. In a
British context, the discussion regarding the role of tourism led economic
growth has heightened during mid-1980s and the beginning of 1990s
(Novelli et al. 2006, Porter 1998, Agarwal 1999). The reason for that was
the recent economic decline across British tourism areas.
This paper aims to make a theoretical contribution to the area of
tourism led regional economic development and tourism policy. As such,
the research question addressed in the paper considers how tourism
activity affects economic development across rural and urban local
authorities in Britain. The paper will evaluate the impact of tourism
activity through the consideration of a series of economic conditions in
local areas in Britain. Agarwal and Brunt (2006) stress that problems
encountered in businesses and economic conditions may result in social
and economic exclusion in tourism dependent areas. This paper attempts
to identify and capitalize upon some of the positive business factors that
might be found in a tourism dependent local economy. The resulting
evidence should help tourism policy makers to adjust decision making
accordingly. The investigation has a practical value to practitioners and
tourism decision makers alike since it can be used to inform policy
making. The paper will offer an insight on the role of tourism
development in local and regional government planning. In particular, the
contribution of the present work lies in the attempt to illustrate how
tourism activity functions as a mechanism of change for local business
and economic conditions in British local authority areas. Thus, the main
objective of the paper is to record and illustrate the dynamics of tourism
activity in a rural–urban tourism nexus.
The paper considers a number of indicators (such as entrepreneurial
activity, formal qualifications, median wage rates and unemployment
variations) and their role in stimulating growth. Entrepreneurial activity
and formal qualifications are taken as proxies for the local business
environment, whereas the wage rate and unemployment variation are
taken as proxies for labour market flexibility.
In the following section (section 2), the paper analyses the methods
used to collect the data and built the dataset. Section 3 describes the
rationale behind the selection of the various business and economic
indicators (explication of the conceptual framework). Section 4 deals with
the descriptive analysis of the data and the results. Section 5 discusses the
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results and provides some directions for policy making in the tourism
area. Finally, section 6 concludes the discussion.
THE CASE STUDY AREA
The spatial focus of this study is the unitary and local authorities in
Great Britain. The principal difference between local and unitary
authorities is that unitary authorities generally have larger populations and
are responsible for the provision of all government services whereas local
authorities share administrative responsibilities with county authorities.
The study includes Scotland and Wales but excludes Northern Ireland. In
total there are 408 unitary and local authorities in Great Britain (hereafter
collectively referred to as LAs). The LAs range in population size from
2,200 to over 992,000. For the purpose of the analysis two LAs, the City
of London and Isles of Scilly have been excluded from the sample
because they both have very small populations and thus the sample data
for these areas is unreliable. The LAs can be further sub-divided into
urban and rural locations, with rural locations classified as those with
population densities of less than 400 people per sq km. By this definition
185 LAs are classified as rural (45.5%) and 223 as urban (54.5%).
Following the Department of Culture, Media and Sports (DCMS)
Evidence Toolkit (2004) recommendations, tourism is usually defined by
the activities of the consumers (i.e., the demand characteristics).
However, the available data on employment and output is rooted in the
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), which is based on industry group
activity, otherwise the supply side. For practical purposes this study
adopts the definition of tourism used by the UK National On-line
Manpower Information System (NOMIS) as a part of their labour market
profile. This definition includes the following 3-digit SIC categories:
hotels; camping sites etc; restaurants; bars; activities of travel agencies
etc; library, archives, museums etc; sporting activities and other
recreational activities.
The next step is to define tourism dependency. The approach adopted
here is to use a simple location quotient (LQ) approach to define
dependency. The location quotient is an index comparing the proportion
of employment (or any other suitable variable) in a single industrial sector
in one spatial location in relation to some benchmark, usually the national
economy. For example, a figure of 1 indicates that the industrial sector
has the same weighting in the local economy as it does in the national
economy. Figures greater than 1 suggest a local specialisation in that
sector. For instance, a figure of 1.5 would suggest 50% more employment
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is a specific sector as compared to the average employment in the national
economy. The problem is how far from the norm constitutes dependency?
Initial investigations suggested that an LQ figure of 1.25 might be
appropriate. It could be argued that this is significantly above the national
average and it certainly contains some of the LAs most usually associated
with tourism in Britain such as Bournemouth, Brighton and Hove, New
Forest and Stratford-on-Avon. By this measure, 87 LAs (21% of the total)
were characterised as tourism dependent. However, following this
approach the main problem was that amongst those excluded were Bath,
Edinburgh, Warwick, Chichester, Southend-on-Sea and Portsmouth. Not
only there were some key LAs missing, but there was also a very strong
bias in favour of rural LAs. The solution was to use an LQ of 1.05 or 5%
above the national average. This definition produced a list of 166 tourism
dependent LAs (40.7%).
LITERATURE REVIEW
The variables that form the basis of the investigation are all drawn
from secondary data sources that are easily accessible. Whilst the list used
in this study is by no means exhaustive, they do have the advantage of
being reasonably well tried and tested in the literature. More importantly
they can be applied in other settings. In all cases the analysis used
population-weighted data which was then transposed into indices to
discover dispersal around the national mean.
Tourism and entrepreneurial activities are closely related because
they share a number of key features and characteristics. Both
entrepreneurship and tourism prosper in small-scale projects (Lerner and
Haber 2001; Karmakar, 2011). Recent trends in tourism indicate
increased interest in smaller-scale tourism development. Although there
isn’t a clearly set definition of entrepreneurship, the paper considers it as
the incorporation of all the necessary skills and knowledge that would
allow an individual to pursue economic and business opportunities in the
tourism field (Skuras et al. 2005). Cunningham and Lischeron (1991) go
on to suggest that entrepreneurship may encompass a wide range of
activities such as creating, founding, adapting and managing a business
venture. Others such as Benneworth (2004) stress the quality of
entrepreneurship emphasising the importance of “Schumpeterian
entrepreneurs” as the driving force behind successful regional economies.
Post–Fordism influences have resulted in a profound transformation
in tourism demand patterns. In a world where the potential visitor is
spoiled for choice, and getting more sophisticated, tourism destinations
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have to renew and reinvent themselves in order to compete and survive.
Increased levels of competition have generated pressure among tourist
destinations to achieve long–term survival, by being more competitive,
offering quality tourist products, and attracting more visitors (Garrod and
Fyall 2001, Poon 1994). Thus, tourism destinations need to be
entrepreneurial to diversify and innovate their product in order to survive.
This suggests increased opportunities for small and medium sized firms
(SMEs) where, throughout the economy, the majority of entrepreneurial
activity takes place. Consequently, those local and regional economies
where entrepreneurial activity thrives are most likely to be successful
regarding tourism led economic growth (Novelli et al. 2006, Michael
2003).
The literature (Lordkipandze et al. 2005, Ripsas 1998) suggests that
one clear way of maximizing the potential for tourism led economic
growth is through the promotion and cultivation of tourism
entrepreneurship. According to Lordkipanidze et al. (2005: 791), “Within
tourism, entrepreneurship has gained an increasing importance”. Several
authors divide entrepreneurial activity into a rural–urban nexus (Weaver
and Lawton 2001) in order to capture the distinctiveness between manmade attractions, usually found in urban locations, and natural attractions,
usually in rural locations. In other words, urban tourism reflects city
tourism products built around the themes of festivals, exhibitions (culture,
heritage, short breaks etc.) and built attractions, whereas rural tourism
destinations depend on natural features, climatic and environmental
conditions.
The tourism sector, as any service-based industry, relies on service
delivery and service quality in order to compete successfully in the
marketplace. One of the determining factors behind the quality of tourism
services is the effective and adequate management of the industry’s
human resources. Agarwal and Brunt (2006) suggest that training of
personnel in the industry is a paramount objective for tourism
destinations. Thus, the attainment of formal qualifications (and training)
by the labour force employed in the sector should guarantee the quality of
the tourism product on offer, and consequently contribute towards
tourism led growth and development. It is also well documented in the
literature (Baum 2007, Liu and Wall 2006, Westwood 2004) that the
tourism industry as a whole faces chronic problems regarding the
recruitment of skilled and trained personnel. The issue of recruiting and
retaining a skilled labour force, in turn affects adversely the potential for
tourism development. There are clear policy conclusions that can be
drawn from the above statement, in the way that tourism enterprises and
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businesses emphasise on training and acquisition of formal skills and
qualifications as part of an employee retention strategy, which can
positively affect tourism led development (Akal, 2010; Furunes 2005, Enz
and Siguaw 2000).
Another factor that is going to have a negative impact on tourism
development is pay conditions. Tourism work is generally viewed as low
paid with a significant proportion of people working part-time and a
tendency towards long periods of inactivity and lay-offs during the winter
months. Generally speaking there is an inverse relationship between the
degree of tourism dependency and wage rate levels. Most of the
traditional seaside resorts in Britain such as Great Yarmouth,
Bournemouth, Torbay, Eastbourne and Blackpool exhibit below average
wage levels. There are a number of different perspectives to consider low
pay. On the one hand it means that business costs are generally lower, a
fairly useful saving in a labour intensive industry. On the other hand, it
means that the workforce is likely to be transient (moving on to more
rewarding jobs over time). It is highly likely that there will be significant
differences between rural and urban tourism dependent areas because in
urban areas tourist firms are in competition with firms from other sectors
many of which will pay significantly more for their labour.
The seasonality of employment is one of the major features of the
tourism industry in Britain. As tourism employment rates increases over
the summer period (May to September) the unemployment rate declines
sharply. The reverse occurs during the winter months (October to April).
Also, the nature of the tourism product can be expected to heighten
unemployment seasonality. This is true for particular products that are
weather dependent such as, beach and rural camping holidays. Others,
such as all-year-round attractions or city break tourism with a significant
portion of their activities located indoors might be expected to experience
a more even pattern of employment. Viewed from a slightly different
perspective, the variance in unemployment between winter and summer
months might be taken as an indication of slackness in the local labour
market. In this view, labour markets with a high unemployment variance
between summer and winter periods have significant reserves of labour to
call upon and should be less susceptible to higher business costs through
wage inflation. The analysis in this paper measures the proportional
difference in unemployment rates between the tourism off - season
(January) and the high season (July). When these employment differences
are significantly above the national average it is reasonable to assume that
this is likely to be due to changes in tourism employment.
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Having discussed the rationale behind the selection of the various
business and economic indicators the paper turns next to the initial
description of the data and presents the results as a series of maps (more
detailed data table can be available, upon request to the authors).
Tourism dependency
The regional dispersion of tourism dependency across Britain is quite
illuminating. Nationally 41% of LAs can be defined as tourism
dependent. Three regions, Scotland (66%). South West (67%) and Wales
(45%) have above average concentrations. At the other end of the scale
only 8 (24%) of London’s 33 Boroughs are tourism dependent, the
corresponding figure for the East Midlands is 28% (Map 1 below). The
urban-rural split is also interesting, with over 90% of tourism dependent
areas in East Midlands, Wales and Yorkshire and Humberside combined
classified as rural. On the other hand, more than 50% of tourism
dependent areas of East, London and the South East of England are
classified as urban. Overall, around 65% of all rural tourism dependent
local authorities are concentrated in the northern parts of Britain. Thus,
the nature of tourism dependency in Britain follows a North–South
divide, with rural tourism dependent LAs concentrated in the North
(65%), and urban tourism mainly concentrated in the South (31%).
Correspondingly, this division between the rural tourism dependent
North and the urban tourism dependent South generates a substantial
differentiation on the nature of the tourism product on offer. As far as
Great Britain is concerned, the development of rural tourism is perceived
in many parts of the country as a policy panacea (Briedenhann and
Wickens 2004). Recent food scares (including the 2001 foot and mouth
epidemic) have significantly hindered the economic viability of small
rural and farming communities in Britain. As a result, rural communities
have identified tourism as a catalyst for revitalization and generator of
economic growth (Briedenhann and Wickens 2004, Opermann 1997,
Kinsley 2000, Long et al. 1990). In fact, in many rural areas, tourism is
considered as a natural part of the socio–economic environment in the
area (Fleischer and Tchetchik 2005).
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Figure 1 Tourism Dependence

In contrast, urban tourism is seen as an important element in the
regeneration of some of Britain’s older historic cities. City breaks and
short weekend trips in major urban centres in Britain are also envisaged in
contributing towards combating social inclusion and improving social
cohesion. An example of the above strategy is the British Museum and
the role it strives to play in improving the quality of life in the capital. For
instance, Bayliss (2004) demonstrates the role of the arts and cultural
development, using the example of Cork and numerous other European
cities. Indeed a key strategic objective of the Merseyside Objective One
program was to develop cultural, media and tourism activities in order to
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attract more visitors (Evens, 2002). Hall (2000) suggests that for Glasgow
and other cities cultural tourism or creative industries may provide the
basis for economic regeneration.
Entrepreneurial activity
In the practical world quantifying entrepreneurship comes down to a
measurement of the number of firms. For the purpose of this paper the
stock of firms is used on the basis that this represents both current and
past entrepreneurial activity. This selected measure indicates the number
of businesses per 10,000 working age residents. Whilst this gives a
relative measure of business activity and compensates for the wide
variance in LA size, it also has the advantage of being the standard used
by the UK Department of Trade and Industry’s (DTI) Small Business
Service (SBS) and is thus widely accepted and easy to use for
comparative purposes. In order to smooth out any spikes in the data,
seven years of data (1997 to 2004) were analysed and the average
dispersion around the mean was taken (the same methodological approach
is replicated in all the other indicators used in the paper). The resulting
hybrid index permits LAs to be categorised as more or less
entrepreneurial when compared to the national average. Hence, those LAs
with an entrepreneurial index of five or more percentage points above the
mean were classified as more entrepreneurial.
The tourism literature suggests that the degree of development and
innovation in rural tourism areas is falling behind urban tourism areas
(Bennett and Errington 1995, Skuras et al. 2005). This is because some of
the key elements for the development of entrepreneurial activity in urban
tourism areas are not yet found in rural areas (a positive business and
economic climate, existence of infrastructure, network services and access
to finance). This is not particularly surprising given the tendency of large
companies to cluster in agglomeration economies.
Map 2 shows that overall rural locations exhibit higher levels of
entrepreneurial activity in relation to the national average than what urban
areas to the national average do. Rural tourism dependent areas are more
likely to have above the national average rates of entrepreneurial activity
compared to urban areas with a low tourism dependency and almost twice
more likely as compared to all urban LAs. Rural tourism dependent LAs
are 12% more likely to have higher than average entrepreneurial activity
rates than rural low tourism dependent LAs. The suggestion is that these
higher levels of innovation should work through to improve the quality of
the tourism product in these areas, thus instigating further improvements
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and innovation. This suggests that tourism activity in rural LAs is an
additional stimulus for further innovation, whereas in the urban settings,
tourism activity does not appear to provide a significant boost to
innovative activity.
Figure 2 Entrepreneurship Index
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Qualifications
The decision to distinguish between qualifications in the rural and
urban local authorities in Britain is based on the suggestion that there are
substantial differentials in training and qualifications within the
hospitality / tourism industry in Britain (Informing Our Future 2005). The
data underpinning Map 3 is derived from the UK Labour Force Survey
for the years 1998 to 2004 inclusive. Specifically, it compares the
proportion of the working age population who achieved formal
qualifications against the national average. Overall around 90% of the
working age population employed in the tourism industry has some form
of qualifications. This varies considerably across the country, ranging
from 97% in Richmond-on-Thames to as little as 73% in the town of
Corby.
There are several points that are apparent from Map 3. First, overall
there are proportionately more LAs in rural areas with above the national
average levels of qualifications than in urban areas. Second, the empirical
results suggest that the proportion of tourism dependent rural LAs with
above the average qualification levels is similar to the proportion of non –
tourism dependent rural LAs with above the average qualification levels
(approximately 55% in both cases). Third, urban tourism dependent areas
have a significantly higher proportion of LAs with above average
qualification levels as compared to urban non – tourism dependent LAs.
The most likely explanation is that better qualified people seek out
attractive locations in where to live. These attractive living conditions are
more likely to be found in attractive older southern cities where there is a
relative concentration of urban tourism activity.
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Figure 3 Qualifications Index

Pay differentials
In order to distinguish between pay differentials in LAs the analysis
has used workplace-based weekly gross median pay data from the UK
Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) for the years 1998-2004
inclusive. This is then converted into an index based on the national
weekly median pay for each year and averaged over the seven-year
period. The rationale for using the median measure rather than the mean
is that this reduces the tendency for the average measure to be highly
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skewed by a relatively small number of high earners in a LA. In turn, this
could have inflated median pay rates by as mush as 30%. The results are
displayed in Map 4 below.
Overall, out of the 50 most tourism dependent local economies only
three have above the average median pay levels and a further three have
similar to the national average levels. Or to put it in another way, 80% of
the 50 lowest wage earning LA’s in Great Britain are tourism dependent.
The most obvious feature depicted in Map 4 is the difference in median
pay levels between rural tourism dependent LAs. 77% of rural tourism
dependent LAs have below the average pay levels as compared to only
6% of rural tourism dependent LAs that have above the average pay
levels. On the other hand, urban tourism dependent LAs have similar
profile to that of non – tourism dependent LAs as far as the wage rate is
concerned. In turn, this implies that tourism dependency in urban
locations in Britain is not as disadvantageous for LA economies as it is in
the case of rural LAs. In only seven rural LAs is workplace median pay
rates above average and all of these, save one, are in the South.
The conclusion is fairly clear that workplace gross median pay has a
tendency to be lower compared to the national average in tourism
dependant economies and this is far more pronounced in rural areas
located in the North. Also related to the above, tourism firms and
enterprises dealing with urban tourism activities (short trips, city breaks
etc) have a much higher opportunity for greater pay as compared to those
dealing with sea – side or environmental tourism activities (higher added
value). In remoter rural areas both qualification and pay levels are likely
to be lower because these areas are dominated by low value-added
industrial sectors. In rural areas adjacent to commercial centers median
pay rates are higher. This is because these areas are highly desirable
places to live, and anecdotal evidence suggests that a fairly high
proportion of tourism sector workers also commute in. There is also a
regional explanation in that almost all tourism dependent LAs with above
average median wage rates are located in the South.
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Figure 4 Median Pay Index

Unemployment variance
The tourism industry often leads to seasonality of employment
patterns. The data used for this part of the analysis is claimant count
unemployment for January and July in each year from 1998 to 2004,
based on the working age population. The variance of the local rate of
unemployment from the national rate is calculated and indexed. This is
then averaged over the full seven-year period. Overall, rates have drifted
down over the seven year period with the highest decline in some of the
London Boroughs and the lowest in rural locations such as Rutland,
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Purbeck, Ribble Valley and Salisbury. Nationally the variance between
the winter and summer rates is around 10% but this varies considerably
from more than 50% above the national average in East Eastbourne to a
handful of cases such as West Somerset) where unemployment is actually
lower in the winter than in the summer.
With regards to rural economies, overall around half of all LAs
exhibit higher than the national average unemployment variance. The
evidence presented in Map 5 below indicates a clear difference in
unemployment patterns between rural and urban tourism dependent local
economies. Indeed, more than 60% of urban tourism dependent
economies exhibit higher than average unemployment levels. Six out of
ten tourism dependant LAs (61%) in a rural setting have a higher than
average seasonal unemployment variance. What is more, it appears that
there is a clear positive relationship between the degree of tourism
dependency and unemployment variance. Eleven, of the top twenty LAs
by unemployment variance are also amongst the top twenty, tourism
dependant LAs, including all the top seven. Out of these eleven, just three
(Blackpool, Great Yarmouth and Weymouth and Portland) are
predominantly urban and all seven are seaside resorts. Thus, tourism
activity in rural areas appears to be closely associated with seasonal
unemployment patterns. A possible explanation for this association could
be the size (and subsequent number of employment opportunities) of rural
economies. In addition, it is reasonable to assume that other land based
economic activity (such as employment in agriculture), that is also highly
weather dependent, will accentuate unemployment seasonality. It is thus
clear that tourism activity (in a rural setting) does not help to level out the
fluctuations in seasonal employment.
As far as urban local authorities are concerned, the evidence in Map 5
also suggests a link between urban tourism dependence and higher than
average unemployment variance. However, the problems among urban
LAs are less serious. Out of the top twenty urban tourism dependent areas
eight of them are also amongst the top twenty urban areas with the highest
seasonal unemployment variance and all of these are located in coastal
areas. These include locations in the South, Southwest, East of England
and Northwest regions. The findings are consistent with those of Agarwal
and Brunt (2006) who examine deprivation in English seaside resorts.
Conversely, LAs with more diversified or less weather dependent,
tourism products tend to exhibit low seasonal unemployment variance.
The best examples include Kensington and Chelsea, Westminster,
Brighton and Hove, Bath and North East Somerset and the City of
Edinburgh, which are amongst some of the most tourism dependent LAs
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in the UK. In other words, tourism induced unemployment patterns are
higher among sea-side LAs (both rural and urban) and lower among LAs
with less weather dependent tourism industry.
Figure 5 Seasonal Unemployment Index

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has looked at the contribution of tourism activity in
British local economies, based on a number of business and economic
indicators. Whilst there is no such entity as a typical tourism dependent
local economy there are a number of general features that are likely to
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manifest themselves; these include higher than average levels of
entrepreneurial activity and qualifications coupled with low median wage
rates and higher than average unemployment variance. If we were able to
design the ideal tourism economy, this would show itself in our dataset as
higher than average levels of entrepreneurial activity and qualifications,
whilst median pay and unemployment variance would be around the
national norm. At the other end of the scale we suggest that the least
viable tourism dependent economies would exhibit low levels of
entrepreneurial activity, qualifications and pay with high unemployment
variance. The question is do such locations exist in the UK? The answer
is yes, and these are identified in Table 6 below.
Table 1 Most and least viable tourism dependent local economies
Most viable tourism economies
New, city – based destinations
Ribble Valley

North West

South
Bedfordshire*
Bath & North
East* Somerset
Epping Forest
Stroud
Sevenoaks
Macclesfield
Brentwood*
Warwick*

East of England

Least viable tourism economies
Seaside traditional tourism
destinations
Waveney
East of
England
Blackpool*
North West

South West

South Tyneside*

North East

East of England
South West
South East
North West
East of England
West Midlands

Eastbourne*
South Derbyshire

South East
East Midlands

Note * denotes urban areas

As Table 6 demonstrates there is no clear pattern emerging. There are
both rural and urban areas amongst each grouping and they are not
concentrated in any one particular region. The common features are that
all have mid sized labour forces between 30,000 and 60,000 people and
economic activity rates are generally above the national average in the
best performers and below in the worse. In addition all the most viable are
inland locations whilst the four of the five least viable are coastal. There
are however other combinations that do have a regional flavour.
Southwestern tourist dependent LAs are typified by high levels of
entrepreneurship, qualifications and unemployment variance and low
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levels of pay, whilst in London half exhibit high levels of
entrepreneurship, qualifications and pay and low unemployment variance.
The real message from the analysis is that tourism dependent LAs are
not all the same, but that the differences are perhaps more subtle than
most researchers seem to realize. These findings suggest that
policymakers do need to consider carefully the structure and attributes of
each LA before embarking on economic development initiatives. And
more importantly because “one size will not fit all” development
programs need to be tailored carefully if they are to have any hope of
being successful.
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THE EFFECT OF WELLNESS BRAND AWARENESS
ON EXPECTED AND PERCEIVED SERVICE
QUALITY
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Enterprises in the tourism sector are being exposed to ever fiercer national and
international competition and are confronted with difficulties in market
positioning. One possibility for achieving differentiation on the market is high
service quality and the creation of strong wellness brands. The aim of the present
work is to investigate whether brands suggest a promise of quality that also
appears to be especially important in wellness tourism. In this connection the
study ascertains whether the brand awareness of wellness guests influences the
perception of quality. The study also investigates whether demographic
differences exist between brand aware and non-brand aware wellness guests. The
results show that brands of wellness cluster are relatively weakly anchored in
people's minds. There are demographic differences between brand aware and
non-brand aware wellness guests. The existence of brand awareness raises the
expected quality but not the perceived quality.
Keywords:

wellness cluster, brand awareness, SERVQUAL, wellness tourism

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Falling numbers of overnight stays and increasing capacities in and
between destinations during recent years, combined with the current
economic uncertainties, are expected to lead to increased global and local
competition in the tourism sector (Pikkemaat and Weiermair, 2006). One
strategy for SMEs in the Alpine region to respond to these challenges
involves increases in quality. In this way, new products and new services
become a success factor in the differentiation process (Pikkemaat and
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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Weiermair, 2006), which, in the tourism sector, is also partly based on
wellness products.
According to the logic of the Kondratieff cycles, the health market is
considered to be a megatrend at the beginning of the 21st century
(Nefiodow, 2001). According to the 2002 travel analysis, the wish for a
wellness vacation increased by 125% during the period from 1999 to
2002 (Gruner & Jahr, 2002). Wellness enterprises in Austria register
average growth rates of 20% - 30% per year (Best Health Austria, 2007).
The members of the Deutschen Wellness Verbands (DWV) [German
Wellness Association] also record a 20% average annual growth of
turnover (Deutscher Wellness Verband, 2007).
Although the term 'wellness' is very often used in everyday parlance
(Miller, 2005), it is still lacking in clear definitions and demarcations
(Müller and Lanz-Kaufmann, 2001). 'Wellness products' are offered as
products and services in a variety of areas such as cosmetics, foods,
textiles, etc (Wagner, 2006). The term 'wellness' also faces the danger of
being watered down further (Müller and Lanz-Kaufmann, 2001) by
opportunistic elements that are not subject to any quality criteria or that
use the term for products and services not covered by the narrower
definition.
The danger therefore exists that wellness tourism will become a
marketing label with little content and lacking in quality criteria (Ritter,
2005). Wellness clusters are intended to counter this trend by offering
proven quality and by pursuing the selective building and positioning of
trustworthy and strong brands (Steinhauser and Jochum, 2006). In
connection with the difficult market positioning of wellness and the
lacking in quality criteria, the building of wellness brands is becoming
increasingly important. Incisively positioned brands can be understood as
an indicator of a particular quality of service and can increase both the
numbers of new users and the user frequency by reducing the subjectively
perceived risk for the customer (Meffert and Bruhn, 1995).
In recent years the Alpine region has seen the creation of numerous
wellness clusters intended to promote the exchange of experience, the
organization of training and further training, and the creation of
procurement syndicates in addition to the usual marketing activities.
Numerous brands exist for these wellness clusters, for example 'Tirol
Wellness', 'Welltain' (Vorarlberg), 'Alpine Wellness', 'Belvita' (South
Tirol), 'Wellness Hotels Austria', 'Wellness Hotels Deutschland'
[Germany], and 'Wellfeeling Schweiz' [Switzerland] (Müller and LanzKaufmann, 2001).
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The aim of the resent work is to investigate whether brands suggest
quality that also appears to be important in wellness tourism. In this
connection the question arises as to whether wellness guests who are
familiar with brands and consider these important demand higher
standards of quality. This is analysed by means of brand awareness and
using the standard approach SERVQUAL for measuring service quality.
The SERVQUAL approach is used to determine whether differences
between expected and perceived service quality vary between wellness
tourists aware of brands and those who know no brands, and whether
brands therefore exert an influence on customer behaviour. In this
connection the aim is to determine whether the brand awareness of
wellness guests influences the perception of quality. The study also
investigates whether demographic differences exists between brand aware
and non-brand aware wellness guests. The work further investigates
whether correlations exist between the individual wellness cooperation
brands.
BACKGROUND
Wellness Tourism
According to Müller and Lanz-Kaufmann the term 'wellness'
encompasses a special conception of health (Müller and Lanz-Kaufmann,
2002). The WHO (World Health Organization) defines health as 'a state
of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity' (WHO, 1948). In this connection the
wellness concept must be clearly segregated from stays at health spas in
the traditional sense, because the latter are intended to alleviate an
existing medical condition.
The idea of wellness derives from the American doctor Halbert
Dunn, who outlines it in his publication 'High-Level-Wellness'. Dunn
defined the term wellness as follows: 'High-level Wellness is an
integrated method of functioning which is oriented toward maximizing
the potential of which the individual is capable, within the environment
where he is functioning (…) High-level Wellness, therefore, involves (1)
direction in progress forward and upward towards a higher potential of
functioning, (2) an open-ended tomorrow with its challenge to live at a
fuller potential, and (3) integration of the whole being of the total
individual – his body, mind and spirit – in the functioning of process'
(Dunn, 1959). Ardell took up Dunn's definition and, after several
modifications, reached the conclusion that 'high-level wellness' consists of
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the elements self-responsibility, nutritional awareness, physical fitness,
stress management and environmental sensitivity (Ardell, 1977).
Travis used the health continuum illustrated in Figure 1, to observe
the dynamic progression of wellness and described wellness as 'a state of
being, an attitude and an ongoing process, not a static which we reach and
never have to consider again' (Travis, 1984). The neutral point indicates
that no discernible illness is present and that a low level of wellness
predominates. The treatment model protects a person from premature
death but can only lead them back to the neutral point (Lanz-Kaufmann,
2002). The wellness model, on the other hand, not only supports the
healing of the disease, but also moves towards a higher level of wellness
(Travis, 1984).
Figure 1 Health continuum according to Travis (Travis, 1984)
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Lanz-Kaufmann summarized the term 'wellness' in accordance with
Ardell's definition as presented in Figure 2: 'Wellness is a state of health
in which body, mind and soul are in harmony. Personal defining elements
are self- responsibility, fitness and beauty care, nutrition/diet, relaxation,
mental activity/education, social relationships and environmental
sensitivity' (Lanz-Kaufmann, 2002).
Lanz-Kaufmann stresses that the hotel industry must pursue the
reform of existing marketing clusters. The range of wellness products
must be directed consistently at target groups, provide qualified
personnel, follow a credible wellness philosophy and be supported by
professional communication (Lanz-Kaufmann, 2002).
Since the beginning of the nineties there has been a growing interest
in industrial clusters and networks. Weiermair et al. conclude that firms in
a wellness cluster have better access to employees and suppliers and can
also reduce costs as a result of economies of scale, economies of scope
and lower transaction costs (productivity). Innovations are implemented
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more quickly and more economically. The entry barriers and risks for a
new provider of services in the health system or leisure industry are lower
within clusters than in isolated locations (new business formation)
(Weiermair and Steinhauser, 2003).
Figure 2 Wellness elements according to Lanz-Kaufmann (LanzKaufmann, 2002), based on Ardell (Ardell, 1977)

Social contacts
Mind:
Mental
activity/
education

Health:
Nutrition/
diet

Selfresponsibility

Body:
physical
fitness/
beauty
care

Relaxation:
Rest/
meditation
Environmental
sensitivity

The brand as a promise of quality
The aim of brand management is to build strong brands (brand value,
brand equity), which depend on the successful creation of an
unmistakeable brand identity (Haederich, Tomczak and Kaetzke, 2003).
Brand awareness is a necessary condition for the success of a brand
(Esch, 2005). Brand awareness can be defined as the strength of the brand
in the consumer's memory and is measured in terms of the different ways
in which a consumer can remember the brand (Aaker, 2002). Only if
adequate brand awareness exists will a brand be considered in the
purchase decision, an anchor created for embedding brand-specific
associations, and familiarity and liking generated among the users (Esch,
2004; Didascalou et all, 2009). According to Aaker there are different
levels of brand awareness that can be presented in the form of a pyramid.
Passive brand awareness (recognition) at the first level exists if on being
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shown individual elements of the brand (brand name, brand logo) the user
recognizes something already perceived (Keller, 2003). If the user fails to
recognize the individual elements of the brand, there is no brand
awareness. The next level of the pyramid is active brand awareness
(recall). Active brand awareness exists if on the mention of a product
category the user remembers a brand without having been presented
beforehand with brand-specific features. The next level (intensive brand
awareness) contains those actively known brands occupying first place in
the awareness scale. The highest level comprises dominant brands that
occupy an exclusive position (Aaker, 2002), in other words, cases in
which users remember only one brand in the particular product category.
The result of the evaluation and decision-making process in
purchasing depends on the position of the brand in the pyramid. 'The
higher the position of a brand in the brand awareness pyramid, the greater
the probability that this brand will also be preferably bought' (Esch,
2004).
One of the challenges faced in building tourism brands and clusters is
the intangible nature of services (Keller, 2003). Keller derives from this
the conclusion that customers find it difficult to evaluate the quality of a
service. According to Keller, perceptions of services derive from
numerous associations and vary depending on how directly these relate to
the quality of the actual service. The decision in favour of a service is
often made away from the location where the service is provided. Brand
recall is therefore deemed to be the decisive and important factor (Keller,
2003).
Service quality
Up to now it has not proved possible to create a definition of service
quality that rests on sustainable principles and is generally accepted
(Bruhn, 1996). 'Service quality is the capability of a provider to shape the
character of a primarily intangible service requiring participation of the
customer so as to meet specific standards based on customer expectations.
It comprises the total of characteristics and features needed in order to
meet a particular set of demands' (Meffert and Bruhn, 1995). According
to Bruhn (Bruhn, 1996), a distinction must be made between two central
approaches to defining quality. These are the product-based and the userbased concepts of quality. The product-based concept of quality regards
the quality of services as the total, or level, of the existing characteristics,
and focuses on criteria that are difficult to measure. The user-based
concept of quality observes quality from the user's perspective and is
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focused on the user's perception of product characteristics and services. If
the SERVQUAL approach is used for measuring service quality,
discrepancies can exist between the service quality expected by wellness
tourists and the quality they actually perceive (Parasuraman, Zeithaml and
Berry, 1988). A service quality study in Thailand hotels showed a positive
correlation between the perceived service quality and the brand value
(Vatjanasaregagul, L., 2007). In this connection the question is pursued as
to whether wellness guests who are familiar with the brands demand
higher standards of service quality.
METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS
The region Western Austria (Vorarlberg und Tirol) was chosen for
the survey. Western Austria is located in an Alpine region. During the
winter and summer months, hotel tourism is aimed at sporting activities
such as skiing and hiking. In the low season (spring and autumn), the
hotels attempt to position themselves by offering wellness products. This
study involves wellness hotels that are members of wellness clusters and
concentrates on the demand-side and customer-oriented point of view.
The survey was carried out using standardized questionnaires. A total of
n=104 wellness tourists visiting wellness hotels were interviewed during
their visit between September and November 2008. The data were
evaluated using the statistics program SPSS 16.0 and R 2.9.2.
Brand name awareness
The levels of brand awareness were ascertained by means of cued
questions. Passive (cued) brand awareness was elicited by means of a
recognition test in which the brand had to be recognized from a given set
of wellness hotel clusters (Keller, 2005; Esch, 2004). Brand elements
such as logos were not presented.
Perceived quality
Service quality was measured using the instrument SERVQUAL
(Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1988). The SERVQUAL approach is
an instrument for the measurement and determination of service quality
(O`Neill, 2001). The method focuses on the perceived service quality as a
discrepancy between the service expected and the service experienced.
Questions were put in two stages. Using 22 items, the expected service
(expectation statement) was queried first, followed by the service
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experienced (perception statement) (Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry,
1992). The 22 items were reduced by Zeithamel to the following five
SERVQUAL dimensions:
- Tangibles: physical facilities, equipment, and appearance of
personnel
- Reliability: ability to perform the promised service dependably and
accurately
- Responsiveness: willingness to help customers and provide prompt
service
- Assurance: knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability
to inspire trust and confidence
- Empathy: caring, individualized attention the firm provides its
customers (Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry, 1992)
This survey was performed using a seven-level scale from 1 (do not
agree at all) to 7 (agree fully and completely). The questions were
evaluated by the difference between expected service and service
experienced from +6 to -6 (the respective differences between perception
and expectation scores) (Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry, 1992). This
index number indicates whether the customer's expectations of a wellness
hotel are not fulfilled, or are exceeded.
RESULTS
The survey of passive brand awareness (brand recognition) revealed
that 48.1% of the respondents (n=104) know none of the brands of
wellness cluster listed, 17.3% know one brand, 18.3% know two brands
and 16.3% know three or more brands. As shown in Table 1, the fraction
of younger wellness tourists (<40 years old) knowing one or more brands
(65%) is greater than the fraction of older wellness tourists (46.9%). More
women ( 54.5%) than men (47.4%) know one or more brands. The
number of brands known varies significantly depending on the location of
the respondent's principal residence. The highest fraction knowing one or
more brands is found among wellness tourists resident in Austria (64.7%),
followed by the Swiss (53.3%) and German (18.2%) wellness tourists.
The mean expenditure for a wellness vacation tends to be higher (by €46)
for visitors who know one or more brands. Wellness tourists who know
one or more brands take more notice of the wellness cluster brand when
deciding on a wellness hotel (73.3%).
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Table 1 Differences between no brand known and one or more
brands known
Wellness-Guests

Age

Sex

Nationality

No brand known
(N=50)

One or more brands
known (N=54)

<40 (N=40)

35,0%

65,0%

>40 (N=64)

53,1%

46,9%

Female (N=66)

45,5%

54,5%

Male (N=38)

52,6%

47,4%

DE (N=22)

81,8%*

18,2%*

CH (N=30)

46,7%*

53,3%*

35,3%*

64,7%*

950

996

26,7%

73,3%

AT (N=51)
Average Expenditures in € per
person and year
Pay attention to the brand at
decision

* Exact significance, p = < 0.05; DE = Germany, CH = Switzerland, AT = Austria

The best known brands are 'G'sund und Vital' [Healthy & vital]
(35.6%), 'Premium Spa Resorts' (20.2%), 'Tiroler Wellnesshotels'
[Tyrolean wellness hotels] (15.4%), 'Best Wellness Hotels Austria'
(15.4%), 'Schlank & Schön' [Slim & beautiful] (13.5%), 'Alpine Wellness'
(13.5%), and 'Welltain' (7.7%).
Some brands of wellness cluster exhibit significant mutual
correlation in passive brand awareness, as shown in Table 2. The brand
'Welltain', for example, correlates with all other brands except for the
brand 'Tiroler Wellnesshotels'.
Table 2 Correlation between individual brands

Alpine Wellness
Best Wellness
Hotels Austria

Welltain

Tiroler
Wellness
hotels

Schlank
& Schön

Premium
Spa
Resorts

,309*

,144

,175

,293**

,277**

,040

,378**

,317**

G`sund
& Vital

Best
Wellness
Hotels
Austria

Alpine
Wellness

,295**

,300**

1,000

,240*

1,000
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G`sund & Vital
Premium Spa
Resorts
Schlank & Schön

,238*

,240*

,354**

,327**

,304**

,184

,153

1,000

,309**

,222*

1,000

,077

1,000

Tiroler
Wellnesshotels

1,000

Welltain
1,000

Service quality
The evaluations of the wellness tourists' expected and perceived
service quality were totalled for each SERVQUAL dimension and the
mean was calculated as presented in Table 3. The evaluation of the
service quality using the instrument SERVQUAL revealed significant
differences in expected service quality for the dimensions 'reliability',
'responsiveness' and 'assurance'. Wellness tourists who know one or more
brands have higher expectations of a wellness hotel in the above
dimensions. No significant differences were detected in the perceived
service quality. With the exception of the dimension 'assurance', the
SERVQUAL difference between the expected and perceived service
quality revealed that there are no significant differences.
Table 3 SERVQUAL service quality
Expected
service quality
No brand
known
One or more
brands known
Perceived
service quality
No brand
known
One or more
brands known
SERVQUAL
difference
No brand
known
One or more
brands known

Tangibles

Reliability

Responsiveness

Assurance

Empathy

23

31*

24*

25*

29

24

32*

26*

30

Tangibles

Reliability

26*
Responsiveness

Assurance

Empathy

24

32

25

25

30

25

32

25

31

Tangibles

Reliability

25
Responsiveness

Assurance

Empathy

0,86

0,34

0,58

0,26*

0,52

0,87

-0,20

-0,20

-0,30*

0,76

* Exact significance, p = < 0.5
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In addition, multifactorial variance analysis was used to investigate
which main effects influence the expected and perceived service quality.
The results of the variance analysis show that the influence of brand
awareness is smaller than the influence of sex. Women have significantly
higher scores than men for all five dimensions of perceived service
quality. The influence of brand awareness appears as a trend. For the
dimension “reliability” the subjects who respond with “no brand known”
tend to have lower scores than those who had responded “one or more
brands known”. The dimension “responsiveness” shows significant
differences in brand awareness. Subjects who responded “no brand
known” have significantly lower scores.
Table 4 SERVQUAL brand differences analysis of variance results
of the effects of brand and sex on the level on the five SERVQUAL
dimensions

Tangibles
male
female
brand
sex
Reliability
male
female
brand
sex

Mean
Score
F
Mean
Score
F

Expected service
quality

Perceived service
quality

no brand
known

One or
more
brands
known

no brand
known

One or
more
brands
known

no brand
known

One or
more
brands
known

5.39
6.07

5.78
6.11

5.75
6.15

5.89
6.41

0.36
0.08

0.11
0.30

5.96
6.57

-0.03
0.16

-0.26
0.04

1.966
11.082 **
6.14*
6.28*

6.21 .
6.52 .

3.527 .
4.384 *

Difference

2.262
7.319**
6.11
6.44

0.153
10.356 **

Responsiveness
male
5.83
6.14
5.58
5.99
0.02
-0.15
Mean
female
Score
6.30
6.48
6.45
6.54
0.15
0.06
brand
4.636 *
0.843
sex
F
10.888 **
12.126 ***
Assurance
male
6.09
6.14
5.85
6.03
-0.24
-0.11
Mean
female
Score
6.21
6.50
6.41
6.50
0.20
0.00
brand
3.842
1.054
sex
F
4.276 *
10.420 **
Empathy
male
5.76
5.89
5.63
5.81
-0.13
-0.08
Mean
female
Score
5.94
6.10
6.18
6.38
0.24
0.28
brand
1.860
0.164
sex
F
10.005 **
4.032 *
. tendential, * sig. at .05 level, ** sig. at .01 level, *** sig. at .001 level, Note: Dimension scores were
coded on a 7-point likert scale ranging from 1 "I don`t agree" to 7 "I total agree".
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DISCUSSION

Brand awareness of wellness cluster brands
A large part of the wellness tourists (48.1%) knows no brand of
wellness cluster. Any tourist who knows one brand generally also knows
other brands, as shown in the correlation matrix in Table 2. The wellness
tourists can be basically divided into two groups: wellness tourists who
tend to perceive the brands of wellness cluster and those who do not.
Providers of services wish to create a distinctive image for themselves by
means of the brand in order achieve a favourable positioning among
wellness tourists (Keller, 2003). If the brands are not perceived, they do
not generate any positioning advantage. Thus the purpose of brand
building by wellness clusters is to acquire wellness tourists for their brand
and subsequently to bind these tourists to it. The basis for this is brand
awareness.
The level of awareness of wellness cluster brands (one or more
brands known) is relatively low (51.9%) in view of the fact that other
individual tourism brands are already achieving higher values. Thus the
regional destination brand 'Tirol' has an awareness level of over 90% in
Austria and over 70% in Germany (Tirol Werbung, 2006). One of the
main determining factors in connection with the brand equity is the brand
awareness (brand name awareness). For example, the strongest brand of
hotel cluster - 'Best Western Hotels' – has a passive awareness of 79% and
an active awareness of 47%. The up-market brands of wellness cluster
have passive brand awareness values from 1.9% to 35.6%. Compared
with Swiss destination brands, which have a passive brand awareness
among German tourists of 94% (St. Moritz), 82% (Lugano) or 73% (San
Bernardino), the up-market brands of wellness clusters are relatively
weakly anchored. In this context it must be pointed out that the Swiss
destination brands were surveyed independent of target groups, in contrast
to the present survey of wellness cluster brands.
Sociodemographic differences in brand awareness
Differences exist in respect of sociodemographic characteristics.
Younger wellness tourists (age <40) tend to know one or more brands
(65%). Only 46.9% of the older wellness tourists (age >40) know one or
more brands. Differences in brand awareness exist between the individual
brands. There are brands of wellness cluster that are known more to
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younger wellness tourists (age <40) and others that are more familiar to
older wellness tourists (age >40).
The tendency for the share of market awareness to be higher among
female wellness tourists allows the conclusion that they perceive brands
more strongly than do male wellness tourists.
Brand awareness differs significantly depending on the location of
the principal residence. Of the Austrian wellness tourists, 64.7% know
one or more brands, compared with 53.3% of the Swiss and 18.2% of the
Germans. The most important regular markets (multiple responses) in
wellness tourism are the home market in Austria (97.7%) and Germany
(91.5%), followed by Switzerland (53.1%) (Bässler, 2003). Germany, as
the second most important regular market, is with 18.2% significantly
weaker in terms of brand awareness (one or more brands known).
However, caution is indicated in interpreting the above figure in view of
the small number of cases (n=22).
One benefit of brand policy is the possibility of establishing a price
premium (Tomczak, Schlögel and Ludwig, 1998). The basis for this is
brand loyalty, which can exist only as a result of a strong market
positioning (Aaker and Jochaimsthaler, 2001). Brand-loyal wellness
tourists are not as concerned about the price (Krishnamurthi, 1991). The
average expenditure by wellness tourists who know one or more brands
tends to be € 46 higher than for wellness tourists who do not know any
brands. There is a trend towards a price premium among individual upmarket brands of wellness cluster, but this is not significant.
Preference formation is one of the main uses of a brand (Keller,
2005). In the decision in favour of a wellness hotel, the brand will tend to
be taken into account more strongly if brand awareness exists (one or
more brands known). Among the wellness tourists who know one or more
brands, 73.3% take the brand into account on deciding for a wellness
hotel. In contrast, wellness tourists who do not know any brands tend to
take less notice of the brand (26.7%).
The hotels regard the initiation of cooperative activities more as
image improvement, which is mainly considered with popular brands as
marketing strategy (Weiermair, 2008). In the course of a survey, hoteliers
were asked which clusters benefit them the most. Only 3-11% of the
respondents named individual wellness clusters from which they
benefited the most. The level of awareness is stated to be one of the most
important criteria for choosing a cluster and therefore plays a significant
role (Weiermair, 2008).
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Influence of brand awareness on service quality
Measurement of service quality using the instrument SERVQUAL
reveals that wellness tourists who know one or more brands have higher
expectations of service quality in the dimensions 'reliability',
responsiveness' and 'assurance'. Perceived service quality does not differ
between wellness tourists who do not know any brands and those who
know one or more brands. Regarding the differences between these two
groups, the dimension 'assurance' shows a significant negative value
while the dimensions 'reliability' and 'responsiveness' show a negative
trend. Wellness tourists who know one or more brands expect higher
service quality. However, these wellness tourists do not perceive the
service quality as higher. The influence of brand awareness on the
expected service quality is smaller than the influence of the sex of the
subject. Women have higher demands than men in all five dimensions of
perceived service quality. The influence of brand awareness exists as a
tendency. In the dimension “responsiveness” the subjects who respond
“no brand known” show significantly lower scores.
The higher the expectations of the customer, the more weakly he or
she evaluates the perceived service quality (Boulding, Karla, Staelin and
Zeithaml, 1993). The study by Alèn reaches the conclusion that among
the spas in Galicia (Spain), there is a positive but not significant
difference between the expected and the perceive service quality. The
study also shows that significant differences exist between private persons
and persons participating in social programmes. Thus private persons
have higher expectations of service quality. Wellness clusters are urged
either to lower the expected service quality or to improve the intended
performance in order to exert a positive influence on the perceived service
quality (Bruhn, 2001).
Quality is a decisive factor in the internationally advertised wellness
market in meeting the high expectations held by wellness tourists (Müller
and Lanz-Kaufmann, 2001; Magdalini and Paris, 2009). 'Perceived
quality' is mostly a key positioning dimension for corporate brands. In
this connection the perceived quality is of greater importance than purely
functional quality criteria (Aaker, 2002). Acceptance of a wellness hotel
into a wellness cluster must include the fulfilment of quality criteria,
which mostly contain functional quality criteria. As a result of the quality
criteria of the individual wellness clusters, the brands of wellness cluster
are currently focused to only a limited extent on perceived quality, which
could have a positive influence on the brand equity.
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CONCLUSIONS

The result shows that because of the brand awareness of 51.9% (one
or more brands known), brands of wellness cluster are relatively weakly
anchored in the minds of users and that none of the brands enjoys
intensive brand awareness. However, in addition to other factors, above
all sex, the brand awareness of wellness cooperation brands has a
significant influence on quality perception. If brand awareness exists, the
expected service quality is higher, but the perceived service quality is not.
Brands of wellness cluster tend to be better known by younger (<40 years
old) wellness tourists (65%) and by female wellness tourists (54.5%). The
average expenditure by wellness tourists who know one or more brands
tends to be € 46 higher than for wellness tourists who do not know any
brands. The brand tends to influence the decision-making process, but not
significantly.
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EXPLORING THE EFFECTS OF DESTINATION’S
POSITIONING ON HOTELS’ PERFORMANCE: THE
MILAN CASE
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The present paper investigates the link existing between the commercial mix,
seasonality of destination and daily performance of hotel businesses. The choices
made at city level form a commercial mix which, despite the differing emphases
and specific features of single businesses, tends to mark the entire hotel
industry.The Milan case, in particular, shows the capacity of trade fair events and
business components to increase average room rates and occupancy. On the other
hand, there is a resulting slackening in holiday periods and non-working weeks,
when a low level of the average room rate and occupancy is seen. Empirical
findings suggest the central role played by metamanagement strategy. For this
reason the article proposes an approach to help destination managers to reduce
the seasonalities on which to focus their lines of development.
Keywords:

Urban destination, hotel businesses, performance, commercial mix,
seasonality

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Numerous contributions have sought to answer a crucial question for
researchers and managers: what factors influence business performances
and, with specific reference to the theme of this paper, those of hotel
businesses.
Our attempts to provide an answer have been made above all by
exploring the link between external factors and the results reached.
Many studies tend to assume a national perspective, to construct
broad samples enabling the generalisation of findings. However, the
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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contributions made at destination level point to the importance of local
destination in moulding or influencing some features marking local
business strategy – segments, seasonality, occupancy and prices.
The present contribution suggests the usefulness of: i) giving greater
consideration to the link between destination and local businesses, ii)
utilising archival data to measure performances, iii) arranging the most
analytical information on a (daily) time basis to see the effects which
independent variables have on objective performances, iv) making joint
use of data collected through questionnaires and archival data.
The study proposes a performance analysis at destination level and at
business level.
At destination level, the link existing between several indices of
operating (Revenue per available room - Revpar) and financial results of
the hotel businesses is analysed. This first analysis shows the relative
homogeneity of the commercial mix (segments of clientele served) within
the destination.
At business level, the link existing between segments of clientele
served, seasonality and effects on occupancy and prices is analysed.
Using daily data, the study makes it possible to identify five main
seasonalities: i) weekday periods and holidays, ii) periods with or without
trade fairs, iii) holiday periods with and without trade fairs, iv) week-day
periods with and without trade fairs, v) working and non-working periods.
Given the importance assumed by trade fair events, a further in-depth
study was carried out, making it possible to segment the approx. 150 fair
days into four different types – volume, price, success and days of less
importance.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Performance and hospitality management
The performance issue has had numerous applications in the hotel
sector. Above all, certain features of hotel businesses (Winata and Mia,
2005) make this industry a fascinating research field, together with the
strong growth recorded by the industry in the past, growing competition
(Brander Brown and Harris, 1998) and the existence of a spatial
concentration (destinations) (Dredge, 1999).
Extensive bibliographical research has made it possible to identify
two main research approaches.
The first stream, composed of a fairly small number of contributions,
has sought to identify the characteristics which an effective, modern
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system of indices ought to have. The starting point for almost all these
contributions is a dissatisfaction with traditional indices, considered as
excessively profit-based (Brander Brown and McDonnell, 1995), short
term (Wilson and Chua, 1993), unbalanced (Harris and Mongiello, 2001),
unsatisfactory for firms seeking a competitive advantage (Evans, 2005),
past-oriented (Atkinson and Brander Brown, 2001), slightly marketoriented (Phillips and Louvieris, 2005), and non-holistic (Phillips, 1996).
The new control panels proposed are generally constructed through the
intrusive analysis of a limited number of cases and more or less explicitly
refer to Kaplan and Norton‟s BSC (Evans, 2005).
A second stream of research has instead explored the link existing
between the performances of hotel business and some features
determining company strategy seen in a broader sense or the environment
in which the business operates. It is a broad and growing stream of
research. The studies conducted so far mainly utilise internal factors as
independent variables (Øgaard et al, 2008), relating to numerous issues
such as strategy (Claver-Cortés et al, 2007; Israeli, 2002), marketing
(Koenig and Bischoff, 2005), production (Chen C.F., 2007) and
organization (Alleyne at al., 2006). Only few contributions consider as
independent variables both internal and external factors (Harrington,
2004).
Performances are almost always measured by jointly or separately
using the financial and operating dimension (Claver-Cortés et al., 2007;
Alleyne et al, 2006); the organisational dimension is, however, more
seldom used (Øgaard et al, 2008).
The indices used to operationalise these dimensions are mainly: i)
financial ratios (ROI, ROA, ROS, ROE), ii) occupancy, prices, Revpar,
sales growth, customer satisfaction, iii) commitment and involvement.
Market orientation, seasonality and Revpar
According to the review conducted and the statements of the authors
themselves, the work carried out by Jeffrey and Barden (2000a, 2000b)
and by Jeffrey et al. (2002) are the only studies aimed at analysing
“within-week fluctuations at the daily level” (our italics).
The empirical evidence relating to a sample of 91 firms (Jeffrey and
Barden 2000a) and 279 firms (Jeffrey and Barden 2000b) in the UK
confirm the close link existing between the segments of attracted clientele
and seasonality. Thus, for example, firms operating in business markets
have a greater weekly occupancy, while those specialising in the leisure
market show weekend peaks. “The importance of market orientation in
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explaining orientation in daily occupancy performance space is
immediately confirmed … Alone, it produces a level of explanation
variance of 65%” (2000a, p. 185).
The use of daily data appears particularly promising to see the impact
caused by events on business performances. According to their success
level, events in fact attract new targets with specific seasonalities,
increasing occupancy and/or prices.
Starting from the conclusions reached by the previous studies on
daily occupancy (the commercial mix models seasonality), some
hypotheses have been formulated with reference to the case in question.
Previous studies above all underline the different seasonality marking the
business and leisure segments. However, the impact which specific events
- “bank holidays, local school holidays, occasional sporting events, oneoff exhibitions or tourism promotions, unforeseen events, and even
unreasonable weather” (Jeffrey and Barden, 2000a, pp.179-180) - can
produce day-to-day variations in occupancy levels.
The present study has a threefold objective. First, the case of Milan is
described as an example of a business destination with a strong
seasonality derived from its “business and trade-fair” positioning in terms
of tourist mix attracted. Second, a reflection is offered about the kind of
implications that the positioning of the city has on the hotels‟
performance and, in particular, the influence of trade fairs events is
exploited in order to analyse in detail the impact of trade fair events on
hotels‟ performance.
Suggestions for the development of a consistent and successful local
marketing strategy will be found in the last session of the paper.
BUSINESS TOURISM IN MILAN
Milan, located in Western Lombardy, is Italy‟s largest city, with its
metropolitan area accounting for a population of 7.4 million. It also
occupies a significant position in the country‟s tourism sector and has
several strong points as a destination. Indeed, in Simon Anholt‟s (2006)
City Index, Milan is highly rated as a city of fashion, design, shopping
and designer lifestyles, even out-ranking Paris on these dimensions. The
city is the second most important Italian destination in terms of overnight
stays, with a tourism capacity superior to the „stars‟ of Italian heritage
tourism such as Florence and Venice, even if it cannot operate at the same
levels of the competing European cities such as Barcelona, Berlin or
Vienna. The average expenditure of foreign tourists is higher than that in
other large Italian tourist destinations and they are more likely to stay in
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higher quality accommodation (54% of overnight stays are in 4 or 5 star
hotels). At the same time, Milan‟s current positioning also reveals some
crucial weaknesses. Milan‟s tourist industry remains stubbornly seasonal,
with steep drops in occupancy levels in the months of April, August and
December, and at weekends. This „rhythm‟ is dictated above all by the
trade fair activity; in this way Milan differs sharply from other tourist
destinations whose seasonality has been successfully modified through
appeals targeted to specific clientele segments. The average stay in Milan
is shorter than that in Italian heritage destinations and in European
benchmark destinations.
The weaknesses of Milan‟s current positioning can be attributed to its
model of tourist development, which is based on strategies of single
operators intent on exploiting business opportunities linked to the Milan
Trade Fair, and to its lack of a unified destination strategy (De Carlo et al,
2009). In fact, the Milan trade fair, the second largest in Europe in terms
of space, represents the principle attraction of the city; in stark contrast,
the numerous cultural attractions of the destination remain marginal to its
tourism offer. Unfortunately, however, the trade fair-centred positioning
of the city reflects negatively on the clientele mix. It emerged from a
research report on Milan (Sainaghi and Canali, 2009) that the business
market constitutes the primary target for Milan. The trade fair alone
accounts for 32%, whilst the leisure segment accounts for only 20% and
the congress segment amounts to 4%, with a further 4% coming from
other segments.
In detail, the business clientele is mainly attracted by the numerous
firms operating in the city and the hinterland; we may recall that
Lombardy and the province of Milan in particular have one of the highest
ratios of business per thousand inhabitants in Europe. This segment is
fairly transversal regarding star ratings (40% 3 stars and 39% 4 stars),
prefers larger-sized structures (48%) and varies to a smaller degree in the
different areas the city is divided into, although a greater concentration is
found in the outlying districts (62%), located near to the ring roads and
motorways (Table 1).
Table 1 Market orientation
Stars
Indicators
Sample
Commercial mix
Business
Trade-fair
Leisure
Congress
Other

Milan

Location

3 stars 4 stars

CE

CL

84

47

37

20

26

40%
32%
20%
4%
5%

40%
30%
22%
2%
6%

39%
34%
18%
6%
4%

38%
32%
18%
6%
6%

37%
33%
22%
4%
4%

CSN
9
43%
26%
26%
3%
2%

Size
FC
20
32%
41%
16%
5%
6%

PE

Big
9

62%
15%
19%
2%
2%

4
48%
31%
11%
8%
1%

Medium

Small

24

56

40%
27%
22%
5%
6%

37%
35%
20%
3%
5%
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The trade fair clientele is attracted by the numerous events organised
by Fiera Milano, the public limited company in charge of the management
of the two trade fair centres in the city. We may recall that Milan is the
second destination in Europe, after Paris, for the number of fair visitors
and visitors per sq.m. sold (EMECA data, 2007). The Fair has a wide,
diversified portfolio of events, in most case able to attract a large public,
made up of exhibitors and buyers. In 2006 the number of square metres
sold was 1.9 million, while the number of exhibitors was 30,000 and the
number of visitors over 5 million. In analysing this segment with regard
to star ratings, an essential homogeneity is seen between 3-star (34%) and
4-star hotels (30%), while in area terms the hotels situated near the
exhibitions centres (Fiera-City) show the most benefits (41%). The Fair
however generates wide-reaching effects on all the structures situated in
areas of the city, while smaller flows are seen towards outlying hotels
(15%). Size-related data, however, do not reveal particular differences.
On the whole, the leisure segment has a smaller share (20%). Again
in this case, no particular differences are noted for star ratings – 22% for 3
stars, 18% for 4 stars. Location shows a greater swing in values, with
higher percentages on average for the Centrale-Loreto area (22%) where
the main railway station is situated, and Città-Studi Navigli (26%), where
many of the city leisure venues are concentrated. The other areas,
however, while showing below-average percentages, have only slightly
lower values, with the partial exception of Fiera-City (16%). The smaller
importance of this segment is mainly linked to the city‟s image, mainly
known as a business and trade fair destination.
The congress segment has a much smaller percentage (4%), similar
to that of the residual item composed of other clients (5%).
This positioning has enabled the city to grow over the years, reaching
a total of over 20,000 rooms.
STUDY METHOD
Given the importance of the trade fair sector for the city of Milan,
four hypotheses have been formulated based on three segments: i)
business, ii) trade fairs and iii) leisure.
The business clientele typically uses hotel facilities on weekdays and
in working periods.
Hypothesis 1: on weekdays the Revpar value is higher than those for
weekend periods.
The fair clientele follows the rhythms of the schedule of the specific
event. Trade fairs are mainly scheduled for weekdays (67% in ‟06 and
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63% in ‟07). The city has developed a rich portfolio reflected in approx.
150 days per year covered by events.
Hypothesis 2: in trade fair periods the Revpar value is higher than in
non-fair periods;
Hypothesis 3: in holiday periods a higher Revpar is found compared
with holiday periods without fairs;
Hypothesis 4: on weekday periods with fairs a higher Revpar is
obtained than in weekday periods without fairs.
To explore the development of occupancy and prices in relation to
the trade fair events and more generally to the seasonality of the
destination, the study was started, aimed at acquiring daily data on
occupancy, average room rates and revenues per available rooms. Given
the confidential nature of the information and prompted by hotelier
associations, attention was focused only on chain hotels, confirming their
greater willingness to collaborate on research projects compared with
independent businesses (often smaller in size). Moreover, chain hotels are
considerate the most dynamic and innovative, as they have a wider range
of characteristics and possibilities, such as their size, their location, or the
type of tourism they cater for. Furthermore, the hospitality industry in
Milan is growing faster thanks to the new openings of chain hotels.
Request was made to all the chain hotels (40 hotels), obtaining data on 23
structures (57,5%). This sample is exclusively composed of hotels in the
4-5 star group. The average size of the sample is 206.04 rooms, compared
with a city average, in the 4-5 category, of 133.16 rooms. The 23 hotels in
the sample account for 32,35% of the total number of rooms in Milan (4-5
star) and 20.9% of hotels operating in the 4-5 star groups alone.
From a methodological point of view, this sample was useful for
assessing the foundation of the previously formulated hypotheses. It is
interesting to note that Jeffrey and Barden‟s study, with 91 cases,
advanced conclusions relating to single types of destination by using a
small number of observations. Thus, for example, the London occupancy
analyses (2000a) were based on 8 cases, on “countryside: business”
destinations on 7 firms, on “large town: centre” on 5 and on “seaside:
other” on 4.
MEASUREMENT OF VARIABLES
On the suggestion of the hoteliers themselves and on the literature
review, it was decided to focus attention on room prices, without VAT,
excluding accessory income (F&B, SPA and congress centres), to make
structures with various facilities more comparable. The firms supplied the
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data requested for the year 2007. In fact, among other indicators, the
business practice and literature in the field of hotel companies (Reichel
and Haber, 2005) emphasize the centrality of three indicators: occupancy
rate (OR), average room rate (ARR) and revenue per available room
(Revpar).
The occupancy rate (OR) in terms of rooms or beds represents the
capacity utilization and is an indicator of particular relevance to the
analysis of the operational dimension (Espino-Rodriguez and PadronRobaina, 2005). This indicator, in fact, measures the firm's ability to
saturate its fixed capacity, managing seasonality (Koenig and Bischoff,
2003). The average room rate (ARR) is a synthetic measure of the
average revenue per room and can be calculated in beds or, more
commonly in urban destinations, in rooms. It is usually calculated by
dividing room revenue alone - thus excluding revenues from other
business services (food and beverage and other revenues) - and the actual
number of rooms sold.
The Revpar (revenue per available room) is a synthetic indicator
(Chung, 2000) that combines the perspective of the previous two indices,
in fact, is calculated by dividing room revenue by the number of available
rooms and not actually sold (as in the case of the MRA). The turnover is
the product between the ARR and the number of rooms actually sold, the
Revpar, therefore, is the product of occupancy rate (OR) and the ARR
(Brown and Dev, 1999). In calculating this indicator we can focus solely
on room revenues, or even consider the extra-income. In the present
article, the analysis is limited on room revenues, as the ancillary revenues
depend on the services actually offered by each hotel business and are,
therefore, more firm-specific.
Once collected the data, it was possible to construct a database
composed of 7,300 lines. Apart from the values of price, occupancy and
available rooms, the columns also included the distinction between
weekdays and weekends, and between working and non-working days.
The latter include public and religious holidays and the period between
mid-July and the end of August, when the main businesses and
commercial activities in the city remain closed for the most part,
considerably reducing the number of hotel rooms sold. The Milan Fair
calendars are also given, indicating the name of the event for every trade
fair day.
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RESULTS
The results propose an analysis of the main seasonalities in the city of
Milan, marked by a significant gap in Revpar, and a segmentation of trade
fair events related to the repercussions they generate on the hotel sector.
Seasonality and performance
The empirical findings of the sample were used to carry out a first
quantitative experiment (Table 2). All results were statistically significant
(p<0.000).
Table 2 Hypothesis and Performance Indicators in 2007
# Days

ARR

OR

Revpar

HP 1
Midweek
Weekend
Total

209
156
365

57% € 126 111%
43% € 114 100%
100% € 122

77% 135% €
57% 100% €
69%
€

HP 2
Trade fair periods
Non trade fair periods
Total

147
218
365

40% € 135 121%
60% € 112 100%
100% € 122

75% 117% € 101 140%
64% 100% € 72 100%
69%
€ 84

80
76
156

51% € 128 133%
49% € 96 100%
100% € 114

64% 131% €
49% 100% €
57%
€

67
142
209

32% € 142 121%
68% € 117 100%
100% € 126

88% 122% € 125 147%
72% 100% € 85 100%
77%
€ 98

HP 3
Weekend with trade fair
Weekend without trade fair
HP 4
Midweek with trade fair
Midweek without trade fair
Total

98 151%
65 100%
84

82 174%
47 100%
65

ARR= Average Room Rate; OR= Occupancy Rate; Revpar= Revenue per Available Room

Focusing the attention on weekdays and weekends (hypothesis 1), we
find substantial similarity of the average revenue per room sold (ARR) of
respectively € 126 and € 114. By focusing on percentages, the average
prices paid by customers in weekdays are higher than the ones paid during
weekends by 11%. However, the occupancy gap is considerable: during
weekdays 77% of the average capacity is used, while the value in
weekends falls down to 57%. This gap explains the significant difference
in Revpar, which increased from € 65 in weekends to € 98 in weekday
(+51%). It can be concluded that the first hypothesis is confirmed: the
destination‟s marketing strategy in terms of market segment attracted and
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commercial mix originates a Revpar significantly (51%) higher during
weekdays compared to weekends (Saturday and Sunday).
Since they are largely scheduled in advance, trade fair events tend to
attract additional clientele segments to the city, favouring a growth in
occupancy and prices. A higher than average Revpar value should
therefore be seen (hypothesis 2). During the fair periods a room is sold at
an average price of € 135, compared with € 112 in other periods (non-fair
days), +21% in percentage terms. This means that the "premium price"
originated from the Fair is important, but not so dramatic as is often
claimed. Occupancy rate present a gap: the capacity is used during the fair
at 75%, while in the remaining periods to 64%, creating a rather important
gap in Revpar, which decrease from € 101 (fair periods) to 72 € (non fair
periods). The second hypothesis is confirmed: during the days the fair
Revpar is significantly higher (40%) than in non fair periods.
The first hypothesis suggested the city‟s weakness in the approx. 150
days occurring on weekends. The third hypothesis underlines the
existence of a major gap during holidays according to whether they are
trade fair days or not. The empirical findings suggest the foundation of
these hypotheses. On weekends with fairs ARR present a premium price
(33% more than weekends without trade fairs) and an increase in
occupancy rate (64% compared to 49%). Revpar is significantly higher
during weekends with trade fairs (€ 82) compared to weekends with nontrade fairs (€ 47).
Trade fairs represent a great opportunity for Milan, capable of
generating a substantial price premium (hypothesis 2). However, the city
also has a strong positioning in the business segment, which originates
tourist flows and overnights especially during weekdays. So far, we
analyzed the impact originated from the fairs during weekdays
(hypothesis 4). The ARR recorded a sharp rise in prices (€ 142 - the
highest value of the table) on the weekdays with trade fair events and just
€ 117 in the remaining days. The premium price correspond to 21%. As
the average price paid by customers, so the capacity utilization recorded
its highest value in the fair days (88%), while it falls to 72% on other
days. Adding the price effect to the occupancy rate, a large differential
volume in the different values of Revpar is created (125 € compared to 85
€). This confirms the fourth hypothesis: the fairs allow hotel‟s managers
to increase significantly (47%) the value of Revpar even on weekdays.
Confirmation of the four hypothesis has made it possible to
synthesize the existing relationship between the positioning of Milan and
the performance of hotels (Table 3).
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Table 3 Destination positioning and hotels performance

ARR in 2007
Medium

Low

Occupancy rate in 2007

High
I

Weekdays with
no fairs 28% (104
days)

Weekdays with
no fairs 18% (67
days)

Occupancy (82%),
ARR (122€), Revpar
(100€)

Occupancy (88%),
ARR (142€), Revpar
(125€)

IV

VII

Weekend with
trade fairs 22%
(80 days)

Medium

Occupancy (64%),
ARR (128€), Revpar
(82€)

II

Low

High

V

VIII

VI

XI

Weekend with no
trade fairs and
holiday periods
31% (114 days)
Occupancy (49%),
ARR (95€), Revpar
(46€)

III

Legenda:
growth that could be registered by improving the leisure and
congress segment

The absence of significant leisure components makes it particularly
difficult to manage all the holidays and weekends with no trade fairs (cell
III). Included in this quadrant are more than one hundred days (114),
where there is a low ARR (95 €), symptomatic of a high-price
competition between companies, that however does not allow to saturate
the capacity (49%). It is not enough, the low prices to increase occupancy,
it is necessary to configure a specific offer for the leisure segment, with
the construction of ecotourism products, for example, shopping, design,
culture, heritage.
On the contrary, in all weekends with trade fairs (quadrant V), there
is a significant growth in occupancy (64%) and ARR (128 €). The Revpar
(€ 82) is substantially twice the one of the cell III (46 €).
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A second "attractiveness" of the model in Milan is the relief that
takes the business clients on working days. The performance in cell IV
show, in this case, high occupancy (82%) and a good level of the ARR
(122 €).
Finally, the situation more positive is when the sum effect of trade
fairs and business clients (quadrant VII), resulting in high occupancy
(88%) and a high ARR (142 €).
TRADE FAIR EVENTS AND PERFORMANCE
Hypotheses 2, 3 and 4 showed the importance of trade fair events,
able to generate a gap in Revpar (hypothesis 2) whether these events fall
on holidays (hypothesis 3) or weekdays (hypothesis 4). The empirical
evidence reported in the previous paragraph have documented the
importance of the fairs. Fair days in 2007 were 147, during which time
the occupancy of the hotel sample was, on average, of 75% (against an
annual average of 69%) and the ARR was equal to € 135 (against an
annual average of € 122).
These data describe a “fair-centric” positioning of the city. However,
in the perspective of destination management, it is necessary to
understand if the effect of trade fairs on operational performance is
homogeneous or not. Table 4 segments the fair days, considering the
impact on occupancy and ARR. We decided to focus the attention on fair
days instead on single events because in one single day several events can
be carried out. Moreover, the days in which the event takes place have not
the same impact on hotels performance.
The data clearly show how the current fairs portfolio generate more
substantial effects on occupancy - there are 85 fair days (53%) where
occupancy is above average compared to 47 days (32%) where ARR is
above average.
Considering together the two variables, you get four different
situations we can pinpointed four different cases.
Fair-days in volume (cell I): 39 fair days (27%) are able to
significantly increase the occupancy of the structure under consideration
(90%), but not the ARR (113 €). The combined effect on Revpar is still in
line - € 102, compared to an average of 101 € during trade fairs periods.
Some examples of fairs in volume are represented by Grafitalia,
Converflex Europe 2006, Discovery, Miwine, Bride Italy Collections;
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Table 4. Segmentation of fair days
ARR trade fair days (135,07€)
Below average
Above average
(100 days, 68%)
(47 days, 32%)
Above
average (85
days, 53%)
Average
occupancy
rate trade
fair days
(75,1%)
Below
average (70
giorni, 47%)

Fair-days in volume: Fair days in success:
27% (39 days)
26% (38 days)
Occupancy rate (95%), ARR
(178€), Revpar (168€)

Occupancy rate (90%), ARR
(113€), Revpar (102€)

I IV
II III

Non-relevant fair
days: 42% (61 days)
Occupancy rate (53%), ARR
(105€), Revpar (56€)

Fair-days in price:
6% (9 days)
Occupancy rate (63%), ARR
(170€), Revpar (107€)

Fair-days in price (cell III): an above-average price is seen with,
however, a lower occupancy. Theoretically, fair days should not appear,
since according to the principles of revenue management, a higher price is
fixed when a high saturation of production capacity is expected. In fact
the number of fair days in price is very moderate at 9 days. 9 fair days
(6%) have a high ARR (170 €), but a lower than average occupancy rate
(63%), originating a Revpar also above average (107€ against 101€). The
minor amount of “fair days in price” is consistent with the techniques of
yield management: the prices are increased when and only when the
forecasts on occupancy are high. Theoretically, therefore, this quadrant of
the array should be empty. Fair-days in price are normally the beginning
or end of major events (including the addition of more fairs), this explains
why the management of this case has engaged an ARR greater than the
average.
Fair days in success (cell IV): these are the fair days able to increase
both above-average occupancy and price. 47 days fair is characterized by
high occupancy rate (95%), a high ARR (178 €) and, consequently, a high
Revpar (168 €). In percentage terms, 26% of fair days is part of this cell at
the confluence of major events such as the “Salone del Mobile”, the
“BIJOUX”, the “BIAS”, able to attract significant volumes of exhibitors
and visitors. In many cases in the days of “success” different events take
place simultaneously. For example, in the days the fair with the highest
Revpar, events were held simultaneously “Salone del Mobile”, “Milano
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International Antiques”, “Exhibition of furniture complement”,
“EIMU.2006 “, “Living the bathroom”.
Non-relevant fair days (cell II): these are events which in averageterms do not increase either price or occupancy. This type of event is
quantitatively the most important (61 fair days, representing the 42% of
total fair-days). They originates a reduced impact on occupancy (53%), on
ARR (105 €) and, consequently, on Revpar (56 €). Such events are very
focused on specific targets and therefore do not allow to generate volume
strategies, or they attract a large number of visitors (like the “Craftsman
Fair”), but that are not sleeping in the city and therefore not originate
impacts on the hospitality industry. These results, though at first sight
paradoxical, is actually consistent with the business model of the hotels in
Milan, where the exhibition segment coexists with other targets and
especially with the business on weekdays.
CONCLUSIONS
This study makes it possible to outline some conclusions of a
theoretic and empirical nature.
At theoretic level, several important implications emerge along three
lines: i) relation between destination strategy and business performance,
ii) price formulation theory, iii) seasonality study.
Regarding the link existing between marketing strategy at destination
level and business performances, the case in question underlines a high,
persuasive influence of the super-ordered strategy. The decisions taken at
city level in fact shape a commercial mix which, despite the presence of
different emphases and specificities of the single firms, tends to
characterise the entire hotel industry, with slight differences according to
quality levels and location.
Price is generally explained as the function of the quality levels (star
rating), of affiliation (commercial brands), of size (number of beds and
rooms) or location. The price gaps must be studied with reference to
specific periods marked by a relative homogeneity, rather than to time
averages (month, season or even year), where the effect of radically
different price policies is added. This methodological attention is more
important in the context of urban destinations, given the greater
complexity of the commercial mix compared with leisure destinations.
The study of seasonality is normally explored by using the data from
official tourism statistics, which are generally retrieved monthly. The
empirical findings reported clearly show the slight effectiveness of this
time segmentation in reading the commercial mix of an urban destination.
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Practical implications can be divided as follows: implication at
destination level and implication at company level.
Destination level: relevant are the suggestion that the present article
can give to destination managers regarding the market segments to
develop.
Within the exhibition segment, investments made in the new Fair of
Milan (Rho-Pero) will allow to consolidate and develop the current
competitive positioning of the city in this segment. The study has
revealed the presence of several "successful" and “unsuccessful” fairs.
One could consider a rationalization, a more effectively temporal
distribution of fair events.
The leisure segment, representing 20% of rooms sold, is not able to
avoid price competition in non-working days and non-fair days. To
increase the number of tourists, specific events (sport and cultural) could
be organised in order to generate large impact on the hospitality industry
and provide a new image of the city, more linked to its heritage.
The congress segment now represents about 4% of rooms sold.
Milan, thanks to Fiera Milano Congressi, could initiate a development of
this segment, trying to put new events attracted in periods where
seasonality is more difficult (typically non-working days).
The potential for development of leisure and meeting events is substantial
and can be largely capitalized by managing more closely some of the
activities already in the city portfolio.
The development of the leisure and conference segments could move
up the days now positioned within the third quadrant and/or encourage a
shift to the right (increase ARR) to other product / market.
It is important for the city to use Expo 2015 as a lever to reach
different objectives in terms of mix: i) further enhancing the high heritage
assets, to increase leisure demand and thus facilitate the management of
non-working periods and holidays without trade fairs, ii) develop a
congress segment on condition that it overlap in a complementary fashion
with current seasonalities, iii) favour the rationalisation and development
of the fair portfolio, to reduce the number of less important fair days.
Company level: management should adopt more market-oriented
strategies. The current low level of Revpar of non-working days with no
fair will enable the industry to offer their hotel rooms - to be included in
wider leisure offerings, conference or event - particularly at low and
competitive prices.
Hotels with congress facilities could more effectively market their
offer by launching cooperative relationships with businesses that provide
ancillary services and support, with Fiera Milano Congressi and
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specialized agencies (PCO) in order to get more of the small and medium
size events organised by companies or associations.
Finally, with reference to the exhibition segment, is important to
avoid any opportunistic behaviour and short-term decisions concentrated
on a high ARR. It is important, rather, to optimize Revpar acting not only
on price but especially on occupancy.
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ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF TOURISM: A CASE
STUDY OF AGRA
1

Surabhi Srivastava
University of Lucknow
Tourism in its broadest generic sense can do more to develop understanding
among the people, provide jobs, create foreign exchange and raise living
standards than any other economic force. India is world famous for the city of Taj
-Agra. There are a number of other tourists attractions like Agra Fort, Itmad-uddaula's tomb, Bharatpur Sanctuary, Sikandara, Fatehpur Sikri etc which have
equal historical and architectural significance but tourists are not aware of about
all these places and monuments. The focus of this paper is on the economic
benefits accruing to the state byway of tourist's arrivals to Agra. Though Agra
receives maximum number of tourists but except Taj Mahal they are not aware
about other monuments. This study will evaluate the reasons of lacking in
economic benefits from tourism and also analyse the tourist’ problems facing at
Agra.
Key Words: Economic, Potential, Tourism, Agra, Taj Mahal.

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Tourism is a field of human activity known to mankind from time
immemorial. It cuts across barriers of caste, colour, creed and builds
universal brotherhood. The world's oldest industry is also one of the
largest and fastest growing industries today. In general terms travel is
referred to any movement of one or more people from one point to
another. There is not much difference between tourism and travel; in
general both terms are used as synonyms (Nanthakumar et al, 2008).
Many people believe that tourism is a service industry that takes care of
visitors when they are away from home. Some restrict the definition of
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tourism by number of miles away from home, overnight stays in paid
accommodations, or travel for the purpose of pleasure or leisure.
Others think that travel and tourism should not even be referred to as
an industry. Hunt and Layne (1991) acknowledge the problems of
defining travel and tourism. They say that travel was the most accepted
term until 1987 and that since that time tourism is the accepted term used
to “singularly describe the activity of people taking trips away from home
and the industry which has developed in response to this activity”.
ROLE OF TOURISM IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Tourism today is one of the fastest growing industries throughout the
world. A large number of developing countries today are aware of the
economic potential benefit of tourism. The economic value of tourism to
an economy is measured by its contribution to the national income, the
earnings of foreign exchange, its contribution to the state revenues & the
creation of employment The importance of earnings for developing
countries is, however, much more felt than those for developed countries.
Although tourism is sensitive to the level of economic activity in the
tourist generating countries, it provides more stable earnings than being
provided by primary products.
Tourism is thus the most important source of income for many
countries. For instance, newly emerging countries in such areas as the
Caribbean depend very heavily on tourist income, which often represents
the major part of the gross domestic product (GDP).
Tourism as a source of income is not easy to measure, at least with
any degree of accuracy, the reason being of the multiplier effect (Clarke
et al, 2009; Brida et al, 2010; Rastegar, 2010). The flow of money
generated by tourist spending multiplies as it passes through various
sections of the economy through the operation of the multiplier effect
(Dritsakis, 2008; Boopen, 2006). Tourism not only creates jobs but it also
encourages growth in the primary and secondary sectors of industry. This
is known as the multiplier effect which in its simplest form is how many
times money spent by a tourist circulates through a country's economy.
India as a tourist destination has an immense attraction of its own
various angles. It is a land full of mysteries with the grandeur of its
untouched mountains, the majesty of its age-old monuments.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This research study has been basically directed to the following
objectives:
1.
2.
3.

To study the prospects the various attraction spots in and around
Agra.
To identify the area of improvement needed for tourism.
To examine tourism as a growing industry in terms of earning
revenue, foreign exchange and providing employment
opportunities in Agra.

In order to fulfill the objectives, few null hypothesis will be tested
under this study through T Test:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

There is no significant difference between the importance
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced by tourists
about hotels, lodges and apartments.
There is no significant difference between the importance
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced by tourists
about the types of hotel offering them.
There is no significant difference between the importance
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced by tourists
about the behavior/ Services of hotel staff at Agra.
There is no significant difference between the importance
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced by tourists
about information offices and communication centers.
There is no significant difference between the importance
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced by tourists
about behaviour of local guides and people.
There is no significant difference between the importance
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced by tourists
about locals/ Residents at Agra.
There is no significant difference between the importance
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced by tourists
about feeling of security.
There is no significant difference between the importance
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced by tourists
about the services rendered by travel agents at Agra.
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9.

There is no significant difference between the
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced
about cultural attraction.
10. There is no significant difference between the
accorded and the level of satisfaction experienced
about the various Government policies regarding
Agra.

importance
by tourists
importance
by tourists
tourism at

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To achieve the desired result the study was depend on tested methods
of surveys and interviews of the various constituents of the tourism
industry, including the tourists. Surveys had been conducted with
purposefully designed questionnaires, and interview methods. Proper
analysis of the government policies and the data of tourists arrivals and
receipts in Agra will also help in deriving conclusions in the research.
Informations were gathered from the state tourism department and the
data available on the internet.
In order to analyse the study and test the hypothesis, following
statistical tools were used.
Chi-square technique was used applied as given below and compared
with the tabulated value at respective degree of freedom and the level of
relationship was determined at 5 percent level of significance to test the
null hypothesis.
X²= Σ(fo-fe)²
Fe
Where fo= observed frequency in each cell
Fe= expected (theoretical) frequency in each cell
According to World Tourism Organisation;
1.

2.

3.
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The share of India in international tourist arrivals in 2005 is
.49% and the arrivals is only 3.92 million whereas the share of
France is 9.4% ,USA is 6.11%.
The share of India in international tourist receipts in 2005 is .8%
and the total tourism receipts is only 5.73 million whereas the
share of France is 6.2% ,USA is 12%.
The share of Uttar Pradesh in domestic tourist visits during 2005
is 24.3%.
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4.
5.

6.

Foreign tourists arrivals in India in the year 2006 (till July)was
2486117 and in 2005(till July) this figure was just 2183573.
Foreign exchange earnings in India in the year 2006 (till
July)was 15749.96 and in 2005(till July) this figure was just
13668.75 Crore.
On an average, per tourist foreign exchange earning in India was
about 1462US$ against the estimated world average of US$ 844.
Even when the average earnings per tourists are compared with
those of the top world tourist generating countries or with
countries in India‟s neighbourhood, it was highest in India with
an exception of USA.

TOURISM POTENTIAL OF AGRA
The city of Taj Mahal and a leading travel destination of India
The city of Agra is world famous for Taj Mahal and a million of
tourists from all over the world come here every year to savor the
different moods of this magnificent edifice. As Agra was a seat of the
Mughal rulers for many years, it also has number of historical monuments
in and around the city, dating back to the 16/17 century. Emperor Akbar
built Fatehpur Sikri, the beautiful city of red sandstone, near Agra.
Agra has a rich historical background, which is amply evident from
the numerous historical monuments in and around the city. Though the
heritage of Agra City is linked with the Mughal dynasty, numerous other
rulers also contributed to the rich past of this city. The city of Agra is
situated on the west or right bank of the river Yammuna. It is connected
by rail and road with most of the prinicipal cities of India. It is on the air
route Delhi-Agra-Khajurao-Varanasi. Agra has a healthy climate though
it tends to be extreme.
After the establishment of the Mughal Empire Agra steadily gained
in importance and soon became the city of India under Akbar and his two
immediate successors.
There is no other monument in the world, which can match the
beauty and grandeur of the Taj Mahal. Besides Taj, there are other famous
monuments like Agra Fort, Itmad-ud-daula's tomb, Bharatpur Sanctuary,
Sikandara, Fatehpur Sikri etc.
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Monuments at Agra
Taj Mahal
Taj Mahal is regarded as one of the eight wonders of the world, and
some Western historians have noted that its architectural beauty has never
been surpassed. The Taj is the most beautiful monument built by the
Mughals, the Muslim rulers of India. Taj Mahal was built by a Muslim,
Emperor Shah Jahan (died 1666 C.E.) in the memory of his dear wife and
queen Mumtaz Mahal at Agra, India. It is an "elegy in marble" or some
say an expression of a "dream." Taj Mahal (meaning Crown Palace) is a
Mausoleum that houses the grave of queen Mumtaz Mahal at the lower
chamber. The grave of Shah Jahan was added to it later.
Taj Mahal was constructed over a period of twenty-two years,
employing twenty thousand workers. It was completed in 1648 C.E. at a
cost of 32 Million Rupees. The construction documents show that its
master architect was Ustad „Isa, the renowned Islamic architect of his
time. The documents contain names of those employed and the inventory
of construction materials and their origin. Expert craftsmen from Delhi,
Qannauj, Lahore, and Multan were employed. In addition, many
renowned Muslim craftsmen from Baghdad, Shiraz and Bukhara worked
on many specialized tasks.
The Taj stands on a raised, square platform (186 x 186 feet) with its
four corners truncated, forming an unequal octagon. The architectural
design uses the interlocking arabesque concept, in which each
element stands on its own and perfectly integrates with the main structure.
It uses the principles of self-replicating geometry and a symmetry of
architectural elements.
Its central dome is fifty-eight feet in diameter and rises to a height of
213 feet. It is flanked by four subsidiary domed chambers. The four
graceful, slender minarets are 162.5 feet each. The entire mausoleum
(inside as well as outside) is decorated with inlaid design of flowers and
calligraphy using precious gems such as agate and jasper. The main
archways, chiseled with passages from the Holy Qur‟an and the bold
scroll work of flowery pattern, give a captivating charm to its beauty. The
central domed chamber and four adjoining chambers include many walls
and panels of Islamic decoration.
The mausoleum is a part of a vast complex comprising of a main
gateway, an elaborate garden, a mosque (to the left), a guest house (to the
right), and several other palatial buildings. The Taj is at the farthest end of
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this complex, with the river Jamuna behind it. The large garden
contains four reflecting pools dividing it at the center. Each of these four
sections is further subdivided into four sections and then each into yet
another four sections.
Other Monuments within Taj Complex
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rauza Saheli
The tomb of Sirhindi Begum
Fatehpuri Masjid
Mumtazabad (Taj Ganj)

Agra Fort
Though Agra is more famous world over as the city of Taj, Agra Fort
is another dimension to the city that attracts tourists in hordes. Built by
Akbar in Red Sandstone when he was through with the consolidation of
his power after accession to power in 1654, Agra Fort worked both as a
military strategic point as well as the royal residence. Many of the palaces
inside the fort were later added by next generations of Mughal Emperors
like Jahangir and Shahjahan.
Built by Akbar in Red Sandstone when he was through with the
consolidation of his power after accession to power in 1654, Agra Fort
worked both as a military strategic point as well as the royal residence.
Many of the palaces inside the fort were later added by next generations
of Mughal Emperors like Jahangir and Shahjahan.
Most of the buildings within the Agra Fort are a mixture of different
architectural styles. The assimilation of these different styles has given
the buildings within the fort a distinctive look. For instance, the Jahangiri
Palace built by Akbar is a good blend of Islamic (Persian) and different
local Hindu styles. Other buildings either have a mixed style or conform
predominantly to the Islamic style. Akbar, king at 14, began consolidating
his empire and, as an assertion of his power built the fort in Agra between
1565 and 1571, coeval with the construction of Humayun's tomb in Delhi.
The Agra fort retains the irregular outline of the demolished mud-wall
fort of the Lodis.
The lofty battlements o the new fort cast its protective shadow over
the far stretching mansions of court that nobles and princes built along the
riverfront. The magnificent towers, bastions and ramparts and majestic
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gateways symbolized the confidence and power of the third Mughal
emperor, Akbar.
The fort is auricular in shape and its colossal double walls rise 20 m
in height and measure 2.5 m in circumference. The fort is encircled by a
fetid moat. The lofty battlements of the Agra fort cast its protective
shadow over the far stretching mansions of nobles and princes built along
the riverfront. The magnificent towers, bastions and ramparts and
majestic gateways symbolized the confidence and power of the third
Mughal emperor.
The fort contains splendid palaces both in red sandstone and white
marble built by two generations of prolific builders, Akbar and later on by
Jahangir and Shahjahan. Of the nearly 500 Akbari buildings built in the
Bengal and Gujarati traditions, only a few have survived, arrayed in a
band on the riverfront.
Buildings Inside the Fort
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Jehangir Mahal
Jodha Bai's Palace
Delhi Gate
Amar Singh Gate
Akbari Mahal
Shah jehani Mahal
Khas Mahal
Shish Mahal
Anguri Bagh
Muthamman Burj
Mina Masjid
Diwan -i-Khas
Nagina Masjid
Machchhi Bhawan
Moti Masjid
Diwan-i- am

Fatehpur Sikri
16 kms from the city of Agra, stands Fatehpur Sikri, Akbar‟s capital.
Fatehpur Sikri was built during 1571 and 1585.
Fatehpur Sikri is one of the finest examples of Mughal architectural
splendour at its height. Though the city is in ruins, it is a place to visit if
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one comes to Agra.But in real terms Fatehpur Sikri is a place where one
should spend some time. The sunset over the ruins is sight to cherish.
Fatehpur Sikri is the best example of the culmination of Hindu and
Muslim architecture. Fatehpur Sikri Mosque is said to be a copy of the
mosque in Mecca and has designs, derived from the Persian & Hindu
architecture.
The Main Attractions
Diwani-i-Am
Diwani-i-Khas
Jodhabai‟s Palace
Friday Mosque
Salim Chisti‟s Mausoleum
Sikandara
This monument is only 13 km. from the Agra Fort. Akbar who ruled
over the Mughal Empire from 1556 to 1605, began building his
mausoleum in the spartan style of Timurid architecture. The
mausoleum was completed by his son, the next Mughal Emperor,
Jahangir, who added more decorative elements to the design of Akbar's
tomb in Sikandra.
The entrance to Akbar's tomb in Sikandra is under a huge arched
gateway, similar to the Buland Darwaza at Fatehpur Sikri. There are
beautiful calligraphic inscriptions on the white marble front of the gate.
As you enter the gate you will see a formal garden in the charbagh
tradition, and the tomb of Akbar situated at the center. Within the same
complex is another sober tomb made of red sandstone, which contains the
grave of Akbar's wife Mariam, the mother of Jahangir.
Akbar's tomb in Sikandra is built in a pyramidal shape, with an open
terrace covered with carved latticework screens. The actual grave is in the
basement and is decorated with paintings in colorful golden, green and
blue hues on the stucco walls.The last resting place of the Mughal
emperor Akbar was this city. Akbar was the greatest of the Mughal
emperors and one of the most secular minded royalties of his time. He
was the heir to a long tradition of oriental refinement, a great patron of the
arts, literature, philosophy and science.
Itmad-ud-Daula is the tomb of Mirza Ghiyas Beg, a Persian who
had obtained service in Akbar's court. The tomb set a startling precedent
as the first Mughal building to be face with white inlaid marble and
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contrasting stones. Unlike the Taj it is small, intimate and, since it is less
frequented, has a gentle serenity.
Chini Ka Rauza is One of the lesser-known monuments of Agra is
the tomb known as the Chini ka Rauza, which is situated 1 Kilometer
north of Itimad ud Daulah's Tomb. The Chini ka Rauza was built in 1635
and is the tomb of Allama Afzal Khan Mullah of Shiraz, a scholar and
poet who was the Prime Minister of the Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan. The
tomb gets its name from the colorful tiles (chini) that cover the walls of
the tomb. The tomb is built in a rectangular shape and is topped with a
bulbous dome.
The Soami Bagh Samadh is the mausoleum of Huzur Soamiji
Maharaj (Shri Shiv Dayal Singh) in the Dayalbagh section in the outskirts
of the city. He was the founder of the Radhasoami Faith and the Samadh
is sacred to its followers. Construction began in 1908, and it is believed
that construction will never end. It is often seen as the "next Taj Mahal".
The carvings in stone, using a combination or coloured marble, is life-like
and not seen anywhere else in India. When completed, the samadh will
have a carved dome and a gateway
Other Monuments of Agra
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Kanch Mahal (Glass Palace)
Tomb of Itibar Khan
Guru -ka-Tal
Sarai Nur Jehan
Humayun 's Mosque Kachhpura
Tomb of Sadiq Khan Mir-Bakhshi
Tomb of Salabat Khan Mir-Bakhshi 'Roshan-Zamir'
Battis Khambah
Jami Masjid and the Muthamman Chowk
Chhatri Rani Hada
Tomb of Firuz Khan Khwaja Sara
Hessing 's Tomb

TOURISM CONTRIBUTORS TO ECONOMIES OF AGRA
The term 'Tourism contributors to economies' denotes all the service
industries, which are essential for the domestic and the international
tourists. It includes all the transport facilities like airlines, railways, travel
buses, taxies, Accommodation sectors- all star hotels, resorts, small
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restaurants, local shops, different handicrafts exhibitions and other local
made products.
Accommodation Industry
The city saw an occupancy and average rate grow in 2003-04 after a
steady decline in the three previous years. The occupancy increased by
5.4% and the average rate increased by 74.4%. Increased response to the
survey from five-star deluxe and five-star hotels has resulted in a strong
increase in average rates. (Source: www.hvsinternational.com)
Transport Industry
Being on the regular tourist route, which runs from Delhi-AgraKhajuraho-Varanasi, Agra is connected by regular flights to these places.
The local airport is known as the Kheria Airport. Express bus services
(a/c and non-a/c) are available from Delhi, Jaipur, Lucknow, Gwalior, and
Jhansi. The Rajdhani and Shatabdi trains have also their stoppage in Agra.
The city is well connected by trains to almost every corner of the nation.
Souvenir Industry
Agra is an important center of the leather industry in India. Agra is a
leading center of the footwear industry, with more than 400,000 thousand
pairs of shoes being produced every day in both modern factories and
cottage enterprises.
Being a hub of Leather industry, Agra also offers a plethora of
Leather products such as sandals, purse, wallets, jackets, trousers, skirts
and more to take back home. Agra is also internationally known Rug and
Carpet Weaving Industry The main markets for shopping for leather in
Agra are near the Taj Mahal complex. These areas include Sadar Bazaar,
Kinari Bazaar and Munro Road. The U.P State Emporium called Gangotri
at the Taj Mahal Complex, offers a range of leather handicrafts. The
Shilpagram crafts village is another venue where leather items are on sale,
directly by the craftsmen themselves.
Agra is renowned for its marble tabletops, vases and trays, inlaid with
semi-precious stones in ornate floral designs, in imitation of those found
in the Taj Mahal. It is also an excellent place to buy leather : Agra's shoe
industry supplies all India, and its tanneries export bags, briefcases and
jackets. Carpets and dhurries are manufactured here too, and traditional
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embroidery continues to thrive. Zari and zardozi are brightly coloured, the
latter building up three-dimensional patterns with fantastic motifs; chikan
uses more delicate overlay techniques.
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TOURISM AT AGRA
True benefits of tourism can only be appreciated on a broad basis,
which include not only economic aspects but also social and cultural
aspects. The impacts made by tourism depend upon the volume and
profile characteristic of the tourists (their length of stay, activity, mode of
transport, travel arrangements, etc.). There may be negative effects,
environmental and ecological effects, etc. Tourism can play a vital role
for international understanding and keeping peace in the world by
developing social, cultural, economic as well as political understanding
among the people of different nations and by way bringing diverse people
face to face. Thus in the modern day world which is characterized by
strikes, problems and misunderstanding, tourism can bring people
together and promote harmony and understanding.
Tourism ahs been recognized as a significant factor in the
economy of many nations. It is the biggest foreign exchange earner for
countries like India, Thailand, Spain. The net income generated in a
country by tourism will vary directly with the expenditure of visitors in
the host country and on the other side an increase in expenditure on
tourism abroad by the nationals of a country lowers the national income.
Tourism has been identified not only as an important source of
foreign exchange earning but also as an industry creating employment
opportunities and generating economic growth of the country. So proper
cultivation of tourism is expected to contribute in forging links of mutual
understanding and appreciation for better world of tomorrow.( Ananda
Bajracharya, 1955)
Economic impact = Number of Visitors * Average spending per
visitor * Multiplier
This simple model is usually elaborated further by:
(Dividing visitors into distinct segments with different spending
patterns (e.g. campers, day users, visitors in motels).
Measuring spending in distinct spending categories (e.g. lodging,
restaurant meals, gas, groceries).
Allocating spending into the economic sectors that receive it and
applying economic ratios and multipliers for those sectors.
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Economic Impact of Tourism in India, Uttar Pradesh and at
Agra
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Through tourism, India earns 25172 crores. foreign exchange
and Uttar Pradesh alone earns foreign exchange earns 5034.45
crores in the year 2005.
The total revenue generation, from the domestic tourists and
international tourists in U.P.is 7510.60 crores in 2004 from
2748.67 crores in 1995.
Total revenue from tourism in U.P. is 1129.88 lakhs in 2004-05
and the total expenditure is 1107.88 lakhs in the same year. The
net loss incurred by the U.P. government by the U.P. government
is Rs. 53 lakhs.
On an average, foreign tourist‟s expenditure is 6421.42in India
and428.82 in Uttar Pradesh in 2005 which was 3976.41in India
and 260.028 at Uttar Pradesh in 1995.
In India, the total employment from tourism is 24,457 in 2004
which reaches from 16,092in 1990.
In India, the direct employment from tourism is 11404 in 2004
which was 6820 in 1990 whereas in U.P. then there were 13861
people were employed in tourism sector in the year 04-05.
According to the survey, in India, social travel is most popular
among domestic tourists 58.9% people travel for the social
reasons, 13.6% travellers are religious and only 6% people
travels for leisure purposes.
According to the survey, Tirupati is the most popular destination
in India. After this Puri, Vaishnodevi, Darjeeling and then Agra
comes under the popular destination list. Only 1.8 million/ year a
domestic tourist travels in Agra as compared to Tirupati where
11.8 million tourists visits.
According to U.P. tourism department the average stay of
foreign tourists in UP is 6 days and the average stay of domestic
tourists in UP is 1.2 to 1.4 days.

PRESENTATION AND EVALUATION OF DATA ON ECONOMIC
IMPACT OF TOURISM
In order to complete the study, both the primary and secondary data
has been taken into account. In many places, secondary data have been
compiled. The work has identified with one dependent variable; Tourist
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Arrival in Agra with the six independent variables; world tourist flow,
tourist flow to India, tourist flow to Uttar Pradesh, tourist flow to Agra,
promotional expenses made by Uttar Pradesh Government.
Similarly the study has attempted to identify and assess the
importance and level of significance using the independent variables like
tourist arrivals, season or weather, scenery, feeling of secure, behaviour of
local guides, transportation, hotels, lodges and apartments, food and
drinks available, tourist information offices and communication centers,
shopping facilities and money exchange service at Agra.
The hypothesis about the significant relation between the dependent
variables like revenue generation, foreign exchange earnings with each of
the independent variables has been tested by using suitable test.
To find out the specific trends of domestic tourists at Agra, an
extensive survey is conducted, comprising of 100 domestic tourists at
different locations in Agra between the time period of September 2008Febuary 2009. The questionnaire is prepared comprised of 30 questions
which reveals their basic ideas, knowledge and experience. For foreign
visitors at Agra, survey has been done, comprising of 45 tourists at
different locations in Agra between the time period of September 2008Febuary 2009. The questionnaire is prepared comprised of 30 questions
which reveals their basic ideas, knowledge and experience about Agra
visit.
SUMMARY RESULT OF TEST OF HYPOTHESIS:
Indian tourists
Hypothesis
No.

1
2
3
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Description
“Variation
between IA
and LOS as
EBT
about….”
Lodging
facility
Types
of
hotel
Behaviour/
services
provided by
the
hotel
staff

Test
Applied

X² value at 5%
level
of
significance(LOS)
Tabulated Value=
7.815

Result
Variation

X² test

CV=19.52

Significant

X² test

CV=41.12

Significant

X² test

CV=90.8

Significant
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4
5

6
7
8

9
10

Information
Offices
Behaviour
of
Local
guides
Behaviour
of localites
Feeling of
security
Services by
travel
agents
Cultural
Activities
Government
Policies

X² test

CV=54.56

Significant

X² test

CV=23.52

Significant

X² test

CV=46.24

Significant

X² test

CV=29.26

Significant

X² test

CV=39.68

Significant

X² test

CV=46.24

Significant

X² test

CV=19.36

Significant

International Tourists
Hypothesi
s No.

1
2
3

4
5

6

Descriptio
n
“Variation
between
IA
and
LOS
as
EBT
about….”
Lodging
facility
Types
of
hotel
Behaviour/
services
provided
by the hotel
staff
Information
Offices
Behaviour
of
Local
guides
Behaviour
of localites

Test
Applie
d

X² value at 5%
level
of
significance(LOS
)
Tabulated
Value= 7.815

Result
Variation

X² test

CV=9.74

Significant

X² test

CV=8.94

Significant

X² test

CV=3.89

Insignifican
t

X² test

CV=4.07

X² test

CV=12.14

Insignifican
t
Significant

X² test

CV=12.14

Significant
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7

Feeling of
security

X² test

CV=8.14

Significant

8

Services by
travel
agents
Cultural
Activities

X² test

CV=31.61

Significant

X² test

CV=2.54

Insignifican
t

9

SUGGESTIONS
Economically, the solicitation by the Taj from Agra has a strong
potential invitation for the tourists and for the development of tourism as
an industry by the competent authorities.
In order to encounter the above general problems in tourism industry
at Agra, the following remedial steps may effectively bring improvements
to secure high degree of positive results.
Facility of providing the services of an airport of international level,
so that the air tourists may drop at this airport and reach their destination
point at Agra without wasting their time instead of dropping at Delhi
airport and reach Agra by road journey.
Merely viewing the magnificence of monumental architectural
structures shall not bind the tourists for their longer stay at Agra. To
encounter any shortcoming, some newly challenging and attractive points/
place etc. should be developed which oblige the tourist to come to Agra
and induce their haltage at Agra for a sufficiently longer period span.
This will nullify their intention of short stay to Agra to visit Taj only and
thereafter more either to Jaipur or back to Delhi or any other place for
better comfortable lodging facilities or so on.
The examples of establishing developing and promoting the science
city at Kolkata, Hawa Mahal at jaipur,Vrindavan garden at Mysore, Zoo
and museum of Tiruvanantpuram with rich heritages etc. may looked into
case study, which shall provide a prudent guidance for exploring some
suitable projects for Agra which may be ingenious for inviting more and
more tourists at Agra with their longer stay here at that shall generate
wider fields for economic activities at Agra.
More efforts should be endeavored to popularize densely the dignity
of all other old monuments at Agra. It will generate more employment,
infrastructure and social and financial upliftment of Agrites directly.
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More number of budget hotels with better amenities along with well
trained and well cultured guides should be made available to the tourists
folks all along 24 hours services in a descent and a respectable ways.
Some drive should be organized launched on regularly among the
Agrites which may develop and win the confidence of the tourists which
will give rise to feelings of fraternity visa versa tourists. This will create
congenial atmosphere and the tourists will feel homely while away from
their home. A bondage of human relationship will be established which
will lead to social harmony developing better economic and status
bringing better prosperity to Agrites.
Some arrangements should be made to develop Agra, as a meeting or
a conference center for beaurocrates and for businessmen. So that people
from different part of the country and even outside country visits for the
purpose of meetings, seminars, conferences and stays for two or three
days. By developing this phenomenon tourists will come directly Agra
and not any other city like Delhi and so on.
In present days, the tourist expects something more thrilling,
adventurous, knowledgeable and memorable which Agra as a tourist spot
does not cater fully.
The auditorium should be there at Agra where in the different culture,
Art and music etc. Of Uttar Pradesh-Purvanchal, Awadh, Bundelkhand,
Brij etc. can be exhibited and shown through sound and light show.
Besides, there may be stalls having articles of common use and interest
and the speciality of different regions of the state. Such as Muglai Kabab
and chicken works of Lucknow, Balmithai of Nainital, Petha and
Dalmoth of Agra, pan of Mahoba, peras of Mathura etc. be displayed
there. It will no doubt attract people in good number.
There is a huge difference between the western countries and India
when it comes to medical costs. It has been suggested that the government
should develop Agra for the health tourism. People may visit for the
health reasons and relax there under the shadow of beautiful and
enchanting monuments. Cottages like wards may be built where people
may like to reside and relax.
To achieve such a goal, a comprehensive, far sighted planning and
sincere perennial efforts is needed which may explore suitable projects
that may nullify the short comings of transforming Agra as an ideal
tourist place.
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TOURISM DEVELOPMENT AND POLITICS IN THE
PHILIPPINES
1

Joan C. Henderson
Nanyang Technological University
The paper examines tourism in the Philippines, a South East Asian nation which
has yet to reach its potential as an international destination. Conditions in the
country are analysed and possible reasons for its relatively poor performance are
discussed. Various barriers to development are identified, but political
circumstances emerge as a key consideration whereby instability in assorted
manifestations has impeded the operation of the industry, investment and policy
making. While experiences of destination development are distinctive, the
particular example offers insights into general processes and underlying
dynamics.
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Instability.

Development;

The

Philippines;

Political

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
The Philippines has a rich diversity of attractions, yet its performance
as an international tourist destination remains disappointing and appears
to be linked to the country’s history of political instability. Ongoing
uncertainty and possible turbulence ahead associated with a change of
government raise questions about future prospects. An examination of
tourism, focusing on obstacles to overcome within the context of wider
conditions, is thus timely and the subject of this paper. After an opening
section which provides background information about the country and
tourism there, critical determinants of the effective functioning and
growth of countries as tourist destinations are identified. Such
considerations are then discussed within the context of the Philippines
with particular emphasis on questions of politics and their consequences.
The analysis highlights distinctive qualities of the Philippines, but also
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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affords more general insights into facilitators of and impediments to
destination development and especially those of a political character. A
case study methodology was selected as suitable for the purpose and
findings are based upon evaluation of material in the public domain.
THE PHILIPPINES AND ITS TOURISM
Forming an archipelago stretching 1,851 kilometres north to south
and 1,107 kilometres east to west, the Philippines comprises over 7,100
islands and atolls which have a total land area of 300,000 square
kilometres. Visited by Magellan in 1521, the islands were colonised by
Spain which ruled for over three centuries before ceding the territory to
the USA. A self-governing colony was established in 1934 and, after
occupation by the Japanese during the Second World War, it became an
independent republic in 1946 with a democratic system of government
modelled on that of the USA. According to the last census, the population
is 88.6 million and concentrated in about a dozen of the islands and
especially those of the Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao groups. Manila is
the capital and Metro Manila is home to over ten million people.
Catholicism is the main religion, but there are communities of Muslims in
the south and Buddhism is also practiced (EIU, 2008).
Ranked 90 out of 177 countries in the United Nations Human
Development Index (UNDP, 2008), the Philippines is placed 37 in the list
of 108 developing nations with regard to human poverty. Per capita
income averaged US$5,137 in 2005, but there are great disparities in the
distribution of wealth socially and geographically and Mindanao has the
worst indicators. Nationally, an estimated 44% of the population live on
less than US$2 a day, the proportion of families ranging from 47% in
rural districts to nearly 20% in cities. The causes of poverty are ‘weak
macroeconomic management, employment issues, high population
growth rates, an underperforming agricultural sector and an unfinished
land reform agenda, governance issues including corruption and a weak
state, conflict and security issues particularly in Mindanao, and disability’
(ADB, 2005a, p. xvii). The list illuminates the country’s formidable
difficulties (Human Development Network, 2009) which impinge on
tourism directly and indirectly.
Deprivation at home helps to explain the number of nationals
working abroad, calculated to be 7.5 million with an additional three
million undocumented. The economy is reliant upon their remittances as
well as manufacturing and agriculture, the latter absorbing almost one
third of the workforce. There is a degree of economic diversity and recent
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years have seen good GDP growth rates, but heavy debts and lack of
investor confidence are serious weaknesses. Services are expected to
make a greater contribution to the economy in the future and officials
anticipate an enlarged role for tourism (EIU, 2007; Euromonitor, 2007).
International tourism has expanded rapidly throughout Asia Pacific in
recent decades, often at a faster pace than in other regions of the world,
although the global recession which commenced in 2008 has depressed
demand and investment. However, the pattern in the Philippines was
irregular prior to the current slowdown and does not conform to general
trends. A record one million arrivals in 1980 was followed by a decline
and numbers peaked at 2.2 million in 1997, falling after the Asian
financial crisis of that year. Recovery was underway by the beginning of
the new century and there were just over three million arrivals in 2007
when earnings reached US$4.8 billion (TTG Asia, 2008; UNWTO, 2007).
There was an increase in visitors of 1.53% in 2008 (DOT, 2009a) and a
goal has been set of five million tourists from overseas by 2010 when it is
hoped that tourism employment will have doubled to six million and
tourists will constitute 13.6% of GDP (NEDA, 2004) in contrast to 7% in
1998 (NSCB, 2008).
Asia supplies the highest proportion of visitors, led by South Korea
and Japan which together with the USA accounted for almost half of the
total in 2008. The importance of Philippine passport holders permanently
residing abroad, excluding overseas workers, should not be overlooked
(DOT, 2009a).
About 45% of all tourists travel for holiday purposes, 26.5% to visit
friends and relatives and 16.9% for business. There is an uneven spread
and Metro Manila, Tagatay on the island of Luzon, Cebu Province and
Boracay Island are the preferred destinations (Virola, 2006). It should be
noted that domestic tourism is also growing (Euromonitor, 2008; NSODOT, 2005), although such trips are beyond the remit of this study.
Despite slightly more positive figures, the country’s share of
international tourists is relatively low and compares unfavourably with
several of its South East Asian neighbours. For example, Thailand and
Malaysia attracted 14.5 million and 21 million visitors respectively in
2007 before the onset of the world financial and economic crises and the
small city state of Singapore hosted 10.3 million (UNWTO, 2009).
Philippine tourism additionally relies on a limited number of source
markets and the statistics overall suggest barriers to inbound tourism and
its development which are discussed hereafter.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOURIST DESTINATIONS
Tourist destinations can be conceived of spatially as occupying a
spectrum which ranges from small settlements to international entities
comprised of proximate states. The nature of destination development
varies accordingly and is shaped by specific attributes of the site and
wider location, but much analysis is conducted within the frame of the
nation and a series of core influences is apparent.
Connectivity to generating markets in the rest of the world is vital
and internal transport and communications networks should allow easy
access to tourist centres (Prideaux, 2000; Brida et al, 2010). There should
be an ample supply of appealing attractions, accommodation and other
amenities of a suitable standard (Gunn, 2004). Tourists must have some
knowledge of a country and be positively inclined towards it, indicating
the importance of promotion (Buhalis, 2000), and the support of tour
operators and travel agents in generating markets is required. There are
further considerations such as incidence of natural disasters and outbreaks
of disease and the ways these are managed (Wilks et al., 2005; Clarke et
al., 2009). Collectively, these determinants act to encourage or depress
inbound tourism and hence destination development (Henderson, 2006,
2008).
Underlying these forces are political conditions which represent a
foundation and set the scene for the operation of the industry at
destinations and the manner in which they develop. Stability, good
government and effective official tourism policies can boost tourism and
assist in securing a measure of sustainability while instability, poor
governance and no or ineffective strategies can have the reverse effect.
Political disturbance acts as a particular deterrent, its power to disrupt
related to the intensity of insecurity (Hall and Oehlers, 2000; Poirier,
1997). These dynamics are now assessed in terms of the Philippines,
beginning with the political environment and its implications for policy
making.
POLITICS AND POLITICAL STABILITY
Political stability generally prevailed in the Philippines during the
post-independence era until President Marcos, first elected in 1965 and
approaching the end of his second term in office, declared martial law in
1972. The ensuing authoritarian regime was finally overthrown in 1986
by a widely backed coup and mass demonstrations, after which there was
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a return to democracy. The political culture is, however, one of some
turbulence with a propensity towards military interference. Influential
political families are powerful actors and political parties are seen as
‘personal tools of self-seeking politicians’, unchecked by the ‘ineffective
and inefficient judicial system’ (ADB, 2005b, p. x). Cronyism, endemic
corruption and government dependence on the army are all features of
Philippine politics which clearly affect governance and policy (EIU,
2006), not least in the arena of tourism. The current administration under
Mrs Arroya is not exempt from the above criticisms and has been tainted
by ‘controversy over the legitimacy of its victory in the May 2004
presidential election, as well as a number of other corruption allegations’
(EIU, 2006, p. 7), leading to impeachment calls (EIU, 2009).
Mrs Arroya has also confronted attempted military coups and a
thwarted plot at the beginning of 2006 was reported to be the twelfth in
20 years (Euromonitor, 2007). Additional challenges come from rebel
factions of Muslim separatists and the Communist New People’s Army,
the latter less prominent due to internationally mediated peace talks. Both
are based in the once predominantly Muslim southern island of Mindanao,
now largely Christian because of inward migration from other islands.
There is still a sizeable population of poor and alienated young Muslims
and the area is seen as a breeding ground for terrorism. The more militant
Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) has surpassed the Moro National
Liberation Front (MNLF) in notoriety and an estimated 120,000 have lost
their lives in the conflict which continues despite peace negotiations. Abu
Sayyal in Jolo has emerged as a radical organisation, reputedly connected
to Al-Qaeda, which the government has pledged to eradicate (BBC, 2009).
Terrorists have been guilty of brutal murders and bombings and the
kidnapping of locals and foreigners, amongst them tourists. Motivations
seem criminal as much as political in view of the avidity with which
ransom payments are sought, but hostages have been killed. Three were
beheaded and a further two died in the rescue operation after the
abduction and holding in the jungle of 20 tourists from a luxury beach
resort in 2001 (BBC, 2007). Agitation has been mainly confined to the
south, but bombings in the capital in 2005 and a failed attack at a
shopping mall in Cebu Province in 2006 raised anxieties about the spread
of violence. These were intensified in 2007 when an explosion at a mall in
central Manila left 11 dead and over 100 injured. Another that year
outside the House of Representatives killed four, including a southern
politician, and injured 20 (EIU, 2007).
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Such incidents and the country’s troubled political history as a whole
have engendered adverse publicity worldwide and informed perceptions
of dubious safety. These are sometimes further reinforced by official
travel advisories issued by overseas governments which warn of the
dangers to their citizens. The British, for example, are told of the ‘high
threat of terrorism throughout the Philippines’, but particularly in
Mindanao and the Sulu archipelago which travellers are urged to avoid.
Boats sailing to dive sites and resorts are highlighted as past and present
targets alongside all modes of public transport, illustrated by reference to
a ferry bombing by Abu Sayyal which killed over 100 in 2004 (FCO,
2009). Warnings extend to the prevalence of organised and street crime
and it has been asserted that the maintenance of law and order is
undermined by the ‘apparent complicity of some police officials in
criminal enterprises’ (EIU, 2006, p. 15).
Elections are due in 2010 on the termination of Mrs Arroya’s second
presidential term. Incumbents are formally banned from seeking a third
term, but there has been speculation that she will try to do so and
concerns about the consequences, including the risk of disorder which
often accompanies voting in the Philippines. Outcomes are uncertain at
the time of writing, but the forthcoming election is seen as a test of
stability and investor confidence.
GOVERNMENT TOURISM POLICIES
Official interest in tourism is long standing and various development
initiatives have been launched since the 1970s (Choy, 1991; Richter, 1982,
1999; Nanthakumar et al, 2008). However, the exploitation of
tourism for personal and political gain during the Marcos dictatorship
proved to be a striking illustration of its political uses and abuses,
resulting in grandiose and inappropriate projects. Some advances were
made in integrated planning encompassing tourism after his downfall, but
changes in government and the political stresses outlined above hampered
achievements (Richter, 1999).
Nevertheless, tourism is recognised as an economic sector of
significance which has excellent prospects. It is a core component of the
Medium Term Philippine Development Plan (MTDP) 2004-2010,
dedicated to fighting ‘poverty by building prosperity for the greatest
number of the Filipino people’ (NEDA, 2004, p. 1), and presented in the
document as a top priority because of its many social and economic
advantages. Some analysts claim that tourism has already helped certain
of the poorest rural areas to improve living standards (Euromonitor, 2008).
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A national tourism strategy for expanding markets and tourist centres is
proposed with an ambitious agenda to remove barriers.
The Department of Tourism (DOT) oversees the industry and is
charged with promoting it as a ‘major socio-economic activity to generate
foreign currency and employment and to spread the benefits of tourism to
both the public and private sector’. A Tourism Planning, Product
Development and Coordination Sector deals with the ‘formulation and
updating of the Tourism Master Plan’ and a Tourism Promotions Sector
handles domestic and international marketing (DOT, 2009b). The
Philippine Tourism Authority was created in 1973 as the DOT’s
‘implementing arm’ with a mission ‘to develop identified priority areas;
to operate, maintain and promote facilities in pioneering capacity; to
provide technical and financial assistance to qualified tourism projects;
and to generate revenues to fund national and corporate development
undertakings’ (PTA, 2009).
While administrative machinery is in place and objectives set, there is
no extant national tourism plan and mooted legislation about a policy
framework has yet to be enacted. A Tourism Act was discussed, but not
passed, at the 13th Congress of the House of Representatives which
concluded its session in 2007. The House Committee on Tourism is
pressing for the new law to ‘ensure long-term directions, generate more
investments and employment and situate the tourism industry as a
primary engine for economic growth and national development’
(Committee News, 2007). The issue remains outstanding and must
compete with other urgent questions for parliamentary attention and
resources.
However, reforms are being introduced to facilitate foreign
investment through a selection of fiscal incentives and 100% foreign
equity is acceptable in many cases. The DOT professed to have
sanctioned PhP938 million (US$23.2 million) worth of expenditure on
land transport and hotels in 2004, an amount it said was likely to double if
unendorsed spending was included (DOT, 2005). Figures for January to
November 2007 disclose 17 endorsed projects, mainly in the form of
accommodation in the National Capital Region (NCR), with a total cost
of PhP21.3 million (US$530,000). Looking to the future, officials identify
the most promising investment opportunities as those pertaining to
accommodation of all types, transport, historical and cultural heritage,
ecotourism and agri-tourism and healthcare and wellness projects (DOT,
2009c).
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At the same time, there is a gap between aspirations and reality in
tourism administration and doubts have been voiced about the
commitment and competence of government nationally and locally. Its
ability to successfully devise and execute policies and attain more
sustainable growth is debatable (Rodolfo, 2003), a reflection of doubts
about the standard of governance as a whole. The Asia Development
Bank comments that a ‘failure in implementation has been attributed to
many factors including the lack of political will, heavy partisan politics,
inadequate financial resources and graft and corruption’ (ADB, 2005b, p.
vii). There is also ‘excessive red tape’ and these drawbacks mean that
government as an institution has ‘generally been unable to adequately
deliver’ (ADB, 2005b, p. XI).
The condition of Boracay Island, hailed as one of the country’s prime
attractions, demonstrates some of the weaknesses in formal intervention
and planning. Originally subject to centralised control, there have been
attempts at devolution which aim to gives local politicians and people a
greater say. Both approaches have not prevented adverse impacts (AFP,
2007), precipitating calls for better management (Carter, 2004; Trousdale,
1999). Reservations about the handling of the consequences of tourism
have a wider application, particularly at sensitive sites on the coast and
inland where there has been environmental degradation and destruction.
Although there is a degree of protection and the tourism industry is not
solely responsible, resource use conflicts mean that 98% of Philippine
coral reefs are categorised as under medium or high threat (Majanen,
2007). In another example, the 2,000 year old Rice Terraces of the
Philippine Cordilleras are a cultural World Heritage Site which was put
on the list of World Heritage in Danger in 2001 due to fears about their
deteriorating state and stewardship (UNESCO, 2009).
INTERNATIONAL ACCESSIBILITY, DOMESTIC TRANSPORT
AND ACCOMMODATION
Most tourists enter by air and the Philippines has 85 airports, eight of
which are international (EIU, 2009). Manila is the prime gateway and
used by about 30 airlines. Mactan airport in Cebu has scheduled flights
from Australia, Japan and Singapore and receives charters from Hong
Kong, the USA and elsewhere. Services connect Davao with Indonesia
and Singapore, Laoag with Macau and Taiwan and charters from various
points fly into Diosdado and Subic (DOT, 2009d). The national airline of
PAL flies to 31 international and 30 domestic destinations, but went into
official receivership in 1998 when its fleet and route networks were
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drastically cut. It was released from receivership in 2007 and now
concentrates on the Asia Pacific region with some flights to the Middle
East and North American west coast (PAL, 2009). Another six airlines
mainly adhere to the budget carrier model and ply domestic routes,
although Cebu Pacific Air serves 15 Asian cities and is seeking to add
more to its timetable (Cebu Pacific, 2009).
The government is investing heavily in airport infrastructure in
response to optimistic traffic forecasts (Euromonitor, 2006), but the
absence of direct international flights into airports at popular destinations
is a hindrance to visitors (TTG Asia, 2008). Those from North America
and Europe especially may be faced with long and comparatively difficult
journeys (Mintel, 2004; Rastegar, 2010). The decision by United States
authorities in early 2008 to scrutinise Philippines air operations more
closely because of an alleged failure to comply with International Civil
Aviation Organisation specifications is a further complication. It prevents
any increase in flights between the two countries and has aggravated
existing worries about passenger safety (The Straits Times, 2008).
With regard to internal communications, the geography of the
Philippines imposes major constraints and transport systems are described
as ‘inadequate, having suffered from decades of underinvestment’ (EIU,
2008, p. 12). A Subic-Clark Expressway was completed in 2008 and
extensions are planned, yet much of the road network is not all weather
(Ejes, 2002) and rail services nationwide are limited. There is a great deal
of sea traffic, but the ‘inter-island fleet is old, safety regulations are poor
and maritime navigational aids, in particular lighthouses, are inadequate’
(EIU, 2008, p. 13). Air is a possible alternative and the budget carrier
industry is burgeoning after steps towards liberalisation which have
helped to offset the reduction in PAL internal flights. Domestic regulation
and safety are, however, issues of concern.
There is no comprehensive audit of accommodation supply and some
statistical inconsistencies, but an official survey concludes that there are
95,812 hotel and restaurant establishments in the country; of these, 4,021
are hotels, camping sites and other providers of short stay accommodation.
Hotels and restaurants with 20 or more staff total 3,614, 1,867 of which
are found in the NCR (ASPBI, 2007). Currently, there is a concentration
of luxury hotels in the capital and de-luxe and first class properties
accounted for over 68% of Metro Manila’s rooms in 2008 (DOT, 2009a).
Elsewhere, including locations with potential, there are shortages in all
hotel grades (EIU, 2008). Accommodation of the correct amount and type
is agreed to be essential to the growth of Philippine tourism (TTG Asia,
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2008) and there are estimates that the Philippines needs an extra 17,700
hotel rooms and many more serviced apartments by 2010 if it is to meet
projected demand (Euromonitor, 2006, 2007).
ATTRACTIONS, PROMOTION AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The Philippines has a rich and diverse array of tourist attractions
derived from its natural and cultural heritage, yet not all are fully
recognised or exploited. Official promotion showcases the coast and long
sandy beaches on both South China Sea and Pacific shores, the fourkilometre White Beach on Boracay Island portrayed as one of the best in
the world (DOT, 2009e). In addition to relaxing coastal vacations, usually
at self-contained integrated resorts, opportunities are advertised for reef,
scuba and wreck diving as well as snorkelling, surfing, sailing and
swimming with whales. Terrestrial ecosystems, flora and fauna and
mountainous landscapes support non-marine ecotourism and adventure
tourism of various sorts. The Puerto-Princesa Subterranean River
National Park and Tubbhata Reef Marine Park are natural World Heritage
Sites (UNESCO, 2009) and touted as prime assets. Festivals and fiestas,
tribal communities, churches and Intramuros (sixteenth century walled
towns) are all marketed as socio-cultural sights. The Spanish built
baroque churches, historic town of Vigan and aforementioned rice
terraces are cultural World Heritage Sites and the Ifugao chanted epic has
been designated a masterpiece of oral heritage. The UNESCO appellation
is employed as a promotional tool, but its retention is not guaranteed as
suggested earlier and those responsible have sometimes struggled to meet
the obligations attendant on the award (UNESCO, 2009).
The country is also sold as a place for weddings and honeymoons and
special packages are available. Several golf courses designed by famous
champions have been constructed and other sports offered are caving,
climbing and trekking. Food and shopping are supplementary features
judged of interest (DOT, 2009e) as is the chance for Asian visitors to
learn English, capitalising on the fact that the language is widely spoken
in the Philippines and the medium of instruction. Alongside leisure
tourism, authorities are trying to stimulate Meetings, Incentives,
Conferences and Exhibition (MICE) business and the hosting of events
(Euromonitor, 2006). Health and wellness is another area for attention
with hospitals, tour operators and the government cooperating in
initiatives (Euromonitor, 2008).
Westerners have been exposed to the ‘WOW Philippines’ flagship
campaign (Euromonitor, 2008), but the focus of marketing has shifted
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from Europe and North America to East Asia. A new tourist office
opened in 2004 in China and South Korea, Japan and Taiwan are other
key short haul markets (Inquirer.net, 2007). However, there has been
criticism of inadequate funding for overseas promotion (Mintel, 2004),
compounded by the comparatively weak currency, and budgets are
smaller than those of many competitor National Tourism Organisations.
A final aspect to consider is natural disasters and the Philippines has
an average of 20 tropical storms each year during the typhoon season
from July to November. Ensuing flooding and landslides, accompanied by
human casualties, are not uncommon. There are 24 active volcanoes and a
danger of earthquakes, the last major one being in 1990 when over 1100
perished. Government disaster planning and recovery efforts vary and
there is evidence of advances (Luna, 2001), but resource constraints have
adverse implications for levels of preparedness and mitigation and
corresponding repercussions for tourism. Successful response and
recovery strategies, helping to inspire and restore confidence amongst
tourists and other interested parties, require expertise and funding which
may be scarce in developing countries such as the Philippines
CONCLUSIONS
Shortcomings in transport, accommodation, attractions, marketing
and other areas would thus seem to disadvantage the Philippines at large
as a destination for international visitors. However, it can be argued that
political circumstances are crucial in their effects and instability has
discouraged inbound tourists concerned about safety. It has also deterred
investors worried about financial risks and industry practitioners based
overseas as well as posing difficulties for operators within the country and
marketers who have to combat negative destination images. Vital tasks of
infrastructure upgrading, capacity enlargement and enhanced promotion
are partly reliant on government action which is not always forthcoming.
Even if some steps are taken, persistent political uncertainties act to
inhibit the nature and pace of development.
The future of politics in the Philippines and international tourism
there are matters for speculation and it is to be hoped that both see
improvement, allowing the country to make the best use of its undoubted
tourism assets and secure development which is sustainable. Such
progress will be a long term process and the Philippines merits study in
order to monitor political changes and the consequences for tourism.
Analysis of the situation illuminates problems for international tourism
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arising from national political cultures and practices and knowledge
thereby gained could help and enhance industry responses. The case
confirms that tourism cannot be fully understood in isolation from
broader conditions at a destination, not least the political environment
which can profoundly affect destination development.
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JET SKI DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES: THE CASE
OF CASPIAN SEA`S SOUTH-WEST BEACH
1
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Marine tourism is an important component of ecotourism in the Mazandaran. It
offers a wide range of passive and active recreational activities in Caspian sea`s
South-west beaches. This paper is intended to describe situation and history of the
PWCs (JET SKI) in Mazandaran and determine Jet Ski development strategies in
south of Caspian Sea as a major ecotourism hub in Iran. This paper provides a
strategy framework for both Iranian Governmental and private sectors to develop
the marine tourism in the region. Then it Determination of appropriate Jet Ski
development strategies in Mazandaran (South of Caspian Sea's).
Keywords:

Caspian Sea, Jet Ski, Mazandaran, development strategies, tourism

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Today tourism industry development is a high priority agenda item
for nations and communities everywhere. It is essentially an economic
endeavor which generates social capital as a competitive advantage (Gunn
and Var, 2002; Jenkins, 1980; Szivas, Riley and Airey, 2003; Brida et al.,
2010).
Ecotourism is frequently cited to be the fastest growing sector within
the tourism industry. Ecotourism subscription to the principles of
environmental protection, social responsibility, conservation and
sustainable use of marine and terrestrial resources results to its sustained
worldwide growth in popularity since mid-1980 (Weaver, 2002; Rastegar,
2010; White and Rosales, 2001).
Marine tourism as a component of ecotourism plays an important role
in Mazandaran economic development. Mazandaran is a state in the north
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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of Iran which is located in the Southern coast of the Caspian Sea. It`s area
is about 23 thousand sq km² of land and is surrounded by 903 km of
coastline. Amol, Babol, Babolsar, Behshahr, Tonekabon, Chaloos,
Ramsar, Savad Kooh, Qaem Shahr, Mahmood Abad, Neka, Noor, and
Noshahr are the main cities and ports of the region. Sari is the state center
(MEFA, 2009). According to the results of 2006 population census, the
population of the state was about 2.9 million. From this, near 53 % were
registered as urban dwellers, and 47 % dwell in the rural areas (SCI,
2009).
Marine tourism includes all activities associated with the coast and
adjacent waters. It includes a wide range of activities such as Jet Ski, Kite
surfing, beach camping, marine observation, sport fishing and sightseeing
trips. The origins and definitions of marine tourism have been reported by
Orams (1999), Garrod and Wilson (2003) and Murphy and Norris (2005).
This research attempts to illustrate Jet Ski development strategies in
the Mazandaran. The goals of research include three priorities as follows:
 Describing situation and history of the PWCs (JET SKI) in
Mazandaran and Identifying coast lines, regions where are
located in the southern part of the Caspian Sea (Fig. 1). The
study has been performed in the north of Iran, in the Caspian
Sea’s South-west beach in 2008-9.
 Identifying strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats.
 Finally determines Jet Ski development strategies in Caspian
Sea's South-west beach
Figure 1 Geographic location of the study area along the Caspian
sea`s South-west, between Tonekabon and kenar darya coastlines
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The strategy-formulation techniques can be integrated into a threestage decision-making framework, as shown in the figure 2. The tools
presented in this framework can help strategists to identify, evaluate, and
select strategies (David, 2007; Clarke et al., 2009).
Figure 2 The Strategy-Formulation Analytical Framework
STAGE 1: THE INPUT STAGE
External Factor
Evaluation (EFE)
Matrix

Competitive
Profile Matrix
(CPM)

Internal Factor
Evaluation (IFE)
Matrix

STAGE 2: THE MATCHING STAGE
Threats Opportunities
Weaknesses Strengths
(TOWS) Matrix

Strategic
InternalBoston
Position and
External
Consulting
Action
(IE) Matrix
Group (BCG)
Evaluation
Matrix
(SPACE)
Matrix
STAGE 3: THE DECISSION STAGE

Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix (QSPM)

Source: Fred R.David, Strategic Management-concepts and cases, 11th Ed
(Reading, Prentice-Hall Publishing Co. Inc., © 2007):219.

The strengths and weaknesses are internal factors that can be
extracted from managerial, manufacture, marketing and other controllable
aspect. These factors should be weighted. The summation of weights
must be equal to 1. Then, a score is allocated to each factor. These scores
range between 1 and 4. Score 1 denotes severe weakness, score 2 shows
common weakness, score 3 indicates for a common strength, and finally
score 4 brings out important strengths. Therefore, there are a weight and a
score for each factor. Once weight is multiplied by score, attractiveness of
the factors can be assessed. The total of attractiveness with value less than
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2.5 indicates weaknesses are more than strengths. However, the total
more than 2.5 indicate that strengths dominate over weaknesses.
The opportunities and threats are external factors that can be
extracted from physical, legal, economical, socio-cultural, governmental,
technological and other uncontrollable aspects. In this regard, all the
steps are similar to IFE matrix.
In the matching stage, two techniques are used: the ThreatsOpportunities-Weaknesses-Strengths (TOWS_ Matrix and the IE Matrix).
These tools rely upon information derived from the input stage to match
external opportunities and threats with internal strengths and weaknesses.
Matching external and internal critical success factors is the key to
effectively generating feasible alternative strategies.
The (TOWS) Matrix is an important tool for decision making which
helps managers to develop four types of strategies regards to internal and
external factor evaluation (David, 2007):
 STRENGTHS - OPPORTUNITIES strategies use a firm's internal
strengths to take advantage of external opportunities.
 WEAKNESSES- OPPORTUNITIES strategies aim at improving
internal weaknesses by taking advantage of external opportunities.
 STRENGTHS - THREATS strategies use a firm's strengths to avoid or
reduce the impact of external threats.
 WEAKNESSES- THREATS strategies are defensive tactics directed at
reducing internal weaknesses and avoiding environmental threats.
Under such situation, the TOWS analysis should be carried out from
time to time to meet with new situations. In the present investigation,
proper strategies were developed using the TOWS method. These
strategies cover wide range of policies that should be implemented at a
shorter time.
Strategic Position is determined with The IE Matrix. The InternalExternal (IE) Matrix positions an organization's various divisions in a
nine cell. The IE Matrix is based on two key dimensions: the IFE total
weighted scores on the x-axis and the EFE total weighted scores on the yaxis. The IE Matrix can be divided into three major regions that have
different strategy implication.
First, grow and build strategies. Intensive (market penetration, market
development, and product development) or integrative (backward
integration, forward integration, and horizontal integration) strategies can
be most appropriate for these divisions. Second, hold and maintain
strategies, market penetration and product development are two
commonly employed strategies for these divisions .third, harvest or divest
strategies (David, 2007; Dritsakis, 2008).
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Analysis and intuition provide a basis for making strategyformulation decisions. An analytical technique to determine the relative
attractiveness of feasible alternative actions is Quantitative Strategic
Planning Matrix (QSPM).
This technique provides a list of firm's key external
opportunities/threats and internal strengths/weaknesses, then assigns
weights to them. The six steps required to develop a QSPM are discussed
(David, 2007):
Step 1. List the firm's key external opportunities/threats and internal
strengths/weaknesses in the left column of the QSPM.
Step 2. Assign weights to each external and internal critical success
factor.
Step 3. Examine the stage 2 matrices and identify alternative
strategies that the organization should consider implementing.
Step 4. Determine the attractiveness scores (AS).
Step 5. Compute the total attractiveness scores.
Step 6. Compute the sum total attractiveness score (TAS).
After these steps, attractive strategies are indicated for this case.
Studies related to marine tourism strategies varied. In following, the
number of studies will be introducing:
Joan C. Henderson (2000) in Research as Managing Tourism in
Small Islands: the Case of Pulau Ubin, Singapore examined the
management of the island and explored the proposals put forwarded by
the various agencies involved and their implications, suggesting that it
was in danger of losing those qualities which had made it a unique natural
and cultural attraction. Whilst recognizing the particular circumstances of
the case, more general issues relating to the challenges of managing small
island tourist destinations and achieving sustainability was also illustrated
by the example.
Another research as Marine Tourism in the Kimberley Region of
Western Australia, John H. Collins (2008) identified the characteristics of
nature-based tourism and its governance in the Kimberley Region of
northern Western Australia. It also examined links between marine
tourism and natural resource management as a first step to a wider risk
assessment of environmental impacts. The development of a framework
for mitigating environmental impacts of marine tourism and enhancing
sustainability of the industry was the overall aim.
Research as Nature on the Edge? Marine Ecotourism in Peripheral
Coastal Areas by Brian Garrod and Julie C. Wilson (2004) introduced the
concept of ecotourism in the marine and coastal context. It then examined
what is meant by the term 'peripherality' and outlines some of the
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challenges and opportunities it can bring to coastal locations. A particular
focus was on the EU's main policy responses to the peripherality
dimension of its regional 'problem'. They then discussed the potentials
and pitfalls of marine ecotourism as a sustainable development option for
coastal peripheral areas. A case study of West Clare, Ireland, was drawn
upon to give context to some of the opportunities and challenges of
ecotourism in peripheral areas. A conclusion was that marine ecotourism
could potentially form part - but, realistically, only a part - of an
appropriate strategy for addressing the problems faced by coastal
peripheral areas.
Another research as a contingent valuation study of scuba diving
benefits: Case study in Mu KO Similan Marine National Park, Thailand
by John Asafu-Adjaye and Sorada Tapsuwan examined the economic
benefits associated with scuba diving in Mu KO Marine National Park,
Thailand. Their results indicated that divers are willing to pay about
US$27.07–62.64 per person per annum on average, resulting in aggregate
benefits of between US$932,940 and US$2.1 million per annum.
Research as Historical Progression of Sustainable Management
Concerning Marine Tourism Activities: A Case Study in Eastern
Australia by Harold Richins and Gayle Mayes (2008) Explored through a
case study on a broader and more specific basis, the historic and more
recent development of sustainable management and natural resource
practices of a prominent coastal tourism region in Australia, and a
representative example of an accredited marine ecotourism operator
within that region who has been applying policies and management
practices in sustainable marine wildlife tourism. Their studies included
the growth and development of marine wildlife tourism with an emphasis
on the region as well as further development of marine wildlife-based
sustainable management practices
Also, a lot of projects about development of Marine Tourism in the
diversification regions has been designed, for example, Tourism in
Torbay-Tourism Strategy 2005–2015, a strategy and action plan for
marine, water sports and beach development in the Armagh and down
tourism region 2008-2013, The Queensland tourism strategy, Welsh
coastal tourism strategy, and etc.
METHODOLOGY
The paper applies descriptive study, library & archive researches plus
expert survey to answer its questions. Caspian sea`s South-west beach
was the case of this study. The case study strategy is often used for a
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phenomenon that is broad and complex and start with the main question.
Case studies enable investigation of issues within a real life context,
drawing on the views of a number of sources (Yin, 1994). The selection
of this region as the case was due to:
 Suitable environmental conditions, pleasant and moderate
climate, beautiful natural Landscapes, and proximity to Teheran,
have caused this state to be one of the main recreational and
tourism areas of the country.
 State has twelve million domestic tourists per year and more than
one hundred thousand foreign shows a great opportunity for
improving the situation.
 Approximately 70 % of tourists are between 15 to 30 years old
and probably they are interesting in marine sports and hobbies.
Therefore development of Jet Ski has an excellent prospect in the
region (MIPAPC, 2009).
 Jet Ski committee has been formed under supervision of "canoe
board" in Mazandaran state since November 2007.
A strategy-formulation framework is served for this research. Our
expert were some members of state Jet Ski committee and water sport
clubs owners were interviewed during this project. We extracted the main
external opportunities/threats and internal strength/weaknesses from
reviewing the archives and news. Then we evaluate them based on experts
structured interviews.
Data resources non availability about marine tourism in Iran was the
main limitation of this study. Also leakage of regional related literature
about this topic was another challenge.
FINDINGS
The internal and external factors extracted from are categorized in
Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1 External Factors for Jet Ski in Mazandaran
External factor
opportunities
threats
1-Free banned legal usage
1- The Pollution of sea floors,
harbors & coastal areas
2- Availability of 12 million
internal tourism & 100
2- un-participation of private
thousands foreign tourists per
sector investors
year
3- High Risk of Injuring while
3- Capability of foreign
using
investment
4- Challenge of Red tap due public
4- Capability of Execution of
performance for investors
world championship jet ski
5- Insufficient internal consumer
power of purchase
6- Seasonal restriction for using
Table 2 Internal Factors for Jet ski in Mazandaran
Internal Factor
Strengths
Weaknesses
1 - Availability of professional
1- Insufficient instructions &
labor in the region
procedures
2-The multiplicity of Coastal
marine, and marine parks
3- the state has necessary
infrastructures and capabilities
to manufacture and produce
Jet Ski in many places like
Mahmoodabads shipyard
4- State team has the first place
situation in national
Championship
5- Availability of Low cost
local labor
182

2- Weak public relation and
promotion & advertisement
campaigns
3- Not Availability of jet ski
different models
4- Insufficient planning and
organizing for tourism development
5- vendors of jet ski are not enough
and there are two jet ski clubs in
Mazandaran
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Tables 3 and 4 present IFE and EFE matrixes.
Table 3 IFE Matrix for Jet Ski in Mazandaran
Key internal Factors
Weight

Rating

Weighted
Score

0.1

4

0.4

0.2

4

0.8

0.05

4

0.2

4- State team has the first place
situation in national Championship

0.05

3

0.15

5- Availability of Low cost local
labor

0.1

3

0.3

0.1

2

0.2

0.2

1

0.2

0.05

3

0.15

0.05

2

0.1

0.1

1

0.1

Strengths
1- Availability of professional
labor in the region
2- The multiplicity of Coastal
marine, and marine parks
3- the state has necessary
infrastructures and capabilities to
manufacture and produce Jet Ski
in many places like
Mahmoodabads shipyard

Weaknesses
6- Insufficient instructions &
procedures
7- Weak public relation and
promotion & advertisement
campaigns
8- vendors of jet ski are not enough
and there are two jet ski clubs in
Mazandaran
9- Not Availability of jet ski
different models
10- Insufficient planning and
organizing for tourism
development
Sum

1.00

2.6
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Table 4 EFE Matrix for Jet Ski in Mazandaran
Key External Factors
Weight

Rating

Weighted
Score

1- Free banned legal usage

0.1

4

0.4

2- Availability of 12 million
internal tourism & 100 thousands
foreign tourists per year

0.2

4

0.8

3- Capability of foreign investment

0.2

4

0.8

4- Capability of Execution of
world championship jet ski

0.1

4

0.4

Opportunities

Threats
5- The Pollution of sea floors,
harbors & coastal areas
6- Un-participation of private
sector investors
7- High Risk of Injuring while
using
8- Challenge of Red tap due public
performance for investors
9- Insufficient internal consumer
power of purchase
10- Seasonal restriction for using
Sum

0.05

2

0.1

0.1

1

0.1

0.05

1

0.05

0.05

2

0.1

0.05

2

0.1

0.1

2

0.2

1.00

3.05

The sum of the coefficients in IFE matrix equals 2.6 which is an
evident of strengths dominance over the weaknesses in the area of study.
Moreover, the sum of the coefficients in EFE matrix equals 3.05 which
indicate the region faces to more opportunities than threats. It is important
to note here that a thorough understanding of the factors being used in the
EFE Matrix is more important than the actual weights and ratings
assigned.
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Table 5 The TOWS Matrix for Jet Ski in Mazandaran

Internal
factors

STRENGTHS – S

WEAKNESSES - W

S1: Availability of professional
labor in the region

W1: Insufficient
Instruction & procedure

S2: The multiplicity of Coastal
marine, and marine parks

W2: Weak public relation
and promotion &
advertisement campaigns

S3: The state has necessary
infrastructures and capabilities
to manufacture and produce Jet
Ski in many places like
Mahmoodabads shipyard

W3: vendors of jet ski are
not enough and there are
two jet ski clubs in
Mazandaran

External Factors

S4: State team has the first
place situation in national
Championship
S5: Availability of Low cost
local labor

W4: Not Availability of
jet ski different models
W5 : Insufficient
planning and organizing
for tourism development

OPPORTUNITIES- O
O1: Free banned legal
usage
O2 : Availability of 12
million internal tourism &
100 thousands foreign
tourists per year
O3: Capability of foreign
investment
O4: Capability of
Execution of world
championship jet ski

SO STRATEGIES
1-equipping coast & marine
parks (S1O1)
2-Private sector invitation for
investment
(S1O1,S1O2,S3O2,S3O3)

WO STRATEGIES
2-Promotion &
Notification Effective
(W2O2,W2O3,W2O1)
3-Development Vendors
& suppliers
(W4O3,W3O3)

THREATS – T
T1: The Pollution of sea
floors, harbors & coastal
areas
T2: un-participation of
private sector investors
T3: High Risk of Injuring
while using
T4 : Challenge of Red tap
due public performance for
investors
T5: Insufficient internal
consumer power of
purchase
T6: Seasonal restriction for
using

ST STRATEGIES
1-environmental protection
planning (S1T1)
2-organize of training courses
and consultancy
programs(S1T3,S1T4,S1T3)

3-Establishment of national
league (S4O4,S1O4)

4-facilitating in
Investment private sector
(W1O1,W1O3)

WT STRATEGIES
1-Creative Problem
Solving Techniques
(W1T1,W1T3,W1T4)

3-organize of related scientific
session & conferences
(S1T2,S1T4)
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Table 5 presents TOWS matrix of this study. As told before the
elements of this matrix were developed by experts regards to available
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.
The codes which are cited in front of each strategy show the related
internal or external factors which strategy developed regards to them.
IE MATRIX FOR JET SKI IN MAZANDARAN
According to EFE and IFE total weighted scores (EFE=3.05,
IFE=2.6) Jet Ski in Mazandaran fall into grow and build strategies region
in IE matrix which is illustrated in table6.
Table 6 The IE Matrix for Jet Ski in Mazandaran
THE IFE TOTAL WEIGHTED SCORES

High
3.0 to 4.0
THE
EFE
TOTAL
WEIGHT
ED
SCORES

Medium
2.0 to2.99

Low
1.0 to1.99

186

Strong

Average

3.0 to 4.0

2.0 to 2.99

Jet Ski
Strategies

Weak

1.0 to 1.99
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Therefore, related strategies with grow and build (market penetration,
market development, and product development) will be extracted from
TOWS Matrix. These alternative strategies:
 Invite from private sector for investment
 Equipping coast & marine parks
 Establishment of national league
 Promotion & Notification Effective
QSPM FOR JET SKI IN MAZANDARAN
In tables 7 and8, four alternative strategies are being considered for
Jet Ski in Mazandaran.
The sum total attractiveness score of 5.9 score in table 7 indicates
that the Equipping coast &marine parks is more attractive strategy,
compared to another strategies.
The present study also showed that more clear coordination is needed
among various organizations.
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Table 7 A QSPM for Jet Ski in Mazandaran
STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

OPPORTUNITIES
1- Free banned legal usage
2 - Availability of 12 million internal tourism
& 100 thousands foreign tourists per year
3- Capability of foreign investment
4- Capability of Execution of world
championship jet ski
THREATS
1- The Pollution of sea floors, harbors &
coastal areas
2- Un-participation of private sector investors
3- High Risk of Injuring while using
4 - Challenge of Red tap due public
performance for investors
5- Insufficient internal consumer power of
purchase
6- Seasonal restriction for using
STRENGTHS
1- Availability of professional labor in the
region
2- The multiplicity of Coastal marine, and
marine parks
3 - the state has necessary infrastructures and
capabilities to manufacture and produce Jet
Ski in many places like Mahmoodabads
shipyard
4- State team has the first place situation in
national Championship
5- Availability of Low cost local labor
WEAKNESSES
1- Insufficient instruction & procedure
2- Weak public relation and promotion &
advertisement campaigns
3- vendors of jet ski are not enough and there
are two jet ski clubs in Mazandaran
4- Not Availability of jet ski different models
5- Insufficient planning and organizing for
tourism development
TOTAL
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weight

Invite from
private
sector for
investment

Equipping
coast
&marine
parks

AS

TAS

AS

TAS

0.1

4

0.4

4

0.4

0.2

4

0.8

4

0.8

0.2

3

0.6

4

0.8

0.1

-

-

4

0.4

0.05

1

0.05

3

0.15

0.1

4

0.4

2

0.2

0.05

2

0.1

2

0.1

0.05

2

0.1

1

0.05

0.05

2

0.1

3

0.15

0.1

3

0.3

3

0.3

0.1

3

0.3

3

0.3

0.2

2

0.4

2

0.4

0.05

3

0.15

-

-

0.05

-

-

-

0.1

3

0.3

3

0.3

0.1

2

0.2

3

0.3

0.2

4

0.8

4

0.8

0.05

3

0.15

3

0.15

0.05

3

0.15

-

-

0.1

3

0.3

3

0.3

5.6

-

5.9
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Table 8 A QSPM for Jet Ski in Mazandaran
STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES
Establishme
nt of
national
league

Promotion &
Notification
Effective

AS

TAS

AS

TAS

0.1

4

0.4

4

0.4

0.2

-

-

4

0.8

0.2

2

0.4

3

0.6

0.1

3

0.3

3

0.3

0.05

1

0.05

1

0.05

0.1
0.05

2
2

0.2
0.1

2
2

0.2
0.1

0.05

3

0.15

3

0.15

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
weight
OPPORTUNITIES
1- Free banned legal usage
2 - Availability of 12 million internal tourism &
100 thousands foreign tourists per year
3- capability of foreign investment
4- capability of Execution of world
championship jet ski
THREATS
1- The Pollution of sea floors, harbors & coastal
areas
2- un-participation of private sector investors
3- High Risk of Injuring while using
4 - Challenge of Red tap due public performance
for investors
5- Insufficient internal consumer power of
purchase
6- Seasonal restriction for using
STRENGTHS
1- Availability of professional labor in the region
2- The multiplicity of Coastal marine, and marine
parks
3 - the state has necessary infrastructures and
capabilities to manufacture and produce Jet Ski
in many places like Mahmoodabads shipyard
4- State team has the first place situation in
national Championship
5- Availability of Low cost local labor
WEAKNESSES
1- Insufficient instruction & procedure
2- Weak public relation and promotion &
advertisement campaigns

0.05

-

-

3

0.15

0.1

4

0.4

3

0.3

0.1

4

0.4

3

0.3

0.2

4

0.8

4

0.8

0.05

2

0.1

3

0.15

0.05

3

0.15

-

0.1

1

0.1

3

0.3

0.1

-

-

2

0.2

0.2

3

0.6

3

0.6

3- vendors of jet ski are not enough and there are
two jet ski clubs in Mazandaran

0.05

3

0.15

3

0.15

4- Not Availability of jet ski different models

0.05

3

0.15

-

-

5- Insufficient planning and organizing for
tourism development

0.1

3

0.3

3

0.3

TOTAL

4.75

-

5.85
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CONCLUSIONS
It was pointed out that despite the enormous range of variety of
approaches that may be adopted when planning for the development of
any industry or any economy; there are a few approach of strategic
management for marine tourism in the tourism's literature about strategy
formulation, strategy implementation and strategy evaluation.
Caspian Sea's South-west beach has an important potential for
development marine tourism and there are a number of opportunities for
development tourism in this region.
In this paper, we introduced Mazandaran and described that marine
tourism is one of the best opportunities for economic development, then
suggested Jet Ski as one the key fields at the marine tourism.
With regard to Internal and External factors, IFE and EFE Matrix,
TOWS Matrix, and QSPM Matrix were indicated attractive strategies for
Jet Ski in Mazandaran.
These strategies are:
1- Equipping coast &marine parks (5.9 score)
2- Effective Promotion & Notification (5.85 score)
3- Invite from private sector for investment (5.6 score)
4-Establishment of national league (4.75 score)
In this survey, we found that the best strategy for Jet Ski development
was equipping coast and marine parks in south of Caspian Sea as a major
ecotourism hub in Iran. So, we can suggest related governmental sectors
should equip Coastal marine and marine parks, also Facilitate Capability
of foreign investment along with decline of Challenge of Red tap due
public performance for investors.
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ASSISTED-SUICIDE TOURISM: IS IT TOURISM?
Gregory Higginbotham
Brock University

1

The purpose of this paper is to employ basic social psychological concepts in the
interrelated fields of recreation, leisure, and tourism in an effort to examine if the
medical tourism segment of assisted-suicide tourism is in fact a valid form of
tourism. The comparative analysis reveals that although possessing an intrinsic
motivation and an element of perceived freedom, travel for assisted-suicide is
detached from the rewarding outcomes one normally receives from recreation,
leisure, and tourism. Moreover, the consumption of tourism products is imparting
an impression of actual tourism, whilst in reality the assisted-suicide experience is
very much uninvolved in the true recreational and leisure aspects of tourism. The
results of this paper are valuable for medical tourism and the tourism industry by
helping both to avoid sectors that do not theoretically fit under their designations.
Keywords:

Assisted-suicide
psychology.

tourism;

medical

tourism;

leisure;

social

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
In the struggle to attract tourists in the contemporary competitive
tourism arena, destinations are continuously developing new and
sophisticated attractions as their raison d’être for tourism. As a result, the
tourism literature is frequently confronted with new forms of tourism or
“new tourism” (Poon, 1994) as examples of how products and services,
not originally linked to tourism, are now being commodified into key
tourism attractions.
As founded upon the observations of Connell (2006), medical
attractions are emerging in response to the growing need to travel for
medical intervention in a country other than one’s own. While there is a
growing consensus on what medical tourism involves, there is less
agreement on what types of treatment should be incorporated under this
concept (Tourism Research and Marketing, 2006). Thus, this paper will
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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analytically compare the concept of assisted-suicide tourism with basic
social psychological themes in recreation and leisure in an attempt to
rationalize its overall applicability.
ASSISTED-SUICIDE TOURISM: DEFINITION AND IMPETUS
As a form of medical treatment in theory, assisted-suicide would
qualify as both a niche segment of medical tourism and as a
subcomponent of international tourism. Yet, assisted-suicide tourism does
not occupy a place in the overall conceptual framework of medical
tourism revised recently by Tikkanen (2005) and Tourism Research and
Marketing (2006) (see Figure 1).
The current academic literature on assisted-suicide from a strictly
tourism perspective is in essence non-existent. The only working
definition of assisted-suicide tourism in the tourism literature has been
posed by Huxtable (2009). In discerning the fine lines between suicide
tourism and assisted-suicide tourism, the latter came to be defined as
“assisting the suicidal individual to travel from one jurisdiction to
another, in which s/he will (or is expected to) be assisted in their suicide
by some other person/s” (Huxtable, 2009: 328). The central clarifications
put forth by Huxtable (2009), in his judgment, are only meant to stimulate
rather than stifle the ongoing debates surrounding the understanding and
scope of this very complex concept.
Countries and states all over the world have long debated the
question of whether or not doctors and other health-care professionals, in
certain circumstances, should participate in intentionally causing the
death of a patient, and whether society as a whole should ethically accept
this practice (Vilela and Caramelli, 2009). Switzerland is the only nation
in the world that permits foreigners to seek physician and non-physician
assisted-suicide. Yet, this is only under the provision of Swiss law
requiring that assisted-suicides be conducted for altruistic reasons
(Humphry, 2002). The country’s main non-medical right-to-die
organization Exit Deutsche Schweiz and its subgroups of Exit
International, Dignitas, and Exit ADMD have been prescribing lethal
doses of sodium pentobarbital drugs for self-administration since 1982
(Bosshard, Ulrich, and Bär, 2003). In a related case, there is Mexico,
which, like Switzerland, is quickly becoming a recommended assistedsuicide tourism destination. For approximately seven years now, Exit
International has been providing information to interested individuals
looking to legally purchase veterinary barbiturates from over-the-counter
pet pharmacies in the northern parts of Mexico (Donaldson James, 2008).
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Figure 1 Medical tourism segments
Medical and healthcare
tourism

Illness

Medical check-ups
Health screening
Dental treatment
Joint replacements
Heart surgery
Cancer treatment
Neurosurgery
Transplants

Reproduction

Acupuncture
Aromatherapy
Beauty care
Facials
Exercise and diet
Herbal healing
Homeotherapy
Massage
Spa treatment
Yoga, etc

Enhancement

Wellness

Cosmetic surgery
Breast surgery
Facelifts
Liposuction
Cosmetic dental
work

Fertility treatment
Birth tourism

Source: Tourism Research and Marketing (2006) (adapted after Henderson,
2003)

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOURISM, RECREATION, LEISURE
In early research, the amount of tourism definitions astoundingly
outnumbered the quantity of studies on the phenomenon (Cohen, 1974).
Leiper’s (1979) efforts to classify these definitions and envisage a single,
comprehensive, and widely accepted definition of tourism was perceived
as all but overly-ambitious in the position of Smith (1988). Furthermore,
Hall and Page (2002) came to the realization that over time new and
distinct technical definitions will always materialize in order to suit the
varied purposes of tourism research. Today, the extent to which tourism
definitions are available in the literature illustrates a high degree of
fragmentation. Still, on an overall basis there are some common elements
to be found and it is realistic to accept these commonalities.
On account of contributions made by Jansen-Verbeke and Dietvorst
(1987), Hall’s (2003) common elements of tourism will show that tourism
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overlaps with recreation and the wider realms of leisure (see Figure 2).
Much like tourism, definitions of recreation and leisure are contested for
how, where, when, and why they are used (Poria, Butler, and Airey,
2003). For this reason, it may seem premature to be discussing the
relationships between tourism, recreation, and leisure when each field has
yet to be clearly defined. However, it must be noted that the presence of a
single theory and definition in the social sciences is a very rare occurrence
(Moore, Cushman, and Simmons, 1995).
Figure 2 Relationships between leisure, recreation and tourism

Source: Hall (2003)

TOURISM, RECREATION, LEISURE, AND ASSISTED-SUICIDE?
In early psychological analyses of the determinants and consequences
of leisure behaviour, Neulinger (1974) identified two major factors that
influence the type of leisure state achieved: 1) intrinsic motivation (for
competence and self-determination); and 2) perceived freedom.
Intrinsic motivation, within the meanings and limits of selfdetermination theory, permits a logic whereby an individual, for his or her
own sake, has the voluntary right and/or capacity to choose (without
external compulsion) to end his or her life. Even though assisted suicide
may be intrinsically motivating in itself, it by and large contradicts
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theories of intrinsic motivation that advocate for the preservation of
human life (Manning, 1998).
Freedom is an essential aspect of what is perceived as leisure in an
individual’s subjective mindset (Iso-Ahola, 1982). Research by Pearlman
et al. (2005) suggests that the pursuit of physician-assisted suicide is
motivated by the elaborate interplay of physical and psychological effects
of a chronic or terminal illness. According to Baumeister (1990), a
number of studies have discovered that most suicidal situations possess a
common desire of freedom or escape. By applying the framework of
tourism and leisure motivation conceived by Iso-Ahola (1982), assistedsuicide may provide an outlet for simultaneously escaping something (i.e.
physical and psychological effects of a chronic or terminal illness) and
seeking something (i.e. the fantasy and illusion of oblivion).
The above examination has thus far established an understanding that
intrinsic motivation and perceived freedom can be present in an assistedsuicide leisure travel experience. Nevertheless, an intrinsic motivation and
a perception of escape or freedom at one point in time do not always
guarantee leisure (Godbey, 1985). Wankel (1994) finds that experiencing
the characteristics of intrinsic motivation and perceived freedom through
leisure is conducive to experiencing a subjective state of health. On the
one hand, the fact that an individual acknowledges, values, and engages in
assisted-suicide, for its own sake, is one way in which leisure travel for
assisted-suicide can contribute to health. The dilemma, on the other hand,
rests upon a notion that assisted-suicide cannot be used as a tool to
achieve any physical, social, or psychological rewards, and thus optimal
arousal. In summing up the ideas of Deci and Ryan (1985), intrinsic needs
must motivate an ongoing process of seeking and conquering optimal
challenges for optimal arousal.
These understandings are supported by the assumption that the
individual does not have the physical and psychological capacity to
survive long enough to subjectively experience and be measured for
common rewards like: meaning, interest and enjoyment, greater
competency and self-determination, improved health and well-being, and
in some cases flow (Iso-Ahola, 1982). In the absence of these outcomes,
the assisted-suicide participant is not only unable to continuously interact
with his or her leisure environment and sustain intrinsic motivations for
optimal arousal across their lifespan, but in doing so they also forfeit a
connection to the spheres of tourism, recreation, and leisure.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Much of the tourism industry's modus operandi is based upon an
assumption that tourists are attracted to the cultural opportunities or
special attributes that a particular destination offers (Sdrali and Chazapi,
2007). While the infrastructure of the tourism industry may benefit
economically from travel for assisted-suicide, tourism is theoretically not
just the purchase and consumption of a product. Pennings (2002), in the
context of reproductive tourism, has argued that even though medical
travellers are consuming elements of the tourism product (i.e.
transportation, accommodation, and hospitality), to attach the label of
“tourism” is devaluing the desire motivating the journey by implying that
people are travelling primarily for novelty and a cultural experience.
The application of a social psychology approach has exposed
assisted-suicide tourism to be neither leisure nor tourism. In actual fact,
assisted-suicide may be the antithesis of medical and health tourism.
Health is not just the absence of disease, illness or disability; rather it
encompasses complete physical, mental, and social well-being (Connell,
2006; Didascalou, Lagos, and Nastos, 2009; Magdalini and Paris, 2009;
World Health Organization, 2009). Travel for assisted-suicide, instead,
offers an alternative world of physical and psychological escape without
any perceptible physical and psychological rewards on health and wellbeing.
Though the findings of the analytical comparison has made a case for
assisted-suicide’s place in medical tourism and the tourism industry,
future research can still be redirected towards a few interesting areas.
Research in travel for assisted-suicide might yield different results by
qualitatively studying the perceptions of assisted-suicide as perceived
leisure in place of the objective method employed here. Furthermore,
recreation and leisure studies may be interested in the potential causal link
between barriers to leisure and the search for the eternal void of mortality.
Future studies may also benefit from the examination of the role and
significance of relaxation and relationship enhancement in the assistedsuicide travel experience, as this research study understood the terms to
be too subjective and interpretational to justify any position. Specifically
in relation to tourism, replication of this study from a non-social
psychology approach may build upon the insight gained, or refute it
altogether.
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RURAL TOURISM OFFER AND LOCAL COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION IN THE GAMBIA
1

Ikechukwu O. Ezeuduji
University of Johannesburg, South Africa
Wolfgang Rid
Technische Universitaet Muenchen
Locals have been objects rather than drivers of rural tourism development in The
Gambia and therefore have no direct benefits from tourism. This study used indepth and focus group interviews to identify and analyse the internal and external
driving forces that influence rural tourism development in The Gambia. Rural
tourism development in The Gambia will require a clear value position,
operational excellence and strong customer relations to gain a market leadership
that offers the nation a competitive advantage. The results can be used to help
rural tourism stakeholders with locals at the core, to collaborate and manage this
development proactively and retain revenue generated from tourism within rural
communities. One suggestion made from the results of this study is to encourage
locals to stage events that will lead to establish unique rural tourism experience
which could in turn lead to securing a brand identity in the rural tourism
marketplace.
Keywords:

tourists, rural tourism,
participation, The Gambia

rural

development,

community

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Tourism contribution to the Gross Domestic Product in The Gambia,
one of the smallest nations in West Africa, is projected to increase from
an estimated 13% in 2004 to around 18% by 2020. Employment
generated by tourism is projected to increase from an estimated 16,000
jobs in 2004 to around 35,000 jobs in 2020 (Emerging Market Group,
2005). This level of economic impact makes tourism economically
significant to the nation.
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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Tourism in The Gambia has a high reliance on package tours,
whereby tourists pay for flights, transfers, accommodation and catering in
their home countries before departing, denying locals the opportunities of
fair benefits from tourism. Most hotels in which tourists lodge are situated
close to the Gambian beaches and the urban areas. Tourism in this nation,
therefore, is largely urban although Gambians are making efforts to
spread the development of tourism to rural areas.
Cultural heritage and natural areas of different communities are being
considered as key selling value propositions to the tourists beside the
„sun-beach‟ tourism for which the nation has built up a reputation in the
tourism sector so far (Emerging Market Group, 2005). Some excursions
to rural areas are being organised by different ground tour operators to
offer local experience to tourists, however, tourism in rural areas remain
largely unorganised.
„Rural tourism‟ constituting visits by tourists to rural Gambia to
experience the culture and natural environment of the local population is
considered one of the strategies within the management portfolio of
sustainable rural development. Sustainable rural development, in general,
encourages locals to embark on initiatives that will lead to their own
socio-economic development as well as protecting their environment.
Locals in The Gambia in partnership with some non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) have started organising themselves to offer rural
tourism products and services to generate more income for the local
community. But a careful consideration of the link between this
development‟s internal environment (factors which local rural tourism
stakeholders can control and/or influence) and external environment
(factors which local rural tourism stakeholders cannot control and/or
influence) is needed to make the management of this development more
balanced and strategically orientated, especially at its initial stage.
Recent studies on rural tourism in Africa have enquired into
community-based tourism initiatives: the implications of tourism
development on local communities and factors critical for successful
community-based tourism (such as Akama & Kieti, 2007; Manyara &
Jones, 2007; Kibicho, 2008). In these studies, however, not enough
attention was given to the analysis of the internal and external
environment of rural tourism development. Furthermore, balanced
strategic and proactive management outlook to improve rural tourism
services and community participation was not provided. This study in
contrast will undertake such analysis. Focus group and in-depth
interviews are conducted to analyse the internal and external factors
affecting rural tourism development in the Gambia, e.g. products and
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services offered by rural communities, the structure of decision-making
and stakeholders in the Gambian tourism industry. This information is
used to present a model of rural tourism development for the Gambia and
to make strategic suggestions on how to improve the present Gambian
tourism industry with regard to local community participation and
improved rural tourism activities.
LITERATURE REVIEW – RURAL TOURISM AND COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION
Given the growing competition within the global tourism industry
(Leslie & Wilson, 2006), tourist destinations without a unique market
position may not become viable. Many rural areas worldwide view
tourism growth as a potential solution to the declining extractive
industries and the subsequent loss of economic opportunities and
population decline (Petrzelka et al., 2005); establishing rural tourism as an
alternative means of economic development is therefore being sought
after. Excursions to rural Gambia are seen as a strong mechanism for
linking the tourism sector to the poor (Bah & Goodwin, 2003).
Rural tourism businesses are small and mostly operating on a local
and regional basis outside the mainstream tourism (McKercher &
Robbins, 1998). Not every rural area can benefit equally from the
increasing demand in rural tourism. Those that will benefit will have
natural or cultural attributes, and a critical mass of attractions and
infrastructure to be able to effectively harness the rural tourism market
(Roberts & Hall, 2001). The scale of tourism promoted in rural areas is
diverse, however integrating local products or cultural attributes into
tourism through rustic seasoned event tourism has helped to shape the
emerging form of rural tourism (Liu, 2006).
„Cultural tourism‟ constituting tourists visiting rural areas to
experience local culture has the potential to benefit host communities and
to provide motivation for them to care for and maintain their cultural
heritage. Local communities‟ involvement and cooperation with tour
operators, property owners, and policy makers are however said to be
crucial for the success of cultural tourism activities (Sdrali & Chazapi,
2007).
Tourism in rural areas does not always bring expected benefits to
local people. Motivation to participate in tourism or other factors that
allow for locals‟ active involvement could become critical to successfully
integrate a local community into rural tourism activities. Some
researchers suggested that local communities that need economic
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development would readily embrace tourism (Smith & Krannich, 1998;
Lindberg & Johnson, 1997; Haralambopoulos & Pizam, 1994; King et al.,
1992). Lepp (2008) however found that a rural community can react with
distress towards new tourism development. Community-based tourism
may foster a new form of colonialism and dependency when resource
control is firmly in the hands of foreign investors and/or rural tourism
activities are heavily reliant on funding or donor agencies (Manyara &
Jones, 2007). A lack of proficiency on the part of the local community in
personal business relations, business planning, management and
operational skills may affect tourism business development adversely
(McKercher & Robbins, 1998). Local communities in Africa nevertheless
may want to be drivers rather than objects of their own rural tourism
development to be able to have some degree of control over the rural
tourism sector.
According to Kibicho (2008: 211), there are some crucial factors that
are important to develop a successful community-based tourism in
developing nations, i.e. the involvement of stakeholders, having clear
aims and objectives, making clear which benefit is individual or mutual,
appointing a legitimate convenor, and the commitment to implement
every decision arrived at. The study presented here follows Kibicho‟s
view, as it aims to explore the structure of rural tourism offer in The
Gambia, i.e. products and services offered by rural communities.
Moreover, the structure of political decision making by important
stakeholders in the Gambian tourism sector as well as important internal
and external factors for successful rural tourism implementation will be
analysed in order to help maximise local people‟s benefits from regional
tourism turnover.
Akama and Kieti (2007: 746 – 747) stated that some of the ways in
which tourism can contribute to sustainable rural development in
developing nations include: (1) creation of opportunities for self- and
local employment; (2) encouraging collaboration amongst public and
private sectors, non-governmental organisations, and local communities;
(3) enhancing socio-cultural effects of tourism; (4) enabling local access
to infrastructure and services which are provided for tourists; (5)
supporting local communities‟ participation; and (6) fostering institutional
capacity-building to enable locals‟ active participation. This paper follows
Akama and Kieti‟s opinion, however as the first, third and fourth points
are desired outcomes, this study will rather build on the enablers to
achieve the desired outcomes (see Akama and Kieti‟s second, fifth and
sixth points). We focus on a careful analysis of the internal and external
environments of local communities involved in rural tourism
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development. In this paper, „internal environment‟ is defined as all factors
that influence rural tourism development which local rural tourism
stakeholders can control and/or influence. „External environment‟ is
defined as all factors that influence rural tourism development which local
rural tourism stakeholders cannot control and/or influence.
The analysis of the internal and external environment of rural tourism
in the Gambia was split into several steps: (1) local participation and local
needs as regards rural tourism development; (2) aims and objectives of
rural tourism development; (3) stakeholder analysis of present and future
rural tourism development; (4) identifying unique attractions / attributes
for further rural tourism development in The Gambia; (5) a SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis of rural
tourism in The Gambia; (6) rural tourism development‟s internal and
external environments; and (7) management implications for rural tourism
offer.
METHODOLOGY
Building on a literature review of rural community-based tourism in
developing nations, missing research information on how local
communities may become more economically involved in rural tourism
were identified. The research concept was to investigate the internal and
external environment factors that might influence success or failure of
rural tourism initiatives in the Gambia. No applicative empirical
information to adequately answer the research questions were available
from secondary data or other sources, hence new empirical data had to be
collected to reach the objectives of the study. Furthermore, as this study is
the first to explore the area of rural tourism offer and community
participation in The Gambia, qualitative methods of social sciences‟
research were used. We considered qualitative research methods to be
superior in terms of explanatory power compared to quantitative research
methods as in this study we focused more on explanation than
measurement of phenomena or quantitative generalisations.
Primary data collection on the Gambian case was conducted between
July and September 2006. Relationships among key rural tourism
stakeholders, their roles and perceptions to rural tourism development,
and general rural tourism development questions were enquired (see table
1). The in-depth and focus group interview methods were used because of
their ability to effectively enquire stakeholder relationships and opinions.
Salant & Dillman (1994) pointed to the strategic strength of the interview
method in research studies, where no mail or other listing of the target
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group members is available but where the target group can be reached
easily in their abode, which applied to our study design. Four groups of
stakeholders were selected for interviews based on these stakeholders‟
key roles in rural tourism in the Gambia after consultation with the
country‟s tourism research office (see Table 1 for selected interview
groups, specific methods used, and checklist of topics).
Table 1 Key stakeholders involved in rural tourism
development process as sources of data
Stakeholders and their
role in rural tourism
Group 1
Government officials
responsible for tourism
development:
(a) Department of State for
Tourism and Culture
(responsible for tourism
policy formulation); and
(b) Gambia Tourism
Authority (responsible for
tourism policy
implementation)
Group 2
Ground Tour Operators
(bringing in tourists)

Group 3
ECCO officials, a nongovernmental organisation
(working with locals in rural
tourism projects)
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Data collection
method

Focus group
interviews

In-depth interviews

Focus group

Checklist of topics

Tourism development in
The Gambia.
Potentials for tourism in
rural areas.
Compatibility of rural
tourism with the overall
tourism policy.
Role of local communities
in tourism in The Gambia.
Chances of success or
failure of rural tourism
initiative.
Nature conservation
strategies.
Tourism marketing.
External factors affecting
rural tourism.
Relationships between
stakeholders.
Potentials for tourism in
rural areas.
Role of rural communities
in the tourism industry
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Group 4
Local people (offering rural
tourism products and
services)

interviews

(with aims and objectives).
Gender roles with
particular reference to rural
tourism.
Chances of success or
failure of rural tourism
initiative.
Nature conservation
awareness and strategies.
Tourism marketing.
Problems faced so far and
likely problems in the
future.

Focus group and in-depth interviews were conducted with
stakeholder groups 1 and 2 respectively, i.e. five key Government
officials responsible for tourism development, and five ground tour
operators‟ representatives. The interviews with groups 1 und 2 were used
to enquire into recent issues in tourism development in The Gambia, the
stakeholders and their interests, the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats (SWOT) that rural areas and locals have or face in tourism
development. The strategic strength of face-to-face interviews in getting
more accurate responses as compared to phone or e-mail inquiries has
been suggested by Salant and Dillman (1994), and was used to conduct
the interviews in this study. The Government officials were interviewed
in a group, and the ground tour operators were interviewed separately.
This is because the Government officials pursue similar objectives and are
not economically competing for market shares unlike the tour operators,
who may have different commercial and other interests that they would
not like to talk about with other tour operators present in an interview
situation. Notes were taken during the interviews and transcripts written
immediately thereafter to document the interviews for analysis.
Groups 3 and 4 of rural tourism stakeholders were interviewed using the
focus group interview method. Community leaders from two local
communities (Berefet and Njawara) in The Gambia that were recently
starting rural tourism initiatives were selected for focus group
discussions; seven female leaders and seven male leaders were separately
group-interviewed in each of the two communities, leading to four
separate focus group discussions. Community leaders here comprise of
both village heads (recognised formally to have leadership roles, with
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authority bestowed on them due to their age), and youth groups‟ heads
(elected democratically by youth groups). Five members of a nongovernmental organisation working with the locals in rural tourism issues
were also involved in separate focus group discussions. Focus groups 3
and 4 interviews enquired into potentials that rural Gambia have as
regards rural tourism, local perceptions on rural tourism development,
gender issues, aims and objectives of tourism and how they have
organised themselves to provide tourism services in their local
communities. Recent problems that stakeholders might have faced so far
in tourism management and probable future issues were also of interest to
this study. Interview discussions also included the local environmental
suitability for tourism development and associated tourism services as
well as the pros and cons of this new development to their environment,
social structures and cultures. The focus groups were guided by a
checklist of topics and involved interactions between subjects as well as
interactions between the moderator and the subjects. In the in-depth
interviews, a checklist of topics was used which guided the interaction
between the interviewer and the subjects (Veal, 1997; Karmakar, 2011).
Notes were taken during the interviews and transcripts made immediately
afterwards.
For data analysis‟ purpose, a content analysis of the in-depth
interviews‟ and focus groups‟ transcripts was carried out which involved
a coding and classification of recurring opinions (see Williams & Dair,
2007) on a checklist of topics. Incidences of opinions were classified as
very commonly recorded, commonly recorded, and infrequently recorded;
and subsequently served as framework for the following results and
discussions‟ section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Local participation, aims and objectives of rural tourism
development
In the two case study communities, interviewed local community
leaders expressed active level of participation in rural tourism activities,
though their roles differ with regard to gender. Women perceive that their
role needs more improvement, to be managers and not to be managed, to
lead and not to be led, and expressed their willingness to be involved with
men in any rural tourism initiative (commonly recorded). This is in line
with the findings of the Emerging Market Group (2005) which showed
that women have suffered specific discrimination within the tourism
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sector in The Gambia. Also, Tripp (2004) noted that a process of change
over entrenched inequalities in the exclusion of women from public
decision-making in Africa will require simultaneous struggles over the
norms governing gender roles and behaviour and over public decisionmaking authority. In The Gambia, both women and men are known to
work together in rural development projects. This trend has to be
continued for the case of rural tourism development without changing the
social network structure. Most interviewees, therefore, emphasized that
purely men or women self-organised rural developmental networks may
not be very successful if encouraged (commonly recorded).
It is observed from focus groups that more institutional capacity
building among locals for both men and women, in personal relationships,
business planning, management and operational skills is needed to sustain
the new rural tourism development (very commonly recorded). These
results support the findings of McKercher & Robbins (1998), and Adama
& Kieti (2007), which reported that basic proficiency in these skills is
necessary for tourism development. Capacity building should not be
gender biased, but be focused at creating a mixture of both male and
female tourism managers at the community level on the long-term.
Locals stated society focused objectives of their local rural tourism
development to include: (1) alleviation of poverty in all participating local
communities; (2) increasing the protection of the natural environment; (3)
improving human resource development; (4) promoting equal opportunity
employment, regardless of gender; and (5) increasing the active
participation of all stakeholders and building strong partnership among
them (all objectives very commonly or commonly recorded).
In contrast to Lepp (2008), who reported that a rural community can
react with distress towards new tourism development, we found that
tourism development was associated with positive perceptions. This result
would therefore support the findings of other recent studies (Smith &
Krannich, 1998; Lindberg & Johnson, 1997; Haralambopoulos & Pizam,
1994; King et al., 1992), where authors pointed out that locals who wish
for economic development would readily embrace tourism.
Stakeholder analysis of rural tourism development
This section starts with an overview of the hierarchical structure and
levels of power of the present tourism institutions in The Gambia (fig.1).
Based on in-depth and focus group interviews, the hierarchical model of
the political tourism institutions are complemented with additional
information on stakeholder activities and linked to a model of cooperation
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of all important stakeholders in the Gambian rural tourism industry,
including local communities (fig.2).
Figure 1 The hierarchical structure of tourism institutions in
The Gambia*
Department of Physical
Planning and Housing

Office of The

President

National Environment

Agency

Department of
Finance and
Economic Affairs

Government of The
Gambia/ Public Sector

Gambia Ports
Authority
Gambia Civil Aviation
Authority

Tourism policy/ Regulatory role

Department of State for
Tourism and Culture
Implementation of Government‘s tourism policy

Gambia Tourism Authority

Tourism investment outside TDA.
Gambia Investment Promotion
and Free Zones Agency

Tourism investment within TDA.

Private sector:
The Gambia Hotel Association
The Gambia Travel and Tourism Association
The Association of Small-scale Enterprises in
Tourism

* TDA in this figure stands for Tourism Development Areas.
From what is displayed in figure 1, tourism related policy and
implementation institutions in The Gambia are strictly hierarchically
organised, the structure is „tall‟ and has strong elements of bureaucracy in
it. In order to improve rural tourism development, highly efficient and
flexible policies are to be implemented, e.g. for flexible national funding
schemes in favour of rural tourism businesses.
Owing to the fact that successful community participation in the rural
tourism business is dependent on institutionalising rural tourism and local
community participation, this research tried to find a model that reflects
the need for flexible and efficient policies. In this model, the community
becomes a central part of the institutions involved in rural tourism
industry. The model presented here can be called the “cooperation model”
(see figure 2) and displays all stakeholders involved in rural tourism in
the Gambia, partitioned in three levels of interest: the „state
(governmental) level‟, the „local level‟ and the „tourist level‟.
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Figure 2 Cooperation model involving rural tourism stakeholders in
The Gambia*

Dept. of State for
Tourism and Culture

Donor Agencies

NGOs, e.g. ECCO

Backpackers

Gambia Tourism
Authority

Local Communities

Tourists

National Environment
Agency (NEA)

Tour operators

State level

Local level

Tourist level

* ‘Backpackers’ in figure 2 are those visitors who individually come and
decide to tour rural Gambia, while ‘tourists’ are those visitors who come
to The Gambia through tour operators.
The Department of State for Tourism and Culture passes the policies
to govern and support rural tourism development. Also, on the „state
(governmental) level‟ the Gambia Tourism Authority is responsible for
the implementation of rural tourism policy, e.g. by marketing the nation
internationally and by supporting tourism related human resource
development projects in rural communities. The environmental impact of
rural tourism projects is assessed by the National Environment Agency
(NEA). Community development projects, e.g. rural tourism projects, are
primarily financed by donor agencies, which closely cooperate with
numerous non-governmental organisations (NGOs). The NGOs try to
support rural tourism projects by providing services such as research
projects, communication, training and organisational support.
According to the results of the interviews carried out with local
community leaders, NGOs will play a bridging role between locals on the
one hand and tour operators, donor agencies and the NEA on the other
hand. The tour operators in turn are expected to continuously bring
tourists to rural areas and decide on itineraries. Tour operators are also
seen as experts to advise communities on professional ways of organising
local events in order to impart experience on tourists. In the “cooperation
model”, the „local communities‟ as an institution is placed in the centre,
as the locals themselves are expected to become the main organisers of
local events to offer tourist experience within their rural space. According
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to the interviews, the reliance on backpackers is evaluated as not
sustainable for a local community-based rural tourism development in
The Gambia. Backpackers are quite few in numbers and make
disorganised visits, which mean fewer turnovers for local tourism
businesses. In contrast, tourists who come through tour operators are
many and make organised visits through the tour operators (commonly
recorded).
Also, community leaders expressed concern for the need for rural
tourism businesses to be locally owned by the communities but be
supported by the tour operators, the Government and the NGOs (very
commonly recorded).
The tour operators interviewed expressed the need to support rural
tourism development, but decried the poor infrastructural development in
rural Gambia (very commonly recorded). According to the tour operators,
the poor road infrastructure in the Gambia is one of the weaknesses of
new rural tourism development. These results form a complement to the
findings of Bah and Goodwin (2003) which stated that tour operators
might be willing to support locally owned businesses, as there is an
increasing concern of tour operators to develop new business
opportunities and to care for the welfare of the local Gambian population.
The Government officials interviewed emphasised their support for
rural tourism development, especially in the western part of the nation. If
done in a sustainable and responsible way, rural tourism can contribute
significantly to the quality of life in The Gambia, i.e. through income
generation, employment provision, increased foreign exchange and social
awareness (commonly recorded). This reflects Tosun‟s (2005) research
results that appropriate political decision making at central level, enacting
relevant legal frameworks, empowering local communities and
cooperation of dominant elite groups are critical to the emergence of the
participatory tourism development approach in developing countries.
The Government officials further pointed out (very commonly
recorded) that the nation‟s tourism industry is heavily dependent on tour
operators bringing in tourists and suggested that exploring other forms of
tourism in The Gambia can reduce this dependence (see also Manyara &
Jones, 2007).
From the findings with regard to the “cooperation model”, we
conclude that a combination of efforts from the public sector and donor
agencies would be necessary to push-start high quality tourism
infrastructural development in the western Gambia. Also, at this early
stage of rural tourism development, a better interpretation of all aspects of
the Gambian natural, cultural and historical heritages is needed to make
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new infrastructural investments part of a sustainable tourism
development. This will be in line with Roberts & Hall‟s (2001) proposal
of creating a balance between acknowledging and embedding bottom-up
values and the need for bringing to bear top-down resources. Public
strategic actions need to be framed with care and sensitivity, to embrace
and represent host communities‟, tour operators‟ and environmental
interests.
The ‘internal environment’ of rural tourism
In this paper, „internal environment‟ is defined as all factors that
influence rural tourism development which local rural tourism
stakeholders can control and/or influence. Earlier, we have discussed the
levels of power as well as the structure of cooperation of institutions
involved in rural tourism in the Gambia (fig. 2: “cooperation model”).
To complement the “cooperation model”, interview data were used to
generate a systems map (fig. 3) showing rural tourism‟s „internal
environment’ and „near environment‟ activities (cf. Stapleton, 2007).
Within the inner circle displayed in fig. 3 are the institution‟s ‘internal
environment’ activities, which the local communities have complete
control over. Outside the inner circle, the institutional „near environment‟
activities are displayed, which are tourism activities that local
communities can influence but have no control of, because the activities
are performed by rural tourism stakeholders other than the local
communities.
This study infers that for example, the staging of tourism events and
the associated tourist services are within the power of rural local
communities, however initial funding, tourists‟ acquisition, capacity
building, etc. have to be implemented by other rural tourism stakeholders.
Cooperation amongst all rural tourism stakeholders is therefore crucial for
new rural tourism development.
Tourism attractions and the ‘external environment’: a SWOT
analysis
Based on in-depth interviews and focus groups, we tried to identify
attributes of tourism attractions that can be packaged and sold to the
tourists, which have the potential to offer The Gambia a unique selling
anchor with which it can strategically market itself and differentiate itself
from other competitors. Having a unique selling proposition (USP) is
discussed as having a great potential to benefit local communities
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involved in rural tourism (see also Bah & Goodwin, 2003). A distinct
brand identity can help The Gambia establish a clear and competitive
position (cf. Cai, 2002; Liu, 2006). The focus group interviews with
government officials and local community leaders as well as the in-depth
interviews with tour operators led to numerous evaluations and
assessments of The Gambia‟s supply of tourism services. We found the
SWOT method best suited to organise and structure the data received
from the interviewees (opinions, very commonly and commonly
recorded).
Figure 3 Systems map, Gambian rural tourism
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Central assets of rural tourism offers in The Gambia, following the
responses of the interviewees, can be subdivided into three main classes
of attributes namely; cultural, natural and historical attributes (fig. 4).
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Figure 4 Rural tourism attractions in The Gambia
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The Gambia is endowed with natural and cultural heritage
accompanied with friendly and hospitable people (very commonly
recorded). These assets are both high- and low-profile symbols with
which the nation can position itself in the rural tourism marketplace. The
main assets of The Gambia‟s rural areas (fig. 4) were introduced as
„strengths‟ to the SWOT analysis table (tab. 2).
The „external environment‟ of the Gambian rural tourism sector
consists of the social, technological, economic, environmental and
political factors (acronym, STEEP) which the local communities and
other stakeholders involved in rural tourism have neither control nor
influence over, but can only respond to. To further develop a SWOT
analysis, the qualitative data was analysed according to the STEEP
concept, (see STEEP factors according to Stapleton, 2007: 85). A
sophisticated monitoring system is needed to be able to quickly respond
to external environment‟s changes and hence proactively manage rural
tourism. To develop such a monitoring system for the Gambia‟s (rural)
tourism sector, STEEP factors that are crucial to rural tourism
development have to be identified. From this study‟s data, some
important issues with regard to STEEP factor‟s monitoring could be
identified and were recorded as part of the SWOT analysis (tab. 2).
Analysing the interviews‟ data, we first focused on social factors
which rural tourism stakeholders in The Gambia may have to respond to:
commonly and very commonly recorded statements included social
aspects such as the perception of increasing political instability in Africa
(as a continent), the perception of increasing health hazards (e.g. malaria,
HIV/AIDS) for a trip to Africa, as well as culture shocks caused by a
„clash of cultures‟ when Gambians and tourists meet (see the „threats‟
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section in the SWOT analysis; tab. 2). Gambians can respond to these
threats, by reinforcing a national image of a peaceful and stable political
climate, marketing the nation under a cultural umbrella alongside the well
known „sun-beach‟ tourism using its rich diverse cultural heritage and
authentic archaeological sites (see the „strengths‟ section in the SWOT
analysis; tab. 2). Tourists may become well informed that with adequate
prevention and prophylactic measures the perceived health hazards can be
reduced to the barest minimum.
Among the technological factors most commonly mentioned by the
interviewees were the effects of information and communications
technology (ICT): on the one hand, the increased use of ICT, e.g. in
booking tourism services, is expected to lower the spatial and temporal
barriers and hence improve the market share of distant destinations such
as The Gambia; on the other hand, the increased use of ICT is expected to
further intensify the competition on the tourism market. The Gambia can
respond to this through intensified internet marketing of rural tourism
products and services pointing to the Gambia‟s unique rural tourism
qualities and hence better target desired tourists‟ clusters. The friendliness
and hospitality of the locals are other strengths which the nation as a rural
tourism destination can use to respond to increased use of ICT and
competition on the tourism market.
With regard to the economic factors of the STEEP concept, the
factors most commonly mentioned by the interviewees pointed to the
present global financial crisis in the western nations from where the
nation receive most tourists. Also, the interviewees stressed market
inefficiencies, the perception of economic cycles moving from boom to
bust, and the increasing competition in the global tourism industry. Some
of the strengths of the Gambian tourisms industry, such as the aggressive
pricing of the destination, can help to balance the above mentioned
economic threats. Continual monitoring of arrivals through Tourists‟
Information Systems and medium-term policies such as adequate
investment planning is needed to foster a stable tourism development.
Monitoring and evaluation of rural tourism products and services could
also help to improve tourism offers and to achieve efficiency in operation
and consistency in delivery. We conclude that combining these strategies
is a prerequisite to achieve the above-mentioned unique selling
proposition and to develop a Gambian tourism brand of high international
standard. From the interviews‟ data, numerous other strengths and
opportunities of the Gambian tourism external environment which were
identified and perceived capable to combat economical challenges are: the
low crime rate and safe cultural environment for tourists, a sunny and hot
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climate suitable for an all-year-round-tourism, new niche market of
individual travel developing globally, relatively short flight distances
from Europe, perception of having „rural idyll‟ experience, the River
Gambia (navigable for 200km from the capital city into the villages),
more than 500 bird species in a relatively small catchment‟s area and the
potential to create more linkages between the tourism and the agricultural
sector.
Environmental factors that can be associated with the „external
environment‟ of the Gambian rural tourism industry were also identified
from the interview data. Most commonly, interviewees mentioned the
perception that many so-called „ecotourists‟ actually do not travel in an
environmentally friendly manner. According to Roberts and Hall (2001),
regions marketing themselves as tourist destinations should promote a
prior understanding of the ecological limits or range of change through
tourism acceptable to the region, and also should monitor how the
region‟s environmental quality is placed at risk by intended tourism
development processes. Following Robert and Hall‟s opinion, we
recommend that The Gambia use their environmental impact assessment
procedures (formulated by the National Environment Agency) to enable
communities wishing to be involved in rural tourism uphold the desired
environmental standards. From the interviews, it can be concluded that
not all rural communities are environmentally insensitive to rural tourism
development. Those that are fragile should be discouraged from further
rural tourism development by cooperative information and negotiation.
Adequate information and communication channels can help tour
operators, tourists and locals to become increasingly sensitive to rural
environment‟s vulnerability, so as not to turn the recreational idyll into a
recreational mess. Tourists should be informed adequately by tour
operators about the communities they wish to visit, as well as about
environmentally sensitive areas in the region of visit. Negative
environmental effects from overcrowding can also be avoided through
progressive monitoring, evaluation and limit setting with regard to
maximum number of visitors. Locals themselves are responsible for
protecting their own environment. Progressive institutional capacity
building can lead to increased environmental awareness on the part of the
locals. With regard to quantitative data however, there exist no reports on
the scope of negative environmental impact from tourism in The Gambia
by the time this study was conducted.
Political factors are not perceived as significant external factors to the
Gambian rural tourism development by the interviewees in this study. The
Government of The Gambia through the Department of State for Tourism
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and Culture are stakeholders in the Gambian rural tourism business.
Policies are already in place to support rural tourism development, and
any future regulation is not being considered as an important external
factor. Foreign policies however, put in place by tourists‟ nations of
origin, may affect the demand of tourism in The Gambia.
With reference to the „strengths‟ and „opportunities‟ side of the
SWOT analysis (table 2), it can be argued, that rural tourism initiatives in
the Gambia can benefit from typical African rural idyll experience
settings, which consist of typical Gambian rural products and services.
Müller et al. (2004) discussed the term “experience setting through
events” as spatially and timely specific situations with a consciously
animated atmosphere, to provide audience with such experiences. The
attributes of The Gambian tourism attractions identified above (cultural,
natural and historical attributes) are well suited to stage events that can
impart experiences on tourists. To stage events in turn has the potential to
improve the competitive position of The Gambia within the international
tourism industry. Clear aims and commitment as well as adequate
political decision making nevertheless, will be necessary to achieve
improved turnover from rural tourism in the Gambia. Also, further
investments are necessary to improve the tourism infrastructure and to
improve marketing efforts in order to enable rural communities to attract
tourists by themselves instead of having to rely solely on the marketing
power of foreign tour operators.
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Table 2 SWOT analysis of the Gambian rural tourism
Strengths (positive factors,
internal)
Traditional active community
participation in development
projects.
Peaceful and stable political
climate in The Gambia.
Low crime rate and safe cultural
environment for tourists.
Existence of eco-tourism strategy
to compliment rural tourism.
Diverse tribes and cultures with
rich cultural heritage.
Authentic archaeological sites. Pre
and post-colonial historical sites
(slave trade).
Friendliness of rural population
with English as official language.
Affordability of destination.

Weaknesses (negative factors,
internal)
No clear functional framework for
rural tourism.
Lack of adequate skilled
manpower in rural areas.
Low level of entrepreneurial
culture and customer service
orientation. “African time” – a
problem of reliability.
Inadequate marketing potential.
Limited investment in high quality
tourism products and services.
Partly undeveloped infrastructure
(power and roads).
Sub-standard quantity and quality
of landing sites (jetties) along
River Gambia.
Unimproved interpretation of all
aspects of Gambian natural,
cultural and historical heritage.
Gender stereotyping on
employment.
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Opportunities (positive factors,
external)
Sunny climate suitable for all year
round tourism.
New niche market focusing on
individual travel.
No „jet lag‟ problems due to
relatively short flight duration
from Europe.
African continent perceived as
having the “rural idyll”
atmosphere.
River Gambia (navigable for
200km) offers opportunities for
transport, river cruising, water
sports, fishing, and is marked by
tropical forest, bamboo and
mangrove swamps.
Not sensitive to highly dangerous
natural disasters.
More than 500 species of birds,
mostly found along River Gambia.
More linkages between tourism
and agriculture needed.
No major negative socio-cultural
and environmental impact
observed from tourism so far.

Threats (negative factors,
external)
Perception of increasing political
instability in the region of West
Africa.
Perception of increasing health
hazards (e.g., malaria and
HIV/AIDS) for a trip to West
Africa.
„Culture shock‟ to both Gambians
and tourists.
Increasing market competition in
global tourism, especially with the
emergence of new information and
communication technology.
Global market inefficiency,
financial crisis.
„Eco-tourists‟ are actually not
behaving environmentally friendly.

Management implications for rural tourism development
This study conceptualised the emerging rural tourism in The Gambia
(see fig. 5). A new “cooperation model” was introduced (fig. 2), which
suggests the acceptance of the present form of tourism in The Gambia as
a starting point but seeks a linking package that will help make tourism
more sustainable.
According to the results presented above, event-based rural tourism is
perceived as having the potential to become the USP in The Gambia‟s
tourism industry. The Gambia‟s rural experience could be imparted on
tourists as staged local events presenting highlights of actual traditional
events with cultural performances. Rural communities are perceived to
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best benefit from rural tourism, when running a diversification strategy
with regard to the structure of tourism offerings. The Gambian
communities are to concentrate on different offers in different villages
according to what a particular village is specialised in. Tourists can travel
from one village to another, participating in different staged events and
enjoy a whole rural Gambian experience at the end (very commonly
recorded).
Figure 5 Proposed rural tourism model, involving local
communities
Rural areas:

Urban areas:
`hard tourism structures´ related to
the coast infrastructure, high
tourism, unevenly distributed income

Present
tourism

low tourism with many
backpackers, low income,
excursions with no income,
environmental threats unpaid,
threats to rich local culture

New
package
Tourists

Perception of
`rural idyll`
symbols

Urban areas:
`hard tourism structures´ related to
the coast infrastructure, high
tourism, unevenly distributed
income

Rural
Communities

Experience cluster
with a setting theme

Rural areas:
Relatively high tourism with event
tourists and backpackers, higher
Proposed income, excursions with income,
eventenvironmental threats paid for,
based rural
strengthen local identity and family
tourism
structure, enhancement of local
knowledge and tradition

The locals are required to provide products and services needed for
this form of rural tourism, however the issue of “African time”
(commonly recorded), that is not keeping to the time known in so many
African villages, needs to be addressed through education and information
on Western tourists‟ expectations. Inaccuracy in time-keeping otherwise
may lead to anger, disappointment and stress on the tourists and hence
limit successful rural tourism development.
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The rural tourism model concept (fig. 5) is provided to illustrate how
the present form of tourism in the Gambia (package tourism) can be
transformed into a more locally controlled tourism industry with
improved environmental awareness and protection. Using this model of
„new‟ Gambian tourism business structure, the tour operators will
continue to tailor excursions and offer transportation for tourists to the
villages. The Gambian locals can offer catering, camp accommodation
and guides as well as performances highlighting rural Gambian
experiences. Backpackers will still be encouraged to access rural Gambia,
however this model rather targets organised event rural tourists who will
come through tour operators. Most importantly, the turnover generated
from experience tourism offers will remain with the local communities,
e.g. through NGOs assistance to coordinate and secure the money
transfers between tour operators and the locals (commonly recorded).
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of in-depth and focus group interviews with
stakeholders involved in the rural tourism development in The Gambia
had local communities at the core. From the results we conclude that rural
tourism may not become a panacea for package tours in the nation. Rural
tourism, however, has the potential to lead to a fairer distribution of
tourism benefits among the stakeholders and particularly to a higher share
of tourism revenues for the local rural communities. At the local level,
improved capacity building, institutionalising and collaboration among
different rural communities are recommendations drawn from the
interview data in this study to foster the Gambian rural tourism
development. At the political or state level, clear legal framework
formulation and effective policies‟ implementation especially with regard
to public investment and infrastructure provision are necessary to make
rural tourism an integrated and functional part of the Gambian tourism
industry.
In this study, the results from the interviews with regard to the
assessment of The Gambia‟s future tourism development were bundled
and presented in a SWOT analysis summary. According to the SWOT
analysis, there is a high potential to offer unique rural tourism attractions
to complement the package „sun-beach‟ tourism schemes in the Gambia,
which until the time of writing this paper, is the major source of tourism
revenue in the Gambia. By offering unique experience setting tourism
schemes through events organised in rural areas, rural tourism in The
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Gambia could have a unique selling proposition within the international
tourism industry.
Rural tourism schemes, however, are heavily dependent on healthy
environmental conditions, as the „rural idyll‟ perception is a main
motivation for tourists to visit rural Africa. The numbers of tourists and
tourism activities in rural Gambia therefore, have to be carefully planned
in size as to not exceed the carrying capacities of rural communities. This
will help to establish a sustainable and healthy social environment in the
host communities.
Rural tourism in The Gambia requires local ownership, if the rural
communities are to benefit from rural tourism. Numerous external
economic interests nevertheless play a role to continuously run rural
tourism activities, hence important stakeholders such as the ground tour
operators (private sector) and the non-governmental organisations have to
be actively involved in this development. Also, appropriate policies have
to be in place to guarantee a fair distribution of rural tourism revenue
among the main stakeholders. Donor agencies are needed at the initial
stage of this development but locals can subsequently take over long-term
business responsibilities by achieving a clear value position, operational
excellence and strong customer relations using some of the suggestions
provided by this study to increase viability and independence. Improved
rural tourism activities rooted in the local communities may enable the
nation to gain a significant competitive advantage among other African
and international rural tourism destinations. The marketing concept
proposed by Bosworth (1995) of identifying customer needs and finding
ways of satisfying them could guide the monitoring and evaluation
processes of this development.
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ANGKOR HERITAGE TOURISM AND TOURIST PERCEPTIONS
1

Vannarith Chheang
Cambodian Institute for Cooperation and Peace
The paper examines tourist perceptions and experiences through conducting
survey based on the standard questionnaire. It argues that tourist perception is
positive and their experiences are beyond expectations based on cultural
enrichment and local people friendliness plus local hospitality facilities. The type
of tourists visiting Angkor can be generally categorized as cultural tourists. Their
motives and experiences are intertwined. Although tourists are satisfied with
their visit, there are some concerns especially the issues of environmental
pollution, sanitation and cleanliness, local poverty, and language barriers, which
lead to lack of communication between tourists and local people.
Keywords:

Angkor, Heritage Tourism, Tourist Perceptions, Cambodia

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Tourism cannot take place without the presence of tourists. Sustainable
tourism is impossible without the participation of tourists. Tourist
motivations to visit a place are the main factors affecting the decision to
travel. Tourist perceptions give meaning to the tourist destination and
play an important role in relation to issues of sustainability. Poria argues
that tourist perceptions are at the core of heritage tourism (Poria, et al.,
2003). This chapter, therefore, examines tourist‟s perceptions of their
visits to Angkor Park and Siem Reap town.
TOURIST PERCEPTIONS AND MOTIVATIONS
Cultural heritage tourism is composed of “customized excursions into
other cultures and places to learn about their people, lifestyle, heritage
and arts in an informed way that genuinely represents those cultures and
their historical contexts” (Craik, 1995:6). Tourist perceptions determine
the values of the destinations. Graham et al. (2000:2) stated that “people
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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in the present are the creators of heritage, and not merely passive
receivers or transmitters of it [as] the present creates the heritage it
requires and manages it for a range of contemporary purposes”. To
understand tourist perceptions and experience, it is essential to know the
context within which tourism operates and tourists become engaged.
Ryan argues that “Texuality is important in the post-modernist approach
to understanding human behaviour” (Ryan, 1997:18, original italics). To
understand tourist motivations and experiences is a difficult task given the
great diversity among tourists from different cultures and backgrounds.
Tourist experience are complex and difficult to generalize and studies of
this issue are still little developed (Cohen, 2004:23; Dann, 2004).
Holiday motivations can be categorized as the need for relaxation,
social contact, mastery (tourists feel they are superior to local people and
consume tourism products and services which they rarely do on an
everyday basis), and intellectual stimulation (Ryan, 1997:71). Motives
behind tourists selecting different types of pleasure vacation and
destination can include socio-psychological motives (escape from a
perceived mundane environment, exploration and evaluation of self,
relaxation) and cultural motives (novelty, curiosity, adventure, the desire
to learn about new and different cultures, education) (Deffner et al., 2009;
Leslie and Wilson, 2006; Crampton, 2004).
The motivations of individual tourists are influenced by personality,
lifestyle, past experiences, and personal circumstances, including family
situation and disposable income. In addition, a person‟s experience of life
also impacts their mode of travel (Cohen, 1979). Tourists, like pilgrims,
search for familiar, sacred, and exotic places to enhance their experiences
and it is not totally correct to say that tourists look only for “authenticity”
(Urry, 2002, p.11-12).
Places are characterized by meanings we give to them and the nature
of the experience is shaped by the experience of travel (Suvantola,
2002:29-39). In general we could say that tourists seek both superficial
experiences (Boorstin, 1972) and perceived authenticity (MacCannell
1976, Cohen, 1988). Based on those assumptions, Swarbrooke and
Horner (2007) concluded that there were six interrelated factors
determining tourist motivations to visit a particular place: physical
environment, emotion (similar to superficial experiences), personality,
personal development, status, and cultural values (similar to perceived
authenticity).
According to Cohen (2004), in general, tourists pursue different
modes of experience, including “the recreational mode”, the “diversionary
mode”, “the experiential mode”, “the experimental mode”, and “the
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existential mode”. The recreational mode is the kind of recreational
experiences to be found in entertainment such as going to the cinema,
theatre, or watching television. The diversionary mode is a movement
away from the center (i.e. daily routine and life style) to find alternative
environments for the “forgetfulness” of the center in order to forget about
everyday life while on holiday. The difference between recreational and
diversionary tourists is that recreational tourists adhere to the center; they
look for things similar to normal everyday life while diversionary tourists
escape from the center and find a “center-less” space. The experiential
mode means that tourists seek for new authentic experiences and
meanings (Sdrali and Chazapi, 2007). The experimental mode also
focuses on authentic experience, but these types of tourists try to explore
various things and places until they can find something suitable for their
needs and desires. The motivation of the existential mode of tourists is
stronger than that of the experimental tourists, since the existential
tourists commit themselves to finding a new, external “spiritual center”
different from their own society and culture.
Tourist perceptions are shaped generally by two elements: the real
situation or environment at the destination and the tourist‟s value system
(Mohamed, 2008; Gnoth, 1997). The attributes and sources of the place
and the lenses or perspective of tourists reflect the general perceptions of
tourists towards the place (Skanavis and Giannoulis, 2010). In other
words, space and value system are the integral elements determining the
tourist perception.
This chapter a attempts to explore and understand the experiences
and perceptions of tourists during their visits to Angkor Park and Siem
Reap town. How do Cohen‟s categories relate to the tourists at Angkor?
Are they in “the recreational mode,” the “diversionary mode,” “the
experiential mode,” “the experimental mode,” or “the existential mode”?
Is there a particular type of tourist that predominates in Angkor? Are
tourists‟ motives related to other variables such as nationality or region,
generation, and level of education? Is there any relationship between
tourist motivations and tourist perceptions? How do tourists arrange their
travel and their mode of traveling? Are tourists satisfied with their visits?
Will they recommend Angkor to others?
RESEARCH METHOD
To understand tourist perceptions in regard to Angkor heritage
tourism, structured questions were distributed and free style interviews
were conducted with tourists at Siem Reap International Airport, the
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Angkor heritage site, and in the town of Siem Reap. The purpose of the
survey was to reach as diverse a group of people from as many different
countries as possible. The survey was conducted in two stages: the first
pilot survey in February 2007, and the second survey from December
2007 to March 2008. As a result, 219 completed questionnaires were
returned from the international tourists from different countries of
residence (see table 1). In order to have a broader perspective from both
international and local tourists, the author decided to conduct another 23
face-to-face interviews with Cambodian tourists visiting Angkor during
their Chinese New Year holiday on 12 and 13 of February 2008. So in
total there were 242 respondents in the survey. Most of the questions were
designed to be answered using a five-point scale (1: very little, 2: little, 3:
medium, 4: much, 5: very much).
Profile of respondents
The majority of tourists were visiting Angkor for the first time, which
accounted for more than 80% (n=195) of all respondents. Most of the
respondents were aged from 20 to 59; including 66 between 20 and 29, 74
between 30 and 39, 60 between 40 and 49, and 28 between 50 and 59.
Some 82% of the tourists had education higher than high school,
including vocational training (16.9%), bachelor‟s degrees (41.7%) and
masters or doctoral degrees (22.7%).
Table 1 Have you been in the area before?

Valid

Frequency
42

Percent
17.4

Valid Percent
17.4

Cumulative
Percent
17.4

No

200

82.6

82.6

100.0

Total

242

100.0

100.0

Yes

However, the majority of the tourists had neither previously studied
cultures, nor had culture related employment (n= 188, or 77.7%). This
means that cultural tourists do not necessarily have culture-related
education backgrounds or work. Tourists learn from their encounters and
experiences. As a Cambodian tour guide observed “Many of them come
here without much knowledge of Angkor. They come and learn here. I
don‟t know how much they learn but at least they learn something.” i
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Table 2 Gender

Valid

Male

Frequency
144

Percent
59.5

Valid Percent
59.5

Cumulative
Percent
59.5

98

40.5

40.5

100.0

242

100.0

100.0

Female
Total

Table 3 Age

Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent
1.2

Cumulative
Percent
1.2

3

Percent
1.2

20-29

66

27.3

27.3

28.5

30-39

74

30.6

30.6

59.1

40-49

60

24.8

24.8

83.9

50-59

28

11.6

11.6

95.5

Over 60

11

4.5

4.5

100.0

242

100.0

100.0

Under 20

Total

Table 4 Highest level of education

Valid

High School
Bachelor degree
Vocational
education
Master or Doctoral
Degree
Missing
Total

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Frequency

Percent

43

17.8

17.8

17.8

101

41.7

41.7

59.5

41

16.9

16.9

76.4

55

22.7

22.7

99.2

2

.8

.8

100.0

242

100.0

100.0
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Table 5 Is your current occupation or former occupation or your
education background connected with culture?

Valid

Frequency
54

Percent
22.3

Valid Percent
22.3

Cumulative
Percent
22.3

No

188

77.7

77.7

100.0

Total

242

100.0

100.0

Yes

RESEARCH FINDINGS
Tourist motivations
Tourist motivations and purposes determine tourists‟ visits. Th
central question in this section is, what are the factors causing tourists to
visit Cambodia particularly Angkor Park?
Cambodia is a destination for cultural tourism rather than ecotourism
although ecotourism products are available and the country has great
potential to attract international eco-tourists. Culture, history, and the
people are the main assets of the tourism industry in the country.
Cambodia is typical of Southeast Asian civilization, with influences from
both India and China. One Japanese tourist explained her motivation to
visit Cambodia as follows: “Each individual has different travel motive.
Some wants to see Angkor and some wants to see Asia as a whole. For
the Japanese tourists, they want to learn more about Asian culture and
language.”ii
Table 6 Tourist motivations/purposes

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std.
Mean

Learn new things

242

4.05

.826

.053

To be entertained

242

1.93

.717

.046

Culture and History

242

4.52

.548

.035

Experience atmosphere

242

4.05

.884

.057
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Authenticity can be found in Cambodia given that it has not yet
totally modernized or developed. A tourist from Australia stated that “It is
good to visit Cambodia now because modernization hasn‟t really taken
place. You can see many things which you can‟t see anywhere else.” iii
According to the survey, the main purpose of people‟s visits was to
learn something new (mean = 4.05), understand culture and history (mean
= 4.52) and experience the atmosphere (mean = 4.05). This implies that
many of them are relatively active heritage tourists, which are defined as
“those whose purpose is to undertake a specific heritage experience of
one kind or another” (Timothy and Boyd, 2003:63). Very few tourists
expressed an interest in entertainment (mean = 1.93). It seems therefore
that tourist motives are generally in the experiential mode in which they
aim to learn about new things such as the culture and history of their
destination. In addition, they also express an interest in living in a new
atmosphere different from their daily routine, similar to the diversionary
mode as described by Cohen (2004).
How tourists describe their holiday is important for understanding
their expectations and the experiences they are seeking. Tourists coming
to visit Angkor described their visits mainly as a touring holiday (53.7%)
or cultural holiday (42.6%). There is not much difference between these
two terms but it demonstrates the level of seriousness among tourists
towards the destination. For instance, in this case there are more than 40%
of tourists described their holiday as cultural, suggesting that they really
wanted to learn about local culture and history. Tourist motivations and
tourist descriptions of their holidays are interrelated. Learning about
history and culture suggests cultural tourists “experiencing the
atmosphere”.
Table 7 Describe current holiday

Cultural holiday

Frequency
103

Percent
42.6

Touring holiday

130

53.7

Ecotourism

5

2.1

Others

4

1.7

Total

242

100.0
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Tourist motivations and region
There is slight difference in tourist motivations between Asian
tourists and non-Asian tourists. The survey showed that non-Asian
tourists tend to want to learn more about new things, local culture and
history, and experience the local atmosphere and environment than Asian
tourists. Neither Asian nor non-Asian tourists come to Siem Reap or
Angkor to be entertained, although Asian tourists seem slightly more
interested in entertainment than non-Asian tourists. The result is quite
interesting in the sense that non-Asian tourists are more interested in
learning about Asian culture than Asians themselves.
Table 8 Learn new things * Region Crosstabulation
Region

Total

Non Asia
Learn
new
things

Asia

Disagree

Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
Total

0

5(2.06%)

5

15(6.19%)
50 (20.66%)
57 (23.55%)

46 (19%)
42(17.35%)
27(11.15%)

61
92
84

122

120

242

Table 9 To be entertained * Region Crosstabulation
Region
To be
entertained

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree

Total

220

Total

Non Asia

Asia

54 (22.31%)

16(6.61%)

70

66(27.27%)

54(22.31%)

120

2 (0.82%)

49(20.24%)

51

0

1 (0.41%)

1

122

120

242
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Table 10 Learn Local Culture and History * Region Crosstabulation
Region
Non Asia
Culture and
History

Neutral

Total
Asia

2(0.82%)

4(1.65%)

6

Agree

34(14.04%)

71(29.33%)

105

Strongly agree

86(35.53%)

45(18.59%)

131

122

120

242

Total

Table 11 Experience atmosphere * Region Crosstabulation
Region
Non Asia
Experience
atmosphere

Total

Strongly disagree

Total
Asia

0

1(0.41%)

1

Disagree

2 (0.82%)

6(2.47%)

8

Neutral

20(8.26%)

39(16.11%)

59

Agree

40(16.52%)

45(18.59%)

85

Strongly agree

60(24.79%)

29(11.98%)

89

122

120

242

Tourist motivations and its correlations with age and
education
There are correlations between tourist motivations and age, and
tourist motivations and education. Age and level of education have
positive correlations with tourist motivations to learn new things at the
destination (.214 and .156), and learn about local culture and history (.210
and .206). Education has a negative correlation with tourists‟ motive to
be entertained (-.217). This implies that cultural tourists tend to have
higher levels of education and are older in age than other tourists.
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Table 12 Correlations: Tourist motivations with generation and age

Learn
new
Things
Kendall's
tau_b

Learn new
things

Age

Education

-.274(**)

.321(**)

.222(**)

.214(**)

.156(**)

.

.000

.000

.000

.000

.005

242
.274(**)
.000

242

242

242

242

1.000

-.248(**)

-.091

-.217(**)

.

242
.255(**)
.000

.000

.101

.000

242

242

242

242

242

242

.321(**)

-.255(**)

1.000

.207(**)

.210(**)

.206(**)

.000

.000

.

.000

.000

.000

242

242

242

242

242

242

.222(**)

-.248(**)

.207(**)

1.000

-.036

.090

.000

.000

.000

.

.511

.105

242

242

242

242

242

242

.214(**)

-.091

.210(**)

-.036

1.000

.028

.000

.101

.000

.511

.

.607

242

242

242

242

242

242

.156(**)

-.217(**)

.206(**)

.090

.028

1.000

.005

.000

.000

.105

.607

.

242

242

242

242

242

242

Learn new
things

1.000

-.306(**)

.348(**)

.251(**)

.248(**)

.180(**)

.

.000

.000

.000

.000

.005

242

242

242

1.000

-.283(**)

-.106

-.251(**)

.

242
.273(**)
.000

242

To be
entertained

242
.306(**)
.000

.000

.099

.000

242

242

242

242

242

242

.348(**)

-.273(**)

1.000

.221(**)

.233(**)

.227(**)

Culture
and
History

Experience
atmosphere

Age

Education

Culture
and
History

222

Experience
atmosphere

1.000

To be
entertained

Spearman's
rho

To be
entertained

Learn
Local
culture
and
history
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Experience
atmosphere

Age

Education

.000

.000

.

.001

.000

.000

242

242

242

242

242

242

.251(**)

-.283(**)

.221(**)

1.000

-.041

.104

.000

.000

.001

.

.523

.105

242

242

242

242

242

242

.248(**)

-.106

.233(**)

-.041

1.000

.032

.000

.099

.000

.523

.

.619

242

242

242

242

242

242

.180(**)

-.251(**)

.227(**)

.104

.032

1.000

.005

.000

.000

.105

.619

.

242

242

242

242

242

242

Accommodation and duration of stay
The majority of tourists stay in the hotels (68.6%) and the rest
(28.9%) stay at guesthouses. The distinction between hotels and
guesthouses is the different price. Guesthouses are cheaper than hotels.
Most of the backpackers stay in guesthouses rather than hotels. Tourists
stayed mainly for two nights (36.8%), three nights (30.6%), or four nights
(16.9%).
Table 14 Accommodation

Accommodation
Hotel

Frequency
166

Percent
68.6

Guest House

70

28.9

Others

6

2.5

Total

242

100.0

Table 14 shows that tourists visiting Cambodia generally stay in
hotels since the price is affordable for many tourists, but they stay only
for a short time two to three nights only.
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Table 15 Duration of stay
Number of
Nights

Frequency

Percent

1

11

4.5

2

89

36.8

3

74

30.6

4

41

16.9

5

15

6.2

6

3

1.2

7

5

2.1

8

1

.4

9

1

.4

10

1

.4

15

1

.4

Total

242

100.0

Trip arrangement
There are two types of travel arrangement: all inclusive packages
arranged through travel agents and tours operators accounted for 43% of
tourists, while independent travellers made up 57%. Backpackers tend to
make their own travel arrangements without concrete plans. Regarding
accommodation reservations, most of the independent tourists and
backpackers normally did not book in advance via the internet and travel
agents. They just look for their accommodation upon arrival.
Table 16 Trip arrangement

Valid
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All-inclusive package

Frequency
104

Percent
43.0

Self-Arrangement

138

57.0

Total

242

100.0
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Mode of travelling
Of the tourists, 37.6% were travelling with a tour group, 22.3% with
a friend, 16.1% with their families, 14% with their partners, and 9.9%
alone. This means that the level of interaction and communication
between and among tourists is high but there is less interaction with the
local people.
Table 17 Mode of traveling

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Alone

24

9.9

With friend

54

22.3

With your partner

34

14.0

With a tour group

91

37.6

With your family

39

16.1

Total

242

100.0

Different age group tends to travel differently, especially among the
Japanese tourists. One Japanese tourist observed that “For the old people,
they tend to travel in a tour group but for the young ones they prefer to go
alone or with friends.”iv The older the tourists, the higher the tendency to
travel in a tour group because it is more secure and convenient for them.
Tourist perceptions
In general, before coming to Cambodia, tourists perceive Cambodia
as a relatively dangerous place due to the fact that country has recently
suffered from armed conflict, land mines, and crime. But after they arrive
and experience the local political environment, they feel safer than they
expected. A Japanese tourist noted that:
We thought that Cambodia was a dangerous place because we
watched some TV programs about Cambodia and we learned that
there were many landmines here. Moreover, we heard from the others
that it was not so safe to travel alone in this country. There were
widespread pickpockets and crimes. However, after coming here we
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realized that it was not as dangerous as we thought. It is quite safe
and peaceful here. We really enjoy our trip. v
Similarly, another tourist from Turkey said that “They told us to be
careful even at the border from Thailand to Cambodia, they told us to be
alert to pickpocket and robbery. They told us „watch your wallet, watch
your passport!‟ But when we come here, there is no problem. I think it
was exaggerated.”vi
It is interesting to note that how tourists‟ perceptions towards
Cambodia were shaped. Most of the tourists are exposed to world news
either through TV programs or other news sources. The media has a really
strong impact on tourists‟ perceptions of the destination.
Security and safety have improved quite remarkably in recent years
to guarantee that Cambodia is a safe place for tourists. This is one of the
determining factors in tourism development. The next step would be is to
inform tourists from outside about the reality that Cambodia is not as
dangerous as expected.
Table 18 Tourist Perceptions

Authentic sights
Museums and cultural attractions
Festivals and event
Customs and traditions
Linguistic diversity
Cultural distinct region
Multicultural region
Regional gastronomy (food)
Accommodation
Transportation/traffics
Hospitable local people
Lively Atmosphere
Local services and products are
expensive
Air pollution
Litter (garbage)
Garbage bin is not enough
Noise
Entrance fee to Angkor site is
expensive
Information for tourists is not enough
Disturbance caused by the beggars
(kids)
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N
242
242
242
242
242
242
242
242
242
241
242
242

Mean
4.32
3.48
2.71
3.77
1.98
4.27
2.00
3.69
3.52
3.05
4.44
3.18

Std. Deviation
.856
1.027
1.101
1.029
.759
.750
.720
.993
1.007
1.075
.686
1.019

Std. Error
Mean
.055
.066
.071
.066
.049
.048
.046
.064
.065
.069
.044
.065

242

2.38

.801

.052

242
242
242
242

2.48
3.62
3.65
2.74

.747
.801
.871
.843

.048
.052
.056
.054

242

2.64

.919

.059

242

3.45

.906

.058

242

2.69

1.092

.070
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The survey was conducted to understand the tourist perceptions in
regard to the issues of authenticity, museum and cultural attractions,
festivals and events, customs and tradition, linguistic diversity, cultural
distinct region, multicultural region, local food and services, local
environment, local atmosphere, and local price. The findings are shown in
table 29 and discussed below.
Local people are a major asset to the tourism industry in Cambodia.
Friendliness and wholehearted hospitality offered by the locals towards
the tourists rank top in tourist perceptions (mean = 4.44). Authenticity
ranks second (mean = 4.32), culture ranks fourth (mean = 4.27), and
customs and traditions rank fifth (mean = 3.77). Angkor historical
monuments are the central attraction for the tourists. In addition, authentic
local culture, customs and traditions give added value to the Angkor
temple complex.
The perceptions of tourists of Angkor as “ruins” or a “lost city” are
common. Tourists not only view the beauty and the greatness of the
temples but also feel the past.
Angkor is very unique in terms of art, history, and culture. I come
here to explore the ruins of Angkor. Now, I am reading books on
Angkor. I have found out that the Khmer Empire is so great. Only for
the period of about 400 years, they could build such amazing
temples.vii
Cambodian food which is a combination of authentic Cambodian
taste and flavors with Thai, Chinese, and Vietnamese cooking is another
main attraction in the tourism industry. Tourists are generally satisfied
with the regional food (mean = 3.69). But there are some problems in
terms of hygiene and cleanliness.
Cambodian food is very good. Japanese people really like
Cambodian food because it is similar to Japanese food (vegetables,
fish, and meat…) and Cambodian rice is also good. viii
The problem for tourist maybe the cleanliness of the food; we don‟t
feel good sometimes after eating the food here but it is delicious. ix
Besides Angkor temple complex, there are other local cultural and
historical attractions such as Angkor National Museum (officially opened
in 2007), the Preah Norodom Sihanouk-Angkor Museum (officially
opened in 2007), and the Mines Museum (officially opened in 1997).
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Other cultural attractions include the Cambodian Cultural Village
(officially opened in 2001) and traditional art performances (i.e. APSAR
dance) at some big hotels and restaurants. The museums and cultural
attractions attract tourists and improve tourists‟ experiences (M: 3.48).
Tourists are generally interested in experiencing these side attractions.
Tourists do not perceive Angkor Park and Siem Reap town as a
multilingual (mean = 1.98) or multicultural region (mean = 2.00) although
several languages are spoken by the local people (i.e. English, French,
Japanese, Chinese, and Thai) and a small number of foreigners are
working in the region mainly in the tourism industry.
Hotel and guesthouses are the main accommodation for tourists.
Tourists are generally satisfied with their stay (M: 3.52). While hotels are
popular among high and medium class tourists and package tour group,
the guesthouses are popular among budget tourists who travel and stay
longer in the area and region.
Siem Reap is the gateway to the Angkor temple complex. The city is
still small in terms of population, with 127,000 people, but it has unique
attractions for tourists of its own, such as the Phsachas (Old Market) and
the old town of Siem Reap with its French colonial style buildings,
souvenir shops, restaurants with different cuisines from different
countries, bars, pubs, massage salons, x and street fruit and food stands.
Tourists enjoy the night life in the most famous street called “Pub Street”
and in the night market. Tourists generally expressed their satisfaction
with the lively atmosphere, although the score for this was not high
compared with other factors (mean = 3.18).
Transportation in Siem Reap is relatively good compared with other
provincial cities. Main streets and small roads have been constructed
connecting Siem Reap with Angkor Park and other parts of Cambodia. In
general, transportation is considered by tourists to be relatively acceptable
(mean = 3.05), except for the traffic jams in front of Angkor Thom and
Angkor Wat in the rush hours (around 9am and 6pm), and the lack of
respect for traffic rules.
Pedestrian walkways for tourists who prefer to walk around the city
are very limited given that the town was not specifically designed for
pedestrians. This is the problem of urban planning in Cambodia in
general. Cars are allowed to park on the side of the roads and in front of
the buildings, and block the walkway. Tourists express their mixed
feeling regarding traffic and transport in Siem Reap, Angkor.
The infrastructure is still developing. We could not enjoy walking on
the street since there is not enough space. The traffic here is somehow
dangerous. Some people don‟t respect the traffic rules, making it difficult
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to cycle here. Another problem is there are so many people entering the
temples at the same time. If they could rearrange the tourist circulation in
the Park then it would be good. For me, I don‟t want to see many cars and
buses in the park. I prefer to see more bicycles! xi
The traffic rule is not the same in Europe but it works. We haven‟t
had any accident so far, so we are happy, so happy.xii
Festivals and events to serve the tourists are still limited. Tourists do
not really enjoy festivals or special events in the region (mean = 2.71).
Many efforts have been made to promote festivals and special events in
Angkor Park and in Siem Reap province such as a marathon, exhibitions,
conferences, and cultural performances in front of Angkor Wat and at
various places in town. But these are seasonal and temporary events
which are not sustainable as tourist attractions all the year round.
Events and festivals arrangement have to comply with the principles
of sustainable heritage management and national cultural identity. For
instance, recently, the illumination of Angkor during the night is
criticized by some experts as overcommercialization of a sacred place and
damaging to the stone.
Tourists don‟t have many problems with the price of local services
and products (M: 2.38), air pollution (mean = 2.48), noise pollution (mean
= 2.74), entrance fees to Angkor site (mean = 2.64), or disturbances
caused by beggars and kids (mean = 2.69). It was found that local services
and prices are satisfactory for tourists. Although there has been an
increase of vehicles on the street, air pollution is not yet a major concern.
Street children and beggars are decreasing dramatically thanks to the
assistance of several NGOs working in the region.
It is ok, for the Europeans the price is cheap. But we should realize
that most of young Europeans who come here are students and they have
to work and they want to travel a long period. They don‟t come for few
days. So if they come in a long period, low price is good for them
including hotel, accommodation, and food also. xiii
I am satisfied with my trip here and the price here is much cheaper
comparing with the price in Japan. For the Japanese travelers, I think
it is cheap for them. But for me, I stay here for a long time so I feel a
bit expensive for me. The gasoline is so expensive here comparing
with the income of the local people.xiv
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There were many beggars “Som Loui”. But now it is decreasing in
number. In Siem Reap town, there used to be many kids asking for
money. But now there are less and less. And I am worried where they
are now. Do they have food to eat or they die or go to other places.
For the Japanese tourists, we are surprised to see beggars since there
are no such thing in Japan. They don‟t know what to do with the
beggars. What should they give? What should they help them? xv
I think there are many children [that] don‟t go to school and sell some
products to tourists. They use children to earn money. Poverty is the
main problem.xvi
Local prices are a bit higher than neigboring countries (Thailand,
Laos, and Vietnam). This is partially due to the dollarization of the
Cambodian economy. US dollars are widely used in Cambodia due to the
rapid fluctuation and high rate of inflation of the local currency (the riel).
A tourist from France said “the price here is more expensive than
Thailand. I think because they use US dollars here instead of the domestic
currency. It is bad.”xvii
Litter in Siem Reap city is damaging the tourist experience to some
extent (M: 3.62). There are not enough trash bins (mean = 3.65). Angkor
Park is generally clean, but the problem is in the city which has the largest
concentration of hospitality services. Trash can be seen almost
everywhere in the city. The most serious case is Siem Reap River in
which plastic bags and other forms of solid waste are polluting the river
and producing bad smell.
There are some issues of tourism here, garbage is one of them. For
Japanese we don‟t feel comfortable to throw away trash. It would
better if there are more trash bins in the public place especially on the
streets.xviii
Tourists felt there was not enough information available in the
region (mean = 3.45). Besides the tourism office in Siem Reap, there
are leaflets and magazines freely distributed in some hotels, guest
houses, and restaurants. But there are limited maps and information
available on the street. Many tourists find it difficult to reach their
destinations due to the lack of information and signboards.
Overall, I think it is ok. Maybe at every temple, there should
have information showing the history of the temples. I went to
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Mexico and there they provided us the information. Maybe they
want us to have a tour guide so they don‟t put the information in
front of the temples.xix
Tourist motivations and perceptions
In order to understand the relationship between tourist motivations
and tourist perceptions, an attempt was made to understand the underlying
patterns using SPSS software and factor analysis.
Theoretically, in order to be suitable for factor analysis, a data set
should have a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value higher than .6 and Bartlett‟s test
of sphericity should be statistically significant at p<.05. In this case, the
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value is .771 and Bartlett‟s test is significant at .000.
It is therefore suitable to do factor analysis here.
Table 19 KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

.771

Approx. Chi-Square

1522.587

Df

325

Sig.

.000

Figure 1 Scree Plot
Scree Plot
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Component Number
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After running factor analysis in SPSS, seven main components with
Eigenvalues bigger than 1 were identified based on analysis of total
variance (Table 30) and pattern matrix analysis (Table 31).

Festivals and events
Component 1
Tourist Perceptions of
Destination Assets

Regional gastronomy
Transportation
Accommodation
Museums and cultural attractions

Be entertained
Component 2
Tourist motivations

Learn new things
Experience things similar to home
Experience atmosphere
Learn about local culture and history

Component 3
Local people

Hospitable local people
Disturbance caused by beggars
Customs and traditions
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Component 4
Environment

Litter and garbage
Inadequacy of garbage bins

Component 6
Annoyance

Information for tourists is not enough
Noise

Component 7
Multicultural region

Multicultural region

Table 20 Total Variance Explained
Rotation
Sums of
Squared
Loadings(a)

Component
1

Initial Eigenvalues
% of
Cumulative
Total Variance
%

Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total Variance
%

4.064

19.351

19.351

4.064

19.351

19.351

3.370

2

2.295

10.926

30.278

2.295

10.926

30.278

2.803

3

1.603

7.635

37.913

1.603

7.635

37.913

1.953

4

1.442

6.864

44.777

1.442

6.864

44.777

1.825

5

1.246

5.934

50.711

1.246

5.934

50.711

1.907

6

1.052

5.009

55.720

1.052

5.009

55.720

1.388

7

1.003

4.777

60.497

1.003

4.777

60.497

1.274

8

.912

4.343

64.840

9

.868

4.132

68.972

10

.811

3.864

72.836

11

.731

3.483

76.319

12

.715

3.406

79.725

13

.635

3.023

82.749

Total
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14

.585

2.784

85.533

15

.553

2.634

88.166

16

.481

2.290

90.456

17

.474

2.259

92.715

18

.444

2.113

94.828

19

.407

1.938

96.766

20

.366

1.743

98.509

21

.313

1.491

100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a When components are correlated, sums of squared loadings cannot be
added to obtain a total variance.
Table 21 Pattern Matrix(a)
Component
1
Festivals and event
Regional gastronomy (food)

2

3

.755
.699

Transportation/traffics

.646

Accommodation

.634

Museums and cultural
attractions

.436

Local services and products are
expensive
To be entertained
Learn new things

.757
.702

Experience things similar to
home country

.658

Experience atmosphere
Culture and History
Hospitable local people
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4
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6

7
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Disturbance caused by the
beggars (kids)

.764

Customs and traditions

.495

Litter (garbage)

.840

Inadequacy of garbage bins

.690

Authentic sights

.881

Cultural distinct region

.424

Information for tourists is not
enough

.837

Noise

.587

Multicultural region

.876

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a Rotation converged in 12 iterations.
Table 22 Component Score Coefficient Matrix
Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Learn new things

-.007

-.287

-.079

-.104

.114

-.096

-.137

To be entertained

-.070

.312

.038

.003

.113

-.094

.010

Culture and History

-.111

-.215

.149

-.055

.094

.181

.357

-.063

.001

-.056

-.059

Experience atmosphere
Authentic sights
Similar to your country (history and
culture)

.098

-.246

.100

.145

-.025

-.003

-.023

.016

.044
.488

.104

.274

.018

-.001

.010

.039

.048

.072

.032

-.054

-.031

.294

.074

.347

.290

-.033

.021

.150

-.014

-.017

.119

-.159

.272

.004

-.018

.593

Museums and cultural attractions
Festivals and event
Customs and traditions

.140

.091

.327

.222

Cultural distinct region

.067

-.005

.136

-.054

.002

.009

-.004

.007

Multicultural region

.151
.008
.233
.039
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Regional gastronomy (food)
.258

-.057

.074

-.016

.018

.017

-.057

Accommodation

.184

-.007

-.086

-.099

.180

-.044

.129

Transportation/traffics

.230

.066

-.152

-.158

.036

-.054

-.050

Hospitable local people

-.082

.021

.422

.042

.172

.010

.153

.141

-.142

Local services and products are
expensive

.190

.112

.125

-.014

.206

Litter (garbage)

.005

.035

-.034

.530

.014

-.102

-.047

-.002

-.037

.043

.445

.019

.121

.053

-.194

.123

-.075

.063

.270

.473

.303

.567

-.156

.075

.102

Garbage bin is not enough
Noise
Information for tourists is not enough
Disturbance caused by the beggars
(kids)

.094

-.061

.027

-.030

.154

-.025

.056

-.443

.129

.197

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
Component Scores.
Table 23 Component Correlation Matrix
Compo
nent
1

1

2

4

5

6

.257

-.219

.181

.028

1.000

.003

-.151

.046

-.015

.039

.003

1.000

-.030

.139

.182

-.085

-.219

-.151

-.030

1.000

-.052

.117

.036

.181

.046

.139

-.052

1.000

.170

.373

6

.028

-.015

.182

.117

.170

1.000

.060

7

-.030

.039

-.085

.036

.373

.060

1.000

1.000

.340

2

.340

3

.257

4
5

3

7
-.030

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
Correlations among and between the seven principal components
were conducted to understand further whether there is any correlation
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between these factors. Factors or principal components that do not have
any significant correlation with other each others are deleted. The final
product would be the significant correlations between the factors.
The Component Correlation Matrix is applied to identify the
correlations between the factors or components (in this case Component
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). After running the test, the result indicates that
Component 1 (tourist perceptions of destination assets) has strong
relationship with Component 2 (tourist motivations) with a value of .340.
It means that tourists‟ perceptions are influenced by their motivations.
Tourist motivations to visit Angkor Park are driven by two main
factors: “Learn New Things” and to “Learn Local Culture and History”.
They are in the category of “experiential tourists” as described by Cohen
(2004).
Tourist satisfaction
Although there were some complaints as mentioned above, perhaps
surprisingly, nearly all the tourists seemed satisfied with their visit. There
were 45.9% (n = 111) who were very satisfied and 47.5 % (n = 115) who
were satisfied. There were 40.1% of them who wished to come back to
Cambodia and nearly all said they would recommend their friends to visit
Cambodia and Angkor. There is huge potential for marketing Angkor by
word of mouth.
Table 24 How satisfied are you with your visits to this area

Valid

Neutral

Frequency
16

Percent
6.6

Satisfied

115

47.5

Very Satisfied

111

45.9

Total

242

100.0
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Table 25 Will you come back to visit Cambodia, Angkor

Valid

Frequency
97

Yes

Percent
40.1

No

38

15.7

Don‟t know

107

44.2

Total

242

100.0

Table 26 Will you recommend Cambodia, Angkor, to your family
and friends
Frequency
Valid

Yes

242

Percent
100.0

CONCLUSIONS
The paper has described tourist motivations, travel arrangements, and
perceptions of the destination in relation to attributes such as authenticity,
cultural values, local food and services, transportation, and general
satisfaction.
The central argument of the paper is that in general tourists are
satisfied with their visit to Angkor, Cambodia. Their experiences are
enriched by both the tangible and intangible heritage of the destinations.
The local services and people are attractive to international tourists.
Tourist motives and experiences are interconnected. The majority of
tourists visiting Siem Reap-Angkor are heritage tourists who want to
learn new things, especially about local culture and history.
The analysis shows that generally tourists are satisfied with their visit
except for some issues such as environmental pollution, sanitation and
cleanliness, local poverty, and language barriers, which lead to lack of
communication between tourists and local people.
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Nations of the South Pacific face a number of major challenges with respect to
sustainable tourism development. Much of the literature presents overtly
pessimistic conceptualisations of South Pacific nations as environmentally
vulnerable and economically dependent. This paper argues that the narrative
concerning sustainable tourism development in the South Pacific is incomplete
and the predominant narrative viewing the South Pacific nations as economically
and environmentally vulnerable is too simplistic. Additionally, this paper
challenges the narrative that high or mass levels of tourism within the South
Pacific cannot be sustainable. Based on experience derived from operational
experience and consultancy, this paper provides insights into the challenges and
possibilities for sustainable tourism development in the South Pacific.
Keywords:

Pacific, sustainable tourism, strengths, challenges

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Much of the literature concerning small island states and sustainable
tourism development is written by Western scholars who take a
pessimistic or „fatalistic‟ position (Campling, 2006). The principal
narrative of many articles is that developing nations are blighted by
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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economic and environmental vulnerability and sustainability is a largely
unattainable dream (Scheyvens & Momsen, 2008). These themes are
important warnings to the governments of developing nations, but do not
recognise the potential of nations to chart self-determined futures for their
own people (Scheyvens & Momsen, 2008). In this way, the narrative
concerning sustainable tourism development within developing nations
remains incomplete. More concerning is that, by suggesting that
developing nations are unable to achieve sustainable tourism
development, local people may become disheartened and not seek to
determine appropriate paths to achieve sustainability. Through
conversations with South Pacific National Governmental Organisations
and tourism operators, a review of policy papers presented by various
governments of the South Pacific, and the expertise of this paper‟s
primary author, this paper aims to provide a more holistic narrative of the
challenges, achievements and possibilities for sustainable tourism
development in the region. While it is particularly difficult to generalise
the findings between different regions, this paper argues that many of the
challenges of South Pacific nations are shared by other developing
nations. This paper does not purport to be all-encompassing and neither
does it attempt to draw any definitive conclusions about the presence or
absence of sustainable tourism, but rather seeks to identify issues for
further investigation.
Sustainability is a concept that is complex and open to interpretation.
This paper adopts the understanding of „sustainability‟ adopted by the
United Nations Environment Programme (2004) as it recognises that
sustainable tourism refers to much more than simply a physical
environment (Ryan, 2001).
The United Nations stated that sustainability refers to the
environmental, economic, and socio-cultural aspects of tourism
development, and a suitable balance must be established between these
dimensions to guarantee long-term sustainability. This requires tourism
development to meet three key criteria:
1) Tourism development must make optimal use of environmental
resources, maintain essential ecological processes and help
conserve natural heritage and biodiversity.
2) Tourism development must respect the socio-cultural
authenticity of host communities, conserve their living cultural
heritage and traditional values, and contribute to inter-cultural
understanding and tolerance.
3) Tourism development must ensure viable, long-term economic
operations, providing socio-economic benefits to all stakeholders
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that are fairly distributed, including stable employment, income
generation and social services to host communities, and
contribute to poverty alleviation (Dodds and Butler, 2010).
The discussion within this paper is built upon years of involvement
with the South Pacific nations and tourism operations, both direct and
indirect. The primary researcher is himself a Solomon Islander and it is
hoped this paper explores sustainable tourism development from a
perspective grounded in cultural realities. In this way, this paper supports
the argument that tourism must be explored from the perspective of the
culture that is being experienced (Lanfant, 1993).
THE SOUTH PACIFIC
Any meaningful discussion of tourism in the South Pacific consider a
region‟s broader geographic, historic, economic and socio cultural
characteristics. These constitute an external environment that determines
whether sustainable tourism can be achieved and whether such tourism
has any relevance (Weaver, 2001). Another purpose of this review is to
emphasize the status of the South Pacific as a highly complex region
which displays considerable internal diversity.
Physically, the South Pacific region can be divided into Polynesia
and Micronesia on the one hand and Melanesia on the other. The first two
sub-regions are characterized by extreme insularity, comprising small
island entities separated by enormous expanses of ocean. In contrast,
Melanesia comprises large islands clustered within relatively compressed
archipelagos that account for 97.9 per cent (542 230 square kilometres) of
all land in the study region (GVB, 1997). Melanesia is also distinguished
within the South Pacific for its variety of landforms, relatively
undisturbed habitat, and high levels of biodiversity. The entire study
region is susceptible to cyclones, while seismic and volcanic activity are
characteristic of plate boundary areas such as Papua New Guinea, the
Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and Tonga.
The differences between Melanesia, Polynesia and Micronesia extend
to both cultural and human geography. However, the lack of land in these
sub-regions results in population densities higher than those of Melanesia
and consequently a higher degree of human-induced environmental
degradation both on land and sea. Ethnically, each of the sub-regions is
associated with a separate indigenous racial group after which each region
is named, while allowing for a significant degree of intermixture and
acculturation as a result of ongoing historical contact, particularly in
transitional border islands. Pre-European elements of these cultures
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remain robust because the South Pacific was one of the last regions to be
incorporated into the global capitalist economy. This is especially true
with regard to language and communal land tenure systems, although
other attributes have been profoundly changed during the past 150 years
of European contact and subsequent acculturation. Nevertheless Fiji and
New Caledonia are the only two entities where non-indigenous groups are
roughly comparable in population to indigenous people. As a region, the
South Pacific is characterized by high fertility rates and, despite high rates
of out-migration, there remains a steady population increase and added
pressure on natural resources (McKnight, 1995).
Politically, the South Pacific has the highest concentration of
dependent political units (i.e., ten), indicating that this region is also the
last to experience the de-colonization process. Melanesia has no
remaining dependencies, but is characterized by a high level of political
instability, as evidenced by recent upheavals in the Solomons and Fiji.
Bertram and Watters (1985) characterize the South Pacific as a region
where the MIRAB syndrome (i.e., migration, remittances, aid, and
bureaucracy) is prevalent, reflecting a reliance upon a narrow range of
economic activities, and subsequently severe trade deficits and dramatic
fluctuations in economic performance. The MIRAB syndrome is most
apparent on small outlying atolls (Krausse, 1995), but is evident in
Melanesia despite that sub-region‟s much greater endowment of natural
resources. In terms of per capita GNP, many South Pacific states rank
among the world‟s poorest, with Papua New Guinea, the Solomon
Islands, Vanuatu, Kiribati, Samoa, the Marshall Islands and Micronesia
all being below US$2600 following adjustments for purchasing power
parity (Weaver, 1998).
PACIFIC ISLAND TOURISM
The basic tourist product offered by these small islands states can be
split into natural, cultural and historical segments. The natural attractions
of the region form the heart of tourism resources base. They include year
round salubrious climate, relatively unspoiled beaches and reefs and in
case of PNG and Solomon Islands, lush and verdant terrains. The
distinctive cultures of the nation‟s constitute the second major resource.
Traditional ceremonies, unique handicrafts and the extended families and
intricate village-based social structures of the islands offer a fascinating
contrast to the everyday lives of the majority of visitors. Additionally the
Second World War has provided a range of interesting historic battle and
dive sites in the Marianas, Kiribati, Solomons and PNG.
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The Polynesian Islands of the Western Samoa, Tonga, Cooks Islands,
and Tahiti offer the „typical‟ „South Pacific holidays based around sun,
sea, sand and palm trees. Niue on the other hand presents visitors with
stunning arrays of caves and chasms. The Melanesian destinations of
Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Solomons Islands and PNG offer the same with
added cultural attractions, and a series of stunning land based physical
attractions including live volcanoes. The Micronesian Islands of
Federated States of Micronesia, Northern Mariana Island, Kiribati,Tuvalu,
Marshall Islands, Nauru and Palau cater for visitors seeking game fishing,
scuba diving and snorkeling ( SPTO Marketing report 2006-10).Tourism
has been contributing significantly to the development of Pacific Island
countries and revenue from international visitors has become an essential
source of foreign exchange, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Importance of tourism in selected Pacific island countries and areas

Countries
and areas

Arrivals
(Thousands)

Cook Islands
Fiji
French
Polynesia
Guam
Kiribati
Marshall
Islands
New
Caledonia
Niue
Northern
Mariana
Islands
alau
Papua New
Guinea
Samoa
Solomon
Islands
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vanuatu

Source:
Note:

246

50
372

1997
Tourism
Exports
receipts
(Millions
(Millions
of US
of US
dollars)
dollars)
35
3
297
590

GNP
(Millions
of US
dollars)

Arrivals
(Thousands)

..
2 007

49
389

1998
Tourism
Exports
receipts
(Millions
(Millions
of US
of US
dollars)
dollars)
34
4
244
..

GNP
(Millions
of US
dollars)

Arrivals
(Thousands)

..
1 775

56
424

1999
Tourism
Exports
receipts
(Millions
(Millions
of US
of US
dollars)
dollars)
39
4
275
..

GNP
(Millions
of US
dollars)
..
1 771

201

345

224

4 040

211

354

..

..

236

..

..

..

1 382
..

2 818
2

..
9

3 000
95

1 137
3

2 361
2

..
8

3 303
101

1 162
2

1 908
2

..
..

..
81

6

3

..

97

6

3

..

96

5

4

..

100

139

117

527

..

129

110

..

..

147

..

..

..

2.0

1.5

..

..

2

1.1

..

..

3.3

..

..

..

695

..

..

..

490

..

..

..

502

..

..

..

74

..

..

160

64

..

..

..

55

..

..

..

66

71

2 160

4 549

67

75

1 775

4 088

67

76

1 880

3 748

68

37

15

195

78

38

15

181

85

42

20

181

16

7

173

339

13

7

126

325

21

6

..

320

29
1
81

16
0.3
46

10
..
35

174
..
238

35
1
78

8
0.2
52

8
..
34

173
..
231

44
..
96

9
..
56

12
..
..

172
..
221

WTO, Compendium of Tourism Statistics, 2001 Edition.
Two dots indicate that data are not available.
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During the 1990s, Pacific Island countries have experienced varying
tourism growth rates. In some it has become the leading economic sector,
while in others it represents one of the few areas with economic growth
potential. For instance, in Cook Islands, Fiji, French Polynesia, Guam,
New Caledonia, Samoa, Tonga and Vanuatu, tourism features among the
major sources of foreign exchange. In the Federate States of Micronesia,
tourism, with agriculture and fishing, is one of the main priorities for
economic development.
In practice, the main challenge for policy makers is to plan and
manage tourism that meets the needs of stakeholders with divergent
interests. A common understanding is required of the balance between
present and future benefits, of how to minimize negative impacts, and the
interrelationship between human activities and the natural environment.
Multi-stakeholders participation in open and transparent processes is
therefore critical in achieving sustainable development.
The generally narrow economic base usually means that there is a
high level of dependence on outside sources for goods, services, and
infrastructure related to the tourism industry. The active participation of
local communities in tourism policy-making, planning, management and
monitoring can help obtain support at the local level and appropriate
distribution of the socio-economic benefits, and ensure that negative
impacts are monitored and minimized.
As seen in Table 2, at a regional level, the South Pacific is overrepresented as an inbound tourist destination, with 0.13 per cent of the
world‟s population, but 0.5 percent of all international stop-overs (ENEP,
2004).
In the South Pacific mass tourism has not yet developed, but there are
facilities in Fiji and French Polynesia which together account for some
50% of the region‟s arrivals (Harrison, 2004). Additionally the East South
Pacific small destinations of Guam and the Northern Marianas (the island
of Saipan, specifically) account for almost 30 per cent of all stay-overs,
and this figure increases to over 80 per cent with the addition of Fiji and
French Polynesia (UNEP, 2004). Consequently tourist arrivals in the
remaining South Pacific destinations indicate a more incipient level of
tourism development, and much is based on return visits by former
residents who tend to stay in local residences and spend less money.
Interrelated factors that have contributed to this situation include
isolation, the lack of infrastructure and accommodation, the scarcity of
freehold land, and absence of interest among potential investors.
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Table 2 Visitor arrivals by Purpose
Country

Year

American Samoa
Cook Islands
Fiji
French Polynesia
FSM
Guam
Kiribati
Northern Mariana Islands
Marshall Islands
Nauru
New Caledonia
Niue
Palau
PNG
Pitcairn
Samoa
Solomon Islands
Tokelau
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vanuatu
Wallis and Futuna

2006
2007
2004
2007
2006
2004
2006
2004
2007
n/a
2007
2005
2006
2007
n/a
2006
2007
n/a
2004
2007
2007
n/a

Arrivals

30268
97019
502765
218241
19136
1120676
2004
589244
6959
n/a
103363
2793
86375
104122
n/a
115882
13748
n/a
41208
1130
81345
n/a

Business

Conference

Holiday

4643
2764
21491
n/a
4529
n/a
1020
n/a
2218
n/a
n/a
664
4134
38633
n/a
11579
n/a
n/a
n/a
136
10838
n/a

n/a
938
12808
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
2320
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

6972
79775
387775
n/a
13345
n/a
157
n/a
2060
n/a
n/a
1236
78155
27198
n/a
40943
n/a
n/a
n/a
256
63325
n/a

Visiting
Friends
and
Relatives
12861
10254
43285
n/a
n/a
n/a
384
n/a
718
n/a
n/a
591
n/a
5926
n/a
44122
n/a
n/a
n/a
622
6162
n/a

Source: www.spc.int/prism/country (Secretariat of the Pacific Community 2010)
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Education
and
Training
n/a
n/a
4228
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
2244
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Volunteers
and
Church
Activities
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
626
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Other

Employment

n/a
2937
33178
n/a
636
n/a
443
n/a
1963
n/a
n/a
302
389
5008
n/a
19238
n/a
n/a
n/a
116
1020
n/a

5792
351
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
3697
22793
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
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Given the economic context, it is not surprising that South Pacific
states and dependencies have been paying increased attention to tourism
as a vehicle for achieving sustained economic development and it has
been standard practice to uncritically endorse the sector as a panacea for
economic ills.
DEVELOPMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
Since the early 1990‟s, virtually all South Pacific destinations have
declared a commitment to sustainable tourism. Many planners and
academics still adhere to the view that this is the only means for attaining
sustainable tourism development, yet, by disassociating scale from
sustainability, the knowledge-based platform holds that alternative
tourism cannot be seen as the panacea to the development issues facing
developing countries (Cater, 1993).
It has been argued that conventional mass tourism confers
sustainability-related advantages of scale not possible in alternative
tourism (see Clarke 1997). The South Pacific has emerged as a focal point
of this critique, with references to tourism as a „new kind of sugar‟ and a
„pleasure plantation‟ (Finney and Watson, 1975). Moreover ecotourism
has been equated with sustainable tourism. Explicit within this view is
that mass tourism was inherently bad and small-scale alternative tourism
(i.e., tourism deliberately structured to contrast with conventional mass
tourism) inherently good for small underdeveloped Pacific Islands. This
perspective is challenged by an alternative view that espouses a less
normative and more pragmatic perspective. From this platform, mass
tourism and alternative tourism can both be either sustainable or
unsustainable, depending on the circumstances that pertain to any
particular destination (Weaver, 2000). This view is supported by the
United Nations Environment Programme (2004) who argued that
sustainable tourism development guidelines and management practices
apply to all forms of tourism in all types of destinations, including mass
tourism and the various niche tourism segments.
Milne (1992) argues that the actual number of tourists arriving in a
destination will also influence socio-cultural and environmental systems.
On islands with limited populations, growing tourist flows exhibit the
highest ratio of visitors to local populace. A prime example of this is the
Cook Islands with over 97,000 visitors and population of less than
12,000. This is exaggerated by tourists tending to congregate in certain
areas (usually urban centres or resort complexes). Thus, the true ratio of
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tourists to spatially proximate locals is increased considerably within such
areas.
In following Milne‟s argument, Weaver (2002) presented and
classified four possible categories of tourist flow and ratio of visits to
local population for destination, namely:
a) Low Traffic/ Low ratio (LL)
b) Low Traffic / High ratio (LH)
c) High Traffic and Low ratio (HL)
d) High Traffic and High Ratio (HH)
For classification and discussion purposes, „intensity‟ is construed as
a variable that arises from different combinations of absolute and relative
criteria. The total number of inbound stay-over arrivals represents the
former while the latter is represented by the stay-over/resident ratio. Of
course, these are not perfect criteria since, amongst other reasons,
returning former residents (who comprise a high proportion of stay-over
arrivals in destinations such as Western Samoa, Tonga Cooks Islands and
Niue) are likely to stay in „local‟ areas and blend into the local
community, thereby not contributing to an obvious intensification effect.
Rankings of the listed destinations revealed „gaps‟ in the data that
provide a logical basis for separating „high‟ from „low‟ intensity
destinations. In both lists, the gap occurred between French Polynesia
(218,241) arrivals and a ratio of 0.79) and New Caledonia (103 800 and
0.53) (UNEP, 2004).
Although all destinations have significant internal variations in
tourism intensities, there are several reasons for basing classification on
the entire state or dependency. Firstly, it is usually difficult to obtain
even basic tourism data (except perhaps for accommodation) at the subnational level. Secondly, it is not clear at what sub-national scale the
classification should be made if this approach is adopted, since individual
peripheral islands of a state may themselves display significant internal
variations.
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Table 3 International stay-over arrivals in the South Pacific
Country
American Samoa
Cook Islands
Fiji
French Polynesia
FSM
Guam
Kiribati
Northern Mariana Islands
Marshall Islands
Nauru
New Caledonia
Niue
Palau
PNG
Pitcairn
Samoa
Solomon Islands
Tokelau
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vanuatu
Wallis and Futuna

Year
2006
2007
2004
2007
2006
2004
2006
2004
2007
n/a
2007
2005
2006
2007
n/a
2006
2007
n/a
2004
2007
2007
n/a

Arrivals
30268
97019
502765
218241
19136
1120676
2004
589244
6959
n/a
103363
2793
86375
104122
n/a
115882
13748
n/a
41208
1130
81345
n/a

Tourist residence
ration
0.35
2.43
0.46
0.79
na
7.68
0.06
7.36
na
na
0.53
1.06
3.55
0.10
na
0.35
0.03
na
0.25
na
0.28
na

Intensity
category
LL
LH
HL
HH
Na
HH
LL
HH
Na
Na
LL
LH
LH
LL
Na
LL
LL
Na
LL
LL
Na

GDP

50%
13%
10%

15%

13%
13%

17.2%
2.9%
14.4%
6.6%

Adapted from: Weaver (2002( Perspective on sustainable tourism in the South Pacific. Table: 3 Source: www.spc.int/prism/country
(Secretariat of the Pacific Community 2010)
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Thirdly, whatever the internal differences, all regions and people
within a single state or dependency are commonly affected in some ways
by the national tourism industry, though, for example, the freedom to
move in order to obtain employment and the dissemination of benefits
resulting from tourism revenues. Nonetheless, internal variations
nevertheless will still be recognised and taken into account when options
are discussed.
VISITOR ARRIVALS AND SUSTAINABLE ISSUES
(LL) Destinations in the South Pacific
Low intensity destinations account for a clear majority of South
Pacific states and dependencies. For those with at least some level of
tourism development, the evidence does not always point toward
sustainable practice or outcomes. The colonial heritage of most islands
and the concomitant positioning of „local‟ expatriates in positions of
influence have resulted in the marginalisation of indigenous people during
the „involvement‟ phase of the tourism cycle throughout Melanesia
(Douglas, 1997). This trend was, and remains exacerbated by the lack of
skilled locals in countries such as Tuvalu, Palau and the Solomons. The
situation has improved somewhat in the post-independence era, though
businesses owned by ni-Vanuatu (native people of Vanuatu) still
accounted for less than 10 per cent of total revenue within Vanuatu‟s
accommodation sector during the mid-1990s (Harrison, 2004).
However, the evidence from the LL destinations is complicated as
urban areas are substantially over-represented as locations for tourist
accommodation. On Fiji all hotels are located in the capital city of Suva
and the international gateway of Nadi (Dahl, 1993), while almost twothirds of registered accommodation in Papua New Guinea is found in the
three largest urban centres of Port Moresby, Lae and Padang (PNG
Tourism Promotion Authority 2009). This pattern is due to the
prevalence of business-related tourism, the concentration of functions and
services in urban areas, and the status of capital cities as international and
internal gateways. Such concentrations, however, cannot automatically
be considered as unsustainable. Unlike beach environments, urban areas
already accommodate a broad array of high-density activity within a
highly modified and relatively cosmopolitan environment that usually has
the infrastructure to cope with this level of activity.
Substantial fluctuations in the level of tourist arrivals are often seen
as conflicting with sustainability, yet characterize many LL destinations
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simply because a small drop in arrivals can translate into a large
percentage decrease when the overall visitor base numbers are low. Such
variations are partly climate-related, but also reflect the large impacts
exercised by specific events, such as a monopolistic airline‟s decision to
reduce flight frequency. As a result, LL destinations tend to experienced
high levels of vulnerability and uncertainty in their visitor flows for
reasons other than seasonality. This obviously poses problems such as
trying to maintain an optimum accommodation stock. Exacerbating this
vulnerability is a common dependency on a small number of tourist
markets.
Low traffic/high ratio (LH) destinations
Low traffic/high ratio destinations receive small absolute numbers of
tourists in relation to the threshold established above, but still produce
relatively large tourist/resident ratios because of the small local
population. The Cook Islands, Niue, Norfolk Island and Palau are the
four South Pacific destinations that fall into this category. In all four
cases, the tourist/resident ratio exceeds 1.0, and at least 10 per cent of
GDP is represented by tourism (UNEP, 2004). The Cook Islands is one
of the most tourism-dependent LH destinations and resembles a more
intensively developed destination. External interests control just over half
of accommodation rooms, with the proportion increasing to 58 percent on
the main island of Rarotonga (UNEP, 2004).
High traffic/low ratio (HL) destination
Fiji is the only South Pacific destination where a large absolute
number of stay-over arrivals is offset by a low tourist/resident ratio,
owing to the country‟s relatively large resident population. Such
generalizations, however, mask the actual complexity of the Fijian
tourism sector, which ranges from mass resort tourism along some coastal
areas of Viti Levu to exclusive resort island tourism, urban tourism and
village-based ecotourism.
The small, exclusive resorts, usually located on small offshore
islands, are also complex with respect to their relationship with
sustainability. The Turtle Island Resort offers a case in point. On the one
hand, this resort caters to a very wealthy elite, is owned by an expatriate
American millionaire, and requires its employees to remain isolated from
their families for extended periods of time. However, the Resort has
engaged in a major programme of vegetation rehabilitation on the island,
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provides almost 100 jobs, and has a strategy to encourage Fijian
participation at the managerial level. It also uses solar power to provide
much of its power, and has established an eye clinic and other medical
services for the residents of the adjacent islands (Harrison, 1997). In this
case, the positive effects would seem to outweigh the negative, although
no generalisations about exclusive isolated resorts should follow. A more
serious issue for Fijian tourism as a whole is chronic political instability,
for example, the 2006 coup by Bainimarama.
High traffic/high ratio (HH) destinations
Guam and the Northern Marianas, have large absolute numbers of
tourist visitors and high tourist/resident ratios arising from low resident
populations. In several superficial respects both destinations conform to
the more mature phases of the resort cycle. Market concentration in
Guam, for example, is indicated by Japan‟s 75 per cent share of stayovers, which increases to 89 per cent with the addition of Koreans (GVB,
1997). Foreign participation in the tourism sector, another indicator of
maturity according to Butler (1980), is also very high in both destinations,
with fifteen of thirty hotels (with 50 per cent of all rooms) in Guam
having had Japanese general managers (GVB, 1997). The same situation
pertained to seven of the ten largest hotels in the Northern Marianas
(MVB, 1997).
Structurally, hotel size and room inventories are the largest within the
study region. The average hotel size in Guam is 253 rooms, and the
island provided 7601 rooms in 1997 (GVB, 1997). The Northern
Marianas contained 3847 hotel rooms in 1997, virtually all located on
Saipan (MVB, 1997).
Clearly, the current and potential intensity levels of tourism in the
two HH destinations are impressive and of obvious concern to those
wishing to develop a sustainable tourism industry, especially when other
factors such as ownership and market concentration are taken into
account. High concentrations of tourism facilities and large hotel
complexes may compensate in some degree for obvious local stresses
(high traffic, „heat island‟ effect, induced housing development for hotel
workers, etc.) in several ways. These include the provision of „economies
of scale‟ that allow for the effective management of waste, and the
minimization of space required to house the tourist population. A strong
tourism industry may also, in theory, possess lobbying capabilities that
prevent competing resource stakeholders from undertaking activities that
undermine the attractiveness of tourism resources.
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SEEKING TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT
The South Pacific tourism industry can be summarized as highly
skewed, with most destinations being characterized by low visitor
numbers and low tourist/resident ratios. Only two destinations exhibit the
opposite tendency. Intensity, however, is clearly not a priori indicator of
sustainability. Low visitation levels are inherently vulnerable to extreme
fluctuation, and tourism, even in its incipient stages, is inevitably
influenced in a negative way by the MIRAB syndrome and by
longstanding patterns of dependency with „mother‟ countries. Islands with
low levels of tourism development, moreover, tend to possess
rudimentary infrastructure that equates with low carrying capacity and
subsequent threats to environmental sustainability despite small visitor
intakes. That low intensity tourism does not automatically equate with
sustainable tourism, should come as no surprise. The question of
sustainability will always be mediated by the realities of the small island
syndrome of underdevelopment and by a longstanding regional history of
acculturation, socio-political instability, and environmental degradation.
TOURISM SUSTAINABLE DESTINATION PLANNING.
a) Deliberate ‘Alternative’ Tourism/ (DAT)
Alternative tourism, as described above, was conceived in the early
1980s as a mode of tourism deliberately structured to contrast with the
supposedly unsustainable characteristics of conventional mass tourism.
Accordingly, it was ideally characterized among other things by small
scale, local control, architecture that is congruent with the local culture
and physical environment, and interactions with locals that are equitable
and mutually supportive (Dernoi, 1981).
At the less intensive end of the spectrum, most South Pacific
destinations resemble „alternative tourism‟ in at least some respects,
though patterns of ownership, imports, market concentration and
seasonality more typical of intensive destinations have already been
identified. Clearly, the resemblance to alternative tourism in most of
these destinations is superficial, as there is seldom any regulatory
environment in place to ensure that principles of local participation,
environmental sustainability, etc., are followed. These places, essentially,
are merely in the early stages of the (modified small island) destination
life cycle, and accordingly can be described as circumstantial alternative
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tourism (CAT) destinations (Weaver, 2001). Several scenarios are
possible for CAT destinations:
a)

In most instances, they will retain the status quo because
there is no demand for any further tourism-related
development.
b) A second possibility sees these destinations following the Scurve trajectory that characterizes the Butler-type
destination life cycle.
c) A third scenario is the „instant resort‟ phenomenon, wherein
the area is earmarked for planned large scale resort
development. In both cases, a very rapid transition from LL
status to LH or HH status is possible because of the small
resident population.
d) A fourth scenario entails the establishment of a regulatory
environment that steers the destination toward the principles
of alternative (and hence small scale sustainable) tourism as
a deliberate alternative tourism strategy as is implicit in the
planning of many South Pacific destinations.
b) Comprehensive Destination Alternative Tourism -DAT or (CDAT) destinations.
In the study region, emergent C-DAT destinations include the
Federated Micronesian State of Pohnpei, whose apparent pursuit of an
environmentally sound, ecotourism-style policy is, however, motivated by
the lack of beaches capable of supporting mass tourism. Samoa is
somewhat more evolved in the C-DAT direction, having already
established such relevant mechanisms as the National Ecotourism
Programme and the Samoan Ecotourism Network (Weaver, 1998).
REGIONAL DESTINATION ALTERNATIVE TOURISM (R-DAT)
Several larger South Pacific destinations are initiating strategies that
explicitly recognise a role for both mass tourism and deliberate alternative
tourism. For example, Vanuatu‟s Tourist Development Master Plan
emphasizes a hierarchical spatial structure of „Primary‟ tourist
destinations (international/regional gateway and port, larger volume of
visitation) and „Longer Term‟ tourist destinations. The latter are
characterised by local or regional airports, limited infrastructure, small256
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scale tourist facilities, retained local customs and village lifestyles, and
controlled visitation to environmentally and culturally sensitive areas.
In Fiji, the R-DAT concept has long been implicit in an „islands
policy‟ that discourages large-scale tourism in the peripheral island
locations. While „tourist resort islands‟ (such as Turtle Island Resort) are
one option, most of these areas are designated as „local subsistence
islands‟ where „only small-scale development will be permitted‟
(Lockhart and Chandra, 1997: 308-9). In contrast, large-scale tourism is
being fostered in certain districts of the main island, including the Coral
Coast and Nadi.
CONCLUSIONS
Evidence from the diverse array of South Pacific tourist destinations
suggests little or no correlation between scale of intensity and the
presence of „sustainable tourism‟. Rather, the apparent presence or
absence of sustainability is dependent upon the unique circumstances that
pertain to any given destination and the management responses made to
these circumstances. Accordingly, there is no basis for supposing that
tourism in intensively developed Saipan or Guam is any less sustainable
than the incipient sector that characterizes Tuvalu or the Wallis and
Futuna Islands, where government, infrastructure and society in general
are ill-equipped to cope with even a small increase in arrivals.
Complicating the issue of sustainability is the possibility that a destination
may indicate this trait in some characteristics but not others, thereby
raising the question as to whether the destination is „sustainable‟ in an
overall sense. Moreover, a characteristic that appears unsustainable in
itself may have sustainable consequences. For example, the concentration
of tourism within a small area of Saipan (a characteristic of destination
life cycle maturity that is usually regarded as negative) reduces the need
for sprawling tourism facilities in other parts of the island. Concurrently,
it offers conditions conducive to cost-effective and environmentally
beneficial site hardening, such as the installation of tertiary sewage
treatment that depends upon high volumes of waste production.
An equally important issue is whether the concept of sustainability,
and concomitant planning options as described above, can be seriously
considered from a single-sector perspective (Amposta, 2009, Romita,
2007; Karmakar, 2011). Various external environments over which
tourism exercises little or no influence profoundly affect this sector in a
direct or indirect way. Thus, while deliberate alternative tourism appears
to be emerging in the Solomon Islands, any judgements about its
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sustainability and longevity are rendered effectively meaningless by the
civil war and rapacious logging practices that make most human activity
in the Solomon Islands as a whole unsustainable. Adding to this
uncertain environment, and especially relevant to atoll-dominated
countries such as Tuvalu and Kiribati, is the looming threats of rising sea
levels and more numerous cyclones due to global warming.
Whether sustainable mass tourism or deliberate alternative tourism is
advocated for a particular South Pacific destination, the isolationist
approach that typifies much planning and academic writing in the sector
should be rejected. The existing or potential impacts of these external
environments must be taken into account when considering and
implementing the options described above. Indeed, it can be argued that
external environments are an omnipresent theme that cannot be divorced
from any considerations pertaining to sustainable tourism. In such a
context, it is unlikely that any mode of tourism development, no matter
how sustainable in itself, will serve on its own as a panacea for the
persistent problems of South Pacific destinations.
It is inevitable that questions would be raised about how far tourisman increasing popular tool for development should be or could
„sustainable‟ or how it could be fitted into a more comprehensive
programme of sustainable development, especially in low traffic/low ratio
destinations. At least, tourism in the Pacific islands seemed to be going
green. In fact as critics have pointed out, some responses from within the
tourism industry are little more than cynical attempts to capitalise on the
latest political correctness, and others openly doubt that there are realistic
alternatives to mass tourism (Harrison 2004).
Still at the regional level, concerns over the effects of mass tourism in
Asia and the Pacific prompted the United Nations to issue guideline on
the development of coastal. Others have concentrated more on the extent
to which social sustainability can be maintained during tourism
development. Examples are Ranks study on village- based tourism in
Papuan New Guinea (Wyllie 1998).
As elsewhere, commitment to sustainable tourism development in the
Pacifc islands is not always translated into practice. National tourism
organisations (NTOs) pay lip service to the concept but their success is
often evaluated (by themselves and others) primarily through their ability
to increase tourism numbers. At the local level, resorts claiming „green‟
credentials still promote „reef walking‟, and encourage guests to feed fish.
In some respects, the lack of tourism development in many Pacific Islands
is an advantage and islands states where mass tourism has not yet been
introduced can still avoid its negative impacts.
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In the meantime (lacking the facilities for large scale tourism),
Pacific Islands can concentrate on implementing smaller scale
ecotourism, guidelines for which have already been provided within the
region (Harrison, 2003). It should no longer be necessary to argue a case
for promoting sustainable tourism development in the Pacific islands.
Properly planned and managed tourism can help economic diversification
and reduce dependency on primary export crops and assist in the
conservation of natural resources and bring benefits to local communities,
including valuable skills in entrepreneurships (often through training).
However if the ideal of sustainability tourism development is to be
approached, it must be through increased awareness of issues involved
and through partnership of government and private sector, and of local
business.
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LOCAL FOOD IN LOCAL MENUS: THE CASE OF
GOKCEADA
1
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Ozan Kaya
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This paper attempts to determine motivations which influencing tourists’ local
food consumption. The study involved a multi-method approach undertaken
through initiating interviews with local people to build inventory of local food of
Gokceada, document review method was employed in restaurants (menus) to find
out what extent local food peculiar to Gokceada take part in the menus of
restaurants and finally a survey applied to visitors of the area to determine
motivations which influencing their local food consumption. From the analysis
five motivational factor identified; Quality of taste, authentic experience, rural
development, health concern and knowledge. Quality of taste was chosen as a
primary motivational factor by visitors to consume local food during their
holiday.
Keywords:

Local food, Food tourism, Gokceada.

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Food is an extremely important part of the culture of a region.
Moreover, tourism results from regions’ sources, such as; specific
landscapes, environments, culture and heritage (Beer et al., 2002).
Nevertheless, governments, researchers and industry have only
recognized the relationship between food, culture and tourism after the
mid-1990s. From an economic point of view, food is a physiological
necessity that’s why we can easily argue that nearly 100% of tourists
spend money for food where do they go for holiday or trip (Shenoy,
2005). However, local food is the best way to see destination’s intangible
heritage, through its consumption. In addition, food in tourism on the one
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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hand while supporting to local producers and local providers, on the other
hand it provides high quality and fresh food to tourists (Long, 2004).
This suggest that food in tourism can result in benefits for both hosts and
guests (Nummedal and Hall, 2006; Okumus et al., 2007; Sims, 2009).
More specifically, it is recognised that the kind of foods and drinks on
offer for tourists confront us as a significant potential source in providing
for the economic, cultural and environmental sustainability of tourism
destinations. In other words, food could be a great medium for
differentiating destinations.
According to Hjalager (2003), the new tourists seek food and
beverage combinations and eating experiences that foster learning. For
these tourists, food in a destination does not only satisfy hunger but,
important for them, such consumption means gaining in-depth knowledge
about the local cuisine and of the destination’s culture. Local food as a
tourism product is offered to tourists in many ways during their holiday,
such as; in direct purchases from farms and in the restaurants, which
allow for local products in their menus. Therefore, we can argue that
food preparation and related services contribute substantially to tourism
employment (Nummedal and Hall, 2006). The maximization of
relationship between host and tourist by mean of locally produced food
will increase the potential contribution of tourism to regional
development (Hall, 2004). Sims (2009) lists interest in local food by
tourist and its effects on tourism in three levels; firstly, increased tourist
consumption of local foods will support local economy. Secondly, buying
local products will reduce to carbon footprint. Thirdly, promoting local
food products is one way to differentiate the destination among other
competitors and attract a steady stream of visitors. However, while
growing importance of food for destination is obvious, not all destinations
try to use food in marketing activities to get potential opportunities it
provides (Long, 2004; Okumus et al., 2007; Sims, 2009).
Local food is a fundamental component of a destination’s attributes,
adding to the range of attractions and the overall tourist experience
(Symons, 1999). In the field of hospitality and tourism, there have been
various attempts to determine and examine the factors influencing tourists
to local food consumption in a tourist destination (Ryu and Jang, 2006;
Sparks, 2007; Kim, et al., 2009). However, there is no study, which
includes determination local foods of the destination, inclusion level of
local food of the destination in restaurants menus and the determination of
tourist motivations, which related to local food consumption. Therefore to
fill out the lack in tourism and hospitality literature and to provide more
comprehensive evidences to hotel and restaurant managers and local
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governors the main objectives of the study is to reveal to what extent local
food peculiar to Gokceada (Turkey) which intensively accommodates the
traces of different cultures take part in the menus of restaurants and to
determine motivations which influencing tourists’ local food
consumption.
LOCAL FOOD IN TOURISM
Similitude-focused tendencies that come forward in consequence of
globalization and are brought in the agenda of literature such as;
isomorphism, standardization, etc. throw the local and localization out of
focus and even ignore them. However, growing interest and demand from
tourists for local values is the basic tenets of new tourists’ who search for
more real and authentic experiences (Nummedal and Hall, 2006).
According to Rand et al. (2003), a successful destination is evaluated by
the positive revelations of tourists to the area. Thus, the products that
represented to tourists must be something the tourists wants and needs. In
recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature on food
products of a destination can be most important of cultural expressions
(Handszuh, 2000; Rand et al., 2003; Cohen and Avieli, 2004; Selwood,
2003; Brownlie et al., 2005; Rand and Heath, 2006). Moreover,
importance of food and eating out on trips and holidays is supported by
many researchers (Telfer and Wall, 2000; Hjalager and Richards 2002;
Hall and Sharples 2003; Kivela and Crotts, 2006; Okumus et al., 2007;
Sims 2009). Telfer and Wall (2000) suggested that spending on eating out
during a holiday constitutes approximately one-third of all tourist
expenditures. Similarly, Turkey Statistical Institute (2008) announced
that between 2005 and 2007 tourism spending on food and dining out in
Turkey by international tourists averaged 28,6% of total expenditures,
amounting to 4,11 billion USD, ranked first tourist expenditure on their
holiday. In addition, Enteleca Research and Consultancy (2000) reported
that around 72% of people visiting the U.K. were interested in local food
and beverages during their holiday, and they were satisfied with their
experiences of tasting local food. In other words, today’ tourism trend
more and more people travel in search of new gastronomic experiences or
willing to taste local foods in destination where do they go for holiday
(Horng and Tsai, 2010). In light of these figures, it can be argued that
consumption of local foods in a tourist destinations may be a key
contribution to local economies (Kivela and Crotts, 2006; Telfer and
Wall, 2000).
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There is no generally agreed or adopted definition of local food. For
the objectives of our research local food is stated as, foods that are grown
or processed with in local area or local specialty food that has a local
identity (Enteleca Research and Consultancy, 2000; Sanger and Zenz,
2004). Local food is an important part of tourism experiences in
destinations by introducing tourists’ new flavours and different traditions.
However, Kim et al. (2009) argues that existing studies on consumption
of local food at a destination is still establishing its basic tenets. But in the
literature of tourism, local food has examined in various issues, such as
marketing and differentiate of tourism destinations (Okumus et al., 2007;
Haven-Tang and Jones, 2006 ), the social and cultural significance of
food (Arce and Marsden, 1993; Probyn, 1998), sustaining regional
identity and culture (Wood 2001), the role of local food in tourism (Hall
2002; Hall and Mitchell, 2000, 2001; Wolf 2002; Kivela and Crotts,
2006), and in terms of economic benefits and local development.
According to Rand et al. (2003), local food is extremely important for
to enhance sustainability in tourism whereby the government and the
entrepreneur should work together to satisfy the tourists; contribute to the
authenticity of the region; strengthen the local economy; and provide for
the eco-infrastructure. Similarly, Rand and Heath (2006) argue that, the
kind of foods and drinks on offer for tourists can have major implications
for the economic, cultural and environmental sustainability of tourism
destinations. Parallel debates are also taking place in agriculture, where
focus upon local food products directly sold like farmers market is being
championed as a way to boost the sustainability of traditional farming and
community. These perspectives make local food an essential constituent
of tourism product and a feature that can add value to a destination
(Richards, 2002).
GOKCEADA AS CASE
Gokceada is the largest island of Turkey having an important tourism
and economic potential with its own specific geographical and
environmental and protected, untouched natural resourced. The
population of the island is 7.278 according to the census including 1.616
people living in the villages of the island. However, the population of
island was counted as 8.894 in 2000; these figures indicate that Gokceada
has an outward migration (www.gokceada.bel.tr).
Agriculture and tourism are the sectors that should be focused on and
examined thoroughly in order to create employment and alternative
sources of income in Gokceada. Tourism activities in Gokceada mostly
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depend on pensions and boarding houses. There are 156 registered
pensions and boarding houses in the island, and the number of the
pensions and boarding houses increases up to 200 during summer months.
The importance of pensions and boarding houses in the service sector
becomes significant when the total number of the beds is taken into
consideration. There are 2.250 bed in the island certified by the Ministry
of Tourism and Culture and the breakdown of the beds is as follows: 930
beds in tourism facilities of public enterprises, 220 beds in hotels and
1.100 beds in pensions and boarding houses (Huryilmaz, 2006). However,
majority of tourism activities is carried out only at the subsistence level.
In addition to this, return of Gokceada people from all over the world
to Gokceada on every August 15 for festival organized to commemorate
The Virgin Mary provides a seasonal activity for faith tourism.
Furthermore, for the last ten years a film festival is being held each year
in the island by sponsorship of Turkey Ministry of Tourism and Culture
and Gokceada also host increasing number of conferences, symposiums
and meetings and thus tourism movement in Gokceada has been
increasing number of congress-organization activities. In the recent years,
Gokceada has started to become an important centre for both local and
foreign windsurfers whether amateur or professional thanks to the
growing awareness about the characteristics and properties of its wind.
Almost all of the agricultural activities in the island are carried out by
organic farming and Gokceada is a candidate for becoming a major centre
for clean agriculture. Such eco-organic farming practices and activities
specific to the island could not be turned to account within the scope of
tourism activities and in addition to this alternative sources of income
could not be created and this factor leads young population to leave the
island and migrate to other cities and countries. Shortly, the selection of
Gokceada as a case was based on the district’s potential to be a prominent
district’s in illustrating functions of tourism compared to other locations
in Turkey.
METHODOLOGY
In order to explore what extent local foods of Gokceada take part in
restaurants menus’ and to determine motivations which influencing
tourists’ local food consumption, quantitative and qualitative approach
were chosen. Firstly, to find out local foods of the Gokceada semi
structured interviews carried out with Gokceada’ people across a range of
locations (Mason, 2002; Eves and Dervisi, 2005). Secondly, to find out
inclusion level of local food of the destination in restaurants document
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review method was employed because of the non-reactive structure of this
method (Patton, 2002; Sterk and Elifson, 2004). Therefore, all the menus
of restaurants in Gokceada were reviewed and researchers carefully noted
total menu items and local foods, which included in the menu. Lastly, to
determine local food consumption motivations and expectation from the
restaurateurs, convenience sampling method was used in conjunction with
on-site intercepts; a questionnaire survey way employed to tourists whose
visiting to Gokceada.
Study 1
The aim of this study was to build inventory of local foods of the
Gokceada. The unit of study of this study was local people. This was
essential because only local people could know to local foods of the area.
In this context, firstly, we gave information to participants about the
research then we ask them to what are the foods traditionally cooked in
the area. This study was carried out in 48 people at six villages in
Gokceada. Data were obtained through interview with 48 people whose
birth and live in Gokceada between from 04/2009 to 06/2009. According
to results of the study, local foods of Gokceada include 96 different
traditional foods and it’s grouped under 6 topics (see Table 1).
Table 1 Local Food of Gokceada
Kind of Food
Number of Food
Meat Dishes
24
Sea Foods
20
Vegetable Dishes & Salads
18
Leguminous
9
Pastry
12
Deserts
13
Study 2
Under the light of the first study document review method was
employed with all restaurants (19) in Gokceada between from 06/2009 to
07/2009. List of restaurants was taken from Municipally of Gokceada
web site (www.gokceada.bel.tr). The aim of this study to reveal to what
extent local foods peculiar to Gokceada takes part in the menus of
restaurants. Results for each restaurant have shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 Rate of Local Food in Restaurants Menus
Restaurants Local foods in Number of total foods
Menu
in menu
Rest. 1
46
80
Rest. 2
62
100
Rest. 3
28
50
Rest. 4
25
45
Rest. 5
17
44
Rest. 6
23
40
Rest. 7
2
7
Rest. 8
1
5
Rest. 9
55
183
Rest. 10
26
65
Rest. 11
13
29
Rest. 12
50
70
Rest. 13
38
100
Rest. 14
32
60
Rest. 15
42
75
Rest. 16
27
50
Rest. 17
35
60
Rest. 18
45
90
Rest. 19
30
121

Rate
0,57
0,62
0.56
0.55
0.38
0.57
0.28
0.20
0.30
0.43
0.44
0.71
0.38
0.53
0.56
0.54
0.58
0.50
0.24

Average rate 0.47

Study 3
The aim of the last study to determine motivations of tourists’ whose
consume local food, and expectation from restaurateurs. This study was
carried out with 389 tourists at different places of the Gokceada. Under
the light of the study’ aims a questionnaire was developed through
discussion of prior researches (Enteleca Research and Consultancy 2000,
Okumus et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2009; Sims, 2009). A convenience
sampling method, in conjunction with on-site intercepts, was employed.
450 questionnaires were distributed and yielded 389 valid responses
(86,4%). The survey time extended from 2009/7 to 2009/7. The survey
was divided into four parts: the first the part focused on the demographic
factors of participants, second part of questionnaire (two statements) was
to understand to choose of restaurant type. The third part was composed
of 19 statements that were linked to a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly
agree to 5=strongly disagree) to identify what kind of motives impact
tourists local food choose their holiday. Concerning the internal
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consistency of the questionnaire, 19 items showed that the Cronbach's
alpha score was 0.847, which meet the requirements of reliability.
Similarly last part composed of 7 statements that were linked to a 5-point
Likert scale to find out expectations of tourists’ from restaurateurs.
Characteristics of Respondents
The characteristics of respondents are as follows: female, 46,8%;
male, 53,2%; age range mostly between 15 and 44 years old (73%);
marital status, predominately married (59,6%); education level
predominately over high school degree (76,6%); and, average monthly
income above 800 Euro; %36,5 of respondents visited Gokceada before
and average staying days of visitor 7.
Results
The main findings include the following points:
Table 3 Results of Factor Analysis
Quality Authentic
of taste experience

Healthy
Fresh
Clean
Quality
Tasty
Represents to Region
Distinctive
Traditional
To support local producers
Eating local food helps the
regions’ people
Trustable
Nutritious
Good appearance
Better for environment
Variety of choose
Organic/Natural
Cheap
I know how do they prepare it
Curiosity
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Rural
Health Knowledge
development concern

,816
,759
,728
,675
,627
,905
,905
,858
,853
,821
,613
,716
,629
,577
,510
,472
,462
,738
,654
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%86,6 of respondents eat out until to survey and majority of
respondents look for local specialties with a local identity restaurants
(%73,5).
In addition, tourists’ motives for local food consumption in the
Gokceada, as determined by factor analysis, are identified (KMO =0. 865,
Barlett test of sphericity is significant, p < 0.001).
All items with five dimensions i.e. Quality of taste, authentic
experience, rural development, health concern and knowledge are found
reasonably acceptable based on factor loading with greater than 0.4 and
reliability coefficient (Cronbach's alpha) above 0.7. The major tourists’
motive, as listed in factor 1, is quality of taste (the variance is 18.6 %).
However to find out expectations of the tourists from restaurateurs
we developed scale which includes 7 item (Cronbach’s alpha 0.792).
According to results of the scale all items have very higher scores (see
Table 4).
Table 4 Tourists’ Expectations from Restaurateurs (N: 389)
Statements

Mean

More local food should be found in the menus
Menus must included information about local food
Traditional methods should be used for to food
presentations.
Should have opportunity to taste before ordering
Food was made from local products must be indicated
Restaurants must reflect region qualities
Staffs’ knowledge about the foods is very poor
Strongly disagree=1; Strongly agree=5

4,5013
4,5296
4,5116
4,5398
4,5424
4,5398
3,8972

Std.
Deviation
,61184
,60264
,62836
,63941
,64326
,68231
,91365

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The current was undertaken in context of rise of consumption of local
food on holidays and increased awareness of local values for tourism.
Through interview, document reviewing and questionnaire method, this
study not only identified the motivations influencing local food
consumption based on the empirical context of local food experiences on
trips and holidays, but also built an inventory of Gokceada’s local foods
and defines expectations of tourists’ from restaurateurs. The findings
indicate that motivations to consume local food included five
motivational factors: quality of taste, authentic experience, rural
development, health concern and learning knowledge. Quality of taste
which includes quality, freshness, healthy, clear and good taste items, has
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been chosen as a primary motivational factor to consume local food by
the participants. On the other hand, according to our second research,
local foods in the restaurants menus capture 47% of all menu items. The
average seems good enough but interactions between close areas to
Gokceada also have some effects on foods. In other words, some foods
defined as local food by local people also can be seen in some other
destinations around the Gokceada. That’s why participants want to see
more local food in the menus which peculiar to Gokceada. Moreover,
general perceptions of the participants about local identity of the
restaurants on very negative way (see Table 4). However, 73.5 % of the
participants look for local specialties with a local identity restaurant.
This study identifies the local food consumption motivations of
tourists in during their holiday. This research could assist the local
governors and tourism authorities when planning promotional activities to
attract more people to visit area or to increase tourists spending in the
destination. Additionally, from the perspective of restaurateurs, they
should understand tourists’ expectations and provide satisfactory service
and products to them by bringing to light peculiar foods of area with new
flavours and authentic ingredients. Lastly, the current research conducted
with a domestic sample it would be interesting to undertake similar
research and examine international tourists' motivations for consumption
of local food in holiday to see if they are similar or different from
domestic users.
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In this work we will be dealing with the figure of the D.I.Y. Tourist originated
from the local development processes based on the “cottage tourist industry”
concept. We will be doing this by using part of the results obtained through a
research started more than three years ago, by which we are studying what
happens in the territorial contexts where tourism develops mostly on a
spontaneous basis, that is in the presence of a widespread and pervasive
undetected tourism practiced through private accommodation and mostly selfmanaged.
Keywords: spontaneous tourist context, D.I.Y. Tourist, sustainable tourism,
undetected tourism.

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
In a study carried out more than thirty years ago, Cohen (1974)
proposed a conceptual distinction of the tourist figure into three
typologies, a distinction which is still widely shared among tourism
scholars all over the world.
According to such distinction the tourist can be a vacationer, a
sightseer and a drifter: in the case of the vacationer tourists, we are
dealing with people who prefer relaxing and sedentary holidays in the
resort of their choice, where there‟s no need to move from the hotel or
accommodation they‟re staying at. They privilege habitual behaviours
which are the result of routine - same beach, same umbrella, breakfast at
the same bar, frequent meetings with friends and relatives; the sightseer
tourist is constantly seeking for change and new experiences, he explores
the new territory, tries to get in contact with the local folklore and easily
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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changes type and standard of accommodation; finally, the drifter tourist is
a person who has similar ways of travelling and vacationing as those of
the wanderer, since he leaves without planning where he‟s going, what he
will be doing and how long he will be staying.
At about the same time, MacCannel (1976) published another study,
which is still as renowned and referred to as the one previously quoted, in
which he pointed out that the development of tourist areas caused two
distinct political stances: pro-tourism and anti-tourism. In his opinion, the
pro-tourism supporters often wrongly saw tourism merely as a way to
produce wealth, where territory, local government and population must
work to promote the growth of tourist enterprises, and where the tourist
was basically seen as a subject who could potentially spend as much
money as possible.
The anti-tourism supporters were in the wrong too, according to
MacCannel, in perceiving only the downside of tourism, considered as a
means by which the local culture and traditions would be misrepresented,
and where there would be no actual financial return for the host
communities, since it would only benefit the tourist enterprises. In
connection with this, MacCannel noticed that there were situations that
could allow to overcome or combine the two contrasting positions. In
particular, he pointed out that “ the integration of tourism in the local
community takes place when the population finds out the convenience
and the pleasure to benefit from the infrastructures that were originally
planned for the tourists”, and, moreover, that “tourism can grow and
develop naturally” … “if the local population develops a territorial selfconscience which transcends its own immediate social situation and the
reflected cultural structures, the tourists will get there before the
entrepreneurs do and a cottage tourist industry, … creates a more direct
link between the money produced by tourism and the local economic
development” (MacCannel, it trans. 2005:164-172).
The part of the results we will be using in this work11 is the one
which highlights the D.I.Y. tourist figure, that is the tourist who
autonomously chooses the tourist resort where to spend his holiday and
the holiday-making mode.2 The research has been carried out with the aim
of verifying whether the whole series of theoretical and conceptual data
available on the tourist figure, mostly related to the tour operators-guided
tourist whose needs and characteristics are well known, were also
appropriate to understand the D.I.Y. tourist‟s tourist behaviour: that is of
the tourist who makes little or no use of the tourist operators‟
intermediation and who doesn‟t purchase ready-made products.
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THE COTTAGE TOURIST “INDUSTRY”
Within all the countries that have based their development on the
concept of the so-called “free-market autonomy”, tourist resorts have
expanded according to well-known evolution phases and manners we
won‟t be dwelling upon any further (Morazzoni, 2003:91-94). What is
essential to point out about the expansion processes is that, whereas in
some areas such processes developed within formal economic and social
models, in other areas the tourism expansion occurred by satisfying the
prevailing demand for the mere basic services (mostly board and lodging)
springing from an individual/family kind of demand, which is DIY in
planning its holiday and which decides following its impulses and the
power of attraction of the natural and cultural resources of the resort
chosen. That is, after the “pioneering” phase, some areas and/or tourist
destinations organised and equipped themselves bearing in mind the
tourist industry needs, thus getting in competition with other places
according to the sectional economy rules, while other areas have “simply”
satisfied the demand for tourism deriving, during the years, from a
spontaneous, uncertain and unforeseeable demand.3
This last case is the one already noticed and described by
MacCannel, according to whom, as we have already reported, “tourists
get there before the entrepreneurs do, and a cottage tourist industry …
creates a more direct link between the money produced by tourism and
the local economic development” (MacCannel, it trans. 2005:166).
In the Italian example this process occurred in several tourist areas of
the peninsula, in some regions more strongly than in others and this is
easily verifiable by means of an assessment of the territorial systems of
tourist supply and demand. In the regions that have pursued conventional
tourist development models, in particular Northern and Central Italy, the
tourist products are clearly definite and detectable. In the Italian regions
where, on the other hand, tourism developed in a context which privileged
an informal and unconventional development, the unofficial
accommodation within private houses increased. Such is the case of
Southern Italy and the islands.
It‟s in the areas where the prevailing tourist accommodation is of an
unconventional type, made of private houses destined to holiday use, that
the DIY tourism develops, since it springs from “spontaneous tourist
contexts” which we define here as: “areas and/or tourist resorts which
have become irrespective of the official tourist markets interests, under
the pressure of a strong and spontaneous demand for tourism, and where
the informal economy, hidden and in part parasitical, prevails and where
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the tourist supply and demand meet and organise themselves without
intermediaries and on a personal agreement basis”.
HETERO-DIRECTED AND SELF-DIRECTED TOURISTS
Organised tourism and tourist packages are the consequence of an
industrial management of tourism type of approach, which, through the
standardization of processes and products, has governed and still directs
and produces mass tourism: on the one hand, we find the people who
create and commercialize tourist products and services, exploiting the
many natural, cultural, professional and technological resources available
worldwide, on the other hand there is the tourist, who buys what is
produced and consumes what he buys within experiential boundaries
defined by others, hardly ever out of the so-called “environmental
bubble”, that is a protected and circumscribed environment. In-between
these two subjects we find the local communities, almost ever in a very
marginal position, both on a relational level and on a level of the
economic benefits tourism produces.
The tourist industry implies, therefore, the existence of an organised
network of people with diverse skills and abilities, who co-operate in
order to produce services and products destined to the tourist market, for
tourists whose behaviour will not only be guided, but also, in most part,
foreseen. In such cases the tourist‟s behaviour can be totally heterodirected.
A different approach is the one that achieves tourist development
processes in the absence of industrial mechanisms, which find fertile
ground in what we called the spontaneous tourist contexts. Such
“contexts” have been little analyzed, especially on a sociological level,
and have not been much taken into consideration in the definition of
territorial tourist development policies. This situation occurred for at least
three reasons: the first is that, being informal and hidden, they‟re difficult
to analyze; the second is that the tourist industry rather sponsors the
research of an in-depth analysis of the factors which regulate the social
phenomena it is possible to capitalize on; the third is that social scientists
have always been attracted by everything that governs the mass society
mechanism, therefore also by the standardized and homogenized mass
tourism, by the tourist typology which still dominates the way of
planning, promoting and commercializing tourism at an international
level.
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For these reasons, the available sociological literature on tourist
phenomena nearly always refers to the analysis and description of theories
and applications which take into account what in tourism emerges from
the study of the time and space someone organises and plans for others,
and to what, in such an environment, the relationships occurring between
tourists, host population and tourist operators should be.
As a consequence, all that happens in a situation where the
relationship between the tourist actors and the social and economic
dynamics that are the result of choices which barely depend on the
institutional tourist decision-makers (public or private), stays out of
tourist analysis. Yet, in this context it is possible to detect the presence of
extremely interesting social situations which have in common the fact that
they occur, differently from what happens in the traditional tourist
industry, on the basis of self-directed decisions, in particular of those
made by the tourism main actor, that is the tourist who, in such a
situation, is a D.I.Y. tourist.
To sum up, we have stated that the tourist behaviour can either be
hetero-directed (the ideal type being the tourist who purchases an allinclusive package from a tour operator) or self-directed (the ideal type
being the tourist who lodges in a private house, sees to his own board and
travels by a private means of transport). Events and choices can occur,
though, that may render the tourist behaviour more or less hetero or auto
directed.
THE D.I.Y. TOURIST
There is, therefore, a typology of subjects who don‟t entrust others
with the organisation and management of their own tourist experience.
It‟s the tourist who, because of his self-directed behaviour we define as
D.I.Y. tourist: “such is who organises holiday time and space, that is
one‟s own tourist experience, in total autonomy, lodging in private
accommodation and simply bearing in mind the basic rules of life,
particularly those of the host tourist resort. A typology which, for obvious
reasons, dominates those that we defined as the spontaneous tourist
context”.
It is important to point out how many tourist market operators and
most part of the scientific tourist literature tend to commonly and
improperly denote as D.I.Y. also another tourist typology. According to
these, tourists are to be considered as D.I.Y. when they don‟t seem incline
to make use of tourist packages organised by others, or of group trips and
of the all-inclusive formula type of holiday. That is, the tourists who
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choose autonomously, or advised by a travel agency and/or by other
people, among the available tourist destinations and services. To our
opinion, such tourist typology is not properly classifiable as D.I.Y., since
only a small part of its tourist behaviour isn‟t decided by others , as he/she
indeed makes use of services and products which are already available on
the market and eventually because the responsibility of choice is someone
else‟s.
While the research and analyses on the hetero-directed tourist are
many and diverse, both at a national and international level 4, data on the
D.I.Y tourist is quite limited, therefore it is difficult to understand or
evaluate his role, behaviour, attitude, choices. In order to fill in this gap,
the D.I.Y. tourist figure has become, in recent years, object of study and
research.5 The dimensions which qualify the tourist experience as D.I.Y.
derive from the analysis of the D.I.Y. tourist‟s behaviour carried out in
the summer 2007 and which has an exploratory character.6 The research
has been carried out through a series of interviews with D.I.Y. tourists
holidaying in Calabria‟s tourist sea resorts (60%) and mountain resorts
(40%) with the highest density of private homes for holiday use. As many
readers know, Calabria is one of the Italian regions counting a higher
number of second homes.
The data collection has been carried out through the face to face
administration of a questionnaire, obviously directed to the subjects who
were on holiday and staying at a private accommodation, either owned or
rented. The administration of the questionnaire has been carried out at the
holiday home as well as at the outdoor places where tourists usually
gather (beach, pick-nick areas, ski-lift facilities, etc.), on different days of
the week and at different times of the day, for a total of 600 interviews.
The survey campaign lasted nearly one month (august 2007) and the basic
characteristics of the interviewees are as follows: a) sex: 47% female,
53% male; b) age: up to 24 7%, from 25 to 34 26%, from 35 to 44 29%,
from 45 to 54 22%, 55+ 16%; c) place of origin: Northern Italy 39%,
Central Italy 17%, Southern Italy 37%, Foreign 7%.
As far as the content is concerned, the questionnaire has been
conceived keeping into account the empirical research carried out at a
national level on similar matters, and in particular those carried out by
Istat within its surveys on “The Italians‟ holidays”. Before starting the
survey campaign some pilot-interviews (about ten) were carried out in
order to outline the questionnaire. In its final draft the questionnaire is
organised into six subject macro-sections: 1) questions about the
attachment to the holiday resort; 2) questions on the holidays habits in
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general; 3) questions on the motivations and on the tourist behaviour; 4)
questions on tourist communication; 5) questions on modes and condition
of stay; 6) questions on the interviewees‟ socio-economic conditions.7
The survey has been produced by the Tourist Research Centre of the
Department of Sociology and Political Science of the University of
Calabria.
THE D.I.Y. TOURIST EXPERIENCE
On the basis of the information gathered through the survey we can
state the dimensions which qualify the tourist experience as a D.I.Y.
experience.
- The D.I.Y. tourist is not keen on extremely new experiences and
perceives the holiday as an opportunity to interrupt everyday life routine
more in a perspective of a break than of a new experience: his stay is
quite long (more than three weeks); during his stay he attends public
meeting places and participates into local tourist events; he rarely goes on
a trip or excursion in other territories; The most practiced activities are
going for a walk and reading. During the holiday he is not willing to
move to other locations and prefers staying at the resort of his choice. He
tends to make the most of the opportunities of entertainment and of the
natural and cultural resources available within the host community. He
tries to be accepted by the local community by searching for opportunities
for daily relationships and establishing friendship relationships.
- The D.I.Y. tourist is faithful to his resort. He spends his holidays at
the same resort for several years in a row or sometimes returns there after
a few years‟ break, maybe resuming a family tradition which had been
interrupted for some reasons at a certain point. Even in the case they‟re
not the owners but simply the tenants of the holiday home, they usually
rent the same house for years and also leave personal belongings which
they will need for their next holiday. The D.I.Y. tourist goes back to the
same resort even for short periods during the year (Easter, Christmas,
week-ends).
- The D.I.Y. tourist is satisfied with the resort. On the one hand, he
points out its faults and downsides, on the other hand, he shows a high
satisfaction with the chosen resort not simply because, as we saw
beforehand, he often returns there, but also because he‟s ready to
recommend the resort to both relatives and friends. Such apparent
incoherence depends on the variables which may more or less strongly
affect the opinion (eg. the ownership of a property; its being at an easy
reach; the closeness of relatives and friends; etc.) as well as especially on
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the fact that because the D.I.Y tourist‟s choices are totally auto-directed
and well pondered, they hardly ever clash with their own expectations.
- The D.I.Y. tourist goes on holiday with his family and tends to
reproduce daily routine. He befriends other families and/or stays with
friends and/or relatives, leaving together for the resort or arranging to
meet at the chosen tourist destination, never renouncing, though, his own
independent spaces. He organises daily routine according to modes and
criteria similar to those adopted in “everyday life”. That is, he tries to
build reassuring routine situations, within the limits of the new situation
and of the times required by the holiday typology (fixed times for lunch
and dinner compatible with the main holiday “activities”; favourite food,
but frugal meals and restaurant-going to be preferred; spaces and
equipments to be organised in such a way to reproduce those of the city
home; car park the nearest possible for the whole length of the holiday..;
lido or beach space to be possibly always the same; etc.). the availability
of a car is fundamental to ensure local mobility to the whole family (eg.
for the shopping).
- The D.I.Y. tourist is an attentive observer of the local tourist
resources and shows a particular sensitivity towards the environmental
resources available within the tourist resort where he spends his holidays.
The D.I.Y. tourist considers: “I chose to come to this resort because the
natural and cultural resources here available allow me to practice my
favourite form of tourism, the better these resources are kept the more I‟ll
be satisfied with my holiday. The local community has the duty to make
such resources accessible and to organise welcoming tourist events, my
duty on the other hand is that of evaluating the state of the resources I am
using. In any case, while the resources are of the quality and quantity
necessary to satisfy my tourist needs, the chances I‟ll come back to this
resort are high”.
- The D.I.Y. tourist is practical in the evaluation of the tourist space.
Because of the fact that he‟s an attentive observer of the environmental
context of the chosen holiday resort, he develops a series of data which
allow him to develop ideas on how to improve his tourist stay conditions.
If consulted, he‟s willing to give suggestions and practical solutions in
order to improve the resort tourist supply. For example, in reporting a
problem: “The bad quality of the landscape and environment”, he
indicates as solution: “Improve the landscape and environment”; in
reporting another problem: “The lack/inadequacy of tourist structures and
infrastructures”, he suggests as solution: “increase/improve tourist
structures and infrastructures”; etc.
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- The D.I.Y. tourist organises himself bonding with the environment.
A holiday in an official accommodation facility does not involve any
particular duty, as all the services, both the basic ones (board and
lodging), the accessory ones (beach umbrella, house cleaning, etc.), and
the extra unessential ones (use of swimming pool, sport facilities, etc.) are
organised and supplied by others, that is by the structure he‟s staying at.
In the D.I.Y. tourism all will have to be planned and managed by the
tourist. As he is aware of this situation, his behaviour will be guided by
the need to organise his own stay. It will be therefore necessary to dispose
of more or less stable spaces in which to carry out the main tourist
activities (close to beach, friends, and holiday home), temporarily or
permanently modifying the environment physical conditions (eg. planting
a beach umbrella for the whole holiday duration). The building process of
the specific “space” in which to achieve his own tourist experience occurs
without having to follow a specific path, but it is achieved through the
environment, which is modified and exploited by the tourist according to
his needs and objectives.8
Figure 1 The dimension(s) which qualify the
Figura 1
experience
D.I.Y.
Thetourist
dimensions which
qualify the touristas
experience
as D.I.Y
2. Tends to
reproduce daily
routine

1. Is faithful to

the resort

3. Is an attentive
observer of the
local tourist
8. Is practical in
the evaluation of
the tourist space

resources
THE D.I.Y.
TOURIST
4. Organises himself
in part exploiting the
environment

7. Is satisfied
with the resort

6. Goes on holiday
with his/her family

5. Has no wish
for extremely new
experiences

Source: Tourist Research Centre – Department of Sociology and Political Science
of the University of Calabria: D.I.Y. Tourist Survey.

Source: Tourist Research Centre - Department of Sociology and Political Science
of the University of Calabria: D.I.Y. Survey.
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Table 1 Answers to the question: “How often did you come on
holiday in this resort in the past years?” For interviewees’ place of
origin (%)
Answers to the question:
Interviewees‟ place of origin
“How often did you come on
South
holiday in this resort in the
and
Centre North Foreign
past years?
Islands
Total
1
5,1
5,1
7,1
12,8
6,4
2-3
13,5
11,1
12,5
17,9
13,0
More than 3
70,2
79,8
75,9
66,7
73,8
It‟s the first time
11,2
4,0
4,5
2,6
6,8
Total
100,0
100,0 100,0
100,0 100,0
Source: Tourist Research Centre – Department of Sociology and Political Science
of the University of Calabria: D.I.Y. Tourist Survey.

Table 2 Answers to the question: “Did you come on holiday in this
resort?”
Answers
%
On your own
10,9
With your family
76,7
With relatives and friends
12,4
Total
100,0
Source: Tourist Research Centre – Department of Sociology and Political Science
of the University of Calabria: D.I.Y. Tourist Survey.

Table 3 Answers to the question: “By what means of transport did
you come to this resort?”
Answers
%
Plane
4,7
Train
8,1
Car
80,9
Motorbike
0,4
Coach
5,4
Camper
0,3
Caravan
0,2
Total
100,0
Source: Tourist Research Centre – Department of Sociology and Political Science
of the University of Calabria: D.I.Y. Tourist Survey.
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Table 4 Answers to the question: “The accommodation you are
staying at is:” by interviewees’ place of origin (%)
Answers to the question: “The
accommodation you are
staying at is:”

Interviewees‟ place of origin
South
and
Centre North Foreign
Total
Islands
Own property
44,6
52,1
52,5
59,5
50,0
In rent
41,3
11,5
13,1
9,5
23,1
Other
14,1
36,4
34,4
31,0
26,9
Total
100,0
100,0 100,0
100,0 100,0
Source: Tourist Research Centre – Department of Sociology and Political Science
of the University of Calabria: D.I.Y. Tourist Survey.

Table 5 Answers to the question: “Would you recommend this
resort to a relative or a friend?” for interviewees’ place of origin (%)
Answers to the question: “Would
you recommend this resort to a
relative or a friend?”

interviewees‟ place of origin

So
uth
Cen
No
Fore
and
tre
rth
ign
Total
Island
Yes
50,0
62,6
57,6
73,8
56,9
No
29,9
22,2
24,1
11,9
25,0
Don‟t know
20,1
15,2
18,3
14,3
18,1
Total
100,0
100,0 100,0
100,0 100,0
Source: Tourist Research Centre – Department of Sociology and Political Science
of the University of Calabria: D.I.Y. Tourist Survey.

Table 6 Answers to the question: “Would you recommend this
resort to a relative or a friend?” for interviewees’ age (%)
Answers to the
question: “Would
you recommend this
resort to a relative
or a friend?”

interviewees‟ age

up to
24

from
25 to
34

from
35 to
44

from
45 to
54

55+

Total
Yes
34,1
55,4
56,2
62,9
63,6
57,0
No
29,3
27,0
26,0
21,8
22,8
25,1
Don‟t know
36,6
17,6
17,8
15,3
13,6
17,9
Total
100,0
100,0
100,0
100,0
100,0
100,0
Source: Tourist Research Centre – Department of Sociology and Political Science
of the University of Calabria: D.I.Y. Tourist Survey.
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CONCLUSIONS
The history of modern tourism is the same for all western countries.
The first typology of mass tourism strongly developed in the „60s – „70s,
responding to an ever growing demand for tourism coming from all the
classes of a society which was experiencing a real economic growth.
Cities were growing, urban and industrialised space attracted a large part
of the population who fled the country hoping to find better living and
economic conditions. In order to satisfy the growing demand for tourism,
the number of tourist accommodation as well as the number of second
homes for holiday use increased.
The early holiday homes were different from the ones we are familiar
with today, as the beach or mountain property house was still a
prerogative of a circumscribed well-off part of society. These houses were
built in the holiday resorts nearest to the urban centre and were made in
such a way that they could accommodate numerous families that would
settle there from June to September. The holiday homes built at a later
time were, instead, a type of investment for the local population that,
encouraged by the increasing demand for tourism coming from the
hinterland as well as from other places, decided to build houses which
could provide for an unofficial extra income as well as for a durable
immovable property.
In a later evolution phase of tourism, that is after the „70s, while in
many tourist areas the residential family tourism gave way to the
consumerist tourist, globalised and hetero-directed, who preferred
standardized and professional tourist services, in other areas the
population kept “investing” in the D.I.Y. tourism, thus supporting the
growth of an informal and hidden tourist economy which had private
accommodation at its centre.
This kind of tourism has produced a particular type of tourist: the
D.I.Y. tourist that, despite being a widespread phenomenon, has not been
analyzed on a scientific level, because of its informal and hidden
character.9
As a consequence of this, the D.I.Y. tourist or, to quote Urry, the
D.I.Y. “tourist‟s stare”, has not been taken into serious consideration by
the host communities and by the tourist operators. Yet, the D.I.Y. tourist,
as well as the tourist who lodges in a hotel, is a tourist - he purchases
things and brings wealth to the host communities, interacts directly with
the local community, starting mechanisms of social and cultural
exchange. The D.I.Y. tourist chooses his own holiday resort
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autonomously, positively evaluating its resources availability. The host
populations know that, although they won‟t invest in advertising and extra
services, the D.I.Y. tourist will return anyway, for long or short periods
of time with his family, to the same place for several years in a row. As
already stated, the D.I.Y. tourist doesn‟t ask for much, he just wants to
enjoy those basic services that any community should offer.
Promoting the D.I.Y tourism is not only useful and advisable, but it is
also necessary. The host communities are by now used to receive this
kind of tourist population, therefore are unconsciously inclined to believe
that it is a well-established and unmodifiable situation. Still, in quite a
few cases, a once very popular resort, was suddenly fled by tourists.
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EDNOTES
1

Paragraphs “INTRODUCTION”, “THE D.I.Y. TOURIST EXPERIENCE “and
“CONCLUSIONS” are by Tullio Romita; Paragraphs “THE COTTAGE
TOURIST INDUSTRY”, “HETERO-DIRECTED AND SELF-DIRECTED
TOURISTS” and “THE D.I.Y. TOURIST” are by Antonella Perri.
Acknoledgements for the English version go to Fabrizia Del Vecchio.
2
Subject widely dealt with in the XVI Rapporto sul Turismo in Italia published by
Mercury - Florence and largely used in this work.
3
Thus giving way to the so-called “undetected tourism”, so defined because non
quantified and non-quantifiable by official statistics. For an in-depth study on
the subject refer to T. Romita (1999).
4
Essays by MacCannel (2005), Urry (1997), Cohen (1985) and Augé (1999) are
particularly useful; among the Italian literature, for the most part derived by the
foreign one, the essays by Costa (1989), Savelli (1989), and Nocifora (2002)
were particularly useful; as far as the research on undetected tourism is
concerned, we used essays by Romita (1999) and reports published by Mercury,
Florence (2003, 2004, 2005).
5
We are referring to the activities carried out by the Tourist Research Centre of
the Department of Sociology and Political Science Team of the University of
Calabria. These activities started in 1997 and were first synthesized in Romita‟s
volume (1999). The field research was carried out at different times and aimed
at studying the D.I.Y. tourist figure. The first survey dates back to 2004, the
second to 2005 and the last to 2007. During the three surveys, more than 1.500
interviews were carried out in August, at both sea and mountain resorts. Some
of the results of the first two surveys have been published in Romita and Perri
(2006).
6
For the sake of brevity we will be using only a part of the research and of the
acquired results, that is the one more directly linked to this work objectives.
7
The questionnaire is part of the research documentation and can be required
from the Tourist Research Centre of the Department of Sociology and Political
Science of the University of Calabria (tromita@unical.it).
8
On this subject refer to Beato et al. 2007.
9
To give an idea of the phenomenon, it is enough to remember that in Calabria
the average is of one house every two inhabitants, that in some villages there‟s
a summer population reaching up to fifteen times the normal average and that
the research we carried out registered a tourist influx within private
accommodation in some villages which is, by itself, higher than in the more
than 400 municipalities of Calabria.
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BENCHMARKING THE EGYPTIAN MEDICAL
TOURISM SECTOR AGAINST INTERNATIONAL
BEST PRACTICES: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY
1

Eman M. Helmy
Helwan University
This paper argues that any compatible strategy for the development of medical
tourism at a developing nation should be based primarily on a comprehensive
benchmarking study. It has employed the benchmarking phase of a national
project for the development of an Egyptian medical tourism strategy to showcase
significance of such benchmarking implications. The benchmarking phase of the
Egyptian project has used two main data sets to reach reliable findings: a series
of best practice destinations claimed to be key players leading the future of the
medical tourism sector worldwide and an extensive survey of the Egyptian
medical tourism sector. Arguably, the benchmarking process was crucial for the
development of the strategy to measure performance of Egypt‟s medical tourism
sector against international best practices, to identify gaps in the Egyptian
medical tourism sector and to address main areas required to develop „service
value chain‟ for the Egyptian medical tourism sector.

Keywords: Medical Tourism – Healthcare Providers - Benchmarks Best Practices – Egypt
JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Medical tourism, as it stands today, is an emerging phenomenon
wherein citizens, in most cases of industrialized nations, bypass services
offered in their own communities and travel to other destinations (many
of which are less developed countries) seeking high quality medical care
at affordable prices. Estimates vary, but McKinsey & Company and the
Confederation of Indian Industry put gross medical tourism revenues at
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more than $40 billion worldwide in 2004. Others estimate the worldwide
revenue at about $60 billion in 2006. McKinsey & Company projects that
the medical tourism industry will rise to $100 billion by 1212 (Herrick,
2007: 1).
It is that growth and enormous economic implications that has
captured the worldwide attention of governments, policy makers,
academics, and the press in both destination and sending countries
(Bookman M. and Bookman K., 2007). As expected by, an Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 1989, the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in 1997 and
the World Health Organization in 2006, a growing number of less
developed destinations has recently managed to offer „First World
treatment at third World prices‟ (e.g. India, Thailand, Malaysia, South
Africa and Costa Rica) (Smith and Puczko, 2009; Magdalini and Paris,
2009; Bookman M. and Bookman K., 2007). Such destinations offer not
just healthcare excellence, but a high standard of comfort and a seamless
packaged service from point of departure, through recuperation to aftersales service.
Arguably, new entrants to the international medical tourism market
are expected to emerge in the next few years, which imply a stronger
competition among destinations for compatible healthcare services,
strategic marketing packages, more sophisticated implementation of
information technology (IT) in healthcare and tourism, more specialized
facilities to be offered and adequate standardization system for medical
tourism services (Das and Gupta 2007; Yanos, 2008; IMC, 2008).
Egypt as an existing tourist destination is ambitious to invest in its
human, physical and investment capacities for the development of a stable
medical tourism sector, which will sustain its foreign exchange earnings
and strengthen its competitive edge as a tourism destination. Arguably,
this benchmarking study represents a crucial phase for the development of
an Egyptian medical tourism strategy.
MEDICAL OR HEALTH TOURISM? THE DEFINITION DILEMMA
The overlap between health and medical tourism, and probably
between the three subsets to be classified under the wide spectrum of
health tourism, has been discussed by many scholars (e.g. Smith and
Puczko, 2009; Harahshesh, 2002; Cornnell, 2006; Thelen and Travers,
2007; Helmy, 1993). This paper defines health tourism as travel for a
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wide range of health and wellbeing purposes such as healthcare, health
assessment, surgery and operation, plastic surgeries, beauty, healing, cure,
rehabilitation and convalescence, combined with leisure, recreational and
cultural activities at the visited destination. Three types of health tourism
have been identified by the current paper as table (1) shows.
Table 1 The three types of health tourism





Medical tourism
Where the focus is on
medicine and
healthcare as well as
surgery and treatments
to be offered basically
by state-of-the-art
healthcare providers
such as hospitals,
clinics, diagnostic
centres and
specialized medical
centres.
The tourism side is
needed in three
different ways:
 to facilitate all
travel
arrangements,
along with all
relevant services,
to and from
destinations.
 to offer certain
recreational,
cultural or
entertaining
tours/activities to
be practiced as
part of the medical
program
especially at the
recuperation stage.

Health Tourism
Medical wellness tourism

Where the focus is
balanced between
medical treatment and
tourism, resulting in a
harmonized mix
offering healing,
recuperation and
curative programs using
natural resources or
environmental assets.

Although all such
activities are practiced
under medical
supervision, customers
mostly receive the
medical wellness
programs in health
resorts named
independent spas
(destination spa,
medically oriented spas
or spa resort) (Helmy,
2005).

All marketing and
promotional strategies
of each facility
emphasize what is
addressed as “Spa
Concept” based on its
outstanding standards in
offering special
therapeutic/curative

Wellness tourism
Where the focus is
on physical, body
and spirit
rejuvenation
employing the “feel
good‟ approach
such as body
pampering (for
example herbal
bath/mud bath),
beauty and facial
treatments, fitness
programs such as
massage, water
exercise, sauna and
thallassotherpay.

The above activities
can be offered by a
department at a
hotel or resort as an
amenity (also
named resort spa,
hotel spa or cruise
ship spa), at a day
spa in the
metropolitan areas
or at an
independent spa.
The customer of
wellness tourism is
not necessarily
under a
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to offer tourist
programs to the
patient‟s
accompanied
persons.

products (e.g. weight
loss, detoxification,
stress therapy,
aromatherapy and
thalassotherapy,).
(Helmy, 2005)

medical/health
program and uses
the wellness
facilities of the
resorts freely while
his main purpose of
travel might
primarily be other
than health such as
business (Helmy,
2005).

This paper is more focused on medical tourism and, at a lesser extent,
on medical wellness tourism, while wellness tourism is out of its main
scope. As shown in table (1), medical tourism can be defined as travel to
destinations to undergo medical treatments such as surgery or other
specialist interventions (Smith and Puczko, 2009: 101).
The medical tourism development equation, however, implies the
importance of considering three service pillars of the „service value chain‟
in order to develop a competitive medical tourism destination as figure (1)
shows. Although the development of an advanced healthcare sector is
prerequisite for offering compatible medical services, all destinations
have to consider the development of the other two main elements to be
able competing in the international market of medical tourism: the support
services as well as the complimentary travel and tourism services.
Figure 1 The medical tourism equation
Medical and healthcare services
+
Tourism and travel services
+
Support services
=
MEDICAL TOURISM
The medical tourism sector is thus not solely healthcare, and its
development requires providing many other complimentary support
services which form parts of its value chain. Such services encompass
medical tourism visas, airports with special equipments and facilities,
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special airline services, transfers, entertainment, lodging with special
facilities and services, excursions, shopping and air and land ambulance
services.
In addition, the development task implies many marketing and
distribution activities as well as human resource and training strategies.
The value chain approach (which this study adopts) will emphasize all
such functions in detail throughout the benchmarking process.
MEDICAL TOURISM: A GENERAL GLOBAL REVIEW
Despite possible risks of life-threatening complications far from
home, many patients in developed countries such as USA, Canada and
Britain choose medical tourism for specific reasons such as cost savings,
no waiting lists, procedures unavailable in their own countries, success
rates, personal attention, long supervised recovery and an opportunity to
combine vacation with surgery/treatment while maintaining privacy and
confidentiality (Mohamed, 2008; Chakrabortry, 2008; Medical Tourism
Expos, 2008; Bookman M. and Bookman K., 2007).
In addition to the above mentioned factors, other forces are also
expected to drive the future growth of medical tourism worldwide. In
USA, the number of uninsured or underinsured Americans is estimated to
be more than 50 million and this number might increase due to the current
deteriorating state of the economy (Kulkarni, 2009; Herrick, 2007).
Medical tourism brings the surgery and treatments into reach for such
segments of uninsured individuals and self-insured businesses. For
example, heart bypass surgery in the U.S. typically costs at least $80,000
while the cost at an internationally accredited hospital abroad is $8,500
(Medical Tourism Expos, 2008).
With regard to Europe the rights for nationals to be treated abroad on
public expenses or insurance companies has been strengthened within the
European Union through Council Regulation 1408/71, art. 22 (Hervey
and McHale, 2004; Constantinides, 2003). Those strengthening of rights
might also lead to a future potential with regard to treatments paid and
recognized outside the EU area. As an example, the typical cost of
Rhinoplasty (nose reshaping) in Croatia, Egypt or Turkey is around
£1,500 compared with between £3,000 and £4,000 in the UK, while in
India, Rhinoplasty will cost just £850 (Treatment Abroad, 2008). In
addition, the Middle East has always been regarded as a generating
market for international patients with no signs of retard.
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The integration of Information Technology (IT) into tourism and
healthcare coined with the expansion of the business of medical tourism
intermediaries (e.g. MedicalTourism Expos and StarHospitals network),
electronic medical tourism guides (e.g. treatmentabroad.net) and
specialized e-journals (e.g.
International Medical Travel Journalimtjonline.com) are also remarkable empowering forces. Notably, many
health insurance companies in the Developed World are currently using
the attractive appeal of combining surgery/treatment with a tour in one
package as a tool to convince their customers taking their treatments
abroad which means savings by such companies.
Although tourists travel for a wide range of treatments, there are
certain areas of specialization which mostly motivate the travel decision
for medical tourism as organ transplant, plastic surgery, dentistry, eye
care, orthopedic surgery (such as knee/hip replacement), fertility
treatments, heart Surgery, dialysis ( support service) (IMC, 2008).
Although the first seven areas represent the main cause for travel, driving
the patient‟s motivation to go to a specific destination for treatment,
dialysis is a support medical facility which kidney patient‟s decision to
visit a certain destination for a holiday is dependent on its existence.
Holiday dialysis is a holiday package which includes the arrangements of
the dialysis medical service (IMC, 2008).
EGYPTIAN MEDICAL TOURISM: AN OVERVIEW OF THE
CURRENT SITUATION
Egypt is a well-established tourist destination that boosted its tourist
arrivals to reach 10,610 million in 2007 (UNWTO, 2008). Nevertheless,
the latest statistics of the Egyptian Ministry of Tourism recorded only
68,180 visits in 2006 for the purpose of health tourism (MOT, 2007).
Such visits are mainly generated by neighbouring countries such as Libya,
Sudan, Yemen as well as some countries in the African continent.
Although Egypt was a targeted destination of the Gulf market and the
Arab World for health tourism during 50‟s till 80‟s, it is that growth in the
international healthcare sector that shifted such demand to more
developed countries and recently to less developed nations. Arguably, the
performance of the Egyptian public health sector during that period acted
as a push rather than a pull factor for the medical tourism segments.
The current situation, however, draws an example of a developing
country with “dual healthcare system” where a number of sophisticated
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healthcare providers exist to serve expatriates, foreign and wealthy
domestic patients while basic healthcare for rural populations and the
urban poor is rudimentary (Bookman and Bookman, 2007; Didascalou
et al, 2009). The last few years has witnessed the emergence of up-todate private sector healthcare providers such as hospitals and dental care
clinics as well as expansion of groups of private medical labs and eye care
centres across the country and in some cases crossing the Egyptian
borders to the Gulf area (e.g. El-Maghraby eye care group and El-Borg
medical lab group). A number of such healthcare providers, albeit still
few, has an international appeal through international accreditation,
affiliation and outsourcing medical services. For example, Dar El-Foud
hospital is accredited by JCI (Joint Commission International) and ISO
(International Standard Organization) and has association with Cleveland
Hospitals in USA while selected Medical and Radiology Labs have been
contracted by international hospitals for outsourcing - to read X-rays and
other lab tests sent to them electronically by such hospitals.
On the other hand, the Egyptian Medical Services Group (EMS) has
been established to provide dialysis services for international tourists with
kidney ailments. As an official partner of Fresenius Medical Care (FMC)
in Germany, it offers holiday dialysis medical care according to FMC
medical quality. It currently has branches in Sharm El Sheikh, Hurghada,
Cairo, Luxor, Aswan and Alexandria (IMC, 2008). El-Gouna Dromedary
Club in Hurghada and Les Thermes Marins des Cascades (TMC) in Soma
Bay are also two good initiatives for medical wellness projects. While the
former offers anti-alcoholic treatment packages the latter is specialised in
thalassotherapy and spa treatment – it is operated in association with Les
Thermes Marins de Saint Malo, one of France's leading pioneers in this
field. Both projects have invested in the natural healing properties of the
Red Sea weather and sea water accompanied with professional
therapeutic programs offered by skilled personnel.
Apparently, the next few years will witness more involvement of
private investment in the development of medical centres at the main
tourist destinations (e.g. Porto Ghalib medical center in Marsa Alam and
the Marassi project in the North West Coast). The Tajmeel clinics group
for cosmetic surgery to be established in Cairo, Sharm EL-Sheikh and
Hurghada and Andalusia hospitals in Alexandria are also proposals of
state-of-the-art projects to be established by foreign funds from the Gulf
area.
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However, the development of medical tourism at any destination
cannot be fulfilled without crafting a strategy looking at all components
of the medical tourism sector; healthcare, tourism and hospitality services
as well as support services. Benchmarking, as described by Kozak (2004)
“as a process of finding the world-class examples of a product, service or
operational systems and then adjusting products, services or systems to
meet or beat those standards”, is argued to be a crucial step for the
development of the Egyptian medical tourism strategy.
METHODOLOGY
The benchmarking task has been based on the “process
benchmarking technique”, which implies comparison of practices,
procedures and performance levels with specific benchmarking partners
(medical tourism destinations). This enables the fundamental questions
“what is the best practice in medical tourism? where are the best
practitioners?, and what does Egypt need to learn and do to match its
practices with those of the benchmark partners?”
The benchmarking process has implied a set of activities. The first
task was to identify a number of medical tourism countries as
benchmarking destination. Table (1) lists the destinations selected:

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 2 List of medical tourism destinations selected for
benchmarking
Selected
Developed/Less Geographical Established/Potential
Destination developed
Location
destinations
India
Less Developed Asia
Established
Thailand
Less Developed Far East
Established
Singapore
Developed
Far East
Established
Malaysia
Less Developed Far East
Established
Jordan
Less Developed Middle East
Established
Lebanon
Less Developed Middle East
Potential
UAE
Less Developed Middle East
Potential
Tunisia
Less Developed North Africa
Potential
Hungary
Less Developed Europe
Established
Turkey
Less Developed Europe
Established
Germany
Developed
Europe
Established
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12
13

South
Africa
Costa Rica

Less Developed

Africa

Established

Less Developed

South
America

Established

The selection of such destinations was based on a set of criteria as
follows:
 Identifying the best practices leading the international medical
tourism sector such as India, Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia.
 Although competition might come from any destination in the
world, Egypt‟s direct competitors in the Middle East area have
been identified as Jordan, UAE, Lebanon and Tunisia.
 The well positioned tourist destinations promoting tourist
packages to the international tourist market (the same as Egypt)
and integrating the healthcare product into such tourist packages.
Hence, Turkey, South Africa, Costa Rica and Tunisia have been
selected.
 A number of destinations offering medical wellness products
(mainly thermal treatments and thalassotherapy) such as
Hungary, Tunisia, Jordan, Turkey and Germany.
 The destinations offering specialized but very successful and
well positioned medical tourism products (dentistry in Hungary
and plastic surgery in South Africa). Such countries have been
used as good examples of destinations offering specialized and
high quality products.
 Although most of the destinations leading the international
medical tourism sector are developing countries, Germany and
Singapore have been used as two different examples of
developed countries successfully offering medical tourism
products. While Germany is an old and well established
destination in the field, Singapore represents a modern country
employing an array of modern healthcare providers, technology,
medical research centres and a distinctive spot hosting
international medical tourism events in addition to its superb
infrastructure and entertainment facilities.
In order to approach the process benchmarking, a number of
benchmark parameters have been developed to measure, qualitatively and
quantitatively, the performance, practice and profile of each country.
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These country benchmark parameters have been grouped under four main
headings as table 3 shows:
Table 3 Benchmark parameters used in the current research
Benchmark Parameters
Profile benchmarks:
* Policies and scale of investments
* Business structure and management
* Healthcare providers
* Product specialization
* Product quality and price
* Labour/personnel (doctors, nurses, tourist staff)
* Technology/research
* Main product strength and weaknesses
Service chain benchmarks:
* Ambulance service
* Support service standards:
Infrastructure, airports, accessing roads …etc
* Hotels and resorts
* Main location standards
* Leisure and tourism
Urban cities, entertainment, shopping …etc
* Medical tourism visas
Performance benchmarks:
* Medical tourism visitors
* Estimated revenues
* International /national accreditation
Marketing benchmarks:
* Medical tourism marketing strategies
* Medical tourism websites
* Special travel agents
* Distribution through tour operators/airlines
* Attendance by healthcare providers at trade shows,
exhibitions …etc
* Links with major health insurance companies
* Image
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The third task was to conduct audit visits to several Egyptian
healthcare providers as well as interviewing other key respondents
representing authorities and organizations that directly or indirectly will
have a say in the sector development process. A survey of 22 healthcare
providers (predominantly hospitals) and semi-structured interviews with
healthcare experts have been undertaken. Additionally, a number of high
profile decision makers, at both Ministries of Health and Tourism, as well
as other stakeholders representing the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Egyptian Civil Aviation and Egyptian Tourism federation have been
interviewed. Both primary and secondary data have extensively been
employed to fulfil the benchmarking process requirements.
FINDINGS AND SYNTHESIS
The benchmarking process has revealed a set of significant findings
which can be synthesized as follows:
All leading medical tourism destinations have developed a clear
vision and strategic objectives for its medical tourism sector and set
specified goals to be accomplished within specific timeframes.
Accordingly, relevant strategies, plans and programmes to reach such
objectives have been clearly identified and executed with effective
techniques. This finding urges Egyptian government to start crafting its
own vision and strategic objectives for the sector.
Articulation and cooperation among relevant authorities is a must for
any medical tourism destination to coordinate efforts for the development
of the sector. Countries such as Singapore, UAE and Lebanon have
formed medical tourism councils or boards bringing together all formal
and informal parties which have a say or can play a role in the
development of the sector. This finding implies the importance of forming
an official body representing different stakeholders to foster the
development of the sector and to sort out existing obstacles. In addition a
trade lobby such as “Medical Tourism Association” will also be needed
to represent interests and views of the different entrepreneurs such as
healthcare providers, managed healthcare companies, travel agencies
and airline companies.
All destinations are working to attract foreign and national
investments to the sector by way of providing different privileges such as
tax incentives for the development of the sector. A destination like Jordan
has managed to attract Kuwaiti investors to build a competitive medical
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city in Amman. UAE also started the establishment of a huge healthcare
city in Dubai (DHCC) which will be a landmark in the Middle East for
medical tourism. Investment in the field has also been extended to the
support services such as ambulance equipments, airport facilities and
human resource development. This finding reflects the importance of
reviewing the current investment policies and privileges offered to
healthcare enterprises and also implies considering more enabling
policies for the development of all components of the medical tourism
product (which includes healthcare elements as well as support service
components).
Medical tourism destinations such as India, Singapore, Thailand and
Turkey have a well-established “hospital management” concept which
enabled them to have effective and efficient healthcare providers offering
competitive medical tourism products. They also have managed to form
bigger entities such hospital groups offering state-of-the-art medical
services to the international patients at very competitive prices (e.g.
Apollo group and Wockhardt hospitals Group in India, Bangkok hospital
group in Thailand and Istanbul‟s Jinemed Medical Centre, Acibadem
Health Group in Turkey). As the “hospital management” concept implies
administrative, operational, financial as well as marketing tasks, Egypt
needs a shift of thinking in the way hospitals are managed and run.
Consideration should be given to using professional managers and
marketing experts.
All medical tourist destinations offer published prices of their service
which can easily be obtained from the internet or from the International
Patient Centres which belong to the providers. Also database systems
have been developed to monitor the number of international patients and
revenues gained from the sector. This finding implies the transparency
and reliability of data offered by formal authorities with regard to the
sector statistics; and by healthcare providers and medical tourism
suppliers with regard to service prices and products. The creation of
Egyptian Medical Tourism Board should be able to support in the
creation of reliable database system for the sector.
Destinations such as Singapore, India, Turkey and UAE have coined
their growth in the medical tourism field with their advancement in
technology and research, and invested in establishing up-to-date research
centres and empowering their hospitals with the latest technology in
treatment and equipment. While a number of Egyptian healthcare
providers have been able to bring up-to-date technology to their hospitals
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and medical centres, there is still a need to apply modern marketing and
promotion techniques to the international market.
Healthcare providers at destinations such UAE, Thailand and Costa
Rica are keen to have strong ties with international medical educational
institutions for training, technology transfer and for marketing as well as
image building. However, a few healthcare providers in Egypt have
identified programmes with international educational institutions for
human resource development, research, technology application…etc.
Each country has managed to position itself in the international
medical tourism market as destination of excellence in certain treatments
or specific medical products. For example, Costa Rica for Plastic surgery
and Cosmetic dentistry, Hungary for dental treatments and thermal
treatments, India for heart surgery and orthopaedic, Thailand for sex
change operations and cosmetic surgery, Tunisia for thalassotherapy and
South Africa for “plastic surgery safari tour”. As Egypt does not currently
have specific features for its medical tourism products, it is crucial for its
strategy formulation to identify potential products and work on the
development of such products. This should also take into account the
capability of its healthcare services providers; and the opportunities of
future investments, which should be evaluated against the requirement of
each product or specialty.
Findings also show that international accreditations have become a
prerequisite for any healthcare provider to position itself in the
international market such as JCI (Joint Commission International), ISO
(International Organization for Standardization), the UK Trent
Accreditation Scheme, the
Canadian Council on Health Service
Accreditation (CCHSA) and the Australian Council on Healthcare
Standards International (ACHSI) . As healthcare providers with
international accreditations are currently very few in Egypt, the national
medical tourism strategy and programmes, should help more hospitals to
up-grade their performance and operation to meet the requirements of the
international accrediting bodies.
Besides international accreditation, India has managed to develop its
own national accreditation system while countries with limited
internationally accredited providers such as Malaysia and Jordan have
managed to control quality through their national accreditation systems.
This finding shows the potential benefits the national accreditation
system, which is still under establishment, can offer to Egypt for
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healthcare quality assessment and assurance. Quality assurance systems
should also be extended to the support service suppliers.
International medical tourism destination such as India, Turkey, UAE
and Jordan have attracted international affiliations and partnerships with
Harvard Medical International, the Mayo Clinic, Johns Hopkins,
Cleveland Medical Centre in USA and Guy and St. Thomas Hospitals in
UK for quality assurance and marketing. It is imperative that the Egyptian
medical tourism strategy take into consideration the vital importance of
these forms of strategic collaboration which is still limited in Egypt. Dar
El-Foud hospital is a leading example in Egypt as it has some form of
association with Cleveland Medical Centre.
Findings also show that a great number of physicians working in the
field of medical tourism at the leading destinations such as India,
Singapore and Thailand or at promising destinations such as Lebanon and
UAE have international credentials. In addition, many are fluent in
English and other languages. Although Egypt has a remarkable number of
physicians with international credentials, healthcare providers wishing to
enter the field should realize the importance of having credentialed
doctors and should also offer personal skill development training such as
communication skills, time management, stress management, public
relations and language proficiency skills.
While countries such as Hungary, Turkey and Tunisia have managed
to develop a good base of skilled therapists working at spas and health
resorts such as thalassotherapy, Egypt still lacks professional specialized
human resources to work in such centres. This finding reflects the urgent
need to qualify and develop human capacities to serve the special needs
of the medical wellness tourism.
The quality of nursing staff has been a key element in the success of
medical tourism destinations such as India, Thailand and Malaysia. As
Egypt currently suffers problems in the performance of its nursing staff
which will negatively affect the satisfaction of the international patients,
the human resource development strategy of the sector should be able to
identify educational and training programmes to up-grade nursing staff
skills. This should include professional programmes as well as personal
skill development programmes such as communication skills, time
management, stress management, public relations, and language
proficiency skills.
Germany has been benchmarked as a destination having a wellestablished ambulance system while UAE was used as an emerging
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destination employing technology to support advanced ambulance
service. Accordingly, improvement of the current ambulance services in
Egypt is an absolute necessity and the provision of air ambulance
facilities (at airports and healthcare providers) especially in Cairo, will
need to be seriously considered.
Airports of Singapore and Dubai are considered the best practices
offering specialized medical services and facilities. The Egyptian
International airports will need to improve its facilities to supply services
such as picking up patients from the aircraft upon arrival, fast
immigration track for international patients, special equipped lounge for
international patients and travellers with disabilities, well equipped
medical centres and pharmacy at each terminal, ambulance centre having
fully equipped vehicles, air ambulance facilities such as helicopter pads
and communication system with medical tourism providers to facilitate
patient‟s arrival and departure services.
Countries such as India issue a special visa for medical tourism while
Malaysia and UAE as well as many other destinations facilitate visa
application for medical tourism. Although tourist visa can be obtained by
many nationalities at Egyptian airports, provisions for medical tourism
visa is still needed and published on the relevant websites considering the
special needs of the international patients.
Destinations such as South Africa and Singapore have managed to
serve the medical tourism sector through specialized travel agencies. Such
specialized agents will be needed in Egypt to arrange and provide all
support services and in some cases to act as intermediaries between
providers and patients.
Airlines such as Lufthansa, Malaysian Airways and Etihad (The
national carrier of Emirates) are models of best practices offering medical
tourism packages and special services to the international patients which
have helped in the promotion of their nations as destinations for medical
tourism. This finding reflects the important role Egypt Air can play in
serving and promoting for the medical tourism sector.
Hotels and resorts used by international patients in the medical tourist
destinations such as in Germany, Singapore, Malaysia, Costa Rica and
Jordan are well equipped and prepared to respond to the special needs of
patients. Although, Egypt is renowned of its well-established hotels and
lodging facilities to international tourists, not all of the hotels or resorts
have facilities for customers with special needs. In addition, dietary and
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nutritious food is still a new trend at many hotels while highly needed by
the medical tourism sector.
Best practices have identified marketing strategy either on a national
level as in Malaysia or on a trade and industry levels such as in Thailand
or on project level such as in India and Singapore where healthcare
providers are using fierce marketing campaigns to impress the decision of
international patients. This finding reflects the significant role of
marketing at its different levels in positioning Egypt as a medical tourism
destination.
All destinations are using websites as an important tool to promote
the medical tourism products. Some of the websites are developed by
medical tourism associations, such as in Singapore, representing the
whole sector and offering information on all its members. However,
healthcare providers, travel agencies and hotels working in the field have
their own websites which can be used not only for promotion but also for
e-marketing. This finding demonstrates the importance of developing
competitive websites for the sector key players (mainly the Medical
Tourism Association, healthcare providers and travel agencies).
Many medical tourism providers such as in Singapore, India and
Turkey have their on International Patient Service Bureaus which use
direct and relationship marketing to reach international patients and offer
them all relevant services. Egyptian healthcare providers willing to enter
the field should consider direct and relationship marketing as an
important tool to compete internationally and should plan to have a
department or bureau to serve international patients.
Countries such as Turkey, Jordan and Thailand have managed to
build strong ties with international health insurance companies which in
turn influence the flow and trust of international patients. Egypt needs to
firstly verify the quality of its health tourism products (medical tourism as
well as medical wellness tourism) through accreditation and affiliation
and then approach the international health insurance companies.
Best practices are keen to attend the international medical tourism
events whether they are mega events such as International Health Tourism
Congress or smaller events such as conference and exhibitions. Also,
Asian countries as well as Dubai have shown a growing interest in
hosting such events at their destinations. This finding shows the
importance of Egypt‟s presence at international medical tourism events
while working on hosting one of such events, when it can offer attractive
products.
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CONCLUSIONS
Findings of the benchmarking process have highlighted the
importance of addressing different inter-dependent areas for the
development of medical tourism in Egypt. Such areas have professionally
been approached by other developing destinations as parts of their
„service value chain‟ for the medical tourism sector. For example,
although India has similar problems as in Egypt, such as overpopulation,
poverty and environmental degradation in the metropolitan areas, it has
managed to be in the forefront as a leading medical tourism destination.
Also, Jordan shares some constraints as Egypt with regard to human
resource development (especially nursing and support service staff) and
technology deployment and suffers marketing deficiencies but has
managed to develop itself as a pioneering destination for health tourism in
the Middle East. The use of competitive advantage approach which
implies the optimum use of the points of strength while minimizing the
negative impacts of the points of weaknesses has helped such developing
nations to possess a good image in the international medical tourism
market backed with a well organised sector.
The findings also emphasize the importance of identifying Egypt‟s
points of strength, realizing its points of weaknesses and then crafting a
medical tourism strategy with clear competitive advantage pillars. The
Egyptian medical tourism strategy should be able to help Egypt reach
such competitive position.
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THE ROLE OF ALTERNATIVE TYPES OF TOURISM
AND ICT-STRATEGY FOR THE TOURISM INDUSTRY
OF LESVOS
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This paper suggests that Information Communication Technologies (ICTs)
constitute a key factor for promoting economic growth, especially for tourism
economy-based regions. The adoption of ICTs in the tourism sector, assists the
produced outcomes, introduces innovation and facilitates the shift to a
knowledge-based economy. The case of the Lesvos island, in Greece, is
considered. A survey is contacted, concerning the development of the tourism
sector in Lesvos Island and the role of ICT-use. Data collected from both Greek
and foreign tourists and were descriptively analysed. Results indicate the critical
role of alternative types of tourism for the development of the tourism sector in
the island, while ICT-use has the potential to extend the period of tourism
Keywords:

ICTs, alternative types of tourism, Lesvos island, regional
development

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
On March 2000 in Lisbon, the European Council set out the Lisbon
Strategy where aim is to make Europe ―the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge – driven economy by 2010. The fulfilment of this goal is
based to large extent on the economic growth and social improvement of
EU regions. The regional development is reflected by the productivity
rate, the employment rate and the social inclusion. Under this perspective,
EU regions need to focus on improving their competitiveness by creating
opportunities for employment and increasing productivity. Additionally,
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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on 2 February 2005, the European Commission relaunched the Lisbon
strategy for the European Union (EU).The strategy seeks to tackle the
EU‘s urgent need for higher economic growth and job creation and
greater competitiveness in world markets.
Development of the remote (rural and island) areas, mainly via the
inclusion of Information and Communication technologies –ICTs at all
the economic sectors, is the key tool for encouraging diversification and
innovation in those areas. Based on the above point, the Greek Region of
the Aegean Islands is driven into policies for inclusion of new
technologies and the blending of digital services into traditional services
providing information and context for the creation of innovative action in
the tourism sector. Especially for the island of Lesvos, its main advantage
is the tourist product (tourism, culture, history, environment, geographical
positioning), while its development is held back due to splitting in many
parts and insufficient ICT infrastructure.
This paper suggests that ICT-use could affect positively the tourism
sector in island areas. Additionally, for Lesvos island, agritourism is the
key tourism sector for the economic development of the island. The paper
is organised as follows: the following section presents the state-of-the-art
regarding the characteristics of island societies. The main characteristics
of the Aegean island region and especially Lesvos island are also
presented. The next section discusses the role of tourism for regional
development, especially for Greek islands, while the following section
presents the results of a survey contacted in Lesvos island, concerning the
development of the tourism sector in the island and the role of ICT-use.
The final section concludes the paper.
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF ISLAND SOCIETIES
Keeping in mind that remoteness is the most distinguishable
characteristic of all island societies, the major negative development
issues in island areas seem to be the following (Kakazu, 2007):
1. Their overall economic activities are less diversified and more
specialized than large economies mainly due to their narrow
range of human and non-human economic resources and
markets.
2. Because of the small domestic market, there are not many
options available for Economic development. A heavy
dependency of small island economies on external factors creates
the problem of economic instability and vulnerability,
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3.

Island economies usually suffer from diseconomies of scale in
production, investment, consumption, transportation, education,
and administrative services.
4. Another characteristic of island economies, which is more or less
related to the above-mentioned problems, is their heavy
dependence on government activities as a major source of
income, employment, and probably as a symbol of prestige.
There are, however, a number of characteristics of island areas,
which can be considered to be economically advantageous over larger
economies, such as "the importance of being unimportant in external
commercial policy, more unified national markets, greater flexibility, and
perhaps greater potential social cohesion." (Kakazu, 2007).
Island areas have enormous potential to develop a tourist industry,
which is a future-oriented industry. The industry is becoming the most
important source of foreign exchange income for islands. The tourism
industry, however, is in many ways beyond the control of these island
economies. It depends not only on economic conditions of industrialized
regions but also on various imported inputs such as transportation, hotels,
sales promotion, raw materials, souvenirs etc.
Another future-oriented growth industry, which is well suited to
small islands, is the information and communication technology (ICT)
industry. The ICT industry is a ―footloose‖ and does not require natural
resources, transportation and heavy technology which are prerequisites
for agriculture and manufacturing. The ICT industry is also futureoriented because the resultant nest society will be a knowledgeable
society. Knowledge will be its key resource, and knowledge workers will
be the dominant group in its workforce. Manufacturing was the dominant
social and political force in the 20th century, knowledge technologists are
likely to become the dominant social and perhaps also political force over
the next decades.
Characteristics of Lesvos Island
Lesvos belongs to the islands of the Northern –Eastern Aegean
region in Greece. It is constituted by 3 Islands: Lesvos, Lemnos and
Agios Eustratios. It is the third largest island in Greece and one of the
forested islands of the Aegean, apart from the olives groves found
everywhere, pines, oaks, chestnuts etc cover a great proportion of its land.
The capital is Mytilini that mirrors the economic growth of the island
from the 18th century. Its castle was one of the most powerful in the
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eastern Mediterranean. The location of Lesvos island in the context of
Greece is presented at the following map:

Map 1 Location of Lesvos island at the map of Greece
(copyright: www.greeka.com)

Island‘s coastline forms two bays in the south - Geras and Kallonis and a plethora of creeks and capes. The main plains are the plains of
Kalloni, Ippeos, Perama and Eressos and the highest mountains are
Lepetymnos, Olympos. Generally the flora and fauna of the island are
extremely rich.. Today, 1,400 taxa (species and sub-species) of plants
have been recorded on the island making Lesvos a "botanic paradise":
aromatic, pharmaceutical, ornamental and rare plants, bushes and trees.
Although western Lesvos, with the exception of some small plains is
barren, the eastern, southern and central parts are cloaked in olive groves
(11 million olive trees) and forests of pine chestnut, oak, beech and plane
trees.
The climate of Lesvos is mild and healthy: the winter is warm and the
sun shines throughout the year. The local economy is based on the
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agricultural production with an emphasis on olive oil production (of
exceptionally high quality), cattle-raising (mainly dairy products) and
fishing. Distillery is developed and its main product is the world famous
ouzo. Many of the island's inhabitants are professionally engaged in
tourism.
The total extent of Lesvos is 2.154 km2, the total length of coasts is
696 km, and the total population is 105.194 people. In Lesvos there are 17
Municipalities (13 in Lesvos and 4 in Lemnos) and the community of
Agios Eustratios. The capital city of the island is Mytilene, where the
central offices of the Ministry of Aegean, the Regional Authority of
Northern Aegean and the Rectorate of Aegean University are located.
Lesvos island has innumerable beaches to satisfy all its visitors, like
Vatera, Varia, Agios Isidoro, Skala Eresou, Molyvos, Thermi and Anaxo.
The coastal settlements that are notable for their particular colour are
Molyvos (Mithymna) and Plomari with their architecture and natural
beauty. Equally notable and peaceful is Sigri with its petrified forest. A
map of Lesvos is following presented:

Map 2 Lesvos island
(copyright: www.greeka.com)
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Throughout its long history, Lesvos has to show for a plethora of
intellectuals. The most famous among the ones who lived and worked on
the island are: Terpandros (700 B.C.), poet and musician the father of
ancient lyrical poetry, Pittakos (648 B.C.) politician and one of the seven
wise men of Ancient Greece, Arion (625 B.C.), a charismatic lyrical poet
and mucisian, Alcaeus (600 B.C.), one of the best known lyrical poets of
ancient Greece, and finally Sappho (620 B.C.), the most famous ancient
Greek poetesses whose poems, distinguished for their stylistic elegance,
passion and depth of feeling, won her the name the "tenth Muse". Other
significant personalities are Theophrastus (372 B.C.) philosopher and
botanist - known as the father of botany - and Theophanes (100 B.C.), a
significant historian who accompanied Pompey in his Asia Minor
expeditions
The table following presents some tourism indices of the island in
year 2005 (copyright: http//:www.economics.gr).
Table 1 Tourism indices of Lesvos Island in year 2005
Number of beds in hotel lodgings
Number of hotels
Traditional lodgings
Overnight stays of foreigners in hotels
Overnight stays of foreigners in camping
Overnight stays of native lands in hotels
Overnight stays of native lands in camping
Overnight stays of foreigners per resident

8703
132
7
521556
2790
279919
7021
4,85

THE ROLE OF TOURISM FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ESPECIALLY FOR THE GREEK ISLANDS
In the tourism literature most studies consider the effects of tourism
on resource allocation, welfare and growth in a real economy. Since most
tourists arrive and consume the goods that are not traded internationally,
an expansion of tourism is equivalent to an increase in the exports of the
non-traded goods. Tourism increases the prices of the non-traded goods
and thus improves welfare via an improvement in the terms of trade
(Copeland, 1991). According to many commentators (e.g. Ritzer, 1999;
Urry, 2001; Rocha, and Victor, 2010) culture has now become an
essential element of the tourism system. Cultural tourism is also
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frequently quoted as being one of the largest and fastest growing
segments of global tourism (WTO, 2004). Tourism and culture both play
an important role in image creation processes, providing a major rationale
for the aesthicisation of landscapes (Morgan & Pritchard, 1998), as well
as in shaping the environment to meet the needs of consumers. Indeed, the
growth of cultural consumption (of art, food, fashion, music, tourism) and
the industries that cater to it has fuelled the ‗symbolic economy‘ of cities
and regions (Ray, 1998; Zukin, 1995).
Tourism and recreation are two of the most important social
activities. Tourism generates more income and jobs, increases
understanding of other cultures, and preserves cultural and national
heritage and investment in infrastructure, which in turn brings social and
cultural benefits. For many small states with favourable natural resources,
tourism was regarded as an easy, low cost/profit source (OECD, 1967:1115).
However, problems arise when development is rushed, paying little
consideration to the environment,(May, 1991). Thus, some forms of
tourism –mass tourism—and some recreational activities can cause
degradation of landscapes and competition for rare resources and services,
such as land, fresh water, and energy and sewage treatment. Moreover,
host populations may suffer the loss of their traditions and become over
dependent on tourist income.
In order to sustain tourism in the long run strategic planning is
necessary. Bramwell and Lane (1993) view sustainability as holistic
planning and strategy formulation. Farrell (1992) justifies the holistic
stance by defining sustainability as: 'essentially an exercise in the
optimization and finer tuning of all elements and sub-elements of the
development system in its operation, the system as a whole maintains
direction and one or more of the elements does not surge or is not
enhanced, to the detriment and impairment of others'.(Farrell 1992: 123)
The World Tourism Organization, WTO (1993 b) attributes the
tourist growth to a great extent to the following influences:
 Socio- demographic factors- especially the aging of populations
in the industrialized countries;
 Electronic information /communication systems;
 Responsible tourism development;
 A polarization between global players and ‗niche‘ businesses;
and
 Constraints upon growth related to labor, capital and
infrastructure.
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As for the Greek economy, it suffers from low productivity mainly
due to: Underdeveloped or not up to date systems for science, technology
and innovation; Quality level of Human Resources and availability of
specialized workforce; and a low level of entrepreneurship.
Tourism is becoming the heavy industry of Greece, due to the fact
that it contributes 18,4% to county‘s GDP, with 720,000 direct jobs (18,3
of the active population). In addition, Greece should be in tune with the
changing demand of tourism as consumers are becoming more
experienced, informed and discerning. Poon (1993) provides the
following list of characteristics of the new tourist. They have: more
experience; changing lifestyles; changing values and more flexibility.
Development of New Forms of Tourism
According to Ayres (2000) the tourist product and the tourist market
will become segmented. New competing destinations are emerging and
there is the growth of alternative forms of tourism. Prosser (1994) sees
tourism as a fashion industry. Τhe new types of tourism have the
decentralization and removal of tourist activities from the coast to the
mainland as a common characteristic and therefore the development of
poor regions.
In addition, the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) throughout its
existence has played a significant role towards the development of rural
tourism in EU. Reduction in support prices makes farmers turn to other
alternatives in order to supplement their income. Due to the above reasons
tourism has been widely promoted in the European Union, Pompl and
Lavery (1993); Williams and Shaw (1991).
Agritourism is increasingly regarded as a means of reversing
economic and social decline in rural areas intended to promote an
integrated approach to rural development, emphasizing local support and
involvement. Farm enterprises have benefited to a great extend from the
EU funding. The objectives of E.E. as far as agritourism is concerned are:
1. Development of the least favoured regions and protection of
natural and cultural heritage
2. Conversion of regions facing difficulties
3. Interregional cooperation
4. Sustainable development of urban areas
5. Development of innovative strategies to make regions more
competitive placing an emphasis on quality
6. Transport development and preservation of the local
environment
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Especially for Greece, agritourism (or farm tourism) set out in
Petra –Mitilini—Lesvos- in 1984-1985 by the women‘s agritourism
cooperative.
A study by Gousiou A. Spilanis I. Kizos T (.2001), regarding farm
tourism in Lesvos-Mytilini, showed that most agritourism holdings on
Lesvos operate marginal to the mass tourism. Rural agritourism in
Greece is conceived differently than the other countries where it has
flourished.
Agritourism in Greece has nothing to do with offering the
experience of farm life to tourists, as it is in other countries (France, UK,
Canada, etc.). It is simply the diversification of farm incomes by offering
accommodation in rented rooms Katsaros D.(1998). Furthermore, there is
no national strategy, law framework, quality guidelines for agrotourism
and the GNTO (EOT) has no involvement in agritourism. The
government has all the necessary elements to plan national policy
marketing of new forms of tourism.
The number of farms in Greece amount to 700,000 and the average
size is 4 hectares compared to 16,4 hectares in the European Union.
Multi-activity is very common. Tourism and services have contributed
towards job creation for women.. For instance, in Arachova, Petra in
Mytilini, St German in Florina, Chios etc., women‘s co-operatives carry
out professional domestic activities—local culinary specialties, traditional
arts and crafts etc.
In Greece, as in most countries, farm tourism is still in its infancy,
although in some parts of Europe, e.g Austria: Tacquard (1986); France:
Mascha (1984)-- it is an activity that has existed for more than hundred
years (Hummelbrunner & Miglbaner, 1994, p.42). In Sweden and
Switzerland agritourism sector reaches 20% and in Austria it exceeds
10%. A study, by Iakovidou et all (2001) reached to the conclusion that
agritourism is not defined as simply offering bed & breakfast but also
includes leisure activities as well as cultural events and activities
connected to the environment and high income.
The Role of ICTs for the Tourism Industry
Development in the sector of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) has profound effects on the development of remote,
especially island areas and possibly on the competitive advantages of such
areas. ICTs have been applied in tourism since the early adoption of the
Computer Reservation System (CRS) in airlines in the 1950‘s and in the
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transformation to Global Distribution Systems (GDSs) in the 1980‘s.
Hotel property management systems (PMSs) and hotel CRS systems
appeared shortly afterwards, bringing switch companies into the market as
well, in order to improve interconnectivity and interoperability.
It is the development of the Internet that brought the revolutionary
changes to the structure of the industry, by providing tourist authorities,
airlines and hotel owners, an opportunity to sell directly. Because of this
development travel intermediaries that connected suppliers and
consumers have been faced a danger of being cut off and replaced. Travel
agents felt the pressure of these changes.
The discussion of disintermediation and reintermediation has lasted
for more than 10 years ever since the e-commerce model appeared along
with the Internet booming. The implications of ICTs on the tourist
distribution system has been discussed thoroughly and extensively in
many published studies including Buhalis (1998, 2003), O‘Connor (1999,
2000), Sheldon (1997), Inkpen (1998), Cooper et al. (2000), Palmer and
McCole (1999), Lang (2000) and Standing and Vasudavan (2001). The
most recent developments in eTourism applications are at the destination
level. By employing Internet, Intranet and Extranet, some destination
management organisations (DMOs) have successfully integrated this
function in promoting their destination, providing tourists with pre-trip
and in-trip information; helping small and medium-sized tourist
enterprises (SMTEs) promote their products,
expanding internal
management within DMOs into destination networking and promotion
systems (Buhalis, 1993, 1998).
Companies and investors have realised that the Internet should not
cannibalise business models, but act as an enabler that empowers
organisations to achieve their objectives. Technology itself cannot bring
value to any tourism company. However, the strategic and efficient
implementation of technology within a business can reduce operational
costs and support the delivery of better products or services to customers.
If managed properly ICTs help tourist companies and destinations gain
competitive advantage by either maintaining their price leadership in the
market or by differentiating their product and services. This will
eventually lead to the increase of value added to the company. It is from
this point of view that strategic implementation of information technology
(IT) and Internet become critical for all companies trying to survive in
this new economy (Poon, 1993; Sheldon, 1997; Werthner and Klein,
1999; Alford, 2000; WTO, 2001).
Most published literature on eTourism has been based on the Internet
and ICTs developments and case studies in Europe and America, with
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little effort being made to study the eTourism developments in China
(Martinsoms, 2002; McGregor, 2002; Gronau and Kaufmann, 2009).
However, the huge market and great potential of the demand in China
makes it imperative to evaluate how the technological transformation will
influence the Chinese tourism industry structure. According to an online
survey held by one of the official information websites (www.cnnic.com),
the number of total Internet users in China was doubled every year over
the last 3 years. Therefore, eTourism applications in China are worth the
attention of researchers, considering the potential dynamic changes.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Five hundred participants (250 Greek and 250 non Greek tourists)
who visited Lesvos island during the period June-September 2006 were
administered a questionnaire consisting of items about their impressions
and assessments of their stay. Apart from the demographic data of tourists
(age, gender, country of origin, educational and financial background),
the questionnaire consisted of topics concerning the reasons for visiting
Lesvos, the specific places on the island that they visited, assessments
about the facilities, the transport network, accommodation, food and
recreation, culture and customs, financial comparisons to other places in
Greece and abroad, sense of safety and an overall evaluation of the island.
Data were collected at the airport and the port of Mytilini one hour
before tourists‘ departure. This method recorded their impressions of their
holidays as a whole. Participants were randomly selected and answered
both quantitative and qualitative questions.
Results
As expected, the majority of respondents claimed that the natural
beauty of Lesvos island is the primary reason for visiting it (42.8% of
Greeks tourists, 64% Non Greek tourists). It seems that religious tourism
is a very important factor of tourist development, since Lesvos attracts
thousands of Greek pilgrims each year, who visit Saint Raphael‘s
Monastery, Mandamados and Agiasos for the famous icons of Archangel
(Taxiarchis) and Virgin Mary. Eventually, 19% of Greek tourists visited
Lesvos for religious reasons, 17.7% for low cost and 12% for the
possibility of alternative types of tourism, such as eco-tourism etc. 16% of
non Greek tourists visited Lesvos because of the low cost and 12% for the
possibility of alternative types of tourism
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The reasons for visiting specific places within Lesvos were the local
tradition, which was especially important to non Greek tourists, clean sea
and beaches, residents‘ hospitality, rich vegetation and wild life. On the
contrary, cheap residence and high quality of services had low
proportions of tourists responses, which emphasizes the fact that special
care should be given to the improvement of infrastructure and attitudes
(table 2).
Table 2 Reasons for visiting specific places in Lesvos
Reasons for visiting other places in Lesvos
Local Tradition
Cheap accommodation
Accommodation quality

Greeks
19,0%
2,0%

Foreigners
31,0%
3,0%

2,0%

9,0%

Clean sea and beaches
Rich Vegetation

26,0%
13,0%

33,0%
6,0%

Inhabitants‘ hospitality
Religious reasons

10,0%
21,0%

14,0%
2,0%

Close destination from the islands‘ capital

3,0%

0,0%

Other reasons

4,0%

2,0%

Table 3 following presents the most frequently visited places of
Lesvos by Greek and non Greek tourists. The difference in response is
statistically significant at 0.05 level, which indicates that our sample of
Greek and non Greek tourists belong to different populations, with
different motives and preferences: Foreigners visit the most advertised
places (Molyvos, Eftalou, Eressos, Sigri and Skalla Kallonis) with large
and luxurious hotels, whilst Greeks have higher variation in their final
destinations.
Lesvos is not a typical Aegean island. It is situated far away from the
mainland (about 380 Km), it has its own customs, culture, long tradition
and architecture and the inhabitants mainly work in agriculture, services
and fishery. Lesvos is unknown to tourists and local authorities have
never seriously attempted to attract them, through systematic campaigns.
The majority of Greek tourists is influenced by friends and relatives in
their decision to visit the island. Only a low percentage of Greeks have
read something about it in tourist guides (10 %) and only 1% came to
Lesvos through a travel agency. Non Greek tourists, on the other hand,
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have selected Lesvos because it was referred to by friends or relatives
(23%), through tourist guides and travel agencies (21% and 27%
respectively), 24% found the appropriate information on the Web and
only 4% of the total sample has been informed by advertisements and
campaigns.
Table 3 Places on Lesvos visited by tourists
Places on Lesvos that were visited by tourists
Mytilene
Saint Raphail- Monasteries
Mantamados
Sykamia

Greeks
12%

Foreigners
9%

10%
10%

3%
4%

5%

5%

11%
10%

23%
19%

Kaloni- Skala Kalonis- Agia Paraskevi
Eressos- Sigri

9%
8%

14%
13%

Polichnito- Vatera

6%

1%

Plomari- Gera
Agiasos

7%
8%

3%
4%

Other

4%

2%

Molyvos- Eftalou
Petra- Anaksos

Consequently, 32% of the Greek tourists stay at friends‘ and
relatives‘ houses, 37% in rented rooms and only 16% in hotels. Non
Greek tourists prefer to stay in hotels (45%) and rented rooms (49%).
Curiously enough, 3% of the Greek students chose camping compared to
0% of the foreigners.
In comparison to other places approximately half (52%) of the
foreigners consider Lesvos better, whereas the Greeks, in their majority
(63%), believe that it is the same.
The financial status of the tourists who visit Lesvos is in direct
opposition when Greeks and foreigners are compared. In particular 41%
of the Greek visitors believe that their income is not sufficient, on the
other hand 46% of the foreigners are in the higher income bracket. A very
small percentage (Greeks 1,9%),(foreigners 5,7%) used a credit card or a
loan to go on vacation
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Both Greek (57,7%) and non-Greek visitors (65,8%) got information
about the island before their arrival. There is a very small percentage,
both of Greeks and foreigners, that believed they were deceived on the
island of Lesvos, but the vast majority, 85% of the Greeks and 92,6% of
the foreigners, had no complaints and were totally satisfied with the
people.
Comparing the cost of their stay on Lesvos 44% of the Greeks
mentioned that it was cheaper, 51% that it was at the same level and only
5% thought it was more expensive than other places. As far as the
foreigners are concerned the figures are 37%, 59%, 4%, respectively.
Specifically concerning the residential cost, 59% of the Greeks and 74%
of the foreigners believed it was satisfactory. 16% of the Greeks thought
it was expensive and 10% of the foreigners thought it was cheap The
transportation cost thought of as satisfactory and expensive by 36% of the
Greeks, whereas 50% of the foreigners found the transportation
satisfactory and 18% quite cheap. Additionally, the eating cost was
considered as satisfactory by 62% of the Greeks and 38% of the
foreigners. A low number of 14% of the Greeks believed that it was
expensive, contrary to 28% of the foreigners who believed that it was
cheap. The entertainment cost is concerned 60% of the Greeks as well as
52% of the foreigners mentioned that it was satisfactory. Only 1% of the
foreigners and the Greeks thought it was very expensive.
The vast majority of the Greeks and the foreigners felt absolutely
safe (Greeks 46,9% and the foreigners 59,7%). A significant amount of
people considered that they were very safe on the island (Greeks 30,8%
and foreigners 31,8%). On the contrary only 1% of the Greeks didn‘t feel
safe and none of the foreigners had the feeling of insecurity.
Most of the tourists that visited the island of Lesvos would come
again on vacation, in particular 86,8% of the Greeks and 88,9% of the
foreigners mentioned that they would come again. Additionally, 90,9% of
the Greeks and 94% of the foreigners would recommend Lesvos to
friends and relatives for their vacation, indicating that the overall feeling
towards the island was more than satisfactory.
Finally, tourists were asked to give their stated preference regarding
if they would probably exited their period of vacations in Lesvos island, if
there was higher ICT infrastructure available (e.g. for teleconferencing,
teleworking etc). Tables 4, 5 and 6 following, present willingness to
extend the period of tourism, under the scenario assuming high ICT
infrastructure in the island, per nationality (Greek or foreign), gender and
age group (up to 45 years old, greater than 45 years old), respectively:
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Table 4 Willingness to extend the period of tourism, via ICT
infrastructure, per nationality

Nationality

Yes

No

Greeks

58,6%

41,4%

Foreigners

75,2%

24,8%

Table 5 Willingness to extend the period of tourism, via ICT
infrastructure, per gender

gender

Yes

No

males

72,4%

27,6%

females

52,3%

47,7%

Table 6 Willingness to extend the period of tourism, via ICT
infrastructure, per age group

age

up to 45 years old
greater than 45 years old

Yes

No

62,1%
48,2%

37,9%
51,8%

It is noted that more likely to extend their stay at the island, under
such a scenario are the foreign tourists (compared to Greek tourists), men
and the younger tourists, maybe because they are more familiar to ICTuse. The above-presented results indicate that ICT-use affects positively
the tourism sector and has the potential to extend the period of tourism in
the islands
CONCLUSIONS
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) seem to be a
key factor for promoting economic growth, especially in island areas.
Developments in ICT sector have profound effects on the improvement of
the competitive advantages of those areas. Especially for the tourism
economy-based regions, the adoption of ICT in the tourism sector, assists
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the produced outcomes, introduces innovation and facilitates the shift to a
knowledge-based economy.
ICTs have been applied in tourism since the early adoption of the
Computer Reservation. It is the development of the Internet that brought
the revolutionary changes to the structure of the industry, by providing
tourist authorities, airlines and hotel owners, an opportunity to sell
directly. Because of this development travel intermediaries that connected
suppliers and consumers have been faced a danger of being cut off and
replaced.
In this paper, a survey contacted with respondents both Greek and
foreign tourists in Lesvos island, concerning the reasons for visiting the
island, and for possibly visiting it again in the future. Results mainly
indicate the critical role of agritourism for the development of the tourism
sector in the island. Additionally, it is found that ICT-use affects
positively the tourism sector and has the potential to extend the period of
tourism in the island.
Lesvos Island, additionally to the incredible beaches, has
innumerable coastal settlements and villages, notable for their
architecture, natural beauty and uniqueness. The development of
agritotourism, as an alternative type of tourism, together with
improvements in the telecommunications system of the island, could
become the key factors for achieving a sustainable competitive advantage
of the island, contributing to the development of the island economy and
the regional development.
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This study investigates the economic impacts of the Calabar Carnival Festival in
Nigeria. A convenience sample of 464 attendees was used for the study. A semistructured, self-administered questionnaire was employed in collecting relevant
social and economic data from respondents. The result supported the claim that
event tourism has positive economic impacts on the host community.
Keywords: Economic impacts, festival, event tourism, participants, spectators,
destination, attractions, Calabar
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INTRODUCTION
Tourism has become an important economic development tool for
both developed and developing countries. There is agreement among
experts that the travel and tourism sector is the fastest growing of global
economy. It is reported that expenditure for international travel tripled
between 1987 and 1997 to US$94 billion a year (WTO, 2000). It is
expected that the world tourism industry would contribute to world‟s
GDP in 2014 by 10.9% (WTTC, 2005). In sub-Sahara Africa, it is
expected that tourism and travel will generate US$75 billion in 2015. It is
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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estimated that Nigeria will have tourism demand growth of 3.30 million,
7.70% world markets share and 6.40% contribution to employment in the
national economy per year between 2006 - 2015 (WDI, 2002).
Cross River State come into the tourism Map of Nigeria in 1999
following the adoption of tourism as one of the major economic
development strategy of the state by the Donald Duke led Government.
The initiative has positioned the state as an emerging tourism market. The
incumbent government led by Senator Liyel Imoke has continued with the
initiative. Government investment in tourism development is predicated
on the fact that tourism has been acclaimed as an economic catalyst and
could be used to trigger the socio-economic development of Cross River
State. Tourism economic impacts are therefore, an important
consideration in state, region and community planning, and economic
development. Economic impacts are also important feature in marketing
and management decisions of destinations (Styne, 2006).
One important component of the Cross River State tourism product
mix is the Calabar Carnival Festival. The Carnival is an annual event. The
2008 carnival was the fourth edition. According to the State Governor,
Senator Liyel Imoke, “the brand Carnival Calabar has evolved over the
years and today a pride to Cross River State and Nigeria has a whole”
(CRTB, 2008:2). Below is an excerpt of the pre event speech of the State
Governor about the Carnival:
“2007 was the largest event till date and those who dared to
sponsored last year, got plenty of mileage. I think that for 2008, from
what I see, it is going to be the biggest event certainly in Nigeria, and
Africa’s biggest Street Party. …the Carnival Calabar is not all about
fun. It is a strategic business venture that empowers the citizens of the
state”.
From the above excerpt of the Governor‟s speech, the state expects
the event to stimulate economic activities in the state. It is one event that
has the potentials of contributing to the socio-economic development of
the state.
The 2007 carnival attracted about one million spectators. Out of this
number, 85.1% were Nigeria and 14.9% were non Nigerians. The
proportion of spectators shows that 46.6% were locals, 45.7% were
overnight visitors and 7.7% were day trippers (Esu, 2008; Deffner et al,
2009). Reports from some world events show empirical evidence of the
positive impact of tourism to the development of the locality or region.
Economic impacts studies of events in Kwa Zulu Natal show that the
events contributed to some extent to the development of the region:
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Comrade 2005, Comrade 2006, Turkal and Islandlawana 2006
(Seymour, 2005; Seymour and Dladla,2006; Kohler and Dladla, 2006 ).
Some events are staged at a particular time of the year, which will
attract an audience when a large number of tourists are not normally
visiting the area (Getz, 1997). However, not all events are staged for
tourists; some events must be staged at a specific time regardless of
whether it is peak or off-peak tourism season. Events of this nature help
to keep other sectors of the tourism industry busy. The question that
bothers stakeholders is whether the staging of the Calabar Carnival has
the potential to impact on the socioeconomic life of the state. And
whether the event should continue to receive government funding. This is
what this study seeks to investigate.
The significance of the study includes:
 Enhance the State‟s competitive position within the country and
put the city of Calabar on the global tourism map.
 Generate a good image for the State as a tourist destination;
 Truly bring Calabar to limelight, showcase its brand personality
and instilling confidence and pride in the people.
 Improve the organisational and marketing capability of the State
Destination Organisation and Carnival Commission
A study of the socio-economic impacts of the event is an imperative.
This is because most communities rely on the data of impact studies to
elicit support for the continues support or the funding of events. The
results of the study would help the State Government and stakeholders
evaluate the success of the event, thereby justifying the use of resources
in organising the event and determine whether the event promotional
strategies are working. The information generated would inform future
planning and funding of the event.
Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are to:
 Examine the spending pattern of the visitors on the day of the
carnival and also get an overview of the accommodation and
transportation pattern during their stay in the state.
 Ascertain the economic impact of the carnival and tourism
benefits of the event in positioning the region.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Benefit of event tourism
Event tourism represents a specific type of tourism. Getz (1991;xii)
defines event tourism as “the systemic planning, development and
marketing of festivals (and special events) as tourist attractions,
development catalysts, and image builders for destination areas”. Events
have become an increasingly significant component of destination
marketing (Getz, 1997) and are often used to increase visitation and
reduce seasonality of tourists flow (Higham & vHinch, 2003). The
increasing appeal of events as an additional element in the tourism
destination marketing mix is evident throughout the world (Getz, 1992;
Hall, 1995). In fact, events are rapidly increasing in popularity as a means
of attracting attention to particular geographical (destination) locations
(Getz, 1989).
Fredline (2000) indicates that major events stimulate the local
economy and “showcase” the region to the world, promoting potential
future tourism and business activity. These are some of the reasons for the
increasing private and public support for events based on economic
development strategies. There are other important positive impacts often
associated with the staging of events, many of which may directly benefit
the local population. These include the development of facilities and
infrastructure, entertainment and social opportunities, and a sense of pride
and identity brought about by playing host to a major event (Getz, 1997;
Hall, 1992; Ritchie, 1984; Shone & Parry, 2005).
The benefits attached to events have created a platform for event
organisers and destination marketers who now use historical and cultural
themes to develop annual calendars of events to attract visitors and create
cultural images in the host destinations by holding events in community
settings. Events provide an opportunity for local communities to develop
and share their culture. This creates a sense of value and a belief (by
individuals) in the community; it also provides opportunities to exchange
experiences and information. Ideally, events give tourists the opportunity
to see how local communities celebrate their culture and how this affects
community development. It enables visitors to interact with the host
community and help people to enjoy and meet their leisure needs. Thus,
people and communities that host events, provide visitors with a vibrant
and valuable culture.
However, it is also clear that there are outcomes of staging an event
that can have a negative impact on the local population. Any event
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attracting large numbers of visitors to a relatively small area is likely to
create noise, cause heavy traffic, overcrowding and disruption of local
activities. There are likely to be other costs specific to the event or its
implementation such as crime. Some costs and benefits of an event may
affect the whole community whereas others tend to impact on certain
subgroups of the population (Fredline, 2000).
While governments and event organisers appear to be pursuing
events for the benefits they may bring, it is vital to consider all the
impacts, both positive and negative, and the effect events might have on
residents of the host communities. The obligation of governments and
event right holders is to ensure that their decisions on tourism
development do not have any adverse effects on the community.
The nature of tourism events can be understood through a few
explanations of what constitutes the event industry. Getz (1997:1)
describes the range of events as „a Kaleidoscope of planned culture,
sports, political, and business occasions: from mega-events like Olympics
and world fairs to community festivals; from programmes of events at
parks and attractions to visits by dignitaries and intergovernmental
assemblies; from small meetings and parties to huge conventions and
competitions‟. Events constitute one of the most exciting and fastest
growing forms of leisure, business, and tourism-related phenomena. It is
therefore clear that events represent a wide range of tourism activities.
Consequently, proper strategic planning and organisation is essential in
order to maximise the potential benefits accompanying the hosting of
these events.
It has been argued that events can stimulate planning to improve
amenities and business activities in a city or region, improve a city‟s or
region‟s position in the market, increase the aggregate number of visitors
a city or region attracts (Higham & Hinch 2003) and reduce seasonality of
tourist visits (Higham & Hinch, 2003). With the growing appeal of events
as an additional element in the tourism destination marketing mix, it is
important for event organisers and managers to assess the impacts of
these events on the host community.
Hall (1992:10) suggests that the ability of major events perceived to
attract economic benefits often provide the official justification for
hosting events. Economic analysis of events provides reasons as to why
events are held and the effects that they have on a region. However, while
many of the economic impacts of events are quite tangible, many of the
social impacts are not.
The full assessment of economic impact must also take into account
other aspects. The benefits sought by the development of tourism through
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carnival events are similar to the economic roles of events. Allen,
O‟Toole, McDonnell and Harris (2002:35) believe that the economic role
of events is vital based on the fact that “event(s) act as catalysts for
attracting visitors and increasing their average spend and length of stay.
They are also seen as image-makers for the destination, creating a profile
for destinations, positioning them in the market and providing a
competitive marketing advantage.”
The impacts of events can greatly affect the quality of life of the local
residents. Therefore, arguments have been advanced (Getz, 1997; Allen et
al, 2002; Brida et al, 2010) for the adoption of strategies that take the
social and environmental impacts of events into account when carrying
out economic impact assessment of each individual event. Event
organisers generally only take into consideration the economic
implications and ignore social aspects, which provide an important noneconomic dimension for gauging how events benefit or impact on the host
community (Hall, 1992).
Shone and Parry (2005) contend that many events have the social
implications of improving social ties and providing an opportunity for the
community to demonstrate that it can pull together (people) for a greater
good. The role of events in encouraging social interaction and celebrating
of happy occasions is probably more important in the society which, as a
result of modern media, modern work methods and relative decline of
„traditional‟ family structure, feels a greater need to maintain social
contact. Events provide opportunities for visitors to enjoy and experience
local illumination and culture. Events also provide support to those who
pursue economic opportunities related to sharing community culture with
the broader world.
Getz (1997:43) notes that „badly managed events can also have wide
effects on the social life and structure of communities‟. These could
include loss of amenities owing to noise or crowds, resentment of
inequitable distribution of costs and benefits, and inflation of goods and
services that can upset housing markets and impacts most severely on
low-income groups.
The political implication of events is another area that has
contributed immensely to events‟ impacts on the host community (Shone
& Parry, 2005). The effects of events could be important to political elites
and event organisers. The declared economic value of events is
commonly used to legitimise public subsidy through contributions of cash
and public services. Politicians tend to attract major events to their city or
region so as to boost their political status and gain the benefits of being
associated with useful civic activities and positive special events. Shone
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and Parry (2005) note that major events held in a town or city might not
only help provide social and economic benefits such as community
cohesion, jobs and income to local people, but might significantly alter
the image of the place in the long-term. This can be a useful outcome
especially for locations that might have endured a long period of
economic decline or social drift, for which a major special event could not
only rekindle community involvement and civic pride, but also transform
visitor perceptions of the place from negative to positive.
Computational approach in measuring the economic impacts
of event tourism
The UK Sport publications (2005), defines economic impacts of
event “as the total amount of additional expenditure generated within a
city that can be directly or indirectly attributed to the staging of a major
sporting, cultural or religious event.” Economic impact studies focuses
on the changes that take place in sale, income, jobs or other parameters
generated by the event (Lindberg, 1996). The aim of every economic
impacts study is to assess the net effect of staging the event in the area.
Lindberg (1996: 1) asserts that “level of benefit varies widely as a
result of differences in quality of attraction, access, and so on”. Daldy
(2003) extols the positive economic impacts of events on the localities.
Events bring large number of people from outside into the locality. These
people spend their money on accommodation, shopping, food, drinks,
local transportation, etc. This spending provides an economic boosts to
local enterprises in the locality. The injection of income resulting from
visitor expenditure has the potential to create jobs and indirectly to the
development of other sectors of the local economy.
There are two common methods of measuring both the direct and
flow-on impacts of an event o
n a locality. The two approaches are
direct survey of visitor numbers and spending and direct surveys of
business
employment and financial ratios (TREEC, 2004). Each
methodology presents a different combination of advantages and
disadvantages. The most straight forward method of measuring the impact
of an event is to measure the direct impact of visitor spending (Ellard et
al, 1999; Kayat, 2010). According to them, employing a good sampling
method and an appropriate statistical technique, direct visitor spending
can be estimated. Direct spending does not account for the secondary
effect of visitor spending on the economy (indirect and imputed effects).
Spending multipliers have to be used to estimate the secondary effect of
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visitor spending. While it is easier to obtain visitor spending, it is more
difficult to arrive at an acceptable multiplier.
The data used to determine the net impact of an event can also be
analysed in more detail to give the effect on other sectors of the economy.
This data is then fed into an economic model of the regional economy.
The model gives an estimate of the total expenditure, net household
income; value added or Gross Regional Product (GRP) and New Fulltime Equivalent (FTE) employment. The total expenditure estimate tells
us the dollar values of total economic activity generated in the region by
staging the event resulting from expenditure on spending in
accommodation, food, services, transportation, and communication
(Daldy, 2003).
In the absence of a multiplier, Ellard et al (1999) used the Satellite
Tourism Account (STA) to measure the direct impact of visitor spending
in Missoula, USA. The result shows that a total of $164,548,000 –
$210,121,000 visitor spending in Missoula county; total Payroll (income)
attributed to event was $27,818,000 -$34,435,000 and total employment
attributable to event was 1912 – 2201 persons. Daldy (2003) in his study
on the economic impact of Hockey tournament in Waikato included what
the participants, spectators and organizers spent in the region because of
the event. He multiplied the direct visitor spending sectorial multipliers to
determine the flow-on effects. The result sows that visitor expenditure in
Waikato was $1.03 million; employment was $11.13 million; income was
$0.25 million. In analysing the impact of Comrade 2005 on the economy
of Kwa Zulu, Seymour (2005) multiplied the direct visitor spending by a
multiplier (1.42). The result shows a total visitor expenditure of ±67.4
million and direct and indirect annual jobs of 1056 people.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study site
Cross River State is one of the 36 states of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria. The state is located in the Sothern Nigeria and within the tropical
rain forest belt . It lies between attitude 4028/ and 6055/ North of Equator
and longitude 7050/ and 9028/ East of the Greenwich Meridian. It is
divided into 18 Local Government Areas. The state has a total landmass
of 22,342.18 km2, with a population of 2.888,966 (NPC, 2007). It has
diverse vegetation belts from the largest mountains and waterfalls with
rare animals, including engendered species and unusual plant families
making it one of the world‟s richest biodiversity centres attracting
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scientists and tourist alike. The people of the state are known for their
warm and hospitality. The culture of the people is expressed in various
languages (Efik, Ejaghem, Bekwarra, English, Yakur , Agbo and Bakur),
dances (Ekombi, Monikim, etc.)s , festivals and cuisines (Ekpang
Nkukwo, Edikan Ikong, Afia Efere, etc.) . The Capital City, Calabar is
reminiscent of a seaside town with lots of bars and restaurants, is host to
the annual 32 day long Christmas Festival and Calabar carnival
celebration during the Christmas period.
Background on the event
The first edition of the Calabar Caarnival took place in 2005. The one
under review is the fourth edition. The theme of the 2008 carnival was
“sustaining earth‟s treasures through our culture”. The Carnival is a street
party. It takes place through a 12km route that begins from the U. J.
Esuene Stadium through the Mary Slessor Road, Ndidem Usang Iso,
MCC Road and back to the Stadium. The Calabar Carnival had three
products; the Kings and Queens, the Children Carnival and the Adult and
main Carnival.
The Kings and Queens took place on the 25th of December,2008.
The Children Carnival was on the 26th December, 2008. The Adult
Carnival was on the 27th December, 2008.The bands include; (I) Bayside
band, ii) Freedom Band (iii) Master Blaster Band (iv) Passion 4 Band (v)
Seagull Band. Each band has unique features and concept. The
membership of the Bands is open to all Nigerians and Non-Nigerians
alike. At the end of the carnival the Bands are ranked and rewarded
according to their performances by the Government. Government
responsibility was to create the infrastructure and enabling environment
for the festival. Apart from the five competing Bands, 13 non competing
Bands also participated in the 2008 Carnival. They include: Nigeria Civil
Defence, Cross River Fire Service, Nigeria Mobile Police Force, Nigeria
Police Force, NYSC, First Bank Nigeria PLC, Bank PHB, Rotary Club
International, Lions Club, Nigeria Navy, Hebzeba, Nigeria Army and
Calabar Urban Development Authority (CUDA). A team of adjudicators
compose of 34 experts was charged with the responsibility of adjudication
and to produce the best bands. The bands were observed at four points.
There was also a roving team which brought the total to five points. Each
adjudicator scored a specific item on a score sheet. The domains scored
are float, band on the move, costumes and make up, interpretation of
theme, and best reflection of carnival spirit. The overall results placed
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Passion 4 Band as the best band in the 2008 edition. This was followed by
Bayside Band and Seagull Band.
Target Population
The population consists of all spectators and participants who
participated in the 2008 Adult Carnival that took place on the 27th
December, 2008. It comprised of spectators from the age of 20 years and
above and who were band members found at the carnival route watching
the float and participants who were band members. The population was
divided into three types; overnighters, and residents and day tripper.
Overnight spectators are those who spent at least one night at the
destination for the purpose of this event. The day tripper spectators are
those who did not stay in the destination for a night. The resident
spectators are those who came from their homes to watch the event. The
residents were included because of the propensity to spend more than if
they had just a routine day.
Research design
The Cross sectional survey design was used in collecting data. This is
because the study was intended to capture a snapshot of the socioeconomic variables at a point in time during the event. Because of the
nature of the study economic data was readily generated from the
attendees.
Sample selection
Carnival festival is characterised by transient movement of spectators
from one point to the other during the float. The Calabar Carnival is nonticketing event. It is a street party. Because of this there is difficulty in
statistically estimating the sample size. This difficulty leads to the use of
convenience sampling design. This method of sampling enables the
researcher to get a gross estimate of the results without incurring the cost
or time required to select a random sample.
Research instruments and methods
The two broad research tools that were utilised to conceptualise and
carry out the research survey were the secondary and primary data
sources. The secondary data sources provided data that have been
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collected, analysed and discussed by previous scholars in the field. Hence,
secondary data helps to contextualise current research in the field.
Information on the economic component was generated by the primary
source using a semi-structured questionnaire called the Event Evaluation
Kit (EEK). EEK is a simplified “Do It Yourself Kit” for measuring the
direct inscope expenditure generated by an events rather than economic
impact (Jago, 2005, Jackson, Houghton, Russell and Triandos, 2005).
There are two major sources of local economic stimulation generated by a
festival; public assistance and the direct visitors‟ spending in the local
area (Felsenstein and Fleisher, 2003; Claveria and Datzira, 2009). This
study was limited to direct visitors‟ spending. Respondents were
requested to provide answers to questions on basic economic activities
such as: indicate the type of accommodation used during your stay in the
destination and the number of nights spent in accommodation: by what
means did you move to the place of the event. What is your primary
reasons for visiting Calabar; what is the total amount of money you have
spent or intend to spend during the event on different domains of product
and services ( food and beverage, entertainment gifts/souvenirs, sport
equipment/gear, communication, transport other purchases).
Instrument validity
EEK has widely been used by researchers and organisers of events
with good outcomes (Jago, 2005). Pre- survey training was done on the
fieldworkers before the survey. The questionnaire was tested among the
fieldworkers to get an indication of the time it takes to complete one
questionnaire. The use of EEK was to ensure instrument validity and
reliability.
Procedure in administrating questionnaire
In all there were twenty field staff; six investigators and fourteen
trained research assistants. The field staffs were given twenty five copies
of the questionnaire each. They were assigned to designated points along
the Carnival route. The questionnaires were self-administered and
collected as soon as it was completed by the respondent.
Method of analysing data
The data was analysed using the Statistical Packages for Social
Sciences (SPSS) software. Pie chart was used in presenting data on
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accommodation used by overnight visitors. Bar chart was used in
presenting data on the local transportation use by spectators and the
length of stay in destination. Attendees‟ expenditure on different domains
of products and services was summed up and presented in tables. In this
analysis, adjustment was made to obtain a realistic representation of the
estimate of the expenditure of non-residents who visited the place of
event only because of the event and those locals who went to the Carnival
place instead of staying at home.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Type of attendees
Out of the five hundred (500) copies of questionnaire administered
by the field staff, 480 forms were completed. On editing only 464 of the
copies were usable. This gives a response rate of 93 per cent. The sample
consists of overnight visitors 38.1%; day trippers 16.6% and local
residents 45.3%. Participants were 114(24.57%) and spectators 350
(75.43%).
Figure 1 Type of attendees
Local residents
210.00 / 45.3%

Over night visitors
177.00 / 38.1%

Day trippers
77.00 / 16.6%
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The proportion of non-residents in the sample (54.7%) is appreciable
and sufficient to exert the expected economic impact in a destination.
Pattern of spending in the accommodation and transportation
sector
Direct attendees‟ spending was estimated through a self reporting
process. First, overnight visitors were asked to indicate the
accommodation type they stayed in during the event, the number of nights
spent in accommodation and the rate per night. All three types of
spectators (over nights, day tippers and resident spectators) were also
asked to indicate their spending on food entertainment, gifts,
communication and other ancillary items on the day of the event.
Figure 2 Mode of local transport

Mode of transportation used by attendees
Majority of the respondents went to the place of event by motor
backs. This was followed by those who went by private vehicles and then
those who trekked. The high number of those who went by motor bike is
probably because of the high number of residents in the sample. Since
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Motr bikes are the dominant means of transport, it is not surprising that
majority of the people utilized the motor bikes. This means more business
for those who are involved in „Okada‟ as it is commonly called in the
region. It is expected that increase in the volume of business for the
Okadas and the other modes of transportation will directly lead to
increase in the demand and consumption of gasoline (See figure 2).
Accommodation used by overnighters
The data shows that 50% of the overnight visitors stayed in the hotel,
37% stayed with friends and relations. The hotels are the most preferred
accommodation for overnight carnivalist during their stay in the
destination. The accommodation sub-sector of the industry is very crucial.
With about 37% staying with friends and relations, the investment by
entrepreneurs in the accommodation sector may be far away from
achieving the expected occupancy rate. Average amount per
accommodation per room was N2740. The average number of persons per
group staying per room was two.
Figure 3 Accommodation used by overnighters

Friends &
relations
37%

Hostel
Homestead 1%
8%
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3%

Hotel
50%
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Number of days spent in destination
The result shows that, majority of the respondents (35%) spent or
intends to spend above four days at the destination. This has a positive
indication for the destination. Although the adult carnival lasted one day,
it means that there were adequate and effective animations before and
event the carnival to hold and elongation visitors stay in the destination.
The total of nights spent or to be spent by the respondents in the sample
was 662.
Figure 3 Number of days spent in destination during event
35%

16%

17%

19%

One day

Two days

Three days

13%

four days

Above four
days

Direct attendees’ spending
The inscope direct expenditure for a sample of 464 on various
domains of product and service was N69, 147,650. The breakdown is
shown on the table 1. The highest spectators‟ expenditure was on
entertainment (90.75%). There was marginal expenditure on other
domains.
Table 1 Summary of direct spectators’ spending by items
Items
Amount (N)
Per cent
Accommodation
N 1, 430,000
2.53
Food
N1,400,080
2.48
Entertainment
N 51,318,100
90.75
Gifts /souvenirs
N 423,450
0.75
Communication
N 662,450
1.17
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Costumes/gear
Transport
Others(tickets,etc)

N 177,550
N733,500
N401,400
56,546,530

0.31
1.30
0.71
100

CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATION
The mode of transportation is very important in enhancing event
customers‟ satisfaction. Destinations differ with the type of intra-city
transportation. In the 2008 edition of the Carnival, motor bikes appear to
be the dominant means of transportation to Carnival routes and other
places of interest in the city. Results from Comrade 2005 and Isandlwana
2006 shows that majority of attendees access the place where event is
taking place by private vehicles. The fact that most attendees accessed
the place of event by motor bikes and private car means that the
destination management organization and event organisers have the
responsibility to provide for security and traffic control during the event
and adequate parking space. Since a reasonable number of attendees
trekked to the place of event, pedestrian pavements should be constructed
on the carnival route. Adequate parking space should be provided at
strategic points.
Accommodation is another subsector of the tourism industry. The
staging of the Calabar Carnival has attracted so many visitors which had
led to increase in the demand for accommodation. The dominant use of
hotels has two implications: because visitors have preference for hotels,
the industry should build more hotels to accommodate the diversities in
the market. On the hand, the choice of hotels may be as a result of the fact
that the other types of accommodation are less developed, attention
should therefore be given to development of other types of
accommodation and the promotion of their use.
Social and economic development converge around the concept of
improving the wellbeing of a country‟s citizens leading to a higher
standards of living, provision of employment and
economic
empowerment. The direct spending of spectators in the destination in
terms of accommodation, food, entertainment, communication gifts and
local transportation during the event shows that money has been injected
into the economy of the city and by extension in Cross River State. This
expenditure would not have been carried out by the people involved, if
the Calabar Carnival did not hold. This amount is expected to directly
and indirectly affect the economy thereby leading to flow-ons that will
generate employment, income and value added. The study generated
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spectators‟ spending on accommodation, entertainment, food,
communication, gifts, transportation and other services utilised during the
event. The money spent by visitors on the mentioned domains of products
and services of institutions and individuals constitute the direct effect of
the festival in the destination. The businesses used the money to purchase
goods and services employed in the production of further goods and
services from other sectors of the economic. For examples hotels will buy
food and beverage, electricity and water, etc. This is referred to as indirect
effect. The induce effect refers to the income that accrues to local
residents in the form of salaries, wages, rent and interest. This is referred
to as the induce effect.
The results of the study support the claim for the use of event tourism
to catalyst the economic development of destinations. With this
justification, there is reason for the continuity of the festival so as to
realize the long-term objective of the government and the people of the
state. There is need to strategically promote the Carnival nationally and
internationally. The much needed Naira that will economically transform
the state will come when the right customers mix is attracted to the
destination. Tourism has become the main stay of most economies. Cross
River State can improve and strengthen her economy by diversifying from
the mono-product economy (oil dominated) to non oil (tourism). Like
New Orlean, tourism has the potential of replacing the oil as the major
source of jobs for people in the destination.
This work could not proceed with the determination of full economic
impact because of the absence of basic data required for the computation.
The full economic impact of an event is derived by multiplying the
average direct visitor spending by the region‟s economic multiplier which
has been predetermined. Another approach is by multiplying the average
attendees‟ spending with a defined fraction of the region‟s tourism
receipts obtained from the Satellite Tourism Account (STA) of the region
or state as reported by Ellard et al (1999) in the Missoula study. Nigeria
is yet to institutionalised the STA, hence the absence of the necessary data
to facilitate the full computation of the economic impact. The study has
proved that money has been injected into the economy of the state. This
money will rippled a multiplier effect leading to increase in personal
income of the local, employment and increase in the quality of life
(Lindberg, 1996).
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MOVIES AS A TOOL OF MODERN TOURIST
MARKETING
1
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Maria Loumioti
Ministry of Interior
The contemporary tourist market hosts intense competition amongst countries and
particularly amongst those that their economy is supported, to a rather critical
extent, by tourism business. All countries try to promote their tourist products
using various marketing techniques. International experience reveals that movies
constitute an important marketing tool which can effectively serve the strategy for
promotion of tourism destinations. Landscapes, significant heritage sites,
festivals, attractions and historical monuments have quite often been selected as
film shooting locations. Evidence shows that such films may, under certain
circumstances, induce “film tourism”, a phenomenon where local economies
eventually enjoy an increase in visitor numbers and related benefits after the
circulation of the relevant movie.
Keywords: Film tourism, film induced tourism, destination marketing, tourism
marketing

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Among the fine arts, movies combine plastic arts with dramatic arts.
The fundamental component of filming is drama and the motion of
picture, in contrast to other plastic arts as photography and painting.
Namely, the heroes in the movies alter their attitudes and statures while
the scenic environment is changing. Therefore film-producers are in
constant search for suitable locations in both, urban or natural
environment. In most cases the locations have to be pure, idyllic or
peculiar, but in every case sites that are interesting and suitable for movie
settings.
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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In this selected environment (Reeves, 2001) the scenes of action,
relaxation, eroticism and anything that the screenplay requires will
unfold. It is obvious that the play-writing of the movie gives intensity in
the settings, while the scenery frames the action and also molds the
sentiments of both the heroes and spectators. The sentiments emitted to
the spectators, are implied to a significant degree by the action, the heroes
and the settings. Thus a strong motive is generated to the spectators to
visit the location, in the framework of their conscious or unconscious
identification with the hero of the movie. This, provided that the settings
of movie are in natural or civil environment, constitutes a first class
opportunity of the location to be identified as a potential tourist
destination.
DEFINITIONS
Film tourism has also been referred in the international bibliography
with the terms “film induced tourism”, or “media induced tourism”, or
“movie induced tourism”, or “cinematographic tourism”, or even “media
pilgrim” seen as a media pilgrimage (Horrigan, 2009). Next, a variety of
definitions are investigated.
Busby and Klug (2001) have suggested that cinematographic tourist
is the tourist that visits a destination or attraction because it appeared in a
movie, video or television. Next, Iwashita (2003) claimed that films,
television and literature, are factors which expose the particular
characteristics and attractions of a destination and, because of that, can
influence the travelling preferences of individuals. Later, Macionis (2004)
defined film tourism, as a post-modern experience of the tourist in a site,
which has been depicted in some form of media. This experience is
personalised and unique to each individual, because it depends on his own
interpretation of media images.
Hudson and Ritchie (2006), suggest that film tourism is the tourism
that is generated as a result of the appearance of a destination or attraction
in the cinema, video or television. Trying to analyse the study of this
phenomenon they identify four big categories of analysis: First, the
estimation of the distinct influence of the film on travel decision. Second,
the formation of specific categories of film tourists. Third, the
measurement of the effects of films on the number of incoming tourists
and on the life of residents. Finally, the analysis of destination marketing
activities that concern film tourism.
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DESTINATION IMAGE FORMATION
According to Butler (1990), people often choose their tourist
destination depending on what they have seen at popular audiovisual
means, like television and cinema. The process of the influence caused by
the image can be voluntary, involuntary, accidental, conscious or
unconscious. He also suggests that as lately people read less, anything
appearing in films and in television penetrates easier into society.
According to Gartner (1993), the process of shaping a destination
image is constituted by eight different factors. Specific weight is set on
the role of autonomous factors like “the news” and “the popular culture”.
Ten years later Hyounggon and Richardson (2003), point out that in
contrast to the elitist or fringe culture, which influences small percentage
of population, the popular culture strengthens and reflects models of
communication and consumption for the wider general public. The
movies are an important fragment of the popular culture. They can ensure
essential information on a destination, in short time and to many persons.
As regards the role of popular culture in shaping of a “destination
image” in the framework of tourism, Urry (2002) claims that one of the
basic reasons that motivate tourists to visit a location, are the expectations
that these people may live different experiences from what they would
live in their home location. These expectations are cultivated with tourism
attraction practices like films, television, literature, magazines and videos.
Relevantly, Morgan and Pritchard (1998) point out that the force of
manufactured reality promotes the sovereignty of senses on the objective
reality.
“Product placement” is a method of marketing and has been defined
as the planned entry of products into movies or television shows, with the
purpose to influence favourably the spectators’ view, beliefs or
behaviours.
Schofield (1996) suggests that modern tourists shape “destination
images” through consumption of films and movies in television, without
the prejudice that these are a promotional material. Morgan and Pritchard
(1998), suggest that a destination placement in a film is the ultimate in
tourism product placement. Finally, Russell (2002) found after research
that the product placement in a film setting and the consequent viewing
by the public is very effective as a promotional method for a destination.
It seems therefore plausible that while traditional advertising
techniques have realized diminishing effectiveness, communication via
product placement is better targeted, more sophisticated and more widely
received.
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Some pieces of research show the effect on tourism of destinations in
relation with their placement into movies. Riley, Baker and Van Doren,
(1998) after research that they carried out for the cases of 12 films,
observed that the film location draw greatest attention when the film was
released. However an increase of visitors of 54% occurred for at least five
years after the release of the film.
Thus, one important economic advantage stemming as a result from
the reviewed literature is that the film tourism has duration in time and
can continue bringing visitors in a destination for several years after the
first screening. Another advantage is that film tourism reduces the
problem of seasonal tourism. Film locations, usually have attractions and
sights that are accessible and draw the interest of visitors at any time and
at all seasons.
To conclude, the power of film and television is revealed in
contributing to the formation of the image of a destination, in stimulating
tourism demand and in facilitating the positioning and segmentetion
elements of the local marketing strageties.
THE ROLE OF DESTINATION TOURISM ORGANISATIONS
In the modern worldwide tourist reality the tourist growth is
accompanied by the need for more rational, more coordinated and more
efficient management of resources that contribute to the formation of
tourist product. The complexity and the multi-disciplined substance of the
tourism sector, diffuses the allocation of benefits in a big number of other
involved sectors. The penetration of the “product”, i.e. a tourist
destination, in the tourist markets is difficult and the cost of the promotion
is high (Stylidis et al., 2008; Machlouzarides, 2010). The benefits for a
private enterprise would be dispersed and vague and thus emerges the
necessity for public institutions to involve – or undertake- the destination
tourist marketing.
Local Destination Marketing Organisations (DMOs) strive to develop
adequate marketing strategies for the efficient promotion of tourist
destinations. Their task is to suggest marketing opportunities and to
stimulate and support the development of the proper climate for
exploitation of these opportunities.
The World Tourism Organization groups the various DMOs, that are
responsible for managing the marketing efforts of their destinations, in the
following categories: National Tourism Authorities or Organisations,
which are responsible for management and marketing of tourism at
national level, regional, prefectural or provincial DMOs, and local DMOs
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which are responsible for management and/or marketing of tourism in
smaller geographic area or city/town.
The structure and the status of DMOs set-up differ from country to
country, as offices, unions, services, committees, departments, councils,
ministries, etc. Depending on the pattern of administrative set-up, they
can be distinguished according to their operations, their targets and their
means of financing. This relates to the centralised or decentralizing
character of the administrative mechanism of each country, as well as to
the importance that tourism has for the country’s economic growth .
Today a tendency of increase in the number of DMOs is observed
internationally, which implies that the necessity of their existence is
recognized, as well as the positive contribution of their work in the
promotion of destinations.
Today DMOs play a main role for each tourist destination mainly
because they are considered as official, unbiased and complete source of
information. They also possess and control the "commercial brand name"
of the destination. Finally DMOs have the possibility of offering a wide
spectrum of services and support to the consumers, while they maintain
particularly close relations with the suppliers of the tourist product.
SPECIFICATION OF STRATEGY AND FACTORS OF SUCCESS
Due to the development of new destinations, specific branding
strategies and the fracturing process of the mass tourism, many DMOs
shift their marketing emphases away from promoting generic tourism
activities of escape, enjoyment, sightseeing and shopping, to tourism of
special interests. Film tourism appears to be a part of the game. The
challenge for DMO’s is to efficiently create and utilise film induced
tourism, including product development and presentation as well as the
follow-up implications of destination marketing and branding.
Hudson and Ritchie (2006) after research in 490 DMOs worldwide,
found that almost all organisations have to work with marginally
sufficient economic and human resources and can only difficult keep pace
with the necessities of innovative strategies of publicity. They also found
that the investment of money in the promotion of film tourism includes
risk, because there is no guarantee for a positive outcome.
More specifically 60% of the sample answered that they observed an
increase in the number of visitors because of their efforts to develop film
tourism, while some 78% developed collaboration with film producers.
The basic profits that were reported were: the strengthening of the image
(brand) of the destination, the increase of the number of tourists and the
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positive economic effects, however not measured systematically. From
those that have replied to the survey, very few reported problems in their
region due to film tourism. Finally, Hudson and Ritchie, propose a plan of
31 marketing activities, ranked by importance, proposed to be undertaken
by the Destination Marketing Organisms (DMO), before and after the
film release, in order to maximize the profits of film tourism.
Olsberg-SPI carried out a survey on behalf of the UK Film Council,
Scottish Screen, EM Media, Screen East, South West Screen, Film
London, the DMO of East Midlands Tourism and Visit London. They
examined 31 case studies and selected 9 cases as points of reference.
There, the cinematographic tourism was handled with success the in the
respective regions. The researchers’ main target was to describe the type
of cinematographic films and television series that cause the development
of film tourism in a region. Further on, to identify the strategies required
to be applied in Great Britain, to maximize the economic profits by the
cinematographic tourism.
Literature shows that the promotional activities stem mainly from
public tourist institutions or private tourist enterprises or in collaboration
of both. Their aim is to stir-up tourist interest with a lengthy
cinematographic product life cycle (pre-release acts, premiere, DVD
release, and after), as well as to inform tourists for the film locations. Of
particular importance is the ability of DMOs to negotiate with the film
producing companies, aiming to attract the shooting of films in their own
regions, and also to negotiate about what the region will acquire from the
producers as a benefit.
In the above context, several DMOs hire experts of public
relationships in order to promote their region in the cinematographic
studios. Canada and the Bahamas, for example, have engaged Weber
Shandwick, one from the most important personalities in public
relationships in the world, in order to achieve their region’s maximum
possible appearance in films. Chicago's Office of Film and Entertainment
Industries, has successfully increased the number of films that was
shooting in Chicago by engaging an expert in products placement. After
the terrorist act of 11th September the local organisation of tourism of
New York used personalities of sports, movie stars and also the ex-Mayor
Rudolf Giuliani for the reinforcement of tourism in the city. At the same
time, the respective organisation of Washington used the leading stars of
television series "The West Thing" that unfolds in the capital and has
relation with life around the White House and the Capitol, aiming the
reinforcement of tourist visits.
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The Department for Tourism and Travelling Development of Kansas
allocates annually 1.2 million dollars for the tourist promotion of the State
as a film location. The Ministry of Tourism of Singapore (Singapore
Tourism Board), in 2004 announced three-year plan of expense of 7
million dollars in order to attract international film producers.
The National Council of Tourism of Australia invested some 40
million dollars in an international advertising campaign based on the film
"Australia", showing the wild beauty of Western Australia, The
Organisation of Tourism of Australia, appreciates that the campaign "See
the movie - see the country", in combination with other promotional
activities, will act as catalysts in motivating tourists to visit the country
and also in intensifying internal tourism. The particular campaign has
been the second high budget campaign in national level. The first
concerned in the trilogy of "Lord of the Rings" and the destination New
Zealand.
The strategy of DMOs as regards the negotiations with the film
companies is important. It depends on what the destinations can offer so
as to have the opportunity to control which destination sites will appear in
the movie. Also to foresee for other profits that may originate from the
premiere and the distribution of film. The implementation of a strategy in
attracting film producers is more effective in the –early- stage of planning
the production of film. It is important for the DMOs to establish an
efficient public relations department or to assign an independent public
relations company in order to strongly promote the destination as the best
location for film shooting. Finally, an important factor is always the
budget that is committed to this aim.
CONCLUSIONS
The image that we construct for a country is often the sentimental
image that has been created in our minds from narrations of other persons,
from books and, to a large extent, from watching films that have been
shot in the country, utilizing the natural and built environment, the
history, certain types of residents etc, for the plot of the script.
Cinema systematically functions as a mean of escape from the
everyday routine and this characteristic is in common with tourism.
Precisely for this reason, many times, our choice for our vacations
destination is a place about which we have shaped a concrete sentimental
image. Most of us have combined the essence of romanticism with the
city of Paris because big studios have used Paris as the setting for a lot of
romantic comedies. This process leads the spectator to identify himself
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among the heroes of film and unconsciously to want to experience a piece
of the plot and thus to seek to be in the corresponding environment.
Cinema develops characters, while an advertising tourist spot tries to
pass a message. The difference in the sentimental memory of spectator is
very important. A spot can be shown many times during a period,
however after the campaign it seldom remains in the spectator’s memory.
In contrast, the cinematographic film has long-lasting effect because it
approaches the spectator satisfying his aesthetic preferences and his
sentimental or ideological concerns. Thus the spectator has the tendency
to come back to this. is The purchase of the soundtrack and the rewatching of film in video or DVD is characteristic of the trend. This
process adds-in specific value for the tourist development of a region.
It is important for the local and national Organisations of Tourism,
the tourist policy makers, to work out studies for the long term tourist
utilization of cinematographic films that have been shot in their regions.
The incorporation into the recognizable local tourist product strengthens
the uniqueness of the destination, strengthening its brand name and tourist
attractiveness. The cinematographic tourism is a very powerful tool of
tourist marketing and requires careful strategy planning by the
Destinations Marketing Organisations. Finally, concern should be given
to support the locations aiming to experience increased tourist in-flows
with adequate infrastructure and services.
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This paper aims to identify commonalities in the successful development of
cultural tourism in the UK that may be applied to other cities with similar
contextual characteristics for cultural tourism development. It is also presented as
a baseline for further comparative analysis. By examining and comparing the
strategies of four major cities (i.e. London, Edinburg, Glasgow and Liverpool)
with abundant experience in developing cultural tourism, it is found that London
and Edinburgh, with an established cultural base and a large amount of ‘real
cultural capital’, have managed to derive considerable economic benefit from its
existing cultural facilities through developing cultural tourism. On the contrary,
in Glasgow and Liverpool, the lack of an existing cultural base necessitated a
strategy of investing continuously in new cultural attractions and events, and need
to pay proportionately far more efforts than London and Edinburgh.Some
implications are drawn for those cities tend to use cultural tourism for economic
and tourism development. First, heritage resources are usually place-dependent,
whereas art production and consumption is relatively place-independent. For
those new destinations trying to overcome the dominance of the existing cultural
capitals, they may focus on drama, musical performances or art displays those
have higher mobility. Second, having culture is not enough. It is important to
understand the needs of the cultural tourist, particularly in terms of the growing
need to mix different cultural forms, such as ‘high’ and ‘popular’ culture, and
‘learning’ and ‘fun’. Third, the event of the European Capitals of Culture is
probably a good example of the new trends of cultural tourism. For instance, the
brand created for Glasgow and Liverpool as European Capital of Culture status
are set to last over and beyond the year of the event itself. However, care should
be taken in the development of such event-based strategies.
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Case Study
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INTRODUCTION
Given its broad remit and international appeal, cultural tourism has
developed to become a significant phenomenon in the travel and tourism
industry and an essential element of the tourism system (Ritzer, 1999;
Urry, 2001). Cultural tourism is also frequently quoted as being one of the
largest and fastest growing segments of global tourism (e.g. WTO, 2004).
Cultural tourism can be used as a marketing and development tool in a
wide range of situations to further a wide variety of tourism policy goals.
This paper aims to identify commonalities in the successful development
of cultural tourism in the UK that may be applied to other cities with
similar contextual characteristics for cultural tourism development. It is
also presented as a base line for further comparative analysis.
THE ADVANTAGES OF DEVELOPING CULTURAL TOURISM
One of the most advantageous parts of cultural tourism is to be used
as a vehicle for economic development or regeneration (Richards, 2003).
Cultural tourism has been placed at the centre of many urban regeneration
strategies, because it can provide the basis to reanimate city centers,
rejuvenate existing cultural facilities, create new cultural centers, make
the cities stand out from other areas, and change city images (Bianchini
1990; Herrero et al., 2005; Myerscough, 1988). Cultural tourism has also
taken on a major role in the attraction of inward investment as seen in
cities such as Glasgow in the UK. The increasingly fuzzy boundaries
between cultural and economic activities means that cultural tourism is
increasingly about jobs and income, and less about promotion of culture
per se (Richards and Bonink, 1995).
A further advantage is that the relationship between culture and
tourism is widely regarded as mutually beneficial. It is claimed, for
instance, that it creates extra revenue streams for both and, as a
consequence, sustains and enhances cultural resources that otherwise
might disappear (Hughes, 2000). Similarly cultural tourists have
themselves been regarded favorably as, for instance, being typically well
educated, affluent and broadly travelled, and they generally represent a
highly desirable type of upscale visitor (Holcomb, 1999). KapodiniDimitradi (1999) also argued that cultural tourism is seen by many policy
makers as a means of developing „quality tourism‟ and attracting highspending consumers. The third advantage of developing cultural tourism
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is for spreading tourism both spatially and temporally, because it is
relatively independent of the seasons, and like other forms of specialinterest tourism it can prompt people to visit areas off the well-beaten
tourist paths (Horrigan, 2009; Mohamed, 2008; Richards and Bonink,
1995; Richards 1994).
However, cultural tourism can be a double-edged sword - it can
certainly stimulate a growth in tourism to particular regions, but the
growing number of destinations trying to develop cultural tourism means
that competition for the cultural tourists will get even stronger, and in
some areas average attraction attendances are falling (Sdrali and Chazapi,
2007). It also needs to be recognized that the cultural tourism market is
becoming increasing competitive, and cultural attractions must fight for a
share of the tourism market, not only with other cultural attractions, but
with other tourist attractions as well (Richards, 1996a). Also, as more
cities and regions compete in (re)producing and promoting themselves for
tourism and culture employing the same formulaic mechanisms, their
ability to create „uniqueness‟ arguably diminishes (Richards and Wilson,
2006).
CULTURAL TOURISM IN THE UK
On the global stage, the UK has long enjoyed a dominant position in
international tourism and the cultural industries. However, the UK is
losing market share in the global tourism market and facing growing
competition in the sphere of cultural production and consumption. The
UK tourism product is strongly associated with culture. For example, the
heritage sector has been described as a major strength of the British
market for overseas visitors (Markwell et al., 1997) and is estimated to
generate around 28% of all UK tourism expenditure annually (Carr,
1994). The heritage sector has also been vaunted as a major potential
growth area for tourism in the UK (Prentice, 1993).
Furthermore, cultural tourism is used as a means of tackling
seasonality in many local and national tourism policies. The development
of cultural tourism was a cornerstone of the attempt by the British Tourist
Authority to attract off-peak tourists in the “Britain for All Seasons”
marketing campaign (Richards, 1996). In addition, for many postindustrial cities across the UK, the role of culture has been central in
developing a tourism destination and attracting a tourism market in the
achievement of an „experience economy‟. Examples of such cities in
include Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, and Newcastle (Murphy and
Boyle, 2006). The European Capital of Culture has also been at the
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forefront of UK innovations in the cultural tourism sector. Examples are
the designation of Glasgow and Liverpool as the European Capital of
Culture in 1990 and 2008 respectively.
Whilst there are many recognizable elements of cultural tourism in
the UK, it is difficult to locate specific policies or initiatives aimed at this
phenomenon. In part this is due to the fragmentation of public policymaking, marketing and delivery systems in both the tourism industries
and in cultural services at national and local government levels. Cutting
across these divisions of administrative responsibilities are the priorities
of national agencies within a „UK‟ which contains England, Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales. In each of these countries, public and
voluntary sector bodies have interests in differentiated aspects of cultural
tourism (Deffner et al., 2009; Foley, 1996). Consequently, this paper aims
to examine and compare the strategies of four major cities with abundant
experience in developing cultural tourism. They are London, Edinburg,
Glasgow and Liverpool. The choice was partly arbitrary but these four
cities do have a diversity of background, especially different cultural and
tourist resources available to develop cultural tourism. The data for this
study were collected through literature review, document analysis and
observation.
LONDON: THE DOMINATOR OF UK HERITAGE
London dominates the UK heritage scene, with museums and
galleries topping the roster of UK heritage and cultural attractions. The
UK‟s leading paid-for heritage attraction is the Tower of London, with
just over 2 million visitors a year. London‟s Tate Modern, British
Museum and National Gallery all nudge the 5 million visitor mark,
followed by the South Kensington trio of Natural History, Science and
Victoria and Albert. All offer visitors free admission. London has
undoubtedly the highest popularity among international tourists (Mintel,
2008). London is also dominant in terms of the amount of heritage-related
investment. Evidence provided by the Policy Studies Institute (1993)
analysis of UK museums demonstrates that the larger national museums
in the UK, located predominantly in London, increased their visits
considerably, while smaller museums in provincial locations fared less
well.
In London, the cultural industries and tourism has for a long time a
tight relationship. In the case of the performing arts, for instance, the Arts
Council of Great Britain has long identified the importance of the arts as a
tourist attraction. The London based Society of West End Theatres
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claimed, as early as 1982, that overseas visitors to London were probably
responsible for West End theatres remaining open during the summer.
More recently the Wyndham report on London‟s West End theatre also
stressed the positive and significant nature of the theatre–tourism
connection. (Hughes and Allen, 2002)
Attractions in London are broadening their offerings to incorporate a
stronger experiential element. For instance, the Tower of London
launched an interactive exhibition – „Hands on History‟, that encourages
children and adults to explore the history of arms and amour. Elsewhere,
promotional crowd pullers such as „Kids Go Free‟ weekends are usually
guaranteed to add visitor numbers. A further generator of interest in
castles and stately homes has been their increasing involvement in the
summer music scene, with many now offering „picnic on the lawn‟ styled
events, or even fully fledged festivals (eg. Hampton Court). Galleries
have also added visitor numbers, yet again primarily a response to
improving the visitor experience with populist exhibitions and
improvements to their permanent displays. Major events at the UK‟s two
leading galleries, Tate Modern and the National Gallery, featured favorites
such as Gilbert and George and a Renoir Landscapes exhibition.
EDINBURGH: CASTLE AND FESTIVALS
Edinburgh is the capital of Scotland and is an attractive historical
city. Edinburgh is interesting in that an important part of its tourism and
cultural policies is based on festivals. The three main Edinburgh festivals
- the Tattoo, International Festival (opera, music, dance, and theatre), and
Fringe Festivals (theatre, mime, drama), are one of the longest running
festival events held in the UK. Thus, Edinburgh can justly claim to be one
of the main festival cities in Europe, justifying on this claim alone
Bianchini's (1990) description of the city as a „cultural capital‟. The
evidence from Edinburgh suggests that festival tourism can make a
significant economic contribution to the local and regional economies of
cities. Given the relatively small amount of public subsidy given to the
festivals, it is a very efficient way of generating local income and
employment as well as regional and national employment (Richards,
1996a).
Edinburgh, especially the Castle, is also a major tourist destination in
its own right irrespective of the festivals. Much of the rest of tourism
outside the festival period could also be referred to as cultural tourism but
has more to do with „heritage tourism‟ than with „arts tourism‟. Foley
(1996) has taken Edinburg Castle as an example to illustrate some issues
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in developing cultural tourism. First, the complex situation of the Castle
as a symbol of Edinburgh and Scotland, as a heritage monument, as a
tourist attraction and as a military facility pose a number of management
problems. A careful balance must be maintained between the need for
visitor access and the need for security, the need to develop income
generation and the need to preserve the atmosphere of the castle, and the
need to achieve a higher throughput of visitors while minimizing
overcrowding at peak times. The Castle managers are particularly
concerned with issues of marketing and income generation, at a time
when changing government policies are placing more emphasis on selfgenerated income. Options being assessed include: avoiding
commodification (or Disneyfication ) while developing products, offering
tours to enhance visitor management and encourage further expenditure,
the contracting out and/or franchising of some services and the use of the
image of the castle for licensing and endorsement of „quality‟ products
and services etc.
In terms of visitor marketing, two strategies have been adopted to
reach different target markets. First, there is a need to attract those with
disproportionately high per diem spend rates to boost trading income.
This group is likely to contain a high proportion of foreign holidaymakers
and business tourists. These are reached through marketing at travel trade
exhibitions throughout the world. Similar exhibitions in Europe are used
to reach tour (especially coach) operators and a package ticket is offered
for entry to a number of the properties. In all cases, executives concede
that the castle is used as the flagship with which it is possible to increase
interest in other, less well-known properties. The second strategy is to
broaden the socio-economic base and to increase visitor throughput. For
instance, advertisements in the Daily Record, a newspaper with a mainly
manual-occupation readership have led to a substantial amount of free
publicity (Foley, 1996).
GLASGOW: 1990 EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE
Glasgow made a major attempt in the mid-1980s to change its image
firstly with the promotional campaign „Glasgow‟s Miles Better‟ together
with the introduction of Mayfest, a major annual arts festival. In 1990,
Glasgow became European Cultural Capital and prior to this £ 2.5 billion
(Euro 3.5 billion) was invested in infrastructure and in new cultural
facilities (Richards, 1996a). The designation of Glasgow in 1990 could be
regarded as a turning point for the European Capital of Cultural event.
Glasgow, unlike its predecessors, was not a capital city or one of the
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established „cultural destinations‟ of Europe (Van der Borg, 1994).
Glasgow won the nomination against competition from other British cities
largely on the basis of promised commercial sponsorship and the fact that
it planned to use the event to stimulate urban regeneration and to boost
the image of Glasgow as a cultural city. This approach apparently fitted
the UK government‟s emphasis on public-private sector partnership
(Todd, 1988).
Glasgow was the only city to generate significantly more visitors
than its predecessors, partly because of the large number of events staged.
The Glasgow event had an impressive range of cultural activities,
including big names such as Pavarotti. The argument for this approach
was that the investment would be repaid directly through tourist
expenditure, and indirectly through improvements in the image of the city
and increased economic investment (Richards, 1996a). Glasgow is also
the only city to carry out a full assessment of the impact of the Cultural
Capital event. The study indicated that the Cultural Capital event
stimulated over £32 million in visitor spending, against a total public
sector investment of about £22 million. During 1990, 3 million visitors
came to Glasgow, compared with 2.4 million the year before
(Myerscough, 1991). As a result of tourist expenditure, the Glasgow event
was undoubtedly an economic success.
However, the success of Glasgow was not without criticism. One of
the major oppositions is that cultural tourism is often promoted for
political and economic reasons which have little connection to the „way of
life‟ of local residents. This was arguably the case in the Glasgow event,
which staged a series of high culture events with little reference to the
rich local culture of Glasgow itself. A bitter debate about the content and
aims of the 1990 event occurred therefore between organizers trying to
maximize economic revenue from wealthy tourists coming to see cultural
highlights such as Pavarotti and local activists trying to promote a more
„Glaswegian‟ culture (Boyle and Hughes, 1991). Richards (1996b)
described this phenomenon as a „closed circuit‟, where events and
attractions provided for the professional culture consumer by the
professional culture producer, with little reference to the local population.
The example of Glasgow showed that new events can successfully
attract tourists to new regions. However, some doubts were the extent to
which such event can produce long-term economic and social benefits.
According to Richards (2000), the effects of the Cultural Capital event are
normally temporary. Cities should also guard against the development of
„Festivalisation‟ which threatens their cultural sustainability through the
commercialization of everyday life. Local inhabitants may end up feeling
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that they are part of an extravagant „show‟ being staged primarily for the
benefit of tourists.
LIVERPOOL: 2008 EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE
Situated in the north-west of England, Liverpool‟s port has always
been a gateway to the rest of the world and, although known around the
globe as the home town of the Beatles, the city has long suffered a poor
reputation. A grey city but one which, in the past decade, has undergone a
quiet yet radical physical and social regeneration process, Liverpool saw
in the European Capital of Culture title the opportunity to show itself off
to the world. The culture bid and the new brand with the establishment of
the Liverpool Culture Company in 2000, together with an eight-year-long,
run-up program, ensured Liverpool‟s victory against 11 other British
cities. The proposed cultural program featured a different „cultural‟ theme
each year, leading up to 2008 and beyond (Nobili, 2005).
According to Laura (2008), A surge in cultural tourism has seen
Liverpool rise in UK league tables to the third favorite city to visit and the
fourth most visited, and figures from January to September 2008 show
that more than a quarter of all these international and national visitors
were in the city for the first time. One of the major success stories is Tate
Liverpool, which saw a spectacular 200% visitor rise with the Gustav
Klimt exhibition. Other statistics include: National Museums Liverpool
has set new records, welcoming its two millionth visitors in September
2008. Art attractions such as The Walker, the Bluecoat, FACT and new
Victoria Museum and Gallery, have attracted more than 2.5 million
visitors. Summer events, which included The Tall Ships Races, Mathew
Street Festival, Go Superlambananas and La Machine, attracted a further
2.5 million (Laura, 2008).
Considering that the effects of above events may be only short-term,
a current concern in Liverpool is to maintain and promote the gains made
in 2008 by Liverpool's culture and tourism sectors. Obviously, the
momentum of one-year events are fragile, and for continued success it is
essential that culture, tourism and other businesses across the city develop
the synergies to be gained by working together in 2009 and beyond. Some
of Liverpool‟s arts practitioners that the momentum of 2008 is not yet
secured. The Liverpool Culture Company expects the 2009 funding round
to be „highly competitive‟; and everyone anticipates that sponsorship will
be difficult to come by in the current financial situation. So it‟s
unsurprising that Liverpool‟s arts practitioners are currently nervous,
some of them already publicly predicting 2009 will be a tough call.
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DISCUSSION
This research indicates that while there are general factors that
contribute to successful cultural tourism development in the UK, local
contextual characteristics are influential, making the development unique
to each city. According to Bianchini (1990), there are two particular
categories of cities where cultural tourism is a primary objective of
cultural policy. The first of these is „declining cities‟, such as Glasgow,
Liverpool, Sheffield, and Birmingham in the UK. They have used cultural
policy to support strategies for the diversification of their economic base
and the reconstruction of their image. These cities have suffered decline
due to the disappearance of their old manufacturing base. New investment
in inner city arts and cultural projects became the means for
reconstructing the external image of many European cities. The aim was
to attract new investment and to generate physical and environmental
renewal through service industries expansion. Investment in the arts
sector was a major catalyst for economic development. Bianchini's other
major category of cities where cultural tourism is particularly important
he refers to as „cultural capitals‟, such as London and Edinburgh. These
are cities which are recognized as major cultural centers but have had to
invest heavily in cultural infrastructure just the same because of
competition from other European cities. They are investing to maintain
their lead in the European league table.
The effectiveness of using cultural tourism as a tool for economic and
tourism development depends on the context in which such a policy is
pursued (Richards, 1996a). The above four case studies serve to illustrate
this point. London and Edinburgh, with an established cultural base and a
large amount of „real cultural capital‟ have managed to derive
considerable economic benefit from its existing cultural facilities through
developing cultural tourism. The economic benefits have also been
cumulative over time. In Glasgow and Liverpool, the lack of an existing
cultural base necessitated a strategy of investing in new cultural
attractions and events. In spite of the spin-offs to other areas of the
economy in Glasgow or Liverpool itself, there is little hard evidence to
suggest that the events have generated a lasting tourism benefit, which
needs to constantly stage new events to attract tourists. In the absence of
„real cultural capital‟ accumulated over a long period of time, as in
London and Edinburgh, Glasgow and Liverpool require continuous new
investment to compete with other cities. In the long run, of course, the
investments currently being made by Glasgow will be converted into „real
cultural capital‟ which can then be exploited by the tourism and culture
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industries much more effectively. In the short term, however, there is little
doubt that „new‟ cultural destinations (e.g. Glasgow and Liverpool) are at
a distinct competitive disadvantage relative to the established cultural
capitals (e.g. Edinburgh and London). The latter have a critical mass of
cultural attractions which stimulate a higher degree of overnight and
foreign tourism, which significantly increases the economic benefits of
cultural tourism. Other cities trying to establish themselves as cultural
destinations, such as Glasgow and Liverpool, need therefore to pay
proportionately far more efforts than those established „cultural capitals‟
such as London and Edinburgh.
CONCLUSIONS
The typology provided by Bianchini (1990) and the above
discussions have the following three implications in developing cultural
tourism especially for those cities lack of existing cultural base but tend to
use cultural tourism for economic and tourism development:
First, in the spiraling competition for the attention of potential
consumers, the established cultural capitals still seem to have a marked
advantage. Part of the explanation for the spatial concentration of cultural
tourism lies in its reliance on the built heritage (Richards, 1996a).
Heritage resources are usually place-dependent, whereas art production
and consumption is relatively place-independent. For example, it is only
possible to visit the British Museum in London, but the musical CATS,
for example, has been staged in 130 cities worldwide. Although the
increasing importance of notions of authenticity (Urry, 1990) makes it
difficult to reproduce some sights in other places, drama or musical
performances or art displays, on the other hand, are far more mobile. This
has an important implication for the development of cultural tourism in
cities, and particularly in those „new‟ destinations trying to overcome the
dominance of the existing cultural capitals. That is, having „culture‟ is not
enough. It is important to understand the needs of the cultural tourist,
particularly in terms of the growing need to mix different cultural forms,
„high‟ and „popular‟ culture, and „learning‟ and „fun‟.
Second, but also related to the first implication, as argued by
Richards (1996a), first-time visitors are far more likely to visit a large
number of cultural attractions in an attempt to „do‟ the cultural highlights
of the destination. The importance of cultural attractions as a motive for
visiting declines after the first visit. For the repeat visitor and the „general
cultural tourist‟, the need for authentic cultural experiences will be less
pressing, and the combination of learning and entertainment, high and
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popular culture, tradition and innovation will probably be most appealing.
As such, for the cities like Glasgow or Liverpool, the strategy is to find
out more about specific „cultural tourism‟ market segments and
understand their motivations and interests. Outside the major international
„must-see sights‟, the decision by tourists to make a cultural visit, and
therefore participate in „cultural tourism‟ is often a spontaneous one,
stimulated by local promotion and innovation (Richards and Bonink,
1995). For instance, in its attempt to capture the new market highlighting
cultural inspiration and deeper experiences, the Scottish Borders, for
example, have been promoted as “the real Scotland” since 1996. More
recently, the British tourism marketing campaign in 2000 described the
Scottish Highlands as “characterful” and the West Highlands as
“romantic” to differ from mass tourism (Prentice, 2001). Furthermore,
Tate Liverpool also introduced some innovative programs, such as
traditional headphone hires were replaced with multimedia tours of its
Gustav Klimt exhibition, which users could download to their iPods.
Visitors to the exhibition were able to access the content on mobile
phones and MP3 players through the gallery's Wi-Fi network, or
download it before their tour from the Tate's website or iTunes (Mintel,
2008).
Third, the event of the European Capitals of Culture is probably a
good example of the new trends of cultural tourism, where the prospects
of changing the city go beyond the strictly cultural goods aimed at the
very organization of the event. The analysis of this study suggests that the
European Capital of Culture title acts for cities as a catalyst and trigger
for the branding of a city. The brand created for Glasgow and Liverpool
thanks to their European Capital of Culture status are set to last over and
beyond the year of culture itself, as culture becomes part of the cities‟
marketing mix (Nobili, 2005). However, the nature of the European
Capital of Culture has undergone a clear change in the past decade. What
started as a purely „cultural‟ event has become a vehicle for regional
economic development (Richards, 1996a). In this new task, the
effectiveness of the European Capital of Culture event is mainly assessed
by the capacity to attract tourists to that event, namely the economic
impact. Such new cultural tourism strategies will probably be based
increasingly around events and festivals rather than static cultural
attractions. Care will need to be exercised in the development of such
event-based strategies. As reported by Mintel (2004), whilst the European
Capital of Culture event does have a positive impact on visitor numbers
and expenditure to the host city, the visitors attracted are mainly local
residents, followed by domestic tourists, and then foreign tourists.
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Moreover, as Britton (1991) has pointed out, the multiplication of events
and festivals places growing emphasis on novelty and spectacle as the
basic motivation for attendance. In the longer term, events can suffer from
a „waning effect‟, whereby increasing levels of investment are required to
generate similar visitor numbers. This pattern is already evident in some
areas, particularly where there are few „traditional‟ attractions to support
the development and marketing of events (Richards, 1996a). The staging
of major events often depends on the financial security of a large
audience, which can often be best guaranteed in the existing „cultural
capitals‟ (e.g. London and Edinburgh).
Finally, the decline of the major economic activity of the region
requires new sources of income to be found. In traditional manufacturing
areas, cultural tourism is seen as a way of generating tourism business
from scratch. For traditional tourist destinations which rely on significant
tourism flows for their survival, the development of cultural tourism is
often a response to the problems of tourism itself -including
overcrowding, seasonality or a decline in the number of staying visitors
(Gotti and Van der Borg, 1995; Richards, 1996a). In order to maintain this
competitive advantage in the global tourism market, however, UK will
not only have to make effective use of traditional British culture, but will
also have to extend her capacity to develop new cultural products and
strategies.
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AND CONTEMPORARY TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
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___________________________________________________________
This paper discusses the role of the Environmental Management Systems (EMS)
applied to the tourism sector. Among contemporary instruments, being used to
encourage the movements of tourist companies towards sustainability, an
important role have voluntary/market instruments. That is why this paper
analyses the principles, tasks, good practice experiences advantages,
disadvantages and perspectives of EMS. Special attention is devoted to the ISO
14000 standards, representing the most important international regulations for
environmental management. The above standards are the base for implementation
of EMS within tourism, and make it possible for companies to direct the course of
their actions towards a full agreement with the international criteria. Although
application of environmental management in tourism is a relatively recent
phenomenon, the potentialities of the EMS are huge and they can significantly
contribute to putting tourism on a sustainable path.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Keywords: environment, management, system, sustainability, tourism
JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
The systems of environmental management or eco-management
systems (EMSs) are part of the overall management systems, comprising
organizational structure, responsibilities, processes, procedures and
resources for the development and implementation of environmental
protection policy in a company/site. Their main function is to provide
conditions for consideration of environment-related issues in the course of
making business decisions at all levels of management.
EMSs requirements are based on the management philosophy known
as the Deming Cycle, consisting of four points of sound management
practice summarized as: Plan–Do–Check–Act (Collins, 2000). The key to
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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an EMS is to integrate environmental management within the whole
management framework. Over recent years this philosophy has been
developed into comprehensive EMSs models and certification methods
that are available for mainstream industrial sectors. There are a number of
textbooks (Gilbert, 1993; Hillary, 1997; Huybers & Bennett, 2003),
manuals (TQM, 1996; Local Government Management Board, 1996),
collections of case studies (Welford, 1994; Sheldon, 1997; Font, 2001,
Rainford, 2008) and special reports (Llobera & Rebassa, 2001; Llull,
2005) to help organizations implement those systems.
A management system is a method of structuring and processing the
day-to-day practices and plans of a company. An EMS specifically aims
to identify and incorporate the management of environmental issues and
consequences related to an organization’s operations ensuring that risks to
the environment are identified and minimized (Welford, 1994). An EMS
provides a systematic approach by which wider environmental issues as
well as local concerns can be incorporated into long-term strategies and
day-to-day operations of a site. The three principles that an EMS brings
together are (Gilbert, 1993):
 everything done in business has some impact on the environment;
 management systems control what is done in business; and
 standards can be set for an EMS.
Figure 1 Plan-Do-Check-Act concept as a base for EMS
1.
Environmental
Policy

2. Policy
implementation

4. Management
Review

3. Checking and
Correction

implementation
Much research carried out in environmental tourism, hospitality and
recreation has concentrated on specific isolated topics. These include
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identifying environmental impacts, methods to monitor them, actions to
alleviate them and so on (Bromley, 1994; Bell, 1997). Yet the trend in
environmental management is to ensure that companies acknowledge
their responsibility to be proactive towards environmental management by
writing their own agendas, rather than reactively meeting minimum
legislation requirements (Font & Tribe, 2001; Brida et al., 2010). An
Environmental Management System (EMS) provides the mechanisms to
approach environmental management in a holistic way, by encompassing
the full Plan–Do–Check–Act cycle.
By application of EMS an organization takes over the responsibility
to continually improve its environmental performance, i.e., to achieve
standards higher than law-induced ones. In this manner, the organization
can achieve various advantages that primarily include improved
reputation, satisfied investors and better access to capital. Also, improved
relations with the state authorities, as one of the possible advantages,
makes the procedure for obtaining approval and license much easier.
Finally, adequate application of EMS can significantly contribute to better
relations between the related organization and the local community.
Introducing EMS might seem an expensive and time-consuming at
start. However, practice has shown that benefits in terms of effectiveness
are long-term, particularly in energy and raw materials consumption, as
well as in waste reduction and recycling, thereby contributing long-term
savings.
ISO 14000 STANDARDS SERIES
The ISO 14000 Standards series are a set of standards providing
businesses and other organizations with a comprehensive systematic
approach of how to manage impacts on environment. This standards
specifies requirements for environmental management in an organization
so as to ensure a balance with the declared policy and objectives of
environmental protection, as well as to meet law-induced regulations.
The awareness that environmental protection is primarily the
responsibility of the management has indirectly led to the emergence of
the ISO 14000 series, conceived of as standards for environmental
management. The very process of adopting this series of standards is the
responsibility of the International Standards Organization (ISO) which
establishes a close cooperation with national standards organizations.
Among the related standards, close attention deserves standards for
environmental management systems (ISO 14001-14004) which are aimed
at organizations, i.e., concerned with introduction, implementation and
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evaluation of EMS (http://www.iso.org/iso/management_standards.htm,
accessed the 11th of November 2007, at 16:35).
The above standards make it possible for organizations to direct the
course of their actions towards a full agreement with the internationally
adopted criteria. Today, many countries specify different requirements
concerning environmental protection. A uniform international set of
standards prevents conflicts between different approaches to protection
and interpretation of the notion of good practice in environmental
management.
Many governments have realized that law-induced regulations for
environmental protection, mandatory in character, i.e., based on the
command-control principle, cannot lead to achievement of national
objectives in environmental protection. Therefore, standards for
environmental management have been introduced that are voluntary in
character but have proved fully efficient and goal-directed. As such, they
are seen as a complementary device in legislation.
Managers implementing an EMS will benefit from a user-friendly
system of operation that builds on current site procedures and operations
as well as correlation with established systems such as ISO 14001. This
will allow them to introduce ongoing improvements to the management
and to the performance of the recreational site. The economic benefits
from this system may include more efficient working practices, reduced
inputs and costs as well as the increased potential for grant acquisition
and the development of a proactive stance towards future legislation.
Work practices can be improved through the encouragement of a dynamic
staff morale and proactive attitude towards change and the introduction of
relevant stakeholders in appropriate decision-making processes (Karmakar,
2011; Tribe et al., 2000).

There are three possible manners in which an evaluation can be
performed of the conformity to the ISO 14001 standard. First, internal
evaluation can be done by the organization alone. However, business
partners or other interested parties can demand that external verification
of the conformity be done. In such cases, the organization initiates an
external evaluation of its EMS conformity to the ISO 14001 standard with
no intention to attempt an official certification. Finally, if the organization
wants evaluation for the purpose of registration, such a type of evaluation
is carried out by the official accreditation body. On the basis of the report
the accreditation body provides on the EMS conformity to the ISO 14000
standards, the organization can be issued a certificate of the conformity by
the responsible authority.
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THE BASIC ELEMENTS, PROCEDURES AND TASKS OF EMS
For successful implementation of the concept of sustainable tourism,
it is necessary to apply not only mandatory regulations prescribed by the
state authorities but also some relevant market instruments that are
voluntary in nature. The aim of the latter, including environmental
management systems, is to provide self-regulation through the market,
increased competition among environment-friendly companies, i.e.,
keeping out the companies that do not show environment friendly
behaviour.
Most recently an EMS for tourism, hospitality and recreation has
been developed based on the generic International Standards ISO (Tribe
et al., 2000). The structure of EMS in tourism, as well in other activities,
is characterized by the process of permanent improvement which, in
general, goes through five consecutive, cyclically recursive, phases (EC,
2001).
First, the commitment of management and their staff to the EMS is
vital and should be expressed in the form of an environmental policy.
Definition of environmental policy implies top-management’s taking
responsibility to improve environmental management using all available
activities: continual advancement, prevention of pollution, harmonization
with legislature, open communication with the employees and the general
public. A comprehensive policy should help to define a clear list of
environmental aims which guide the company in the development of its
EMS. The policy should show commitment to environmental issues not
only specific to the site in question but on a local, national and global
level (Rainford, 2008).
Second, the initial site (organization) review is an assessment of a
site and an audit to establish its current position. This should establish the
current environmental management culture and structure, analyse
procedures in place for managing recreational and hospitality facilities,
amenities and users, assess impacts on the environment (biodiversity, air,
waters) and consider to what degree these activities comply with
regulation. All visitors, knowingly or unknowingly, have an impact on the
environment in an tourist site and the quality and attractiveness of nature
and landscapes is in danger of becoming seriously degraded (CeballosLascurain, 1996). The site review should list all the recreational and other
tourist activities, formal and informal, taking place in the site. An
assessment of environmental impacts from visitors such as damage to
trees, litter, trampling, disturbance of wildlife, and air pollution should be
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made and the wider local environment should be analysed for evidence of
negative disturbance from visitors.
A detailed analysis of on-site environmental impacts both positive
and negative should be carried out and catalogued (Bromley, 1994), and if
possible linked to the recreational or other tourist activities first identified.
This will assist in identifying objectives and aims and providing a
comparison against performance during the auditing process to assess
progress. Upon completion of the site review it should be possible to
interpret the findings into a series of objectives and targets taking into
account the need to comply with any legal or statutory requirements (Kiss
& Shelton, 1997). The Hohe Tauern National Park in Austria, for
example, is one of the most attractive parts of the eastern Alps. Since the
opening of the border of the former eastern bloc of European countries at
the end of 1980s, the numbers of Trabants and similar cars wanting to
drive up the pass rose dramatically. There were considerable numbers of
breakdowns and pollution levels increased. Such negative consequences
of the increased tourist flows made the National park authority to work
closely with other public companies in the related area, and to adopt a
corporate environmental strategy, determining the targets and objectives
that need to be realized (FNNPE, 1993).
The targets and objectives should be given an order of priority, be
realistic in terms of results and be possible to measure. This third stage is
referred to as the environmental program and involves the formulation of
a strategy for achieving continued environmental performance via the
day-to-day operations of the organization (LGMB, 1996; Tribe et al.,
2000). The program will identify any changes to the current recreational
and other tourist activities: for example, some activities may need zoning,
limiting carrying capacity, screening from other activities, refurbishing
the facilities and places where they take place, etc. The program for
environmental performance improvement will outline the actions to
minimize impacts and link them to targets, which will be revisited during
the audit and review. Benidorm is, for example, littoral community in the
province of Alicante (Spain), where the tourism influences on the
environment are managed in the efficient way. An integral approach of
tourism planning has contributed to the harmonization of tourism and
environment of a specific area, as much as possible (EEA, 2003).
At the operational stage any shortcomings in the current
environmental management structure identified at the initial site review
should be rectified and a system put in place to enable the aims and
objectives of the policy to be fulfilled. This includes systems for resource
allocation, identification of human resource skills needed, definition of
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roles and responsibilities and identification and provision of appropriate
training (TQM, 1996). The ability of management to successfully guide
and anticipate changes, motivating employees and maintaining their
enthusiasm will have a major influence on whether the EMS will be a
success in the long term. Application and sustenance of EMS in regular
and extraordinary conditions, also implies great responsibility of
management. Regular monitoring and measuring of operational activities
should be carried out and the results recorded, either in written, statistical
or photographic form (for example, the state of footpaths, the quality and
visibility of signs, safety issues on mountain-biking trails).
Finally, the audit and review will ascertain whether the objectives of
the environmental policy are being addressed, whether the performance
achieved is an improvement on the initial measurement at the site review
stage, and whether this meets the program targets. Feedback from
stakeholders and changes in legislation should be identified,
acknowledged and acted upon. From this review, new targets will be set
for the next management cycle (Richins and Scarinci, 2009; Tribe et
al., 2000). Self-evaluation on the part of management staff involves an
analysis of the results and definition of objectives for improvement.
Figure 2 EMS Flowchart
1. Commitment to ongoing improvement
9. Public Environmental Statement
Initial Review
Formulation of
Environmental Statement

External Verification

Environmental Policy

Environmental Audit

Environmental
Programme

Implementation of EMS
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THE GOOD PRACTICE EXPERIENCES OF EMS APPLICATION
IN TOURISM
Systems such as ISO 14000 have been so far focused on large
manufacturing organizations (Font, Tribe, 2000). As yet few small
tourism and recreation companies/sites are using them to their full
potential. Many of the environmental certification systems for tourism
require companies to apply EMS to their operations. The Green Business
Tourism Scheme, Committed to Green, Green Globe and, in the near
future, the Blue Flag Campaign and the Seaside Awards are only some of
the systems that use an EMS approach (Dodds and Butler, 2010; Font,
2001; Todd & Williams, 1996).
The first known act of implementation of environmental management
in tourism dates back to 1997, when the Regional Government of the
Balearic Islands initiated the ECOTUR program, attempting to achieve a
better integration between tourism and environmental protection. It seems
reasonable why this step was first made in this tourist area, given that the
development of mass tourism in the 1970s/80s caused a severe
degradation to the environment, threatening to permanently undermine
the fundamental substance of its future development. At the same time,
the market battle was slowly being lost with the competing tourist
destinations in the Mediterranean and other regions (Llobera & Rebassa,
2001).
The implementation of the ECOTUR program was jointly financed
by the Government of the Balearic Islands and the European Union, the
resources of which were used by 126 hotels previously registered for
participation in the program. The first significant results were noticed at
the end of 2001. By then, all the participating hotels had already
completed the internal evaluation, but more importantly, six of them had
obtained official certificates for their environmental management systems,
issued by the Spanish National Accreditation Team. This made the six
hotels the leaders in the implementation of the environmental
management systems in tourism and catering service business. They
publicly expressed a clear dedication to sustainable improvement of
environmental performance of business activities (Altaba & Ponsell,
2000). The six mentioned hotels belong to the type of large
accommodation facilities (an average capacity of over 500 beds), which
confirms the hypothesis that larger firms have a greater wish and more
real capabilities to accept the environment friendly behaviour. Evident is,
therefore, the explanation of why the application of environmental
management systems began in large hotels.
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Center Parks, also known as a pioneer in environmental management
in tourism in Europe, has achieved ISO 14001 certification (Collins,
2000), but despite the fact that it is a large organization compared to the
average tourism company, it is still very small compared to the majority
of ISO 14001 applicants. Center Parks operates four villages in the UK,
each is set in a forest environment, typically 400 acres in size and provide
high quality accommodation in fully equipped villas, apartments and
lodges, which are set amongst trees and streams. Each village offers an
extensive range of sports and leisure activities plus numerous restaurants,
bars and retail outlets and a superb Aqua Sana Spa facility. Woodland,
water and a natural healthy environment are the essential elements of a
Center Parks break. Each of Center Parks' UK Villages has its own
individual Forest Management Plan which is reviewed and updated every
5 years to take into account the health and vitality of the forest. These
plans and its periodic review form an integral part of the ISO 14001,
Environmental Management System. The objective of the plans is to
create and maintain a natural forest environment for guests and wildlife
alike. Action for biodiversity conservation in the village is implemented
through both forest and ecological monitoring reports, translated into dayto-day
actions
(http://www.centerparcs.co.uk/company/environment/index.jsp, accessed
the 10th of October 2008).
It is, also, worth to emphasized a case study of the environmental
management of a Forest Enterprise (FE) woodland park that examines to
what extent the current management of this site would fulfill the
requirements of an EMS (Font, 2001). FE is the single largest provider of
forest land for recreation in Britain, as well as the largest timber producer.
FE sites have over 50 million visitors per year and 3500 members of staff
in total (Font, 2001). Furthermore, FE sites are managed in a standardized
way (Tomkins, 1990), which means that the results of this study are
applicable across the range of FE sites. FE is heavily committed to the
provision of facilities for recreation as well as camping and caravanning
sites and forest cabins. Some well-known FE sites include the Forest of
Dean, the New Forest, Argyll, Glenmore, Sherwood and Kielder Forest
Parks. The site chosen for this study is Alpha Woods, covering an area of
800 acre multi-purpose forest, providing a variety of recreational
opportunities and supporting a diverse range of wildlife. Alpha Woods is,
therefore, representative of many medium-sized FE properties, large
enough to have a critical mass of recreational facilities but small enough
to not have recreation as its main purpose.
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The review of Alpha Woods reveals the strengths of a formalized
management system applied to a relatively small site. Management
practices have been developed over decades creating a steadfast, secure
and reliable framework for managing UK forests, but one that reacts to
changing circumstances rather than taking a proactive stance. The
evidence of this research is that although slow to start, FE sites such as
Alpha Woods are beginning to follow European governments instructions
(Font at al., 2001) to set the frameworks for forest conservation and
development of recreation upon these valuable resources.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE EMS IN
TOURISM
EMSs are formal systems, with emphasis on a formal management
cycle and the collation of evidence of environmental management and
performance. Such systems have been so far focused on large
manufacturing organizations, and few small tourism and recreation
companies are using them to their full potential. This can be confirmed by
findings of the study targeted to gain insight into environmental
management implemented by micro and small tourism enterprises and
explore levels of awareness and interest among owner-managers of micro
and small tourism enterprises toward schemes aiming for the
environmental improvement of business (Amposta, 2009; Rainford,
2008). The findings of the study suggest that owner-managers of micro
and small tourism enterprises are implementing low levels of
environmental management and have limited knowledge of what
implementation of environmental management specifically involves, such
as, how long it takes and how much it costs.
On the basis of these facts, it seems likely that a great obstacle to
implement EMSs is related to financial costs of introduction and
operation of environmental management systems. First type of costs can
be marked as EMSs application costs (costs for internal evaluation,
external verification and inspection). The increase in these costs has been
noted in small businesses which are forced to hire external consultants in
this respect. Second type of costs includes investment costs, necessary for
a constant improvement of the environmental aspects of business
activities. EMS implies investment in modern and high-quality
technology which has been so far used in accordance with the financial
capabilities of a given organization. Practice has shown that the return of
the invested resources can be achieved in a reasonable period of time, due
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to the significant increase in competitiveness of the given organization in
the market.
Apart from financial costs are problems that can be solved in time,
including the organizational inertia, continuum between the site review
and the program of actions, the inadequate terminology and structure of
the current management that does not fit exactly to the mainstream
systems such as ISO 14001, keeping data a secret or an insufficient access
to them. This is frequently accounted for as a fear of possible
misinterpretation and abuse of once public information, as well as a
potential threat to the company that has made its data public. Staff of
organizations very often are not aware of the benefits of a formalized
management system. It is rather easy to consider an EMS as an additional
administrative burden, and therefore a top management team should
create a method to empower staff and to involve them in the decisionmaking as well as realizing the system. EMS means that staff tend to
work ‘in spite of’ rather than ‘thanks to’ systems (Font at all, 2001).
However, it is reasonable to expect that, with the increase in
environmental awareness and responsibility of all participants in the
tourism process, problems of this type will decrease.
The advantages of EMS application are by far more important and
numerous (Tribe at al., 2000; Font at al., 2001; Herremans, 2005).
First, organizations/sites can benefit from using a logo denoting the
accomplished accreditation of EMS. This can serve as recognition for a
good business activity and that can, in turn, improve the image of the
organization in the eyes of the public. This implies a considerable market
advantage of the organization over enterprises without EMS or with an
uncertified EMS. The marketing advantages of using a logo of the
certified EMS are more transparent in services providing than industrial
enterprises. As a services providing activity, tourism is characterized by a
simultaneous production and consummation of services.
Second, state authorities, on their part, can make a positive
discrimination in favour of the enterprises with a certified EMS. It is
realistic to expect that this will become a dominant trend in the
forthcoming period. A positive discrimination can take various forms:
additional points for contracts and financial agreements between the
private and public sector, an EMS certificate as an indicator of conformity
to legislature, and a less complicated inspection procedure, etc.
Third, some steps towards environmental improvement have a direct
positive effect on the profitability of an enterprise, such as through
reduced energy expenditure, decreased usage of raw and other
materials/inputs, reduced accumulation of waste and lower-level
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pollution, etc. In this, it is essential that, in the communication on the
market, tourism enterprises provide potential customers with adequate
information about environmental improvements, leaving no space to the
actual and potential clientele to interpret such improvements as a sign of a
lower quality of services.
Certified EMS provides a valid foundation for making relevant
decisions about the environment. This includes a complex knowledge of
problems to be solved, as well as setting up a framework for accurate
definition of objectives. This process goes through the phases of selfevaluation and self-criticism, by which various dysfunctions and
ineffectiveness can be located inside a given enterprise. Periodical
evaluation of EMS can reveal possible deviations and inconformity to
legislature, thereby creating a good foundation for undertaking corrective
measures before the problems have been detected by authorized bodies. In
this way, penalties and sanctions are timely avoided and the possibility of
environmental accidents is reduced. Generally, the application of EMS
establishes and improves good relations between a tourism company and
the state authorities: the administrative inspection proceeds faster,
necessary permits are issued easier, etc.
A certified EMS is, also, a guarantee (and benefit at the same time) to
third parties that no significant or hidden environmental risks will emerge
in the cooperation with the enterprise. The third parties may include
insurance companies, creditors, financial institutions, etc. In addition, the
procedure of a new ownership over an enterprise with a certified EMS is
significantly made easier, given potential buyers do not have to be
concerned with hidden environmental risks or consequences of the policy
advanced in the earlier period.
Finally, EMS has the effect of multiplication as well, contributing to
the growing concern for environmental protection among suppliers of
specific products/services that participate in the environmental
management system of a given organization: ‘in order for a producer to be
environment friendly, the inputs they use must meet environmental
standards.’
CHALLENGES
Contemporary instruments used to encourage the movement of
companies within the tourism sector towards sustainability includes:
compulsory instruments and regulations (prohibiting certain activities,
limiting the total volume of pollution produced, internalizing
environmental costs, etc.) and voluntary instruments or market
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instruments applied to the tourism sector (EMSs, Ecological labeling,
Local Agenda 21, etc.).
Environmental Management Systems have been developed as a
complement to product quality systems, and are likewise applied to the
environmental performance of production processes. They are based on a
commitment to ongoing improvement in the environmental behaviour of a
company’s production processes, and should be: quantifiable, contrasted
by external checks, supervised according to international regulations and
qualified to award a seal of quality.
Management of environmental impacts is a key requisite to achieve
sustainable tourism, and Environmental Management Systems provide the
framework to assess, plan, act upon, control and monitor environmental
management and performance. Although a large proportion of tourism
and recreation sites, or hospitality enterprises, would be in a position to
work towards an EMS, few of them are aware of what they need to do to
implement such systems.
The current systems that are being implemented in many tourist
sites/enterprises cannot be treated as EMS, but rather as a management
system that includes environmental elements as well as others. The
current systems usually include all activities on the site/company, but
there are only few organizations implementing a holistic approach of
management successfully utilized as environmental management. In that
context, staff in tourism organizations/sites need to be aware of the
benefits of a formalized management system.
As application of environmental management in tourism is a
relatively recent phenomenon, it is still early to draw explicit conclusions
about the depth of change in environmental behaviour that environmental
management may induce in tourism companies and sites. However, it can
be said without doubt that potentials of EMS are huge and that, in
conjunction with traditional mandatory instruments (law-induced and
other legal acts), they can significantly contribute to implementation of
the concept of sustainable tourism. Sustainability is the vital combination
of conviction and cooperation.
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THE SUSTAINABILITY OF TOURISM SUPPLY
CHAIN: A CASE STUDY RESEARCH
Maria Teresa Gomes da Costa
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Luísa Margarida Cagica Carvalho
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The dynamic environment and the globalization of the tourism sector accelerate
the necessity to improve sustainable supply chain management. In tourism sector
the supply chain is composed by a diversity of firms with higher heterogeneity and
in general without trade alliances. These circumstances improve the complexity of
this chain and difficult the study of the sector. The main object of this study is to
analyse the sustainability of tourism supply chain through a case study research.
This research tries to answer the question: Is the supply chain of Palmela village
sustainable? This case study presents a sustainable diagnosis of tourism supply
chain and suggests several proposals for its improvement.
Keywords: Supply chain, sustainability, tourism

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
Tourism is an important driver for global development. Ensure the
sustainability and the performance of regional tourism industry is vital to
the sustainable development.
The aim of this research is to study the sustainability of tourism
supply chain of Palmela village using a case study research.
The paper has two parts, the first part presents the conceptual
approach and discuss the appliance of the Porter Model to tourism sector.
The second part presents a case study applied to Palmela villagePortugal. Palmela is a region with a diversity of landscape, situate near
Lisbon, and has an interesting natural and cultural heritage.
The paper concludes with the identification of some best practices
related with sustainable management of supply chain to tourism sector.
© University of the Aegean. Print ISSN: 1790-8418, Online ISSN: 1792-6521
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CONCEPTUAL APPROACH: SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN IN
TOURISM
Sustainable Tourism
The development of the tourism sector justified the need to pass the
traditional concept of tourism to sustainable tourism. Tourism as a
scientific concept evolved from more specific concepts, for more holistic
definitions. The previous, attempted to elucidate the nature of tourism as
an activity (Burkhart and Medlik, 1974) and others attempt to more
technical definitions (Schullard in 1910, or Picardin in 1971 quoted by
Henriques, 2003) tried to incorporate the description of the type of
tourists and the characterization of tourism. Among the more holistic
definitions, Henriques (2003), refers the definitions of Hunziker and
Krapf, for which travel and tourism is considered as a prolonged stay of
individuals outside their area of residence, whose motivation involved is
not related to any activity directly profitable.
The role of tourism in today's society had to be reassessed and
sustainability must be a central issue in this process (Karmakar, 2011;
Archer and Cooper, 1994). A long term view regarding the economic
activity related to tourism and the guarantee of the balanced consumption
of the existing tourist destinations were factors advocated by these authors
as crucial to its preservation in the future.
Several approaches have been developed around sustainable tourism.
Many authors refer to the importance of this activity to increase the
welfare of the local community, to increase the economic aspects and
preservation of cultural identity of communities, respecting not only the
physical environment but also social values and community (Murphy,
1997; Middleton and Clarke, 2001; Dodds and Butler, 2010). Poon (1989)
provides that the traditional tourism is replaced by a new emerging
tourism.
The various conceptual approaches presented allow think about
sustainable tourism as a model of development and not as a type of
tourism. This model relies on a rich triangle, where the economic
profitability is crucial, but must be combined with the preservation of
ecosystems and social equity, or balanced distribution of wealth. May
represent a tool for planning and setting of the population and
encompasses various types of tourism, such as rural tourism, adventure
tourism, cultural tourism, beach tourism among others, provided that the
activity resulting from these follow the three-dimensional model.
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Sustainable tourism requires a serious analysis and reflection on
resources - natural, social and economic - regardless of market segments
to which they are addressed and the types of supply.
Tourism value supply chain
This section pretends to study tourism supply chain through Porter
(1985) theoretical model. According with Porter (1985) the breakdow of a
firm value chain can be important to identify which activities are
strategically relevant, in order to understand the behavior of cost and
potential sources of differentiation.
Tourism sector have particular characteristics, several branches of the
tourism industry (e.g. airlines, hotel chains, tour operators or car rental
agencies) are highly concentrated and act as global players. However,
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) still constitute the bulk of the
tourism industry (Weiermair, 2003; Dritsaki, 2009).

Table 1 Products and services to supply a tourism package
Elements of a tourism
product/service
Accommodation
Transport to and from destination

Catering and Food and Beverage (F&B)

Ground Transport
Ground Services
Cultural and Social Events

Environmental, cultural and heritage
resources of destination

Tourism activities
Hotel; bed & breakfast; self-catering;
apartments; campsites; cruise ships
Public transport (trains); airports;
schedule air carriers; air charters;
schedules sea passages; chartered sea
passages; coaches; cruises
Restaurants and bars; grocery stores;
farmers; fishermen; local commerce/
markets; bakers; butchers; food
wholesales
Car rentals; boat rentals; fuel providers;
gas stations; coach rentals
Agents; handlers or inbound operators
in destination
Excursion and tours providers; sports
and recreation facilities; shops and
factories
Public authorities; protected sit
managers; private concessionaires and
owners

Source: CELB, TOI, 2004, adapted
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Tourism supply chain involves a package of several services,
including:
 ex ante services, such as travel agencies, travel operators, etourism;
 package of transports, accommodation, catering/F&B, leisure
services (tours, cultural and sportive events, visits, sports
activities, health services, and so on). (Table 1)
The cooperation and network/cluster (grouping of firms) relations
inside the supply chain can represent a competitive advantage, especially
to the small firm, more sensitive to the competition. According with
Porter (1985) the competitive advantage, the vitality and competitiveness
of tourism industry is essentially linked to the competitiveness of
individual firms. So there are a correlation between the sustainability of
tourism industry attractiveness and the relative competitiveness of each
firm into the tourism industry. Figure 1, shows a tourism supply chain,
with linkages between tourism sector firms and their relations with
suppliers and consumers.

Figure 1 Tourism supply chain links
Ground
Services
Cultural and
social events

Accommodation

Suppliers

Tourism
Supply
Chain
Links

Transports
In / Out

F&B

ECHRD

Consumers

Ground
transport

Source: Authors

Sustainable practices can also develop the existing business, attract
new business and consequently increase the revenue of shareholder value.
Furthermore contributes to a positive firm reputation. The firms that are
worried with the quality improvement to better provide the costumers,
contributes to an increase of customer satisfaction and loyalty, strength
the brand value, enhance publicity and marketing opportunities, and are
better acceptance by local communities.
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Good performance and a high-quality, and others sustainable
practices can reduce conflicts with suppliers, governments, staff and local
communities, and make easier the relationship between stakeholders.
THE CASE STUDY RESEARCH
Methodology
This approach follows a case study methodology. According with
Bell (1997), this methodology allows the investigator to concentrate on a
specific situation in order to identify the concerned interactive process. A
case study involve the empirical investigation, strong component of
fieldwork appealing using many sources and documents, interviews,
direct observations and physics artifacts, Yin (1994).
To analyze the sustainability of tourism supply chain in Palmela
village it was used:
 documental analyses for conceptual approach;
 Direct observations and also documental analyses for Palmela
village characterization;
 Fieldwork developed during the October to December 2008,
supported by direct interviews to municipality, 3 tourism firms
and 1 member of a local gastronomic association;
 Interviews to accommodation supply represent 88% of total
population. The interviews to restaurants supply represent 26%
of total population.
Palmela village characterization
Palmela is a small village centered around on fortified castle at an
altitude of 1200 metros at the edge of the Arrábida mountain range.
Palmela village have some services and infrastructure equipments
supporting tourist activity (Table 2).
Table 2 Principal services and infrastructure equipments
Tourism office

Provide tourism information.

Handicraft center

Shows and sell regional hand made products

Palmela municipal museum Contributes to the preservation of local cultural
heritage
Costa Azul Region have five wine routes: I –
Wine house – Costa Azul
Santiago route, II- Arrábida route, III – Terras
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Accommodation

Verdes route, IV – Colonos, ferroviários e antigas
devoções route and V- Terras do Sado route.
In Wine House its possible taste several wines of
each route and regional products.
Several regional specialties, including typical
dishes like rabbit, fish and
desserts as well wine and cheese.
Equestrian Center – Lagoínha; Equestrian Center –
Ferrador Farm; Montado Golf; Palmela
Internacional Kart
4 accommodation firms (49 rooms)

Restaurants

4 restaurants (470 places).

Gastronomy

Sportive
Infrastructures

Data analysis
In order to get answers to the initial question of our study some
interviews were made to economic agents from accommodation and
restaurants and to other local agents. These answers were collected,
analyzed and resumed in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3 Analyze to answers from interviews to accommodation
and restaurants supply
Activity
Characterization
of the demand

Transportation
services

Destiny services
Package
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Accommodation and restaurant
Main demand segments:
- National and International business tourism- NIBT- (during
the week)
-National and International leisure tourism –NILT(weekends)
Seasonability – Higher demand in months: March,
September, October (Accommodation)
From and to the destiny
Particular transport or rent car
Inside destiny
Particular transport or rent car
Front office services and others
Not identified
How to concept a package?
NIBT:
- Business Groups (Accommodation; Conference Room and
coffee-break)
NILT:
- Promotion Package – three nights and fee two nights
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Distribution,
marketing and
sales

Customer service

Human resources
management

Technology
development
Sustainability
tourism
supply
chain

- Arrábida Package – including three nights, one dinner in
Pousada de Setúbal; one dinner in Pousada de Palmela a
visit to a Quinta da Bacalhoa Palace and painting a glazed
tile in a Handcraft Regional Office – S. Simão Arte.
How to deliver the service?
- Front Office
- Reservation Call Center and online
- Reservation through Travel Agencies
How to reach the client?
Fidelity cards
Voucher sales and website
After sales service
Central quality department manage the complaints from
customers
Recruiting and training
- Recruiting inside community, mainly with laborer stability
- Regular training in foreign languages, sales, ICT and clients
communication
Development and implementation of technologies
- ICT support in operations
Sustainable supply chain - Advertising in whole rooms to the
correct use of the water and the reutilization of the towels
Waste selection (glass and paper)
Use of halogen lamps
Barriers to sustainability
- Lack of training in this subject

Table 4 Analyze to answers from interviews to Local Agents
General objectives
Determine the
forces and debilities
of the region and its
contribution for the
development of
region

Palmela
Municipally and Local
Gastronomic
Association
Forces
- Natural resources
Arrábida Natural Park
- Patrimony heritage and cultural
Castle
Santiago Church; Santa Maria Church; Misericóridia
Church; São Pedro Church and São João Church
Pillory
Gastronomy : Products Certification ( regional desserts and
cheese; regional specie of apple );
- Traditions and costumes
Festa das Vindimas (September)
Monday Picnic
- Human resources
Informal linkages
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Determine the
tourism
contribution to de
regional
development
Evaluate
organizations
barriers in tourism
sector
Identify the tourism
supply chain in
Palmela
Identify the
sustainable tourism
supply chain in
Palmela

Debilities
Lack of Strategic Planning/training sustainable
issues/formal linkages/ promotion
Seasonality
Financing restrictions
Evaluate direct effects and indirect effects related with
tourism activity.
Employment creation
Preservation of local identity
Regional economic growing
Analyze decision process. Analyze administrative process
relate with tourism activity.
Burocratic barriers to the licensing
Delayed of lead time to projects approvals
Characterize the supply chain in Palmela
Municipally needs a Strategic Plan for Tourism. At the
moment are disable to identify the supply chain.
Characterize the sustainable supply chain in Palmela
Identify best practices in supply chain
There some sustainable practices however not directed to
the tourism sector
Use of local products creating value to suppliers and
consumers
Identify barriers to sustainability
Burocratic
Lack of education and training (local agents in general)
Financial restrictions
Lack of Strategic planning considering sustainable issues

Through the interviews made to economic agents related with
accommodation and restaurants supply it was possible to characterize the
tourism market in what concern the demand (the main segments and the
seasonability), the transportation services. It also allows us to know the
offer namely how the agents work the conception of tourist package, as
well as they are organized in terms of distribution, marketing and sales,
customer service, human resources and technology.
The interview applied to local agents attempt to characterize tourism
Palmela village, understanding the forces that allows the development of
the region supported in the tourism activity, the debilities and possible
organizational barriers to the sustainable development of tourism.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PROPOSALS
The case study allows the sustainability diagnosis of tourism supply
chain of Palmela. Concerning to the main question of the research: Is the
supply chain of Palmela sustainable? it was possible to conclude:
1. Mainly, the linkages appointed are informal, and with short term
objectives;
2. Municipally emphasises the necessity of a major involvement of
all agents, however financial restrictions are one important
limitation;
3. The local agents don’t have a clear awareness of the supply
chain. This situation difficult the identification of differentiation
sources, and synergies to minimize costs and consequently to
create competitive advantages;
4. The lack of training, particularly concerning sustainability issues
is visible. There are no information about these issues and their
potentialities to a long term tourism policy.
In order to improve the sustainability, we present some proposals
(some of them are best practices identified by TOIS, 2003), whose could
be applied in Palmela, without significant cost to the agents and added
value to services offered (see Table 5).
Table 5 Sustainability Proposals
Proposals
Improve tourism planning,
monitoring and controlling
Destiny Management
Internal Management with
sustainability rules
Contracting with suppliers, by
integrating sustainability
principles into the selection
criteria and service agreements of
suppliers
Customer relations, by
guaranteeing privacy,
health and safety standards, and
providing
customers with information on
responsible
behaviour and sustainability

M
x

Local Agents
AR
LA
x
x

M
x

x
x

x

x

Promoters
AR
LA

x
x

x

x

x

x
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issues at their
destinations
Promote the goals of sustainable
tourism and protect the
environmental and cultural
resources
Supply chain management, to
develop a common framework
for the integration of
sustainability criteria into the
selection and contracting of
service suppliers. Common tools
such as a guide for good practice
in the hotel sector and
sustainability purchasing
guidelines are also developed and
used by all local agents
Organise multi-stakeholder
dialogues in region to identify a
shared way forward for
promoting sustainable tourism,
maintaining economic and
business viability for all
stakeholders
Proposals

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

M
Sustainability reporting, to
develop and test
reporting guidelines and
performance indicators
on sustainable development.
Source: Authors

x

Local Agents
AR
LA
x
x

M
x

x

Promoters
AR
LA

Inscription:
Municipally: M
Accommodation and Restaurants: AR
Local Association: LA
This proposals results from a cross-section of stakeholders, and we
privileged a diversity of perspectives including local authorities, private
sector and NGOs. The sustainability could get better efficiency and
efficacy of the sector.
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Further investigation, can use a broad approach, enlarging the study
to other stakeholders, customers, external environmental, linkages with
other regions.
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CASINO VS HISTORICAL TOURISM DESTINATIONS
ALONG ROUTE NO.9 SAVANNAKHET CITY
Donruetai Kovathanakul
Khon Kaen University

1

This research project aims to study the significance of the historical tourism
destinations databank of Route No.9 (East West Economic Corridor), located in
Savannakhet, Savannakhet Province, Lao P.D.R. The historical destinations were
assessed by adapting the Thailand Tourism Standard for measuring values. The
author found that the measuring system should be adapted to the context of
significance and values, as the numeric scheme was not the last result. The Lao
Government has been trying to develop an ecotourism and cultural tourism
policy. In order to reach quantitative growth, gambling businesses have been
established in Savannakhet on Route No.9 which is also full of cultural tourism
destinations. Nongdeune Temple VS Savan Vegas is a case study for historical
tourism destination problems, that maybe contrasted with those of the Lao
Government which is considering policy for tourism planning.
Keywords:

Casino, Historical Tourism, Route No.9, Savannakhet

JEL Classification: L83, M1, O1
INTRODUCTION
This article aims to study the importance of Route No.9, the main
commercial route of Lao P.D.R. with Thailand, which has implications on
the long-standing relationship of historical and cultural tourism
destinations.
At the present, the Laos National Tourism Administration has
developed a tourism marketing policy to be competitive with its
neighbors, by promoting ecotourism and cultural tourism. At the
beginning phase, www.logisticnews.net (2007) gave the idea that Route
No.9, which links to Thailand, Lao PDR. and Vietnam, including logistics
in the Indochina market, would be a benefit to tourism. The most popular
segment of this is Route No. 9 (East West Economic Corridor) from
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Mukdahan, Thailand to the Central regions of Vietnam such as Hue and
Hoi An.
The article aims to consolidate the historical and cultural tourism
destinations along route No. 9, to support the growth of sustainable
tourism. Thailand does not have a competitive pricing strategy for
agricultural products with Vietnam and China. Therefore, Thailand could
improve efforts to enhance tourism capacity. Each province has a
different identity. (Thailand Research Fund, 2005) The capacity to
oversee historical and cultural tourism destinations in Mukdahan and
Savannakhet has moderate potential (assessed by author), but a lack of
research methodology. Many temples along the Mekong River, and
Savannakhet City, Savannakhet lack a perception of value, only because
those temples are not on the top destinations list.
The Thailand Research Fund (2005) discussed the image of
Thailand’s boundaries with Myanmar, Malaysia, Cambodia, Laos, South
China, and Vietnam that has a negative image such as illicit trade and
human labour. The article’s support of a solution to the boundary
problems by enhancing facilities management, finding new attractions,
and promoting Thailand as the center of tourism is a “win-win strategy”.
Sustainable tourism needs strong participation from neighborhood
exchange and sharing of tourism knowledge and experiences in tourism
destination development, including transportation. The different lessons
learned from each country could be consolidated to create one Asian
destination.
The economic aspect, Telecomjournal (2001) proposed that Route
No.9 will generate much money from commercial trade. The connection
of economic and folk life by this route is an important linkage to facilitate
the infrastructure. There is a new transportation route plan to get much
money from commercial investments, the linkage of local economics and
the community. Route no.9 is the commercial gateway to local life. It is
the key to new globalization of the greater Mekong sub-region of the six
countries: Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar, and China.
Since 1992, the East West Economic Corridor Project has tried to
link Malamang – Meowadee (Myanmar) – Mae Sod – Mukdahan
(Thailand) – Savannakhet (Laos) – Dongha – Danang (Vietnam) by
connecting route no.9 to a communication network.
The East West Economic Corridor Project was started when the
Asian Development Bank (ADB) proposed a framework and strategy to
enhance participation to clearly develop the economic activities by
focusing on economic structure and commercial regulations to develop
the East West Economic Corridor.
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Mr.Phetsamone Veerapan, Director of Planning and International
Relationships, Ministry of Transportation, Country Post, said that this
route from the Seno, Savannakhet province, Laos-Bao Boundary, about
240 kilometers, was supported by a fund from JICA (Japan) about 40
Million US Dollars.
Table 1 The Assessment Outcome of Tourism Destinations in
Savannakhet City, Savannakhet Province, Lao P.D.R.
Historical
Tourism
Destination
Wat Bann
Na Toey
Wat Bann
Nong Doen
Wat Pone
Sawang
Phra That
Ing Hung*
Wat Rattana
Rangsri
Wat
Sunantaram
Wat Jom
Kaew
Wat
Saiyabhum
Old Chinese
Shrine
Wat
Vietnam
Saint
Theresa
Church*

Components

Total
points

Standard
level

7

35.5

Low

6

10

47.0

Low

35.5

6

11

52.5

Low

43.5

10

25

78.5

Excellent

31.5

6

12

49.5

Low

29.5

6

11

46.5

Low

29

6

10

45.0

Low

35

7

23

65.0

Good

24.5

5

16

45.5

Low

29.5

4

14.5

48.0

Low

42

9

27.5

78.5

Excellent

Attracting
capacity

Carrying
capacity

Tourism
management

24.5

4

31

The second Mekong Bridge is Mukdahan – Savannakhet, an
important East – West land transportation way to link route no. 9 in Laos
to Dongha city – Danang, Vietnam, which Thailand and Laos possess
together. This bridge is 1.5 kilometers in length, and has only two 2 lanes,
for cars.
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Accordingly, the researcher endeavored to consolidate the cultural
sites along route no.9, because cultural tourism is not just a set of
commercial transactions, but the ideological framing of history and
identity. (Nuala C. Johnson, 1999) In relation to the economic
consequences of this growth (Breathnach, 1994), there are cultural and
political implications of transforming the significance of cultural sites
from sacred places to quantitative tourism destinations. The table below
(See table 1) shows the Tourism Standard which the researcher utilized as
a research tool. Some of the topics in the historical tourism destinations
assessment form should be adapted to be qualitative as the numbers could
not evaluate the significance of the sites.
The sites that were excellent in the standard level, were on the tourist
attractions’ list and are marked. They are listed on the tourist destinations’
map, which does not have any management recommended. But the others
that lack management are not on the tourism authority’s tourism attraction
lists.
Tourism is one of many activities in a community or region that
requires planning and coordination. Planning is the process of identifying
objectives and defining and evaluating quantitative and qualitative
methods of achieving them. Therefore, further research by comprehensive
planning, i.e. planning which considers all of the tourism resources,
organizations, markets, and programs within a region, is necessary.
Comprehensive planning also considers economic, environmental, social,
and institutional aspects of tourism development. (Adapted from Daniel J.
Stynes and Cynthia O'Halloran, 1987)
THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Savannakhet City, Savannakhet Province, Lao P.D.R.
Muang District, Mukdahan Province, Thailand has founded
significance religious buildings for example, Wat Amphawan, Wat Sra
Bua, Wat Thomanas Vihara, Wat Aranyawasri, Wat Sri Chantravas, Wat
Gud-Ngong Noi, Wat Arunrangsri Moleewanawas, Wat Pho Sri Kaew,
Wat Sri Sa-ard, and Wat Pho Sai.
In Savannakhet City, Savannakhet Province, Lao P.D.R., some
architecture could not be assigned an analysis significance and some
could, e.g. Wat Sawang Thammaram, Wat Bann Nong Doen, Wat Phra
That Ing Hung, and Wat Bann Na Toey. Particularly, Wat Bann Nong
Doen, which is located nearer the area of Savan Vegas.
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Figure 1 Aerial photo showing temples along route no.9

THE INTERNATIONAL STAKEHOLDERS’ POLICY
Asian Development Bank –ADB
The action plan for an economic special zone, by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), was proposed in Savannakhet province as a
pilot case. (Asian Development Bank, 2004).

Map 13 Route No. 9 Mukdahan – Savannakhet – Dong Ha
Source: Google Maps, Mukdahan. Http://maps.google.com/. Accessed 5
th of December 2008, at 15.35.
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The heavy concentration of tourist attractions within fairly short
distances, such as those in Hue and Da Nang in Viet Nam as well as in
Mawlamyine in Myanmar, allows an integrated approach to developing
these clustered sites. Theses tourism sites are linked to route no. 9 in
Savannakhet.
Greater Mekong Sub Region (GMS)
An example of a GMS project that was supported by the ADB is the
existing domestic airport in Savannakhet, Lao P.D.R. in the EWEC which
has been upgraded from its state of two years ago. A proposal was made
to share the use of the Savannakhet airport with Thailand, in particular,
residents of Mukdahan and nearby areas given the expected completion of
the access road and the Second Mekong International Bridge, as well as
the cross-border facilitation measures that will be put in place. This
proposal was discussed in detail at the Workshop, and a broad action plan
was formulated. (Asian Development Bank, 2004)
Ayeyawady - Chao Phraya - Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy:
ACMECS
The formulation of an arrangement between and among the
governments of the Kingdom of Cambodia, the Lao People's Democratic
Republic, the Union of Myanmar, the Kingdom of Thailand and the
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam on the Admittance of Tourism Vehicles,
is mentioned in the plan.
Both the GMS and ACMECS are related in the international policies,
but for the national tourism plan Lao has revealed only the natural sites.
(See more at http://www.ecotourismlaos.com/ecotourismprojects.htm)
SOCIALIST AND ECONOMIC
Wikipedia (2008) states that Laos is one of five of the current
socialist countries. The politics of Laos takes place in a framework of a
single-party socialist republic. The only legal political party is the Lao
People's Revolutionary Party (LPRP). The head of state is President
Choummaly Sayasone, who also is Secretary-General (leader) of the
LPRP. The economics of transition in Laos seeks to depict and analyze
the transition process that the Lao economy has been undertaking since
the mid-1980s. (Bourdet, 2000) Before the adoption of the "New
Thinking" economic reform policy, the country’s local trade was
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centralized. Decisions on manufacturing, wage rates and production
structure were made entirely by the government.
www.business-in-Asia.com (2007) analyzed the Laos economy
stating that Laos has a law on the promotion of local investments. This
focuses on the promotion of local investments directly. A unit responsible
for providing all Laotian investors with legal guidance was established.
Soft loans, of which the interest rate is determined by the Bank of the Lao
PDR, have also been provided for investment activities. In addition, tax
exemption privileges have been granted to local investors for all
investments made in underdeveloped areas.
Nongdeune Temple VS Savan Vegas
“Laos will open its first casino complex along the Thai-Lao border
opposite Mukdahan province in November. Construction of the Savan
Vegas Casino-Cum-Entertainment Complex in Nongdeune village in
Laos' Savannakhet province is now 80% complete. The project includes a
casino, a five-star hotel with 160 rooms, restaurants, an amusement park,
an aqua-park and a traditional spa service centre.” (Wallapa Triprapakorn,
Bangkok Post, 2008)
Figure 2 Savan Vegas

Source: Savan Vegas and Casino. Savan Vegas.
Http://savancasino.adisorn.org/index.htm. Accessed 3rd December 2008, at
16.10.

Nongdeune
Temple
located
in
Nongdeune
village,
Kaisonephomvihan District, Savannakhet Province, Laos. This temple
(Wat) contains items of historical, social, aesthetic and scientific value.
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For historical value, this is the central temple of the village. The
center of making merit in the village has the social value. The aesthetic
atmosphere around the temple is full of local rice farms. There is a local
ordination hall (Sim), where the process of construction is very
traditional, and valuable for collection of construction methods of older
generations.
Back to the gambling business, it is a mode of entertainment that
makes use of money as a tool for betting. Though it provides fun and
excitement, excessive gambling may become risky, more so if the money
being utilized already involves money you can't spare. This holds true if
the gambling form involved is casino gambling. Nevertheless, gambling
in a casino offers good and bad effects on a player.
(www.casinosonnet.com, 2009)
A liberal foreign investment law was passed in June 1994, which
allows 100% foreign ownership of business ventures. Consequently, the
gambling of Savan Vegas is officially authorized by the Lao government.
The political concept of socialism has changed from the past. The
impact of attracting tourists to come to Savan Vegas is one of the
examples that could reflect the relationship between the tourism,
gambling business and the cultural way of life. However, some countries
(NowPublic, 2008) are adopting measures to limit casinos due to social
unrest caused by increased crime rates, high inflation, and rampant
corruption. The casinos may very well increase the GDP of tourism but at
what cost to its delicate social fabric?
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BOOK REVIEW
Tourism-Marketing Performance Metrics and Usefulness
Auditing of Destination Websites Advances in Culture,
1
Tourism and Hospitality Research, Volume 4
Arch G. Woodside, editor (2010).
Emerald Group Publishing Ltd.
There is no scholar or practitioner, in the multifaceted tourism world,
not convinced of the importance and the role played by the website of an
organization. We have all known and have been repeating this for the last
years. For any type of business active in tourism, and all the more so
for a destination management organization (DMO), a website has
become a crucial element in supporting promotional and operational
strategies. Today, then, the great attentions received by that varied
ensemble of technologies (and uses of technology) collectively known as
social media, reinforces even more this role. These are showing to be a
strong influencer of many aspects of our lives and, rather obviously,
become a fundamental tool for orienting travelers’ decisions. As many
well consider, these channels can be quite effective in driving visitors to
the home website thus increasing even more the need to satisfy them with
good quality contents and useful and usable applications.
The book edited by Woodside is an interesting contribution. In it, the
editor collects a number of works centered on the understanding of what
makes a destination website a useful place to browse and on how to
measure the performance in terms of marketing success. The aim is to
answer questions related to the way tourists use a website to make
decisions on their trips, how to quantify the impact of employee
satisfaction or what metrics are useful for measuring the outcomes of
DMOs’ activities in planning and implementing their marketing
strategies.
Eight papers are collected in the book. The first one acts as a broad
introduction to the subject by providing a survey on how tourists handle
repeat visits to a destination by looking for novelties in the offerings and
how to measure the performance of advertising and marketing activities.
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Five contributions form the core of the book, dealing specifically
with the issues concerning the usefulness of a tourism destination website
and how to audit. Besides the description and the discussion of the
methods adopted, the papers apply them to a number of cases. American
and European cities and countries are examined and their websites
assessed by examining a number of attributes all designed to unveil the
drivers that enhance customer satisfaction thus increasing the
effectiveness of the promotional efforts of the proposing organizations.
These crucial elements – which can be assembled in the broad categories
of quality of the contents, usability of the interactive applications and
availability of tools to keep a good relationship with the customer – have
a great effect, as the models propose, on pleasing website visitors (i.e.
potential tourists) and convince them to actually visit the website's
destination.
An interesting feature of this work is a paper which presents two
cases: Starbucks and Chipotle (a chain of Mexican restaurants).
Discussing examples outside the realm of core tourism businesses
is a welcome addition as it may provide different perspectives and
help tourism companies and organizations to be somehow less selfreferential and suggest ways to innovate or simply to distinguish
themselves from the others. Thus, the analysis of how consumers generate
commercials and comment on their favorite (or hated) brands, and on the
attitude these brands have with respect to them can offer useful and
interesting insights and suggest some other ways to keep good
relationships with the consumer world. The last paper presents a
description of the dynamics and the role of the government in shaping
China's tourism industry. Although interesting this contribution seems a
little off-topic.
As said, this book is an interesting addition to the libraries of the
many, both academics and practitioners, interested in how technological
instruments can improve the effectiveness and the efficiency of
promotional practices in the tourism industry. It must be noted that, even
if the main subject of the contributions is destinations, all that is discussed
can be directly applied to any kind of tourism organization, and, given the
situation in many countries, private companies should have a careful look
at these contributions.
I can see, however, a couple of minor flaws in this work. The first
one is that, as in many other edited works, the whole looks a little
fragmented. It is my opinion that for subjects like the one discussed here,
a higher uniformity and a lower level of overlap (on the descriptions of
the methods, mainly) would have made the book even more useful than it
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is. Moreover, the standard paper/contribution format normally does not
allow a comprehensive and thorough description of the methodological
approach, and the presentation of cases does not favor a complete
examination of the advantages and disadvantages of the methods
proposed and may leave some unanswered questions on their real
applicability to different settings. The introductory chapter helps a little
and is surely useful in providing a survey of what has been done in this
field and a guiding thread for the rest of the book. The only remark I have
is there is a lack of consideration of most literature and works which have
dealt (and continue to do) with the general issue of the evaluation of the
quality attributes of a website and of how these relate to the satisfaction
and the appreciation of the visitors. A broader view at these issues would
have greatly enhanced the already good value of this work; a suggestion
for a future enrichment.
Rodolfo Baggio

Rodolfo Baggio (rodolfo.baggio@unibocconi.it) Master in Economics
and Tourism, Bocconi University, Milan, Italy.
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BOOK REVIEW
How to write a thesis in tourism fields: A methodological
1
scheme
Monica Toyos & Mercedes Massafra, editor (2009). Ediciones
Turísticas
To arrive to the final stage of a thesis dissertation seems not to be
easy and sometimes students come across with several obstacles and
methodological problems they are able to resolve by their own end; first
of all in developing countries when they lack of necessary resources and
time converges with disinterest by lecturers and professional researchers.
Of course, the Bachelor thesis-research condenses not only years of
learning but also a high-emotive over-load that sometimes wreaks havoc
in student’s mind. How to write a Thesis has been authored by M. Toyos
and M. Massafra, two argentines lecturers, with the end of being a
guidebook for students who want to propose a theme as well as the
methodological steps to sustain their original investigation before to a
trial.
On the introductory chapters, the book focuses on the types of works
which range from scientific-research towards marketing planes to develop
certain business or opportunity. The thesis dissertation ought to be the
result of a combination of learning, experience and the need for solving a
problem in the industry of tourism. Following this, the success of the
research will be a consequence of how the problem is formulated and
adapted to the student’s resources. To some extent, three relevant aspects
should be taken into consideration at time of beginning with a project of
this calibre, the initial questions or concerns that in the course of the
research will be answered, the type of investigation and the adoption of a
coherent methodology. As the previous argument given, Toyos and
Massafra classify investigation in quantitative and qualitative but they do
not give further explanation to defend their classification. The
juxtaposition of both methods, they add, is called triangulation but
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unfortunately, the book does not give any serious specification of what
quantitative and qualitative-research mean.
A good example of qualitative techniques, in the perspective of
authors, is the ethnography which is aimed at examining cultures
alternating modes of participant observation and interviews or story of
lives. In addition, these types of methodologies comprise exploratory
researches or descriptive cases. Furthermore, cases studies are other
important techniques students can be alternating with ethnography.
Observation is of paramount important to find information utilizing the
sense of researcher as an auxiliary instrument. Next, Toyos and Massafra
go on to acknowledge that non-participant observation characterizes by
the penchant of researcher to take quantitative dataset previously collated
of earlier studies.
After giving details on the contents, and structure of theses, Toyos
and Massafra, throughout the second chapter, emphasize on the degree of
accessibility of dataset at time of choosing the theme of investigation.
What is important to note here is that students should elect a theme that
can be investigated within a lapse of time for holding their degree. I doing
so, the thesis should be framed under the possibilities and resources of
every student. The working variables or categories will help students to
circumscribe the investigation in a specific time and space. For that
reason, no less important seems to be the justification of research where
student should demonstrate the relevance of the topic as it has been
presented. In perspective, this chapter will provide readers with all
necessary guidelines and steps to materialize the research as well as it
advices about the limitations and problems students will come across
during their journeys. The third and fourth chapters are fully dedicated to
explain how the investigation should be redacted. For the students who
wonder how to write a thesis, Toyos and Massafra provide with a good
book-guide and practical suggestions that facilitate the task but in some
extent, the text is fraught with a set of inaccuracies and conceptual flaws
which should be previously discussed.
First and foremost, Toyos and Massafra lack of experience in
conducting ethnographies or leading in qualitative field-works. This
assumption leads authors to preclude ethnography is a qualitative
technique based on a bunch of formal or informal interviews where
heritage and cultural issues dominate. To dissipate this confusion,
ethnography, a technique most certainly linked to anthropology, seems to
be something else than a qualitative methodology enrooted into cultural
concerns. Ethnography corresponds with a form of facing the fieldwork, a
gaze, wherein the reflexivility between natives and researchers converge
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in comparison with other techniques. One might realize that ethnography
is structured on the needs often associated to reveal the untangled
dissociation between what people do and say. As first ethnologists
contended, ordinary people aim to lie or even occult information for many
reasons ranging from status to power-will. Most precisely, ethnography
allows a vivid comparison between the native discourse and facts as they
evolve in the field-work. For being a qualitative method, ethnography
does not need of measurement but meaning. It is not important to ensure
more than 20 interviews to determine the correlation between two or more
factors. At any rate, ethnography only needs of a couple of informants
(only one if it is possible) for decoding what the observer cannot interpret
on his/her own. Sympathy as a form of mutual relationship and trust are
two of the key factors to make ethnography. This is a limitation that
sometimes quantitative-based research still remains unable to solve. For
that reason, ethnography is watching, reading, hearing and writing and
only it is possible if researcher lives into the community which is being
studied. Formal interviews, story of lives, and other qualitative methods
are not necessarily ethnography. Secondly, authors misjudge the
conceptual difference between a state of the art, and theoretical
framework. Whereas the former contains everything what has been
written along with certain topic, the latter only represents what the author
judged relevant to carry out the field-work. This means that theoretical
framework often seems to be a theory or a couple of them selected to be
validated or refuted in the proceeding of study. The theoretical framework
is possible whenever the student takes the state of the art and places it
under the lens of scrutiny.
Ultimately, their overemphasis on the dissociation between
qualitative and quantitative methodologies has been widely criticized in
the fields of epistemology. Based on the assumptions, that all are
qualitative variables simply because human mind is not able to
understand the world without a personal view (principle of subjectivity),
the quantitative variables could not be applied on Social Sciences. The
type of method is constructed depending of the ontological constitution of
observer and not for the result of the observation. This means that in
Social Sciences all forms of assessments are nominal and depend upon
the level of measurement and not if the contents are expressed or not in
numbers. Algorithms, numbers and statistics seem to be so qualitative so
an ethnography because they are subject to perceptual interpretations. In
sociology we have been witness how the same cipher can reveal two
paradoxical states which is decoded depending of the previous gaze.
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Following this reasoning, only questions related to physics that allows
creating laws (no need to say this does not happen in sociology) as the
gravity discovered by Isaac Newton, can be considered as quantitativeresearch.
For some reason, all these methodological errors have been adopted
by tourism and hospitality from other disciplines but in the case of this
book, the problem is that it is intended to learn advanced students who is
close to be practitioners or researchers. More interested in presenting
plans of marketing to guide in how improving their profit and business
than in discussing questions related to scientific-research, these new and
surface guidebooks of methodology not only lack too much to be desired,
but also have serious problems to be materialized in practical implications
for students. This happens because writers who like Toyos and Massafra
are certainly advocated to methodological issues are not professional
researchers. This reminds the assumption that good-research and
experience are inextricably intertwined.
Maximiliano E. Korstanje

Maximiliano E. Korstanje (mkorst@palermo.edu) is a Lecturer at the
University of Palermo, Department of Economics. Larrea 1079, Capital
Federal, Buenos Aires, Argentina. CP 1188 AAB.
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BOOK REVIEW
1

Stories of Practice: Tourism Policy and Planning
Diane Dredge & John Jenkins, editor (2011). Ashgate Publishers
This book is an engaging read. It is composed of edited papers, each
describing a case study involving some aspect of tourism policy and
planning. The papers raise a large number of issues that arose during case
study work. For this review I asked the question: How do these analyses
guide future policy development and tourism planning?
The book appears to assume that tourism policy and planning is
separate from the larger field of policy making and planning. The fields of
transportation, urban, and environmental planning are seldom mentioned.
In Chapter 2 the editors suggest that tourism planning and policy draws
from many disciplines, which is reasonable. Oddly, the field of planning
is left off the list of those disciplines. This concept is further illustrated
when only two of author biographies explicitly mention a formal
educational background in planning. Additionally, planning theories are
seldom mentioned, such as that rational comprehensive model, the
transactive model, or adaptive management. This, I feel, is an accurate
description of the entire tourism policy and planning literature. It has
developed largely disconnected from that of the other major planning
fields.
Several authors use the bogeyman of neolibelization to justify
planning decisions. However, there is inconsistency in the definition of
the term amongst authors. For example, Shone states that neoliberal
means “rolling back the central state (p. 167)” and transferring power to
local government. However, he then points out that the local government
owns and manages a major tourism destination, the Hanmer Hotsprings in
New Zealand. The profit earned from this activity is used elsewhere in
the municipality. This does not seem to me to be an example of what I
know as neoliberal development. If those hotsprings were sold to private,
profit making companies, it might be an example. Hall and Wilson
describe the excessive power of a sport lobby, in this case rugby in New
Zealand, to influence municipal and university decision-making as being
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an example of neoliberal ideas in action. Contrastingly, Clarke and Raffay
provide a fascinating example of the development of a destination
management organization in a city in Hungary. This society is still in the
throes of developing a private sector, after years of centralized planning
under communism. It seems to me that the movement from communism
to a free market economy could have termed a neoliberal activity, but the
authors to do not see fit to use this concept to describe the situation.
Many papers concentrate on the role of local people in tourism
planning. This role varies from central to marginal. The general
assumption is that a local community is more valued and should have
more influence than other stakeholder groups. Grybovych, Hafermann
and Mazzoni describe a successful effort of community involvement in
tourism development planning for the small town of Ucluelet on
Vancouver Island in British Columbia, Canada. They describe a powerful
local community lobby that is able to reject the first developer’s proposal.
The second developer agreed not to “sell any single-family dwelling lots
to the general public, until it has been made exclusively available to
Ucluelet residents (p. 93)”. They do not comment that such a citizenimposed policy is probably illegal under Canadian law. This problem with
this prejudicial policy might be further highlighted if the phrase
describing local residents was replaced by phrases such as Roman
Catholics, Immigrant Women, or Chinese-Canadians. This tale
inadvertently tells the tale of local power gone mad.
The power of existing local interests can make the introduction of
larger societal concerns problematic. Wegner and Macbeth describe how
local tour operators in a the Shark Bay World Heritage Site in Western
Australia are so entrenched in their selfish economic interests that they
use personal intimidation techniques against park management staff who
are entrusted with the larger societal interest of environmental
conservation in a national park. This paper also outlines the excessive
power of one local group, in this case making conservation management
challenging.
The case studies seldom mention Non-Government Organizations
and their roles. The papers also do not mention private sector competition,
with two or more companies battling for market share. The conflicts
discussed tend to be between governments and private citizens.
The papers imply that there is tourism potential everywhere, even in
areas of considerable poverty, civil unrest and environmental destruction.
The paper by Dutra, Haworth and Taboada leads this reader to conclude
that maybe East Timor is poor place of tourism.
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The papers seldom describe that legal situation surrounding the
tourism plans. The papers imply that the law is of little importance and all
concern should be placed on government policy. I find this is a common
perception by those trained in Geography, as many of the authors are.
Only two of the papers describe planning efforts by those who had
central planning roles. Vargas Sanchez and Dredge describe a branding
effort tied to place identity in the Andalucía region of Spain. This is a
refreshing paper that describes a planning effort that worked. Hull and
Huijbens describe participatory planning for tourism in a rural area of
Iceland. This paper appears to use a rational-comprehensive planning
model, but it only describes the development of a plan as its
implementation has yet to happen. The plan appears to be solid, but most
plans look good before the vagaries of implementation. However, most of
the papers were written by outside observers, who imply that they resent
being in a position of little power.
What did I learn on policy and planning from reading the book?
1. Tourism planning ultimately deals with creating experiences for
travellers, but a huge number of institutional and cultural barriers
create deflections from achieving this goal.
2. Tourism is frequently used by governments to counter economic
declines in other sectors, such as agriculture (New Zealand),
banking (Iceland), manufacturing (Spain), and fishing (East
Timor). It appears to fulfil this goal.
3. Tourism planning is very expensive in time and money due to
the complexity of participatory efforts at all levels, including all
local villages.
4. Tourism planning involves conflict resolution. The book
typically describes conflict between some level of government
and local people, but other stakeholder conflicts can occur.
5. Tourism planning is value based. The values are highly contested
and it is the role of planning authorities to speak for the weak
against the powerful.
6. Tourism planning must involve tourism marketing concepts.
7. The hosts and guests approach should continue to underpin
planning. Both the supply and the demand aspects must be
considered in all policies.
This book raises more problems than solutions. In most cases, the
reader is left to decide what planning processes should be used when a
similar situation arises in the future. As a result, it is not suitable for
novice tourism planners, such as undergraduate students. It is much better
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suited for those with abundant training and experience who have the
ability to discern value from the case studies.
Paul F. J. Eagles

Paul F. J. Eagles Registered Professional Planner, Member of the
Canadian Institute of Planning, University of Waterloo, Department of
Recreation and Leisure Studies, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
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BOOK REVIEW
1

The Economic Ascent of the Hotel Business
Slattery Paul, editor (2009). Goodfellow Publishers Limited
The book by Paul Slattery titled “The Economic Ascent of the Hotel
Business” has been a welcome addition to the scientific literature
considering that dedicated economic history books about the hospitality
industry are very rare. This book explores the historic beginnings of the
hotel business in Britain many centuries ago and follows the growth of
the hospitality sector globally until the present day by focusing mainly on
Britain and the USA.
The book’s central thesis is that “the size, structure and growth of the
hotel business in a country are functions of the prevailing economic
structure” (Slattery, 2009:viii). The author succeeds in proving this point
by showing that a country’s greater political and economic context of any
given period fully explains the direction that the hospitality sector
follows. For instance, the annual movement of cattle and sheep in
medieval Britain created demand for accommodation of pastoral farmers
and triggered the creation of a network of drovers’ inns along the cattle
trade routes. Later, during the Industrial Revolution, demand for
accommodation started to take off due to increased travel by people
working in secondary activities such as manufacturing, mining,
construction and public utilities. The author estimates that “by 1850,
business travel was the main hotel market accounting broadly for 5
million room nights [in Britain], up from half a million in 1750”
(Slattery, 2009:23). Later on, as three social classes were established in
British society – i.e. the leisure class, middle class and working class –
the hotel industry followed suit by providing appropriate accommodation
options ranging from luxurious grand hotels to simple guesthouses and
boarding houses.
Slattery follows the evolution of the hotel industry mainly in the UK
and the USA but also in other parts of the world such as France and
Germany and analyses the impact of economic development, wars and
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regime change, population growth as well as major economic events such
as the Great Depression on the hotel business.
Slattery also discusses the emergence and growth of hotel chains, the
first of which were established in the 19th century. He provides data on
their room capacity and their total share of the sector mainly in the USA
and the UK: “By 1900, hotel chains in Britain had increased their room
stock to around 15,000, up from a standing start in 1850, bringing hotel
concentration at the turn of the century to 6%” (Slattery, 2009:36). The
share of hotel chains among the sector’s total room capacity kept growing
to reach 57% in the UK in 2008. Slattery showcases the global expansion
of hotel chains in recent years and the international dominance of a few,
mostly American, hotel groups.
One of the book’s most interesting features is the final chapter, where
Slattery presents some thoughts on the future developments in the hotel
sector. He expects significant growth in demand and advocates a larger
concentration in the hotel sector.
This book can be considered a valuable resource for both tourism
scholars and hotel industry analysts for two main reasons:
1.

2.
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Slattery discusses the evolution of the hotel business within the
greater political and economic context. The reader can see how
the large events of the last centuries – such as social change,
revolutions, war and the economic cycle – directly impact the
fortunes of the hospitality industry.
This book is filled with hard facts, i.e. with statistics on supply
and demand of the hotel business from the 16th century onwards.
It is perhaps the most important contribution of this book that it
makes these rare facts available to its readers, thus quantifying
the growth of this sector while the economies of the countries
under review make the transition from primary to secondary
industries and then on to tertiary services. The author utilises an
extensive database of hotel industry facts that cover a long
period of time in several countries and provides a series of useful
industry benchmarks such as room capacity, room nights
available, room nights sold, room occupancy, concentration in
the hotel sector as well as the population to hotel room supply
ratio. The book’s appendix explains the hotel supply and demand
modelling method that the author employed to calculate some of
these benchmarks.
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The book’s bibliography includes several history books, statistical
resources, books analysing recent political and economic developments in
several parts of the world and classic works by the likes of Galbraith,
Keynes, Malthus, Ricardo and Smith. 32 out of a total of 81
bibliographical items directly refer to the hospitality industry as well as to
travel and tourism.
This book is worthwhile for every hotel industry analyst interested in
understanding the driving forces behind the sector’s global rapid growth
and in need of quickly accessing industry benchmarks covering several
geographic regions and a longer period of time than benchmark reports
currently available from local and international consulting firms. Other
readers may find the book too specialised. However, analysts eager to
forecast the future of the hotel industry by analysing and understanding
the sector’s evolution in the past will find “The Economic Ascent of the
Hotel Business” a must-read resource.
Dimitris Koutoulas

Dimitris Koutoulas (d.koutoulas@gmail.com) Hellenic Open University,
Greece.
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ERRATUM
1

Annual ATLAS Conference
Cyprus University of Technology
Limassol, Cyprus, 3-5 November 2010

In pages 319-321 of the previous issue of TOURISMOS (Volume 6,
Number 1), a conference report for the "ATLAS Annual Conference and
Doctoral Colloquium 2010" that took place at Limassol, Cyprus, did not
provide any information or other reference made to the organisers of this
successful event. This omission was due to a technical fault during
production of TOURISMOS, hence the journal assumes full responsibility
for the error; the Editor wishes to apologise for this unintentional and
unfortunate error.
The overall theme of the 2010 ATLAS Annual Conference and
Doctoral Colloquium was "Mass Tourism Vs Niece Tourism" and was
hosted and organised by the Department of Hotel & Tourism
Management of the Cyprus University of Technology.
Without doubt, this conference proved to be a big, varied and
excellently organised and administered international event that has
offered delegates great opportunities for networking and exchange of
ideas. On behalf of TOURISMOS, I wish to sincerely congratulate the
conference organising team from the Cyprus University of Technology
and from ATLAS, and especially: the Head of the Organising Committee,
Dr Antonis Theocharous; and, the members of the local Organising
Committee, Dr. Alexis Saveriades, Dr Konstantinos Andriotis and Dr
Andreas Savides.
Evangelos Christou
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
ATLAS Annual Conference, “Landscape and tourism: Dualistic
relationship”, Valmiera, Latvia, 21-23 September 2011. For more
information visit: http://www.atlas-euro.org
EuroCHRIE 2011 Conference, “Tourism and hospitality, drivers for
transition”, Dubrovnik, Croatia, 19-22 October 2011. For more
information visit: http://www.eurochrie2011.hr
2011 Conference on Social Media & Tourism, Verona, Italy, 21-23
October 2011. For more information visit:
http://www.cpe.vt.edu/mpd.htmsocialmedia/index.html
Consumer Behavior in Tourism Symposium 2011, Free University of
Bozen-Bolzano, Brunico, Italy, 1-3 December 2011. For more
information visit: http://cbts2011.unibz.it
ENTER 2012, “e-Tourism Conference: Present & Future Interactions”,
Helsingborg, Sweden Austria, 23-27 January 2012. For more information
visit: http://www.ifitt.org
The 2012 Athens Tourism Symposium, “International Scientific
Congress on Current Trends in Tourism Management and Tourism
Policy”, Athens, Greece, 15-16 February 2012. For more information
visit: http://ats.conferences.gr
2nd Advances in Hospitality and Tourism Management &
Marketing, Corfu, Greece, 30 May - 3 June 2012. For more information
visit: http://www.ahtmmc2012.gr
10th Apac-CHRIE Conference, “Building Bridges, Creating
Opportunities”, Manila, Philippines, 5-8 June 2012. For more information
visit: http http://www.wix.com/ustcthm/apacchrie2012
ICCMI 2012, "International Conference on Contemporary Marketing
Issues", Thessaloniki, Greece, 14-15 June 2012. For more information
visit: http://www.mkt.teithe.gr/iccmi2012
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5th Scientific Conference of the University of the Aegean and 1st
Global Tourism Four Pillars Conference of the Greek Marketing
Academy, " New Horizons, New Opportunities: Tourism Trends and
Advances in the 21st Century", Mytilene, Greece, June 28th - July 1st.
For more information visit: http://tourconf2012.aegean.gr
I-CHRIE Annual Conference, Providence, Rhode island, USA, 1-4
August 2012. For more information visit: http://www.chrie.org
62nd AIEST Congress, “Advances in Tourism Research Perspectives of Actors, Institutions and Systems”, Khon Kaen, Thailand,
26-30 August 2012. For more information visit: http://www.aiest.org
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AIMS & SCOPE
TOURISMOS is an international, multi-disciplinary, refereed (peerreviewed) journal aiming to promote and enhance research in all fields of
tourism, including travel, hospitality and leisure. The journal is published
by the University of the Aegean (in Greece), and is intended for readers in
the scholarly community who deal with different tourism sectors, both at
macro and at micro level, as well as professionals in the industry.
TOURISMOS provides a platform for debate and dissemination of
research findings, new research areas and techniques, conceptual
developments, and articles with practical application to any tourism
segment. Besides research papers, the journal welcomes book reviews,
conference reports, case studies, research notes and commentaries.
TOURISMOS aims at:




Disseminating and promoting research, good practice and
innovation in all aspects of tourism to its prime audience
including educators, researchers, post-graduate students, policy
makers, and industry practitioners.
Encouraging
international
scientific
cooperation
and
understanding, and enhancing multi-disciplinary research across
all tourism sectors.

The scope of the journal is international and all papers submitted are
subject to strict blind peer review by its Editorial Board and by other
anonymous international reviewers. The journal features conceptual and
empirical papers, and editorial policy is to invite the submission of
manuscripts from academics, researchers, post-graduate students, policymakers and industry practitioners. The Editorial Board will be looking
particularly for articles about new trends and developments within
different sectors of tourism, and the application of new ideas and
developments that are likely to affect tourism, travel, hospitality and
leisure in the future. TOURISMOS also welcomes submission of
manuscripts in areas that may not be directly tourism-related but cover a
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topic that is of interest to researchers, educators, policy-makers and
practitioners in various fields of tourism.
The material published in TOURISMOS covers all scientific, conceptual
and applied disciplines related to tourism, travel, hospitality and leisure,
including: economics, management, planning and development,
marketing, human resources, sociology, psychology, geography,
information and communication technologies, transportation, service
quality, finance, food and beverage, and education. Manuscripts published
in TOURISMOS should not have been published previously in any
copyright form (print or electronic/online). The general criteria for the
acceptance of articles are:
 Contribution to the promotion of scientific knowledge in the
greater multi-disciplinary field of tourism.
 Adequate and relevant literature review.
 Scientifically valid and reliable methodology.
 Clarity of writing.
 Acceptable quality of English language.
TOURISMOS is published twice per year (in Spring and in Autumn).
Each issue includes the following sections: editorial, research papers,
research notes, case studies, book reviews, conference reports, industry
viewpoints, and forthcoming events.

JOURNAL SECTIONS
Editorial
The Editorial addresses issues of contemporary interest and provides a
detailed introduction and commentary to the articles in the current issue.
The editorial may be written by the Editor, or by any other member(s) of
the Editorial Board. When appropriate, a “Guest Editorial” may be
presented. However, TOURISMOS does not accept unsolicited editorials.
Research Papers
For the Research Papers section, TOURISMOS invites full-length
manuscripts (not longer than 6000 words and not shorter than 4000
words) from a variety of disciplines; these papers may be either empirical
or conceptual, and will be subject to strict blind peer review (by at least
three anonymous referees). The decision for the final acceptance of the
paper will be taken unanimously by the Editor and by the Associate
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Editors. The manuscripts submitted should provide original and/or
innovative ideas or approaches or findings that eventually push the
frontiers of knowledge. Purely descriptive accounts are not considered
suitable for this section. Each paper should have the following structure:
a) abstract, b) introduction (including an overall presentation of the issue
to be examined and the aims and objectives of the paper), c) main body
(including, where appropriate, the review of literature, the development of
hypotheses and/or models, research methodology, presentation of
findings, and analysis and discussion), d) conclusions (including also,
where appropriate, recommendations, practical implications, limitations,
and suggestions for further research), e) bibliography, f)
acknowledgements, and g) appendices.
Case Studies
Case Studies should be not longer than 3500 words and not shorter than
2500; these articles should be focusing on the detailed and critical
presentation/review of real-life cases from the greater tourism sector, and
must include - where appropriate - relevant references and bibliography.
Case Studies should aim at disseminating information and/or good
practices, combined with critical analysis of real examples. Purely
descriptive accounts may be considered suitable for this section, provided
that are well-justified and of interest to the readers of TOURISMOS. Each
article should have the following structure: a) abstract, b) introduction
(including an overall presentation of the case to be examined and the aims
and objectives of the article), c) main body (including, where appropriate,
the review of literature, the presentation of the case study, the critical
review of the case and relevant discussion), d) conclusions (including
also, where appropriate, recommendations, practical implications, and
suggestions for further study), e) bibliography, f) acknowledgements, and
g) appendices. All Case Studies are subject to blind peer review (by at
least one anonymous referee). The decision for the final acceptance of the
article will be taken unanimously by the Editor and by the Associate
Editor.
Research Notes
Research Notes should be not longer than 2000 words and not shorter
than 1000; these papers may be either empirical or conceptual, and will be
subject to blind peer review (by at least two anonymous referees). The
decision for the final acceptance of the paper will be taken unanimously
by the Editor and by the Associate Editors. The manuscripts submitted
may present research-in-progress or my focus on the conceptual
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development of models and approaches that have not been proven yet
through primary research. In all cases, the papers should provide original
ideas, approaches or preliminary findings that are open to discussion.
Purely descriptive accounts may be considered suitable for this section,
provided that are well-justified and of interest to the readers of
TOURISMOS. Each paper should have the following structure: a)
abstract, b) introduction (including an overall presentation of the issue to
be examined and the aims and objectives of the paper), c) main body
(including, where appropriate, the review of literature, the development of
hypotheses and/or models, research methodology, presentation of
findings, and analysis and discussion), d) conclusions (including also,
where appropriate, recommendations, practical implications, limitations,
and suggestions for further research), e) bibliography, f)
acknowledgements, and g) appendices.
Book Reviews
Book Reviews should be not longer than 1500 words and not shorter than
1000; these articles aim at presenting and critically reviewing books from
the greater field of tourism. Most reviews should focus on new
publications, but older books are also welcome for presentation. Book
Reviews are not subject to blind peer review; the decision for the final
acceptance of the article will be taken unanimously by the Editor and by
the Book Reviews Editor. Where appropriate, these articles may include
references and bibliography. Books to be reviewed may be assigned to
potential authors by the Book Reviews Editor, though TOURISMOS is
also open to unsolicited suggestions for book reviews from interested
parties.
Conference Reports
Conference Reports should be not longer than 2000 words and not shorter
than 1000; these articles aim at presenting and critically reviewing
conferences from the greater field of tourism. Most reports should focus
on recent conferences (i.e., conferences that took place not before than
three months from the date of manuscript submission), but older
conferences are also welcome for presentation if appropriate. Conference
Reports are not subject to blind peer review; the decision for the final
acceptance of the article will be taken unanimously by the Editor and by
the Conference Reports Editor. Where appropriate, these articles may
include references and bibliography. Conference reports may be assigned
to potential authors by the Conference Reports Editor, though
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TOURISMOS is also open to unsolicited suggestions for reports from
interested parties.
Industry Viewpoints
Industry Viewpoints should be not longer than 1500 words and not
shorter than 500; these articles may have a “commentary” form, and aim
at presenting and discussing ideas, views and suggestions by practitioners
(industry professionals, tourism planners, policy makers, other tourism
stakeholders, etc.). Through these articles, TOURISMOS provides a
platform for the exchange of ideas and for developing closer links
between academics and practitioners. Most viewpoints should focus on
contemporary issues, but other issues are also welcome for presentation if
appropriate. Industry Viewpoints are not subject to blind peer review; the
decision for the final acceptance of the article will be taken unanimously
by the Editor and by the Associate Editors. These articles may be
assigned to potential authors by the editor, though TOURISMOS is also
open to unsolicited contributions from interested parties.
Forthcoming Events
Forthcoming Events should be not longer than 500 words; these articles
may have the form of a “call of papers”, related to a forthcoming
conference or a special issue of a journal. Alternatively, forthcoming
events may have the form of a press release informing readers of
TOURISMOS about an event (conference or other) related to the tourism,
travel, hospitality or leisure sectors. These articles should not aim at
promoting sales of any products or services. The decision for the final
acceptance of the article will be taken by the Editor.
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Manuscript Submission Procedure
Manuscripts should be written as understandably and concisely as
possible with clarity and meaningfulness. Submission of a manuscript to
TOURISMOS represents a certification on the part of the author(s) that it
is an original work and has not been copyrighted elsewhere; manuscripts
that are eventually published may not be reproduced in any other
publication (print or electronic), as their copyright has been transferred to
TOURISMOS. Submissions are accepted only in electronic form; authors
are requested to submit one copy of each manuscript by email attachment.
All manuscripts should be emailed to the Editor-in-Chief (Prof. Paris
Tsartas, at ptsar@aegean.gr) and to the Editor (Prof. Evangelos Christou,
at e.christou@aegean,gr), and depending on the nature of the manuscript
submissions should also be emailed as follows:
 Conference reports should be emailed directly to the Conference
Reports
Editor
(Dr.
Vasiliki
Galani-Moutafi),
at
v.moutafi@sa.aegean.gr.
 Book reviews should be emailed directly to the Book Reviews
Editor (Dr. Marianna Sigala), at m.sigala@aegean.gr.
 Full papers and all other types of manuscripts should be emailed
directly to the Editor (Prof. Evangelos Christou), at
e.christou@aegean.gr.
Feedback regarding the submission of a manuscript (including the
reviewers‟ comments) will be provided to the author(s) within six weeks
of the receipt of the manuscript. Submission of a manuscript will be held
to imply that it contains original unpublished work not being considered
for publication elsewhere at the same time. Each author of a manuscript
accepted for publication will receive three complimentary copies of the
issue, and will also have to sign a “transfer of copyright” form. If
appropriate, author(s) can correct first proofs. Manuscripts submitted to
TOURISMOS, accepted for publication or not, cannot be returned to the
author(s).
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Manuscript Length
Research Papers should be not longer than 6000 words and not shorter
than 4000. Research Notes should be not longer than 2000 words and not
shorter than 1000. Case Studies should be not longer than 3500 words and
not shorter than 2500. Book Reviews should be not longer than 1500
words and not shorter than 1000. Conference Reports should be not
longer than 2000 words and not shorter than 1000. Industry Viewpoints
should be not longer than 1500 words and not shorter than 500.
Forthcoming Events should be not longer than 500 words. Manuscripts
that do not fully conform to the above word limits (according to the type
of the article) will be automatically rejected and should not be entered
into the reviewing process.
Manuscript Style & Preparation
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All submissions (research papers, research notes, case studies, book
reviews, conference reports, industry viewpoints, and forthcoming
events) must have a title of no more than 12 words.
Manuscripts should be double-line spaced, and have at least 2,5 cm
(one-inch) margin on all four sides. Pages should be numbered
consecutively.
The use of footnotes within the text is discouraged – use endnotes
instead. Endnotes should be kept to a minimum, be used to provide
additional comments and discussion, and should be numbered
consecutively in the text and typed on a separate page at the end of
the article.
Quotations must be taken accurately from the original source.
Alterations to the quotations must be noted. Quotation marks (“ ”)
are to be used to denote direct quotes. Inverted commas („ „) should
denote a quote within a quotation. If the quotation is less than 3 lines,
then it should be included in the main text enclosed in quotation
marks. If the quotation is more than 3 lines, then it should be
separated from the main text and indented.
The name(s) of any sponsor(s) of the research contained in the
manuscript, or any other acknowledgements, should appear at the
very end of the manuscript.
Tables, figures and illustrations are to be included in the text and to
be numbered consecutively (in Arabic numbers). Each table, figure or
illustration must have a title.













The text should be organized under appropriate section headings,
which, ideally, should not be more than 500-700 words apart.
The main body of the text should be written in Times New Roman
letters, font size 12.
Section headings should be written in Arial letters, font size 12, and
should be marked as follows: primary headings should be centred and
typed in bold capitals and underlined; secondary headings should be
typed with italic bold capital letters; other headings should be typed
in capital letters. Authors are urged to write as concisely as possible,
but not at the expense of clarity.
The preferred software for submission is Microsoft Word.
Authors submitting papers for publication should specify which
section of the journal they wish their paper to be considered for:
research papers, research notes, case studies, book reviews,
conference reports, industry viewpoints, and forthcoming events.
Author(s) are responsible for preparing manuscripts which are clearly
written in acceptable, scholarly English, and which contain no errors
of spelling, grammar, or punctuation. Neither the Editorial Board nor
the Publisher is responsible for correcting errors of spelling or
grammar.
Where acronyms are used, their full expression should be given
initially.
Authors are asked to ensure that there are no libellous implications in
their work.

Manuscript Presentation
For submission, manuscripts of research papers, research notes and case
studies should be arranged in the following order of presentation:
 First page: title, subtitle (if required), author‟s name and surname,
affiliation, full postal address, telephone and fax numbers, and e-mail
address. Respective names, affiliations and addresses of co-author(s)
should be clearly indicated. Also, include an abstract of not more
than 150 words and up to 6 keywords that identify article content.
Also include a short biography of the author (about 50 words); in the
case of co-author(s), the same details should also be included. All
correspondence will be sent to the first named author, unless
otherwise indicated.
 Second page: title, an abstract of not more than 150 words and up to
6 keywords that identify article content. Do not include the author(s)
details, affiliation(s), and biographies in this page.
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Subsequent pages: the paper should begin on the third page and
should not subsequently reveal the title or authors. In these pages
should be included the main body of text (including tables, figures
and illustrations); list of references; appendixes; and endnotes
(numbered consecutively).
The author(s) should ensure that their names cannot be identified
anywhere in the text.

Referencing Style
In the text, references should be cited with parentheses using the “author,
date” style - for example for single citations (Ford, 2004), or for multiple
citations (Isaac, 1998; Jackson, 2003). Page numbers for specific points or
direct quotations must be given (i.e., Ford, 2004: 312-313). The
Reference list, placed at the end of the manuscript, must be typed in
alphabetical order of authors. The specific format is:
 For journal papers: Tribe, J. (2002). The philosophic practitioner.
Annals of Tourism Research, Vol.29, No.2, pp.338-357.
 For books and monographs: Teare, R. & Ingram, H. (1993).
Strategic Management: A Resource-Based Approach for the
Hospitality and Tourism Industries. London, Cassell.
 For chapters in edited books: Sigala, M. and Christou, E. (2002). Use
of Internet for enhancing tourism and hospitality education: lessons
from Europe. In K.W. Wober, A.J. Frew and M. Hitz (Eds.)
Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism, Wien:
Springer-Verlag.
 For papers presented in conferences: Ford, B. (2004). Adoption of
innovations on hospitality. Paper presented at the 22nd EuroCHRIE
Conference. Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey: 3-7 November
2004.
 For unpublished works: Gregoriades, M. (2004). The impact of trust
in brand loyalty, Unpublished PhD Tourismos. Chios, Greece:
University of the Aegean.
 For Internet sources (if you know the author): Johns, D. (2003) The
power
of
branding
in
tourism.
Ηttp://www.tourismabstracts.org/marketing/papers-authors/id3456.
Accessed the 12th of January 2005, at 14:55. (note: always state
clearly the full URL of your source).
 For Internet sources (if you do not know the author): Tourism supply
and demand. Ηttp://www.tourismabstracts.org/marketing/papers444



authors/id3456. Accessed the 30th of January 2004, at 12:35. (note:
always state clearly the full URL of your source).
For reports: Edelstein, L. G. & Benini, C. (1994). Meetings and
Conventions. Meetings market report (August), 60-82.
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